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Abstract
Current distributed computing and resource management infrastructures (e.g., Cluster and Grid) suffer
from a wide variety of problems related to resource management, which include scalability bottleneck,
resource allocation delay, limited quality-of-service (QoS) support, and lack of cost-aware and service
level agreement (SLA) mechanisms.
This thesis addresses these issues by presenting a cost-effective resource management solution
which introduces the possibility of managing geographically distributed resources in resource units that
are under the control of a Virtual Authority (VA). A VA is a collection of resources controlled, but not
necessarily owned, by a group of users or an authority representing a group of users. It leverages the
fact that different resources in disparate locations will have varying usage levels. By creating smaller
divisions of resources called VAs, users would be given the opportunity to choose between a variety of
cost models, and each VA could rent resources from resource providers when necessary, or could po-
tentially rent out its own resources when underloaded. The resource management is simplified since the
user and owner of a resource recognize only the VA because all permissions and charges are associated
directly with the VA. The VA is controlled by a ’rental’ policy which is supported by a pool of resources
that the system may rent from external resource providers. As far as scheduling is concerned, the VA is
independent from competitors and can instead concentrate on managing its own resources. As a result,
the VA offers scalable resource management with minimal infrastructure and operating costs.
We demonstrate the feasibility of the VA through both a practical implementation of the prototype
system and an illustration of its quantitative advantages through the use of extensive simulations. First,
the VA concept is demonstrated through a practical implementation of the prototype system. Further, we
perform a cost-benefit analysis of current distributed resource infrastructures to demonstrate the potential
cost benefit of such a VA system. We then propose a costing model for evaluating the cost effectiveness
of the VA approach by using an economic approach that captures revenues generated from applications
and expenses incurred from renting resources. Based on our costing methodology, we present rental
policies that can potentially offer effective mechanisms for running distributed and parallel applications
without a heavy upfront investment and without the cost of maintaining idle resources. By using real
workload trace data, we test the effectiveness of our proposed rental approaches.
Finally, we propose an extension to the VA framework that promotes long-term negotiations and
rentals based on service level agreements or long-term contracts. Based on the extended framework,
we present new SLA-aware policies and evaluate them using real workload traces to demonstrate their
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effectiveness in improving rental decisions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The way in which computers are used has changed significantly in recent years. The emergence of small
electronic devices with excellent display capabilities and graphical user interfaces has completed the nat-
ural evolution towards an interactive information society that was started by the desktop computer. Users
now expect such personal devices to perform tasks that are well beyond their processing capabilities and
the idea of a portable, handheld ‘supercomputer’ no longer seems a science fiction concept. At the same
time the supercomputer concept has changed significantly. By connecting hundreds of readily available
workstations as cluster systems, it is now possible to generate virtual computers with processing capa-
bilities that rival those of the high-cost, dedicated supercomputer. Cluster systems are widely used by
various organizations to accommodate the ever-increasing demand for computer resources from users
and applications. Clusters are normally managed by Distributed Resource Managers (DRMs) (Hender-
son, 1995; Gentzsch, 2001a; Xu, 2001; Jackson, Snell, and Clement, 2001; Frey et al., 2002) to provide
users with simple access to computational resources to run resource hungry applications.
The advent of high-speed networks has enabled the integration of computational resources which
are geographically distributed and administered at different domains. Such integration is known as ‘Grid
computing’ and enables many independent computers to be connected together as if they were one large
parallel machine, or virtual supercomputer, to be used for solving large-scale problems in science and
engineering (Foster and Kesselman, 1997).
In a more recent development, ‘Cloud computing’ (Sullivan, 2009) offers a solution that allows
resource machines to be customized and dynamically configured using virtualization technology so that
resources can be delivered on demand. Such an advance is important since the trend in distributed
computing is to build and aggregate computing power composed from many geographically distributed
resources.
1.1 Problem Statement
Computational approaches to problem solving have proven their worth in almost every field of human
endeavour. Computers are used for modelling and simulating complex scientific and engineering prob-
lems, diagnosing medical conditions, controlling industrial equipment, forecasting the weather, man-
aging stock portfolios, and many other purposes. Computer simulations are used in a wide variety of
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practical contexts, such as analysis of air pollutant dispersion using atmospheric dipersion modelling,
behaviour of structures (such as buildings and industrial parts) under stress and other conditions, reser-
voir simulation for petroleum engineering to model subsurface reservoirs, urban simulation models that
simulate dynamic patterns of urban development and responses to urban land use and transportation poli-
cies, traffic engineering to plan or redesign parts of a street network from single junctions to a national
highway network, for transportation system planning, design and operations, and many other purposes
(Foster, Kesselman, and Tuecke, 2001). These simulation applications can be broadly categorized as ei-
ther High Throughput Computing (HTC) or High Performance Computing (HPC) applications (Calleja
et al., 2005). HTC applications are characterized by a large number of independent small-sized calcu-
lations, with moderate resource requirements, that can be distributed on commodity machines such as
clusters. Execution can typically be spread out over long periods of time; days, weeks or even months.
On the other hand, HPC applications are compute intensive and usually require the co-located use of
large amounts of resources for a shorter period of time. Such jobs will tend to require tighter coupling,
and parallel applications fall into this category.
More recently, large-scale scientific computing is playing an ever-increasing role in critical
decision-making and dynamic, event-driven systems. There is a growing number of problem domains
where key decisions must be made quickly with the aid of large-scale computation. In these domains,
“urgent computing” is essential, and late results are useless (Beckman et al., 2006). For example, a
computation to predict coastline flooding or avalanche danger must guide evacuation while there is still
time. Therefore, in such a time-critical scenario, it is crucial to satisfy application-specific QoS require-
ments such as job/task deadlines. Furthermore, although not as urgent, on-demand computing is often
required to take advantage of a scientific opportunity, for example, to process data and steer activities
during an experiment or observation of an unpredictable natural event (Cencerrado, Senar, and Cortés,
2009). Without immediate access to large computational resources, the steering opportunities may not
be possible.
Supercomputers have traditionally been used to provide this type of immense computational pro-
cessing capability, but due to the low cost of PC computers or workstations, it is now more cost effective
to build ‘supercomputers’ by connecting hundreds of cheap workstations to generate high processing ca-
pability. One well-known example is the Beowulf (Ridge et al., 1997), which was a supercomputer-like
system created from a collection of a number of desktop PCs connected by a high-speed network. This
concept is known as Cluster computing (Feitelson and Rudolph, 1995; Moreira et al., 1997; Weissman
and Zhao, 1998) and the computer cluster has become a viable choice for solving large-scale compu-
tational problems since it is able to offer an equally high performance with a lower price compared
with traditional super-computing systems. The emergence of clusters was initiated by a number of aca-
demic projects, such as Berkeley NOW (Culler, 1997), and HPVM (Chien et al., 1997) that proved the
advantage of clusters over traditional HPC platforms.
In recent years, Grid computing (Foster, Kesselman, and Tuecke, 2001) has emerged as an important
technology for solving large-scale compute-intensive problems where the computational power, storage
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power, and specialist functionality of arbitrary networked devices can be made available on-demand to
any other connected device in a seamless and secure manner. As such, a Grid environment provides
an attractive platform for scientific users to solve the most demanding computational and data-intensive
problems, because of the great number and variety of resources that a Grid can offer.
In the Grid environment, users and resources are grouped in federations under a common adminis-
trative domain, and these federations are commonly referred to as Virtual Organizations (VOs) (Foster,
Kesselman, and Tuecke, 2001). A virtual organization is a group of users from multiple institutions who
collaborate to achieve a specific goal. A user can take part in different virtual organizations and simi-
larly, a resource can be managed by different virtual organizations. An institution is an administrative
domain and has complete control over the resources within its domain. Institutions support a virtual
organization and hence allow users, who may belong to different institutions, access to the resources.
The Grid middleware is then used to provide a uniform interface at the boundary of the administrative
domain to allow interoperation between VO members (Field and Schulz, 2008). Such a concept looks
very promising from an overall viewpoint since it provides a platform in which independent institutions
and individuals can interact and cooperate in a seamless and secure manner.
However, such approaches in building a large-scale resource-sharing system have several funda-
mental problems and limitations. First, in the current VO approach, individuals are registered with a
universal central authority and their access to a resource is subsequently approved by the VO’s admin-
istrator (Alfieri et al., 2005). Users need to be members of a VO before they are allowed to run their
applications. Furthermore, a VO also requires every resource owner to be registered under its author-
ity. The difficulty of this approach is the management overhead such actions involve. For example, a
VO needs a global registration service that validates and approves all users by giving them an access
account. Similarly, every resource owner also needs to be registered under a VO before the resource is
accessible to all registered users. This imposes the requirement for every user to register with each VO,
and every VO in the world also needs to have an account on the resource owner’s machine. Considering
the millions of users and computers worldwide, this poses a serious management problem because it is
impossible for a VO to control this volume of users and resources.
Second, another inherent problem in the current Grid system lies in its centralized approach to
scheduling. For example, in the current VO model, there is only one, single, global scheduler controlling
all the users and resources (Hauswirth and Schmidt, 2005). The global scheduler is typically controlled
by a meta-scheduler (Xhafa and Abraham, 2010). A meta-scheduler is required to maintain and synchro-
nize resource information from each participating local scheduler globally (Choi et al., 2009). Therefore,
it constantly needs to monitor the resources state of each participating local scheduler to ensure efficient
scheduling. Again, the task of keeping the level of resource state information relevant and correct is
enormous.
Faced with a potentially large number of institutions, this poses a number of serious limitations
including poor scalability and inadequate support for quality-of-service (QoS), especially from the point
of view of urgent job requests (Cencerrado, Senar, and Cortés, 2009). A reservation-based approach can
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partially address the problem, but such an approach can create severe resource under-utilization due to
unused reservations, idle reservation slots, and under-utilized reservations that resource owners are eager
to avoid (Park and Humphrey, 2008). For example, an advance resource allocation plan could be ruined
or a better choice of resources could be available. Moreover, since advance reservation is statically
performed before starting application execution, a job that needs multiple resources would have to wait
a long time to have enough resources available to run (Liu, Nazir, and Sorenson, 2007).
As a result, the Grid system suffers from a scheduling bottleneck: scheduling is fairly efficient
for best-effort jobs or for small jobs that need only a few processors to execute. However, when the
jobs to be scheduled require bounded response times and/or quality of services (QoS), current systems
fail to provide acceptable response times as required (Beckman et al., 2006; Cencerrado, Senar, and
Cortés, 2009). The result is considerable delay to the jobs starting, which is a clear drawback for urgent
distributed applications.
Third, multiple VOs exist throughout different parts of the world (Field and Schulz, 2008). The
institutions therefore may participate in different Grid infrastructures. As such, Grid interoperation is
needed to bridge these differences and enable virtual organizations to access resources independently
of the Grid infrastructure affiliation. Without Grid interoperation, the virtual organization would be
limited to only one Grid infrastructure. As different Grids have their own middleware and policies, this
introduces another management bottleneck. The challenge of Grid interoperation for multiple virtual
organizations and Grid infrastructures further complicates scheduling decisions (Field and Schulz, 2008).
Fourth, resource availability under the VO model is also an issue. Since access to VO resources
is regulated by the internal local policies of participating institutions (participants), a VO may have
limited capacities due to the limited amount of resources provided by their participants (Vilajosana,
Krishnaswamy, and Marquès, 2009). In this sense, during certain periods of time, VOs may become
overloaded due to the dynamism of their users or due to the over-consumption of resources by their
participants.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, is the issue of the cost effectiveness and efficiency of global
resource-sharing systems. Regardless of the underlying platform (i.e., Cluster or Grid computing), users
want to be able to run their applications with reasonable QoS guarantees without making a huge invest-
ment in new hardware. The institutions cannot afford to keep multimillion pound infrastructures idle
until needed by the applications. Thus, apart from satisfying the application QoS requirements, it is also
equally important to justify the investment in building and maintaining the computing infrastructure for
running applications. Such a cost justification can be made by maximizing resource productivity (i.e.,
overall resource utilization) and reducing resource idleness.
Therefore, it is important to leverage the available resources and idle processor cycles to solve
a problem more quickly while at the same time maximizing efficiency and reducing the total cost of
ownership. However, it is still not perfectly clear whether there is any cost-benefit in building and
maintaining a system for the purpose of sharing and running large-scale applications. For instance,
cluster and Grid infrastructures have high resource infrastructure costs and they are very expensive to
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maintain since they incur fixed and operational costs such as those incurred from electricity providers
and system administrators (Assuncao and Buyya, 2008). Furthermore, despite the attractiveness of Grid
systems which can provide huge and variety computing resources, recent statistical observations (Iosup
et al., 2006) have shown that resources at institutions are severely underutilised1. One reason for this is
that institutions are often forced to ‘over provision’ their resource infrastructure to ensure that there is
sufficient capacity for peak loads and future demand (Duan, Zhang, and Hou, 2003).
To address all of the above mentioned issues, there is a strong need to develop a cost-effective re-
source management system that can largely self-manage, provide better resource availability, utilization,
performance, and scalability at lower cost; and provide the opportunity for incremental investment and
immediate return, which is the subject of this thesis.
1.1.1 Cost-Effective Resource Management
This thesis addresses the above mentioned problems by introducing the possibility of managing geo-
graphically distributed resources in significantly ‘smaller’ computing units than are currently managed
by a global Grid system. There is no optimal size for such ‘smaller’ units because that would depend
on how the resources are used. Too few units may not be ideal for the execution of massively parallel
applications. Such applications would want to use more resources. On the other hand, too many units
would simply burden the Virtual Authority (VA) with a large management overhead. The size issue
is important, but this is mainly guided by a complex symbiosis between usage pattern and timing. It
therefore has no optimal solution.
The smaller units are constructed to form a VA. A Virtual Authority is a collection of resources
controlled, but not necessarily owned, by a group of users or an authority representing a group of users.
The owner of a resource recognizes only the VA. All permissions, billing and blame for security breaches
are associated with the VA. Although individual processes and tasks can always be associated with
individual users, this is a matter for the VA and not the resource owner. As far as scheduling is concerned,
the VA is independent from competitors and can instead concentrate on managing its own resources.
At first glance, a VA may not appear to be that dissimilar from a VO. However, a VA has fundamen-
tal characteristics which differentiate it from a VO. First, a VO consists of a group of users from multiple
institutions who collaborate to achieve a specific goal. It integrates services and resources across dis-
tributed, heterogeneous, dynamic organizations to allow service and resource sharing when cooperating
on the realization of a joint goal. For example, the EUAsiaGrid VO was formed to promote regional
collaboration between Asian countries, as well as collaboration with European scientific communities
(Codispoti et al., 2010). The EUAsiaGrid VO is made up of 15 institutions from 12 countries.
Unlike a VO, a VA only represents an individual or a group of users and/or applications from a
single private institution. A VA is supported by a private system with a pool of resources that it may
either purchase or rent. In such systems, termed in this thesis, VA- or rental-based systems, the VA tem-
porarily rents resources from external resource providers worldwide (e.g., personal computers, clusters,
Clouds etc.). Once rented, the nodes are moved outside the management of the resource providers (e.g.,
1Most Grid production sites, such as DAS-2, Grid500, NorduGrid, AuverGrid, SHarCNET, and LCG, have a system utilisation
of less than 60%. In some cases, the system utilisation is well below 40%.
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local schedulers) for an agreed period and/or agreement. The size does not matter because the VA has
an agreement with resource providers that are willing to rent some of their nodes in times of high de-
mand. The VA has the responsibility to predict its workload with reasonable accuracy within a specific
timeframe with the objective to keep its costs (idle resources) down to a reasonable amount.
The creation of a VA maintains the global concept and at the same time introduces a local concept.
This concept has many benefits. First, individual users no longer need to be recognized globally. The
organization they belong to can hire equipment and can create a local service, to serve its own users
and/or applications. This can provide the user with the isolated, customized execution environment
needed, and it promotes simplified resource administration. Therefore, scheduling can be carried out
with the minimum of difficulty because there are no competing scheduling authorities and the resource
pool is limited.
Second, the environment offers an opportunity for users to outsource maintenance to a third party
provider. This outsourcing concept has many advantages, for example, users can avoid the difficulty and
expense of maintaining their own equipment and can specifically provision resources during peak loads.
Moreover, the system can optimize use of the nodes’ processing capabilities more efficiently, because
resources are managed in significantly smaller units in comparison to global Grids, and at the same time,
the system can retain full control. As a consequence, this will result in a much reduced problem and
therefore simpler and faster scheduling.
By forming a small VA which can be constructed temporarily from rented resources, the option
can be provided of storing resources ready for use under the control of a VA. As such, temporary and
unexpected spikes in demand for resources can be accommodated by flexible rental arrangements. This
would enable the applications to customize their execution with a set of distinct resource types and could
lead to the formation of ideal node configurations based on the applications’ workload requirements.
The idea is really that a group of applications (or one application) can share resources efficiently without
the problems inherent in using a global Grid. It is envisaged that such an approach would offer un-
precedented computing power and scalability as well as rapid and significant performance gains over a
traditional dedicated clusters and current Grid systems.
A VA also has several distinctive features that differ from the conventional meta-scheduler
paradigm; it is built on multi-tier paradigm. The upper tier offers the ability for the applications to
interact directly with the VA system using a conventional job submission interface or simple Application
Programming Interface (API) calls. Using the API, the calls are handled by the application agent (AA)
which resides between the application and the middle tier. The upper tier is built upon our earlier work
(Liu, Nazir, and Sørensen, 2009) and it provides support for dynamic resource allocation at an applica-
tion level to make the application execution benefit from the adaptive, dynamic, and on-demand resource
provisioning. It also provides the prospect of removing the application from user control.
The middle tier takes charge of scheduling responsibility whereby the quality of service (QoS)
information provided from the AA is used to appropriately schedule applications and jobs to resource
nodes based on their requirements, and resource costs. Finally, the lower tier forms a shared pool of
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ready-to-use compute resources which are rented from resource providers that represent a worldwide
pool of computing power. The multi-tier approach essentially differentiates the roles of application
management, job/task scheduling, and resource provisioning.
Since a VA is able to control its environment, it is faced with the conflicting goals of renting suf-
ficient computing nodes to provide an adequate level of application satisfaction and of keeping the cost
of renting to an acceptable level. For example, on the one hand, renting too many nodes would incur a
large management overhead. On the other hand, renting too few nodes would result in long wait times
and application quality-of-service (QoS) dissatisfaction. Therefore, there is a need to balance the cost of
satisfying user/application demand and the cost of renting computing resources.
The thesis addresses this issue by introducing a costing model that attempts to provide a mechanism
for the VA to balance the cost of renting computational resources and the cost of satisfying application
QoS requirements. The costing model is based on an economic approach that captures revenues gener-
ated from applications and also expenses incurred from renting resources. The rental expenses derive
from the need to deploy rented resource nodes from external providers and the operational costs to main-
tain them. These include the administrative cost (i.e., deployment cost) and the operational cost (i.e.,
electricity, personnel, floor spaces etc.). Applications express the monetary value of their jobs as the
price they will pay to have them run. The gap between the monetary value (revenue), the penalty for
not meeting quality of service (i.e., deadline violation), and the resource cost (expenses) to run the job is
simply the job’s profit. The profit provides a single evaluation metric that captures the trade-off between
earning monetary values, the penalty for deadline violation, and paying the rental cost. We demonstrate
how such a costing model can be used effectively to provide an adequate level of application satisfaction
and keep the cost of renting nodes to an acceptable level. The overall aim of the costing model is to
maximize QoS requirements, resource utilization, and scalability.
The provision of cost-aware rental policies is therefore essential for the economic viability of a VA.
Resource planning and renting are the responsibility of the VA. A rental policy must provide a set of
rules to decide what, when and how many resource nodes to rent in accommodating local demand. The
responsibility of a VA is to offer a cost competitive service in order to attract users. It may have an
option of choosing the resource providers that best meet users’ QoS requirements. It may rent resources
based on short- and/or long-term planning and manage these resources according to the needs of the
applications. Because it has sole responsibility for the resource in question while is retains management
authority, there are no short-term disputes to resolve.
Profit is a standard metric in the commercial world, and it is envisaged that the profit offers a
clear, numerical measure for the VA to evaluate its rental decisions. The profit metric addresses the
trade-off between the cost of rental and the lost opportunity if customer demand is not met. Effectively,
the costing model provides a valuable tool for capacity planning, and it provides the foundation for
improving productivity, managing costs, and return on investment for renting resources from resource
providers in the presence of ‘bursty’ and unpredictable application demand.
Outsourcing high-performance computing services often involves service level agreements (SLAs)
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or contracts that include penalties for poor performance: if the response time is too long, for too many
jobs, the VA should earn less, and may even have to pay out more than it takes in. Prior to job execution,
the user and the VA may have to agree on a Service Level Agreement (SLA) (Leff, Rayfield, and Dias,
2003) which serves as a contract outlining the expected level of service performance such that the VA
is liable to compensate the user for any service under-performance. Therefore, a VA needs to not only
balance competing application requirements, but also to enhance the profitability of the provider while
delivering the expected level of service performance.
The expected level of service performance typically relates to user experience, such as the comple-
tion of a job within its deadline (Yeo and Buyya, 2007). Therefore, the VA must make use of quality of
service (QoS) information of a job (i.e., deadline) to determine whether there is an adequate amount of
resources available to accommodate the job’s deadline, and it should rent additional resources if neces-
sary. However, the problem is that job information does not often reveal sufficient information for the
VA to perform long-term planning. This forces the VA to make a rental decision on a reactionary basis
because often information regarding a low level of resources or resource unavailability is not known un-
til there is an emergency need. This could result in deadline violations and/or under-utilized resources.
Therefore an additional SLA-aware framework is needed that can express the user’s desires while not
unduly constraining the VA.
This thesis therefore proposes an extension of our initial framework to provide an additional con-
trol based on service level agreements (SLAs), or long-term contracts. Such an extension promotes
long-term planning, and enables the VA to plan rental decisions in a proactive mode, rather than on
a reactionary basis. The extended framework offers the facility for the applications to specify the re-
source requirements, their expected quality-of-services (QoS), total monetary values, and penalties for
the whole period of application execution. This effectively improves rental decisions because long-term
capacity planning can be established from the knowledge of the SLA contract. With the incorporation
of such a framework, the thesis presents several SLA-aware policies and evaluates them to demonstrate
their applicability and effectiveness in improving profits.
1.2 Scope and Assumptions
1.2.1 Quality of Service and Service Level Agreements
As in the human world, users express utility as the budget or amount of real money that they are willing
to pay for the service (Buyya, 2002). Real money is a well-defined currency (Lai, 2005) that will promote
resource owner and user participation in distributed system environments. A user’s budget, monetary or
utility value is limited by the amount of currency that he/she has which may be distributed and admin-
istered through monetary authorities (Barmouta and Buyya, 2002). In the thesis we focus mainly on the
resource allocation techniques to meet the application QoS requirements and their applicability in the
context of a VA that rents resources from external providers, rather than owning these resources. On-
demand provisioning of computing resources diminishes the need to purchase computing infrastructure
since renting arrangements provide the required computing capacity at low cost. Furthermore, since the
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amount of work the VA receives will vary, the VA can reduce its ‘risk’ by renting the resources it needs
from a resource provider, rather than owning them physically.
Resource providers may strategically behave in ways to keep their costs down and to maximize their
return on investment. For example, the pricing2 policies may consider the following question from the
provider’s viewpoint: what should the provider charge for the resources in order to benefit from renting
out its resources? Since our work focuses on the policy choices made by the VAs to keep their costs down
and to maximise their return on investment, other aspects of market dynamics such as pricing policies
and incentive mechanism design imposed by resource providers are beyond the scope of this thesis.
We will not explore how a market equilibrium may be achieved and how setting certain rental rules
and policies would affect the pricing. This thesis does not venture further into other market concepts
such as user bidding strategies (Wolski et al., 2001c; Chun et al., 2005) and auction pricing mechanisms
(Waldspurger et al., 1992; Lai et al., 2004; Das and Grosu, 2005b).
1.2.2 Costing Model
The costing model makes the assumption of prior knowledge of job deadlines for deadline-driven and/or
urgent applications. It is assumed that such information is provided at the application tier by the appli-
cations themselves or by agents on their behalf. Furthermore, in some cases, it is further assumed that
the knowledge of monetary value is provided. The utility or monetary value is the monetary payment
paid by the applications (the price the user is willing to pay) for job execution. In this thesis, we assume
that deadline-driven applications or their users are capable of truthfully expressing their monetary val-
ues according to their job and task deadlines, and such mechanisms are assumed to be provided by the
applications or their users.
1.2.3 Security Issues
Parallel computations that deal with geographically distributed computational resources need to estab-
lish security relationships not simply between a client and a server, but among potentially thousands
of jobs or tasks that are distributed across different geographical locations or availability zones. The
security-related issues have to be addressed before any proposed solutions can be applied in practice. In
this thesis, we did not look into security and privacy concerns. We assume the existence of a security
infrastructure that authenticates and authorizes users. Such infrastructure should enable an authorized
consumer or user to grant access rights to computing resources on a remote site. We also do not concern
ourselves here with security policies, confidentiality and data integrity issues. When discussing the pro-
totype implementation of our architecture, we will limit our discussions to the practical strategies that
we employ to alleviate the problems of providing secure access to distributed resources behind firewalls.
1.2.4 Adaptive and Reconfigurable Applications
In this thesis, adaptive and reconfigurable applications (Islam et al., 2003; Agrawal et al., 2006; Park
and Humphrey, 2008) refer to the distributed or parallel applications that are able to adapt to the various
dynamics of the underlying resources. This implies the ability of the application to modify its struc-
2We differentiate between pricing nodes and charging for services in the thesis.
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ture and/or modify the mapping between computing resources and the application’s components while
the application continues to operate with minimal disruption to its execution. Such an application has
a reasonable knowledge of its inner workings and internal structure to be able to manage its own load
balancing techniques to maximize its performance. During runtime, the application itself continuously
measures and detects load imbalances and tries to correct them by redistributing the data, or changing the
granularity of the problem through load balancing. Effectively, such applications are able to reconfigure
themselves, self-optimize, and migrate to adapt to the characteristics of the underlying execution envi-
ronments. We assume such applications have the following properties, namely, that they: (1) make use
of new computing resources during execution; (2) perform internal load balancing; and (3) are resilient
to resource failures.
The basic idea behind adaptive and reconfigurable application execution is to make the jobs in the
system share the processors equally as much as possible. This is achieved by varying the number of
processors allocated to an application during its execution. This means that additional processors may
be added to an executing application or job when processors become available. In particular, when
resources are added or removed during execution, the application is capable of dynamically performing
load balancing on existing and newly configured resources to make the most efficient use of resources.
For example, after adding a resource, either process migration or data load balancing may take place to
take advantage of the newly added resource.
1.2.5 Cluster, Grid and Cloud Computing
In this thesis, we assume that geographically distributed resources operate within the context of existing
dedicated clusters, Grid, and/or Cloud systems. For example, we are able to leverage existing DRM
systems such as Condor (Thain, Tannenbaum, and Livny, 2005), Load Sharing Facility (LSF) (Xu, 2001),
Portable Batch System (PBS) (Henderson, 1995), and Sun Grid Engine (SGE) (Gentzsch, 2001a) that
provide job submission interface with local scheduling and job management functionalities in cluster
environments.
For Grid systems, we further assume an architecture comprised of the following components (Xhafa
and Abraham, 2010): Grid scheduler, information service, discovery services, security services, and dis-
tributed resource managers. In the current Grid set-up, a Grid scheduler (also known as a super-scheduler,
meta-scheduler etc.) corresponds to a centralized scheduling approach in which local schedulers or
distributed resource managers are used to reserve and allocate resources from multiple administrative
domains (i.e., sites, clusters). Most importantly, a Grid scheduler makes job reservations which are
necessary for tasks, jobs or applications that have QoS requirements on the completion time or when
there are dependencies/precedence constraints which require advance resource reservation to assure the
smooth execution of the workflow (Cao et al., 2003). Effectively, the Grid scheduler is in charge of man-
aging the advance reservation, negotiation and service level agreement under a Grid environment. We
assume such a Grid architecture when we refer to Grid systems in this thesis. This assumption is realis-
tic and in line with most current Grid systems. For example, the Enabling Grids for E-SciencE (EGEE)
Grid, which is currently the world’s largest production Grid, operates in this manner. The EGEE Grid
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employs a broker known as a workload management system (WMS), which acts as a super-scheduler or
a meta-scheduler that manages resource information from each participating local scheduler worldwide.
More recently, the term ‘Cloud computing’ (Sullivan, 2009) has been introduced to describe a tech-
nology providing elastic and often virtualized distributed resources over the Internet. Cloud computing
has evolved from Grid computing, but it provides a feature that allows machines to be customized and
dynamically configured (via virtualization (Barham et al., 2003a)) and delivered on demand. Such a fea-
ture is important since the trend in distributed computing is to build global resource Clouds composed
from many geographically distributed resources.
In this thesis, we are considering a solution where distributed geographical resources (either phys-
ical machines and/or virtual machines from Clouds) are created from rented hardware that is under the
complete control of the VA. Potentially, the VA will be able to customize the hardware for parallel job
execution. For example, the VA should have the option to install its own operating system (via virtu-
alization) or use one of the options offered by the resource owner. The concept of a maintenance-free
environment is very attractive to the VA because it may prefer to obtain complete solutions or at least a
solution that can be combined with others into a complete system. There may be local facilities involved
or all equipment, including long-term resources, may be rented. As such, there is no reason why a gen-
eral cluster, Grid and Cloud cannot co-exist with such a VA system. The only assumption we make is
that the machines are allowed to be taken out of service and given to the VA for customization.
1.2.6 Leasing and Renting Mechanisms
The investigation of the resource rental concept for distributed computing problems is fairly recent
(Popovici and Wilkes, 2005; Burge, Ranganathan, and Wiener, 2007), although the underlying technolo-
gies to realize such a renting concept have long been proposed via leasing approaches (Waldo, 1999;
Gentzsch, 2001b; Chase et al., 2003). In this thesis, we assume the existence of such middleware com-
ponents and services that can be put to use in implementing a rental-based system. There are not yet
any actual implemented rental-based resource management systems that can demonstrate that they work
in practice and this is due to the lack of integrated mechanisms for cost-effective rental policies and re-
source management. Furthermore, none of the resource management systems offer ease of participation,
rental decisions assistance with cost efficiency, and on-demand renegotiation for resources at runtime. It
is envisaged that effective provision of rental policies can aid actual deployments of a resource manage-
ment system with the above attractive features. In this thesis, we demonstrate how a rental solution can
be applied effectively to promote efficient management of geographically distributed resources.
1.2.7 Computational Resources
In the thesis, we focus our research specifically on the provision and usage of computational resources
(i.e., processors and CPUs) for compute-intensive and/or processing-intensive scientific applications.
The provision of QoS support for networks, storage systems etc. and other resource types is not explicitly
covered and investigated in the thesis. However, the same approach can be adapted to network bandwidth
and storage capacity as well. Without loss of generality, for this thesis, we assume one processor (CPU)
per node, and an incoming job specifies how many CPUs it needs, and executes one task (process) on
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each of the allocated CPUs.
1.3 Research Contribution
The goal of this thesis is to propose cost-effective mechanisms that can largely self-manage, provide
better resource availability, performance and scalability at lower cost by introducing a system that can be
constructed from rented resources, and to propose a set of rental policies and SLA-aware policies that can
make such a system a viable alternative to the current distributed computing paradigm. In this model,
it is envisaged that users and/or applications can solve distributed computing problems with satisfied
execution performance, without having to own or manage the underlying distributed resources.
This thesis makes the following contributions:
1. We disclose a cost-effective framework for supporting high-performance computing applications
with minimal infrastructure and resource costs. The approach is based on the multi-tier model that
resolves the scheduling and resource management issues by making a distinction between appli-
cation management, job scheduling, and resource provisioning. The framework has three distinct
tiers. The upper tier offers the ability for the end users or the applications to submit jobs using
conventional job submission interfaces or to interact directly with the middle tier using simple API
calls. The calls are handled by the application agent (AA) which resides between the application
and the middle tier to provide a flexible execution environment where the compute capacity can
be adapted to fit the needs of applications as they change during execution. The middle tier makes
use of the QoS information provided from the AA and appropriately schedules application jobs
based on job requirement and resource costs. The lower tier consists of a negotiator that obtains
resources from external resource providers and integrates these resources to form a shared pool
of ready-to-use compute resources. The multi-tier approach essentially differentiates the roles of
application management, job scheduling, and resource renting.
2. A crucial requirement is the ability for the VA to negotiate with and rent additional resources
from resource providers dynamically at runtime. To support this requirement, we demonstrate
the feasibility of our proposal through the practical implementation of a prototype system. We
describe HASEX3, a proof-of-concept prototype implementation that partially realizes some of
the features of a VA system. We define important key features of HASEX and describe how
they are implemented in practice. Specifically, we highlight the specific design decisions made
that partially address the fundamental requirements of HASEX. The implementation is used to
demonstrate, through replicated experiments, that our rental framework supported by the HASEX
prototype is comparatively better than the conventional Grid approach.
3. In order to examine the financial impact of building a resource infrastructure for an European
research project and an international research project, we perform a cost-benefit analysis of the
international EGEE Grid (Berlich et al., 2006) and a dedicated Lawrence Livermore National
3HASEX is an acronym for “Hao, Amril, and Søren EXecution system” which was named after its creators.
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Lab (LLNL) HPC system. The EGEE Grid is currently a world-leading production Grid across
Europe and the rest of the world, whereas the LLNL HPC is a large Linux cluster installed at the
Lawrence Livermore National Lab which is being used to run a broad class of applications by
high-performance computing users. Through our analysis, we demonstrate that there is a potential
cost-benefit in adopting a small private resource system with the ability to rent processing power
based on workload demand. This finding has led to the proposal of a VA system that can provide
new avenues for agility, service improvement and cost control in comparison to a static Grid
resource management system without a rental mechanism in place.
4. With the introduction of a VA approach, the remaining question is then: Is it efficient? The
VA needs to quantitatively evaluate its conflicting objectives in order to minimize operating and
rental-related costs subject to application satisfaction-level constraints. We present such a costing
model, which uses profit as the main evaluation metric. Profit is the trade-off between earning
monetary values, penalty for deadline violation, and paying for the rental cost. Based on this cost-
ing model, we introduce aggressive and conservative rental policies that operate in a reactionary
mode, whereby the system only rents nodes when there is a sudden increase in demand or when
the nodes fall to a low level. Taking into account the additional parameters of execution deadlines
and virtual currency when performing rental decisions, we further present cost-aware rental poli-
cies that incorporate execution deadlines and monetary values when making scheduling and rental
decisions. We then explore how these policies can be improved further by taking into account
job deadlines, monetary values, system revenue and system profitability, and examine how load,
job mix, job values, job deadlines, node heterogeneity, rental duration, node lead time, job sizes,
and rental price influence the VA’s profit. We also examine the impact of uncertainty in demand,
resource availability and resource costs.
Experimental results show that our VA approach delivers substantially higher profit compared to a
static resource system. We show that the proposed rental policies provide significant benefits over
a static and a dedicated resource management system, and there is encouraging initial evidence
that combining the information on job monetary value, job deadline and system net profit ‘on
the fly’ (i.e., at runtime) when making rental decision leads to higher overall profit increase, and
there is good evidence to recommend the use of our rental policies to increase system profitability
and maximize application satisfaction for varying workloads and system parameters. Our results
provide insight into the benefits of possible optimizations and are a step towards understanding
the balance of satisfying customer demand and the cost for renting computing resources. The
investigated policies serve as a foundation for improving productivity and return on investment in
satisfying demand without a heavy upfront investment and without the cost of maintaining idle
resources.
5. We propose an extension of our VA framework to provide an additional control based on service
level agreements (SLAs), or long-term contracts. Such an extension promotes long-term planning
and enables the VA to plan rental decisions in a proactive mode, rather than on a reactionary basis.
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The extended framework offers the facility for the applications to specify their resource require-
ments, their expected quality-of-services (QoS), total monetary values (TMV), and penalties for
the whole period of application execution. This effectively improves the rental decisions because
long-term capacity planning can be carried out in advance using the knowledge from the long-
term SLA contract. With the incorporation of such a framework, we propose several SLA-aware
policies: SLA Rigid, SLA Value-aware, and SLA Profit-aware. We evaluate these policies under
varying workload and system conditions to demonstrate their applicability and effectiveness in
improving profits.
Through experiments, we show that our SLA-aware policies outperform conventional non-SLA
policies across a wide range of conditions. We also make the following observation: the idea of
investing and recycling system profit at runtime to accommodate future jobs can actually mitigate
the risks of urgent jobs being dissatisfied, and it is a powerful technique for ensuring zero penalty
cost in extreme situations of a sudden burst of demand for resources. Furthermore, our proposed
SLA Value-aware policy is quite effective as it outperforms all other policies, including the SLA
Profit-aware policy across a wide range of conditions. In particular, our evaluation demonstrates
that the SLA Value-aware policy can generate significantly higher profit than the SLA Profit-
aware policy for workloads with a higher fraction of urgent requests. The observations highlight
the need to select an SLA policy according to the ratio of urgent and non-urgent job requests in
the workload.
The above contributions are very much complementary in nature. Used in conjunction, the resulting
framework presents a unique set of characteristics that distinguish it from existing cluster, Grid, and
Cloud systems; however, it still relies on these technologies as its backbone and infrastructure support:
the result is an adaptive self-centred approach to collaboration, allowing a VA to construct a dynamic
resource management environment and to operate such an environment accordingly in the most cost-
effective manner. Unlike centralized approaches or approaches based on fully autonomous behaviour,
where independent resource providers operate mostly in isolation, our framework fosters collaboration
without compromising site autonomy through its rental-based approach. Furthermore, it is designed to
ensure that significant benefit can still be obtained under the current distributed environment without the
need for complete cooperation by all resource providers. This thesis will demonstrate how the rental
framework can help achieve significant gains in profit, which in turn can provide mutual benefits (i.e.,
rapid request response and high resource utilization) for both users and resource providers.
The contributions and core content of this thesis have been peer-reviewed (or are currently being
reviewed) and have or will be published in the following publications:
• Amril Nazir, Hao Liu, and Søren-Aksel Sørensen. A Cost Efficient Framework for Managing
Distributed Resources in a Cluster Environment. In Proceedings of the 11th IEEE International
Conference on High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC 2009), Seoul, Korea,
25-27 June, 2009.
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• Amril Nazir, Hao Liu, and Søren-Aksel Sørensen. A Rental-Based Approach in a Cluster or a Grid
Environment. In Proceedings of the 10th IEEE International Conference on Scalable Computing
and Communications (SCALCOM 2010), Bradford, West Yorkshire, UK, June 29-July 1, 2010.
• Amril Nazir, Hao Liu, and Søren-Aksel Sørensen. Service Level Agreements in a Rental-based
System. In Proceedings of the 10th IEEE International Conference on Scalable Computing and
Communications (SCALCOM 2010), Bradford, West Yorkshire, UK, June 29-July 1, 2010.
• Amril Nazir and Søren-Aksel Sørensen. Cost-Benefit Analysis of High Performance Computing
Infrastructures. In Proceedings of the 10th IEEE International Conference on Service-Oriented
Computing and Applications (SOCA 2010), Perth, Australia, 13-15 December, 2010.
• Amril Nazir, Hong Ong, S. Thamarai Selvi, Rajendar K, and Mohd Sidek Salleh. IntelligentGrid:
Rapid Deployment of Grid Compute Nodes for Immediate Execution of Batch and Parallel Jobs.
In Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Open System 2011 (ICOS 2011), Langkawi, Malaysia,
25-28 September, 2011.
• Amril Nazir and Søren-Aksel Sørensen. HASEX: Rental-based Resource Management System for
Distributed Computing, Future Generation Computer Systems the International Journal of Grid
Computing and Escience (submitted).
• Amril Nazir, Bazli Karim, Sidek Salleh, and Ng. Kwang Ming. Method and System for Automatic
Deployment of Grid Compute Nodes. Patent PI 2011001637, April 12, 2011.
• Amril Nazir, Sidek Salleh, Thamarai Selvi, Rajendar K, and Fairus Khalid. A Method and System
of Extending Computing Grid Resources (Patent Pending).
1.4 Organisation
We end this introductory chapter with an outline of the remainder of this dissertation. The outline of the
thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the research background and related work from a wide variety of areas related
to distributed computing systems.
Chapter 3 sets the stage for the research presented in this thesis by discussing the motivation behind
the adoption of the virtual authority (VA) and rental-based mechanisms. We then present fundamental re-
quirements that a virtual authority (VA) system must meet in order to deliver application QoS satisfaction
for HPC applications.
Chapter 4 presents HASEX, a proof-of-concept prototype implementation of a virtual authority
(VA) system. We describe HASEX’s key features and discuss how the implementation is realized.
Chapter 5 evaluates the cost-benefit of a virtual authority (VA) system versus dedicated HPC sys-
tems.
Chapter 6 presents resource management strategies that incorporate cost-aware rental policies to
make renting decisions.
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Chapter 7 introduces the service level agreements management (SLAM) framework that can be
used to enhance the overall application satisfactions. We proposed three new SLA-aware policies that
make use of SLA information to improve scheduling and rental decisions.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and outlines directions for future work.
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we present a general overview on the topic of distributed computing and resource man-
agement including a brief history of distributed computing infrastructures, distributed and parallel ap-
plication types, job scheduling and resource allocation. We then focus on surveying a wide range of
research related to resource management in distributed computing.
2.1 Distributed Computing Infrastructures
Computational science is the field of study concerned with constructing mathematical models and nu-
merical techniques that represent scientific, social scientific or engineering problems and employing
these models on computers, or clusters of computers to analyse, explore or solve these models. Nu-
merical simulation enables the study of complex phenomena that would be too expensive or dangerous
to study by direct experimentation. The quest for ever-higher levels of detail and realism in such sim-
ulations requires enormous computational capacity, and has provided the impetus for breakthroughs in
computer algorithms and architectures. Due to these advances, computational scientists and engineers
can now solve large-scale problems that were once thought intractable by creating the related models
and simulating them via distributed systems.
Distributed computing has long been a focus of both academic research and commercial develop-
ment, and the field presents a bewildering array of standards, products, tools, and consortia. The basic
idea of distributed computing is to group together general-purpose processors to solve advanced and
large-scale computations. The practical implementation efforts of distributed systems began in earnest
in the early 1980s and have been primarily carried out within academic computer science departments
and government research laboratories.
However, any attempt at comparative analysis is complicated by the fact that many of these sys-
tems interrelate not as mutually exclusive alternatives, but as complementary components or overlap-
ping standards. In this thesis, distributed computing refers to the use of distributed systems to solve
computationally intensive problems. A distributed system consists of multiple autonomous computers
that communicate through a computer network. In this section, we provide a brief history of distributed
systems and current research developments that are related to distributed computing.
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2.1.1 Supercomputer
A parallel computer is “a collection of processing elements that communicate and cooperate to solve
large problems fast” (Feitelson and Rudolph, 1995). The main motivation for developing and using such
computers is that whatever the performance of a single processor at a given time, higher performance
can, in principle, be achieved by utilizing many such processors. Parallel machines are often referred to
as ‘supercomputers’, if the number of processors used is relatively high.
The earliest supercomputers included vector-based array processors, whose defining feature was the
capability to perform numerical operations on very large data arrays, and other SIMD (Single-Instruction,
Multiple-Data) architectures, which essentially performed an identical sequence of instructions on mul-
tiple datasets simultaneously. Multiple-instruction architectures have also been widely adopted, and es-
pecially SMPs (Symmetric Multi-Processors), have tended to predominate, although the most powerful
supercomputers generally combine features of both.
In the early days, most supercomputers were dedicated to running a vector processor, such as the
well-known Cray-1 installed in the 1970s (Smallen et al., 2000). Vector processing, normally with an
instruction pipeline, is designed to efficiently handle arithmetic operations on elements of arrays by
performing operations on multiple data elements simultaneously. Supercomputers are more commonly
designed by massively parallel processing (MPP). A MPP supercomputer is a distributed memory com-
puter system which consists of many individual homogenous nodes, each of which is essentially an
independent computer in itself, and in turn consists of at least one processor, its own memory, and a link
to the network that connects all the nodes together. Nodes communicate by passing messages, using
standards such as Message Passing Interface (MPI) (Gropp, Thakur, and Lusk, 1999).
Installations with tens to hundreds of processors are commonplace nowadays. The “top-500 list”
(Feitelson, 2005) (which lists the 500 most powerful supercomputers in the world) is dominated by ma-
chines with thousands or more processors and is led by the National Supercomputing Center in Tianjin,
China with 186,368 processors. Feitelson (2005) also established that the combined power of the top-500
almost doubles every year and that the combined number of processors is doubled every three years.
2.1.2 Cluster Computing
Years ago, supercomputing (then more commonly referred to as ‘High Performance Computing’) was
dominated by specialized large supercomputer systems found primarily in research centres. As the
computing power of small systems increased, the cost/performance ratio changed, and computational
workloads moved to workstation-class systems. In particular, with dramatic improvements in the pro-
cessing power and storage capacity of ‘commodity’ hardware and growing network bandwidth, much
of the focus has shifted toward parallel computing based on loosely-coupled clusters of general-purpose
processors, including clusters of networked workstations.
Clusters, built using commodity-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware components as well as free, or
commonly used, software, are playing a major role in redefining the concept of supercomputing and
high performance computing. Indeed, such networked workstations consist of resource nodes (e.g.,
computers, processors, servers, etc.), which are grouped or clustered to perform certain functions. The
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computers of a cluster are usually connected by a network, such as the Internet or an intranet. Networking
is achieved either by using commodity (e.g., Ethernet) or specialist networks (e.g., Myrinet).
The process of allocating applications to individual resource nodes of a cluster is handled by a
local scheduler which is also known as local job scheduler and/or Distributed Resource Manager (DRM)
(Foster et al., 1999b). The applications or jobs are often categorized either as batch or parallel. Batch
jobs require no interaction from a user or an application during execution, and can execute in a serial
manner, where each job is fully independent. Parallel jobs, on the other hand, are executed in multiple
instances, run on different nodes, and require interaction with each other during runtime. The DRM
allocates a job to a node using a resource allocation policy that may take into account node availability,
user priority, job waiting time, etc. Examples of popular distributed resource managers (DRMs) include
Condor (Thain, Tannenbaum, and Livny, 2005), the Sun Grid Engine (SGE) (Gentzsch, 2001a) and the
Portable Batch Queuing System (PBS) (Henderson, 1995). The DRMs typically provide submission and
monitor interfaces, enabling users to submit jobs to be executed and to keep track of the progress of
execution.
A job will be specified by a job description including a collection of resource requirements, such
as processor architecture, memory size and operation system type; the files required for the execution,
such as the executables and data files; and the execution parameters such as arguments and environ-
ment variables (Foster et al., 1999a). The DRM matches the job requirements with the characteristics of
available resources and allocates the most suitable resources to run the job. DRMs provide a resource
information interface, providing users with the means to obtain resource information that contains the
resource availability, processor architecture, CPU load, operation system, etc.
Existing DRMs such as SGE, Condor, and Sun Grid Engine (SGE) are primarily designed to opti-
mize the overall cluster performance by maximizing the overall job performance and system usage of the
cluster. They assume that all job requests are of equal user importance and therefore they do not provide
quality-of-service (QoS) support required by different users and applications (Yeo and Buyya, 2007).
2.1.3 Grid Computing
Clusters can mimic parallel supercomputers in many aspects, and are usually geographically compact
and under a single administrative domain. However, when dealing with multiple clusters among multi-
ple organizations worldwide, the question of how these resources can be accessed and used as a single
integrated service must be answered. Only very recently, advances in wide-area networks have made it
possible to aggregate geographically dispersed computing, storage, and network resources across inde-
pendent sites to execute distributed applications. The execution of such applications in such a wide-area
setting has become known as Grid Computing (Foster, Kesselman, and Tuecke, 2001).
The objective of Grid Computing is to pool together resources of all types (e.g., storage, processors,
instruments, displays, etc.) anywhere on the network and make them available in a seamless and secure
manner to all users. It essentially realizes this objective by connecting multiple resource providers world-
wide which are owned by different authorities. Grid computing, as pointed out by Foster, Kesselman,
and Tuecke (2001), is a relatively new paradigm but the concepts that underline it are not fundamentally
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different from Cluster Computing. In the mid-1990s, inspired by the pervasiveness, reliability, and ease
of use of electricity, Foster, Kesselman, and Tuecke (2001) began exploring the design and development
of an analogous computational power Grid for wide-area parallel and distributed computing. Grids pro-
vide a distributed computing paradigm or infrastructure that spans across multiple entities which are
known as virtual organizations (VOs) (Foster, Kesselman, and Tuecke, 2001). The Virtual Organization
(VO) encompasses users and resources supplied by the different institutions in order to achieve the VO’s
creation of a common goal. The different organizations in a Grid environment federate into an alliance
for a specific goal (e.g., project cooperation, resources rental or application provider). They put in place
a Virtual Organization (VO,) which constitutes the shared space between the different institutions. An
organization may need to participate in multiple Virtual Organizations according to its needs and thus
may have multiple shared spaces with multiple communities (Nasser et al., 2005). Often, a VO will sub-
mit all its jobs through the same job manager because, for example, the VO has hired a single technician
to handle all its dealing with the Grid or to simplify the accounting of the resource owners. In our model,
we assume that each VO can be mapped to a single user (the VO’s representative user). Thus, the VOs
share with their representative user the limitations imposed by the resource owners.
In Grid Computing, a meta-scheduler (also known as a Grid Broker) (Czajkowski, Foster, and
Kesselman, 1999) is the vital part responsible for the distribution of workload and load balancing be-
tween multiple DRMs among participating sites (Xhafa and Abraham, 2010). It provides a standardized
interface to all DRMs combined with a decision process that enables all Grid users to submit a job
with special requirements at a single point and without any global knowledge. For an effective resource
allocation decision, the meta-scheduler would need to synchronize resource information (e.g., current
resource availability etc.) with all participating local schedulers worldwide on a periodic basis. Based
on the workload information collected from the different sites, the meta-scheduler chooses the most suit-
able site(s) to allocate a job to while the DRM in the chosen site allocates the job to its resource nodes
based on its own local scheduling policy. Each participating site via the information service publishes its
current load and resource availability information to a central meta-scheduler. The information is used
by the meta-scheduler to make well-informed scheduling and load balancing decisions. It coordinates
with all participating local schedulers to perform an overall schedule.
The current Grid environment assumes the existence of job schedulers (i.e., DRMs) in different or-
ganizations. In fact, a Grid system is typically formed by the ‘contribution’ of computational resources
across institutions, universities, enterprises and individuals which are built up from a number of partic-
ipating local schedulers at different geographical locations. As such, there are local policies on local
schedulers. Due to the different ownership of the resources, there is no full control over individual Grid
resources. Therefore, since each local scheduler may employ its own scheduling policy, different local
schedulers could, in general, pursue conflicting goals.
In the current Grid environment, a single meta-scheduler is associated with a VO. Faced with a
large number of users and resources, the central scheduling point represents a potential bottleneck for
jobs needing fast response (Hauswirth and Schmidt, 2005). This is due to the excessive management
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overhead in synchronizing and maintaining resource states information from fluctuation in load and
resource availability. As a result, the meta-scheduler in a Grid environment has issues to scale under a
large number of users and resource providers.
The Globus Toolkit (Foster and Kesselman, 1997) is the first standard implementation for Grid sys-
tems. Globus enables one to build a uniform computing environment from diverse resources by defining
standard network protocols and providing middleware to mediate access to a wide range of heteroge-
neous resources. Globus provides a number of components to standardize various aspects of remote
interaction with DRMs. It also provides a platform-independent job submission interface, the Globus
Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) (Foster et al., 1999a), a security framework, the Grid Security
Infrastructure (GSI) (Foster et al., 1998), and information management components, the Monitoring and
Discovery Service (MDS) (Zhang and Schopf, 2004). The job submission is described using the Job
Description Language (JDL) (Global Grid Forum) which is based on Classified Advertisements or Clas-
sAds (Thain, Tannenbaum, and Livny, 2005). The JDL basically consists of a list of key/value pairs
that represent the various characteristics of a job (input files, arguments, executable, etc.) as well as its
requirements, constraints and preferences (physical and virtual memory, CPU, operating system, etc.).
Interactions with the various components of the Globus toolkit are mapped to local management sys-
tem specific calls and support is provided for a wide range of DRMs, including Condor (Frey et al.,
2002), PBS (Henderson, 1995) and Sun Grid Engine (Gentzsch, 2001a). In the toolkit version 4, Globus
has been revised to use the web services technologies. Its components have been replaced with newer
components and protocols. The new architecture is based on the standard SOA (Service-Oriented Ar-
chitecture) (Erl, 2005) paradigm in which a web service is used to define methods for describing and
accessing component functionalities, and to discover identification of other services.
Furthermore, as part of the standardized effort for job summission, the GridSAM (Lee, Mcgough,
and Darlington, 2005) also provides a Web Service for submitting and monitoring jobs managed by
a variety of Distributed Resource Managers (DRMs). As a Web Service based submission service,
GridSAM implements the Job Submission Description Language (JSDL) Stephen McGough, Lee, and
Das (2008), a Global Grid Forum Environments and Group (Global Grid Forum) specification aiming
to standardize job requirement specification documents. It implements a collection of DRM plug-ins
that map JSDL requests and monitoring calls to system-specific calls. These standardised interfaces and
tools provide the building blocks for a grid scheduling framework.
The first large-scale production Grid infrastructure was deployed by the Enabling Grids for E-
SciencE (EGEE) (Berlich et al., 2006) a European Union (EU)-funded project. The EGEE Grid infras-
tructure consists of a set of middleware services deployed on a worldwide collection of computational
resources, with an extensive programme of re-engineering of the standard Globus middleware that has re-
sulted in a consolidated software stack, gLite (EGEE Project, 2007; Codispoti et al., 2010). The EGEE’s
gLite services are currently adopted by more than 250 Computing Centres and are used by more than
15,000 researchers in Europe and around the world (Taiwan, Latin America etc.). This makes EGEE the
largest Grid in the world. Figure 2.1 shows a simplified system architecture and deployment model for
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Figure 2.1: Core components of the gLite architecture.
gLite middleware. The core components of the gLite architecture are as follows: a User Interface (UI)
which is the access point to the Grid; a VOMS (Virtual Organization Membership Service) which stores
a database of users and their roles in the VO. It provides a web-based management interface for updat-
ing this information and is also responsible for authenticating users; a Workload Management System
(WMS) that chooses a local scheduler (i.e. Compute Element) to submit the job to; a Computer Element
(CE) which is a set of computing resources localized at a site (i.e., a cluster, a computing farm); a Berke-
ley Database Information Index (BDII) which stores information regarding the available resources of a
site and the services provided by a site; Worker Node(s) (WN(s)), the resource node(s) where jobs are
run; and a Storage Element (SE) which is a separate service dedicated to store data input/output files.
There are also alternative middleware systems to Globus and gLite which include Legion
(Grimshaw, Wulf, and Team, 1997), UNICORE (Nicole, 2005), and Nimrod (Buyya, Abramson, and
Giddy, 2000). Legion (Grimshaw, Wulf, and Team, 1997) is an object-based, meta-system software
project at the University of Virginia. Legion defines a set of core objects that provide basic services,
such host objects for job processing and the vault objects for persistent storage. UNICORE is based
on multi-tiered architecture that defines different components for each layer. Each layer is represented
by the Abstract Job Object (AJO) that contains a description of actions to be performed on different
UNICORE sites, regardless the characteristics of the target machines. The AJO also provides the secu-
rity credentials for accessing distributed resources. Nimrod (Buyya, Abramson, and Giddy, 2000) was
originally developed as a modelling simulation tool for steering task farming applications. Nimrod’s
scheduling is based on the concept of computational economy. The objective is to minimize job comple-
tion time within a given deadline budget constraint (time optimization), and to minimize cost within a
given deadline (cost optimization). Application developers generate workflows for parametric comput-
ing (task farming) and submits their workflows via the Nimrod runtime systems. Legion, UNICORE,
and Nimrod middleware systems are deployed in relatively smaller scale in comparison to Globus and
gLite middleware.
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2.2 Workflow and Advance Reservation
Solving many complex problems in Grids requires the combination and orchestration of several pro-
cesses (actors, services, etc.). This arises due to the dependencies in the solution flow (determined by
control and data dependencies). A workflow (Cao et al., 2003) can take advantage of Grid computing
by reserving compute resources from multiple institutions prior to application execution and the job is
subsequently executed on the reserved resources.
With the advent of Grid computing, a workflow management engine allows users to specify their
requirements, along with the descriptions of tasks1 and their dependencies using the workflow speci-
fication. In the Grid, the QoS is currently supported via advance reservation (AR). AR provides the
mechanism that allows distributed and parallel applications to acquire resources from multiple domains
from multiple institutions (Islam et al., 2007). It is a process of requesting multiple resources for use at
a specific time in the future (Smith, Foster, and Taylor, 2000). The aim of such an AR technique is to
reserve resources in advance for an application prior to its execution.
The Highly Available Robust Co-scheduler (HARC) (MacLaren, 2007) offers advanced reservation
feature that enables cross-site reservation of time to be made in a consistent manner on multiple compute
resources. HARC provides an interface which enables users to interact with the system to create, query,
and cancel reservations.
Examples of workflow management engines that support the AR mechanism include the Busi-
ness Process Execution Language (BPEL) (Andrews et al., 2003), the Vienna Grid Environment (VGE)
(Benkner et al., 2004), Pegasus (Deelman et al., 2005), and Nimrod/G (Buyya, Abramson, and Giddy,
2000). The BPEL is currently the standard that supports QoS constraint expression that uses heuristic for
scheduling workflow applications. The heuristic approach attempts to assign the task into least expensive
computing resources based on assigned time constraint for the local task. The Vienna Grid Environment
(VGE) offers a dynamic negotiation mechanism that allows workflow schedulers to negotiate various
QoS constraints with multiple resource owners and resource providers. Pegasus uses optimal planning
techniques to choose a series of job execution stages that produce the desired output as workflows. It
can map and execute individual Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) on a Grid by creating optimal and
concrete plans on the fly for the tasks. Nimrod/G offers a cost optimization scheduling policy that aims
to minimize cost, while meeting the deadline of the workflow by distributing the deadline for the entire
workflow into sub-deadlines for each task. A budget constrained workflow scheduling has also been
proposes that uses genetic algorithms to optimize workflow execution time while satisfying the user’s
budget.
While workflow scheduling is currently a very active area of research, the QoS support mechanism
for workflow scheduling is still at a very preliminary stage: the mechanisms for dynamic re-negotiation
at application runtime are still not supported to accommodate the processing requirements for adaptive
applications. In particular, the characteristics of the Grid environment make the coordination of workflow
execution very complex (Cao et al., 2003; Yu and Buyya, 2005). As in other types of scheduling, the
1In the context of conventional job submission, the terms “task” and “job” are used interchangeably.
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performance and viability is still an issue: it is not very efficient to allocate workflow tasks to distributed
resources at multiple institutions because advance reservations have many negative effects on resource
sharing and task scheduling in the Grid systems. These negative effects inevitably influence the Grid
economy (Buyya, 2002), where resource providers wish to increase the utilization rate of their resources
to obtain maximal profits. Therefore, how to mitigate the negative effects brought about by AR becomes
an important issue to be addressed.
Smith, Foster, and Taylor (2000) investigate the impacts of advance reservation on performance in
terms of mean waiting time and request admission/rejection rate. Their experimental results show that all
the three metrics increase when the system is in the presence of a high reservation rate. Their conclusions
are repeatedly confirmed by other researchers (Smith, Foster, and Taylor, 2000; F.Heine et al., 2005; Park
and Humphrey, 2008). In their studies, they showed that the fixed capability reservation results in a low
resource utilization rate, and excessive reservation often leads to a high rejection rate.
Several techniques have been proposed to overcome the limitations of advance reservation. For
example, a Globus architecture for reservation and allocation (GARA) (Foster et al., 1999a) architecture
was developed, in which the reservation mechanism is enhanced with an intelligent decision model and
performance sensors. However, this adaptive reservation architecture is designed for high-end applica-
tions with high-bandwidth and dynamic flows, which means that it only adapts to bandwidth reservation
for bulk-data transmission.
To increase the resource utilization rate, backfilling (Mu’alem and Feitelson, 2001) is widely used
to improve the performance of reservation-based schedulers. Zhang et al. (2001) show that a backfilling
mechanism can mitigate the negative effects of advance reservation for those applications with a high
ratio of computation to communication. Furthermore, in solving the problem of the high rejection rate
incurred when employing advance reservation, Kaushik, Figueira, and Chiappari (2006) propose a flexi-
ble reservation window scheme. By conducting extensive simulations, Kaushik, Figueira, and Chiappari
(2006) conclude that when the size of the reservation window is equal to the average waiting time in the
on-demand queue, the reservation rejection rate can be minimized close to zero.
However, even with many variants of AR techniques, all backfilling variants still rely on a per-
fect knowledge of job runtime estimates for effective scheduling. The user is still required to provide
the runtime estimate information. This poses several issues. Firstly, observations have shown that the
estimated-time, which is usually provided by the user, is very inaccurate (Moaddeli, Dastghaibyfard, and
Moosavi, 2008). With advance reservation, even a slight amount of inaccuracy in runtime estimation can
incur lower resource utilization and higher rejection rates (F.Heine et al., 2005). Secondly, estimating
runtime is not always possible because the execution time of jobs can change greatly during application
execution. This is especially true for adaptive applications since their computation complexity varies
frequently at runtime due to feedback from user actions (Liu, Nazir, and Sørensen, 2009).
2.3 Distributed and Parallel Applications
Historically, supercomputers are used to execute diverse tasks including weather forecasting and climate
research (e.g., on global warming), molecular modelling (e.g., of structures and properties of chemi-
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cal compounds, biological macromolecules, polymers, crystals etc.), various physical simulations (e.g.
aeroplanes in wind tunnels, detonation of nuclear weapons, nuclear fusion), cryptanalysis, data mining,
and more.
Nowadays, by pooling together independent resource nodes and clusters into Grid systems, sci-
entists have aimed to make use of the increase in the computational power available to tackle larger
scientific problems and handle increasingly demanding distributed and parallel applications (Foster,
Kesselman, and Tuecke, 2001). Application models are defined in the manner in which the application
is composed or distributed for scheduling over Grid resources.
Distributed applications can be broadly categorized as either High Throughput Computing (HTC)
or High Performance Computing (HPC) applications (Livny et al., 1997). HTC applications are charac-
terized by a large number of independent small-sized calculations, with moderate resource requirements.
Execution of such applications can typically be spread out over long periods of time; days, weeks or even
months. On the other hand, HPC applications are compute intensive, and usually require the co-located
use of large amounts of resources for a shorter period of time. Jobs will tend to require tighter coupling,
and parallel applications fall into this category.
Parallel applications, called ‘jobs’, are usually composed of a number of independent sequential
processes that execute simultaneously, each on a different processor. While they run, the processes
communicate and exchange information from time to time, in an effort to complete the task1 as soon as
possible. We further differentiate between applications and jobs in this thesis. The concept of ‘jobs’ in
distributed systems is normally used here to refer to distinct workloads submitted to a batch queue.
An application is a higher level concept than a job; although an application could be realized by a
single job, it could equally correspond to a coupled simulation, where two jobs belonging to the same
application may pass parameters between themselves at runtime.
Parallel applications are typically written using Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) (Beguelin et al.,
1991) or the Message Passing Interface (MPI) library (Gropp, Thakur, and Lusk, 1999). A MPI or PVM
library provides interfaces and routines which enable interaction between heterogeneous nodes without
being dependent on shared memory in a cluster. Due to recent advances in message passing, the MPI
(Message Passing Interface) (Gropp, Thakur, and Lusk, 1999) has become a de-facto standard for com-
munication among processes that model a parallel program running on a distributed memory system.
Although PVM and MPI differ in implementations, they are both essentially standards that specify an
API for developing parallel applications.
We consider four main categories of distributed and parallel applications and we classify them
by their computation and communication structures: (i) embarrassingly parallel computation, (ii)
loosely/tightly- coupled computation, (iii) workflow, and (iv) adaptive/interactive applications.
Embarrassingly Parallel Computation. In so-called ‘embarrassingly parallel problems’, a computa-
tion consists of a number of tasks that can execute independently, without communication. Embarrass-
ingly parallel computations can immediately be divided into independent parts which multiple processors
can work on simultaneously. Once the work has been allocated, no communication is required between
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(a) Embarrassingly parallel computation. (b) loosely/tightly- coupled
computation.
(c) Workflow. (d) Adaptive, interactive steering applica-
tions.
Figure 2.2: Distributed Application Types.
the processors, so a speedup of n is possible, given n processors. Often the problem can be divided
into many more parts than there are processors available to work on the parts, so the maximum speedup
possible via parallel implementation is constrained by the number of processors. An example of such
an application is the Parameter Sweep Application (PSA) (Buyya et al., 2005), in which the same com-
putation must be performed using a range of different input parameters. The parameter values are read
from a set of input files, and the results of the different computations are written to an output file (Figure
2.2a).
Loosely/Tightly-Coupled Communication. Parallel applications have tasks that are often communi-
cated frequently during their execution and these tasks will need to be scheduled and executed in a
‘pipeline’ fashion (Figure 2.2b). During execution, there will be a set of interdependent tasks that
communicate data back and forth. The allocation of these types of applications in a Grid environment
involves scheduling multiple individual, potentially architecturally and administratively heterogeneous
computing resources so that multiple tasks are guaranteed to execute at the same time in order that they
may communicate and coordinate with each other.
Therefore, this resource allocation process is quite different from resource allocation within a ‘sin-
gle’ resource, such as a clusters, because in a single-resource environment there is only one local job
scheduler or one DRM involved and therefore no resource allocation between multiple administrative
domains is required. In a Grid environment where multiple resources are shared between multiple users,
coordinated scheduling is accomplished by advance reservation (see Section 2.2).
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Workflow. Workflow applications are emerging as one of the most interesting application classes for
the Grid. A workflow (Yu and Buyya, 2005) can be described by an acyclic graph, where nodes of the
graph represent tasks to be performed and edges represent dependencies between tasks. Workflow Grid
applications can also be seen as a collection of activities (mostly computational tasks) that are processed
in some order. Usually both control- and data-flow relationships are described within a workflow. For
example, the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) shown in Figure 2.2c is typically used to represent a work-
flow application which is composed of a set of tasks where the input, output, or execution of one or more
processes is dependent on one or more other processes. The DAG can be read by a Grid workflow engine
such as Condor DAGMan scheduler (Deelman et al., 2009). The DAGMan allows users to submit jobs to
Condor in an order represented by a DAG and processes the results. The DAGMan scheduler also pro-
vides a workflow management engine that negotiates with service providers/resource providers based on
the user Quality of Service (QoS) requirement such as task deadlines. Examples of workflow manage-
ment engines include Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) (Andrews et al., 2003) and Vienna
Grid Environment (VGE) (Benkner et al., 2004). The BPEL is currently the standard that supports the
QoS constraints expression that uses heuristics for scheduling workflow applications.
Adaptive, Interactive Steering Applications. The resource requirements for most distributed and par-
allel applications (e.g. embarassingly parallel, loosely/tightly coupled parallel applications) are typically
static in nature; their resource requirements do not change during their executions. However, there is
an emerging area in the scientific applications field, urgent and on-demand High Performance Comput-
ing (urgent HPC), which requires a great capacity of computing resources at a given time (Islam et al.,
2003; Park and Humphrey, 2008; Cencerrado, Senar, and Cortés, 2009). Examples of such applications
are fluid dynamics (Nivet, 2006), financial analysis (Hu, Zhong, and Shi, 2006), molecular dynamics
(Kobler et al., 2007), structural analysis (Alonso et al., 2007) and many others, to name a few.
An adaptive or interactive application may spawn multiple jobs during its execution: it may spawn
multiple jobs during execution and the jobs may constantly pass parameters between themselves at run-
time. In such a scenario, we consider the application as adaptive because it allows significant changes
to its internal dataset structures during execution. Such an application is also interactive because of the
need to support human interaction. For example, the application may spawn additional jobs at runtime
as a result of computational steering from user actions and/or because of an increase in computational
complexity (Figure 2.2d). Moreover, the jobs/tasks may have the requirement that they be completed
within specific time deadlines in order to ensure a smooth progression during application execution (Liu,
Nazir, and Sorenson, 2007).
For illustration, the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) (Nivet, 2006) simulation often belongs
to the adaptive category. CFD is one of the branches of fluid mechanics that uses numerical methods and
algorithms to solve and analyse problems that involve fluid flows. One example of a CFD application is
the RUNOUT (Sørensen and Bauer, 2003), originally developed to support an EU research project for
simulating rock avalanches and sturzstroms. For such an application, individual tasks do not necessarily
carry the same workload. Hence, the distribution of tasks among participating processors cannot be
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determined in advance as batches or workflows. As the model evolves, the load balancing can only be
managed by the application itself. During execution, the steering from the user may not only change
the numerical values of the datasets, but also spawn additional jobs. This may result in an uneven
processing load and interrupt the smooth progression of time. The only option for the application is to
request more resources immediately at runtime. A mechanism is therefore needed to handle the urgent
demand in maintaining the smooth time progression of application execution. It is envisaged that such a
mechanism is needed to provide the capability for applications to request additional nodes and to release
their allocated nodes dynamically during execution. However, currently there is a lack of a well-defined
interface and the protocol for applications to do so.
More recently, there have been a few research works that have attempted to address this issue. One
of them is SPRUCE (Beckman et al., 2006), developed at Argonne National Labs, which is a system
to support urgent or event-driven computing on both traditional supercomputers and distributed Grids.
Users are provided with transferable tokens with varying urgency levels. During an emergency, a to-
ken has to be activated at the SPRUCE portal, and jobs can then request urgent access. The SPRUCE
middleware takes care of running the job in a high-priority mode, pre-empting the work that is already
running/queued on the machine.
The Application Hosting Environment (AHE) (Zasada and Coveney, 2009) is also a lightweight
middleware developed at University College London (UCL) for Grid-based computational science. AHE
provides users with the ability to submit applications and run applications in pre-reserved time slots
across multiple sites. The reservation of multiple machines at a specified time is achieved using the
HARC (Highly Available Robust Co-scheduler) (MacLaren, 2007) system. Used in combination with
the HARC, AHE offers the ability to launch web services for computational steering and to launch
applications via many different Grid middleware stacks using standards-based interfaces. It also enables
access to a common platform of federated computational Grid resources, meaning users can seamlessly
interoperate between Grids. AHE has been successfully used to build and integrate campus Grid, science
gateway-type portals, and federated computational grid resources on an international scale.
2.4 Job Scheduling and Resource Allocation
Different types of scheduling are found in high performance computing systems. For conventional high
performance computing systems such as Cluster computing, the problem of scheduling and resource
allocation is not a major issue since the scheduling and resource allocation is restricted in a single ad-
ministration domain. However, the scheduling and resource allocation in Grid-like systems are more
complex as there are multiple administrative domains involved.
The scheduling and the coordination of resources can be performed either in a centralized or decen-
tralized manner. Essentially, both methods differ in the control of the resources and knowledge of the
overall resource management system. In the case of centralized scheduling, there is more control over
resources: the meta-scheduler has knowledge of the global systems by monitoring the resource state, and
therefore it is easier to obtain efficient schedulers. This type of scheduling, however, suffers from limited
scalability and has a single point of failure. Therefore, it is not suitable for large-scale resource sharing
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systems. Another way to organize local job schedulers is hierarchically, which allows one to coordinate
different schedulers at a certain level. In this case, schedulers at the lowest level in the hierarchy have
knowledge of the resources. Although this scheduler types scales better and is more fault tolerant than
centralized schedulers, it still suffers from lack of scalability and fault tolerance.
In a decentralized approach, there is no central entity controlling the resources. The autonomous
Grid sites make it more challenging to obtain efficient schedulers. In decentralized schedulers, the local
schedulers (i.e., DRMs) play an important role. The scheduling requests that are generated by local
users or other Grid schedulers, are sent to local job schedulers that manage and maintain the state of the
job queue. This type of scheduling is more scalable for real Grid systems of large scale, but applications
may suffer performance problems (e.g., QoS violations) because the resource provisioning system cannot
guarantee that the right type and the right amount of resource nodes can be made available immediately
upon request.
Due to these issues, today’s Grids basically provide merely a ‘best-effort’ service to their appli-
cations. Best-effort systems are characterized by a lack of service level guarantees, and the quality of
service they provide may vary over time due to workloads, resource availability, etc. However, this is
unacceptable if Grids are to be used for HPC applications with strict QoS requirements.
Therefore, the system must satisfy urgent jobs (i.e., interactive jobs) that need to complete within a
given period of time (Zhang et al., 2000) as well satisfy best-effort jobs, whose requirement is to com-
plete the execution as early as possible (i.e., to minimize response time). Best-effort jobs are relatively
insensitive to the performance they receive from the Grids and they do not require performance bounds.
On the other hand, urgent jobs have stricter quality-of-service (QoS) requirements such as bounded re-
sponse times or guaranteed throughput (Zhang et al., 2001).
Advance reservation is currently the standard approach to reserve resource nodes from multiple
domains in advance to ensure that the QoS requirements can be met. This reservation-based approach
distinguishes significantly from other best-effort- or priority-based approaches, because it guarantees the
exclusive availability of the required resources in advance (Engelbrecht and Benkner, 2009). However,
as we have discussed previously (see Section 2.2), advance reservation is not a viable solution because
it results in a low resource utilization rate, and excessive reservation often leads to a high rejection rate.
These negative effects inevitably influence the resource cost, where resource providers wish to increase
the utilization rate of their resources to obtain maximal profits (Xiao and Hu, 2009). Hence, mitigating
the negative effects brought about by advance reservation becomes an important issue to be addressed.
2.4.1 Scheduling Distributed Data-Intensive Applications
Distributed applications are typically data-intensive applications since they typically consist of multiple
stages of processing performed in a pipelined manner (Kola et al., 2004). The data transfer between
stages is mostly done via pipes and files. They often require a large amount of input data and they also
generate a large volume of output data which further require a large storage capacity. Thus, the large
amount of input needed and output data generated for each job would suggest that job scheduling policies
should take data locality into account. Furthermore, intelligent communication and data management
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strategies like replication and caching are useful to reduce the latency involved in remote data access.
The thesis considers data locality/storage issues as a secondary issue although there is significant
work that recognizes the importance of data location in Grid scheduling. Thain et al. (2001) describe a
system that links jobs and data by binding execution and storage sites into I/O communities that reflect
physical reality. Jain et al. (1997) proposed a set of heuristics for scheduling I/O operations so as to
avoid transfer bottlenecks in parallel systems. The Execution Domains (Basney, Livny, and Mazzanti,
2000) also provide a framework which defines an affinity between CPU and data resources in the Grid, so
applications are scheduled to run on CPUs which have the needed access to datasets and storage devices.
The framework also includes domain managers, agents which dynamically adjust the execution domain
configuration to support the efficient execution of Grid applications.
Building on these research works, Ranganathan and Foster (2003) proposed dynamic data replica-
tion and scheduling policies that take into account data locality, storage, current loads, network condi-
tions and network topology. Venugopal, Buyya, and Winton (2006) further proposed a deadline-driven
scheduling algorithm for data-intensive scientific applications. Casanova and Dongarra (1996) also de-
scribed an adaptive scheduling algorithm for parameter sweep applications. Buyya et al. (2005) proposed
algorithms in Grid environments that takes locality of data and data storage issues into account. Data
Grid scheduling algorithms can be categorized according to whether they exploit the spatial or temporal
locality of the data requests (Venugopal, Buyya, and Ramamohanarao, 2006). Spatial locality is the lo-
cating of a job in such a way that all the data required for the job is available on data hosts that are located
close to the point of computation. In contrast, temporal locality exploits the fact that if data required for
a job are close to a compute node, subsequent jobs which require the same data should also schedule to
the same node. Spatial locality can be described as ‘moving computation to data’, while the temporal
locality can be described as ‘moving data to computation’. The standard approach which couples data
replication to job scheduling is based on the temporal locality of data requests.
To resolve the spatial and temporal locality issues, Palmieri (2009) and Coveney et al. (2010) ex-
plored how dedicated network links can be used to provide high quality of service, high bandwidth,
and low-latency network interconnects between resource nodes to enable the execution of large-scale
distributed data-intensive applications across geographically dispersed administrative domains. Their
performance tests have shown that dedicated network links can provide high performance for running
large-scale distributed scientific applications that require simultaneous, interactive access to compute-
and/or visualization resources in supporting interactive visualization and steering capabilities.
2.5 Economic-based Distributed Resource Management
Current Grid computing systems (e.g., Globus, gLite) and conventional distributed resource managers
(e.g., LSF, PBS, SGE, Condor) operate on a zero settlement basis. Users give their resources for free
and researchers connect across their networks to utilize them. As such, availability of computational
resources is unpredictable and jobs are allocated on a first come first served (FCFS) basis. Recently, there
have been significant research works that have attempted to address the resource allocation problems
using economic-based computing and/or market-oriented approaches (Wolski et al., 2001c; Chun and
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Culler, 2002b; Andrzejak et al., 2002; Sherwani et al., 2002; Kleban and Clearwater, 2004; Dube and
Parizeau, 2008). These approaches have led to the development of different negotiation and agreement
strategies which can be implemented to support the QoS requirements for a broad range of parallel
applications.
The basic idea of economic-based or utility-based scheduling schemes is to make use of monetary
values and cost-driven information to resolve the problems inherent in conventional advance reservation,
allowing cost-effective scheduling based on market economics where the user specifies how important
the job is (Dube and Parizeau, 2008). Since users are forced to assess their job, the scheduling algorithm
gets more insight into which jobs to prioritize.
Incorporating utility computing into resource management systems is a subject of active research
(Rappa, 2004; Yeo and Buyya, 2005; Yeo and Buyya, 2006; Dube and Parizeau, 2008; Costa et al., 2009).
As a result, several economic-based resource management systems have been proposed by researchers.
Widely known examples of economic-based resource management systems include Spawn (Waldspurger
et al., 1992), REXEC (Chun and Culler, 2000), Tycoon (Lai et al., 2004), and Shirako (Irwin et al., 2006),
and SHARP (Fu et al., 2003).
Spawn (Waldspurger et al., 1992) is a market-based computational system that runs on a network
(mostly LAN) of idle heterogeneous high-performance workstations running Unix. Spawn employs a
Vickrey, sealed-bid, second price, auction mechanism. The term ‘sealed’ refers to the notion that bidding
agents have no access to other agents bid information and ‘second-price’ means that the highest bidder
will pay the price offered by the second-highest bidder. In such a system, if there is a unique bid for a
resource, the bidder gets it for free, in the absence of competition.
REXEC (Chun and Culler, 2000) implements bid-based proportional resource sharing where users
compete for shared resources in a cluster. Resources in REXEC are allocated proportionally based on
costs that competing users are willing to pay for a resource. Costs are defined as rates, such as credits
per minute, to reflect the maximum amount that a user wants to pay for using the resource. REXEC
allows an application to directly manage the execution of its jobs on the selected cluster nodes. REXEC
also supports the execution of both sequential and parallel programs. However, REXEC does not allow
applications to modify their initial QoS specifications after job submission, which can be a significant
disadvantage for adaptive, interactive HPC applications.
Developed at HP Labs, Tycoon (Lai et al., 2004) is a market-based distributed resource allocation
system based on proportional share allocation. Along with other market-driven schedulers, it forces
users to differentiate the value of their jobs in order to increase overall utility values. Tycoon implements
continuous bids where users express a bid for a resource on a given processor at a given price point for
a duration. On each processor, the auctioneer calculates each bid and allocates resources in proportion
to bids. While this continuous bidding scheme alleviates the user’s burden of posting bids on the market
for each job, it does not guarantee resource allocation prior to execution, a major impediment to most
users with computational deadlines.
SHARP (Fu et al., 2003) is architecture for secure resource peering and sharing across participants
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and trust domains. Its stands for Secure Highly Available Resource Peering and is based around timed
claims that expire after a specified period. SHARP implements tickets that are a form of soft claim
that does not guarantee resource availability for the specified timeframe. Tickets enforce probabilistic
resource allocation in a manner similar to an aeroplane ticket reservation that only becomes ‘real’ once
the boarding pass is printed. This allows SHARP system managers to overbook resources and to defer
hard claims or lease allocation until execution. SHARP also presents a very strong security model to
exchange claims between agents, either site agents, user agents or third party brokers, that achieves
identification, non-repudiation, and encryption.
One of the most interesting works investigating the realms of a true Grid Economy is the G- com-
merce project (Wolski et al., 2001b). The project considers an unregulated market system where con-
sumers and providers act in their own interest for the system to eventually reach an equilibrium. Mirage
(Chun et al., 2005) is also another economic-based resource allocation system which is based on re-
peated combinatorial auctions (a form of double auction expressing tradeoffs between various options)
for a testbed of 148 wireless sensor nodes.
Furthermore, Libra (Sherwani et al., 2002) is a recent well-known market-based cluster DRM that
provides hard QoS support for sequential and embarrassingly parallel batch jobs. The Libra system
extends the Sun Grid Engine cluster management system to offer a market-based economy driven service
for managing batch jobs on clusters by scheduling CPU time according to user utility rather than system
performance considerations. It adopts the commodity market economic model that charges users using a
pricing function. The main objective of Libra is to maximize the number of jobs whose QoS requirements
can be met. Libra considers both time and cost QoS attributes by allocating resources based on the
deadline and budget QoS parameters for each job. Libra currently assumes that submitted jobs are
sequential and single-task. Users can express two QoS constraints: deadline by which the job needs to
be completed and budget which the user is willing to pay. The QoS constraints cannot be updated after
the job has been accepted for execution. Hence, only sequential and embarrassingly parallel batch type
jobs are supported.
Economic-driven scheduling is based on the economy concept that provides a mechanism for reg-
ulating demand and supply of resources, and calculates pricing policies based on these criteria. Recent
work on economic-based scheduling policies includes that of (Yeo and Buyya, 2007), which proposes a
pricing model for economic-driven management and allocation of resources on a cluster. In such a model,
users are assigned an initial allocation of money, a currency they then use to bid for CPU time. Yeo and
Buyya (2007) demonstrated that such economic-centric scheduling techniques produce an enhanced re-
source allocation compared to traditional system-centric schedulers targeting global optimization. This
improvement is mostly due to the competitive nature of the system, where the law of supply and de-
mand regulates selfish behaviour of agents, whether they be consumers or providers. Chun and Culler
(2002b) further proposed the FirstPrice scheduling policy which has been shown to improve the standard
Shortest Job First (SJF) strategy by as much as 14 times for highly parallel workloads. Irwin, Grit, and
Chase (2004) further present the FirstReward economic-based scheduling approach by incorporating an
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urgency component related to the rate at which the value of a job decreases as it waits in the queue. The
FirstReward scheduling algorithm aims to balance the risk of keeping a job waiting in the queue with the
reward of serving it immediately.
Finally, Wu, Zhang, and Huberman (2005) presented a solution to the truth revelation problem in
reservations by designing option contracts with a pricing structure that induces users to reveal their true
likelihoods that they will purchase a given resource. Truthful revelation helps the provider to plan ahead
to reduce the risk of under-utilization and overbooking. In addition to its truthfulness and robustness, the
scheme can extract similar revenue to that of a monopoly provider who has accurate information about
the population’s probability distribution and uses temporal discrimination pricing. This mechanism can
be applied to any resource that exhibits bursty usage, from IT provisioning and network bandwidth, to
conference rooms and airline and hotel reservations, and solves an information asymmetry problem for
the provider that has traditionally led to inefficient over or under provision.
2.6 SLA Based Resource Management
An SLA (Leff, Rayfield, and Dias, 2003) can be described as a legally binding contract between the
parties involved. The agreement relates to a transaction for the provision of a service; as a result, the
parties of an SLA can be distinguished as either the providers or the consumers of a service. The terms of
the SLA describe the expected level of service within which the service will be provided; these have been
agreed between service providers and service consumers. The agreements are typically embedded in the
form of Quality of Service (QoS) constraints, such as time deadlines, price etc. The use of time-related
constraints suggests some similarities with real-time scheduling.
There has been relatively little research on the use of SLAs for the job scheduling of parallel appli-
cations. In fact, the majority of work on SLAs relates to Web Services and networking (Duan, Zhang,
and Hou, 2003). Initial work on SLA is presented by Czajkowski et al. (2002) which proposes a gener-
alized resource management model where resource interactions are mapped onto a well-defined set of
platform-independent SLAs. The model is based on the Service Negotiation and Acquisition Protocol
(SNAP), which is embedded into the Globus Toolkit. However, the most relevant field to the problem
discussed in this thesis is real-time scheduling where scheduling decisions, as with SLAs, are time crit-
ical. As such, several techniques have been proposed to model negotiation, ranging from heuristics to
game theoretic and argumentation-based approaches (Jennings et al., 2001; Chhetri et al., 2006; Qiang
He, 2006; He et al., 2009). Recent work on SLAs also investigates the economic aspects associated with
the usage of SLAs for service provision such as enforcing charges for successful service provision and
penalties for the failure to meet SLAs (Rappa, 2004; Buyya et al., 2005).
In the context of SLA-based job scheduling, the idea of using SLAs is to alter the approach used
to perform job scheduling. More recent works have extended the SLAs to make use of economic-based
approaches which are highly relevant to the scope of this thesis. Some of the few resource management
systems that provide economic-based SLA support are Cluster-On-Demand (Chase et al., 2003), CSF
(Community Scheduler Framework (CSF) 2010), VIOLA MetaScheduling Service (MSS) (Eickermann
et al., 2007), and ASKALON (Fahringer et al., 2005).
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Cluster-On-Demand (COD) (Chase et al., 2003) allows the cluster manager to dynamically create
independent partitions called virtual clusters (vclusters) with specific software environments for each
different user groups within a cluster. This in turn facilitates external policy managers and resource
brokers in the Grid to control their assigned vcluster of resources. In COD, the task assignment among
various cluster managers adopts the tendering/contract-net economic model (Yeo and Buyya, 2007). A
user initiates an announcement bid that reflects the user’s valuation of the task and this is transmitted
to all the cluster managers. Each cluster manager then considers the opportunity cost (gain or loss) of
accepting the task and proposes a contract with an expected completion time and price. The user then
selects and accepts a contract from the cluster manager which best fits the user’s requirements. Tasks to
be executed are assumed to be single and sequential. For each task, the user provides a value function
containing a constant depreciation rate to signify the importance of the task and thus the required level
of service. The value function remains static after the contract has been accepted by the user. Tasks are
scheduled externally to cluster managers in different administrative domains.
CSF (Community Scheduler Framework (CSF) 2010) is an open source implementation of an
OGSA-based meta-scheduler developed by Platform Computing Inc. It provides a set of modules that
can be assembled to create a meta-scheduling system that accepts job requests and executes them using
available Grid compute services (Foster and Kesselman, 1997). Grid-level scheduling algorithms can,
for example, include scheduling across multiple clusters within a VO, co-scheduling across multiple
resource managers, scheduling based on SLAs and economic scheduling models.
The VIOLA MetaScheduling Service MSS (Eickermann et al., 2007) is also a plug-in system that
allows a meta-scheduler to negotiate SLAs with the DRMs systems. It is implemented as a Web Service
receiving a list of resources pre-selected by a resource selection service. The MetaScheduling Service
negotiates a potential start time for the job and subsequently requests reservation of the computational
resources.
ASKALON (Fahringer et al., 2005) is a Grid project of the Distributed and Parallel Systems Group
at the University of Innsbruck. The objective of ASKALON is to simplify the development and op-
timization of applications that can utilize a Grid for computation. ASKALON is used to develop and
port scientific applications as workflows in the Austrian Gridsation project. The developers designed an
XML-based Abstract Grid Workflow Language (AGWL) (Fahringer, Qin, and Hainzer, 2005) to com-
pose job workflows. In ASKALON, SLAs can be made with the resource for a specified timeframe by
using the GridARM Agreement package (Siddiqui, Villazón, and Fahringer, 2006). The GridARM pack-
age provides a capability to reserve a defined resource capacity such as the number of requested CPUs
within the agreed timeframe.
There has also been a significant amount of research to standardize the efforts of SLAs. In particular,
work within the Grid Resource Allocation Agreement Protocol (GRAAP) Working Group of the Open
Grid Forum (Global Grid Forum) (and earlier within its predecessor, the Global Grid Forum) has led
to the development of the WS-Agreement (WS-A) (Andrieux et al., 2006), a specification for a simple
generic language and protocol to establish agreements between two parties. The goal of the GRAAP
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Working Group is to produce a set of specifications and supporting documents which describe methods
and means to establish Service Level Agreements between different entities in a distributed environment.
The group especially focuses on the usage of SLAs and the WS-Agreement, an SLA format and Web
Services protocol specified by the GRAAP, in distributed systems, Grids and Clouds.
Apart from WS-A, WSLA (Keller and Ludwig, 2003) is also another similar framework developed
by IBM for specifying and monitoring Service Level Agreements (SLA) using Web Services. The frame-
work aims to measure and monitor the QoS parameters of a Web Service and reports violations to the
parties specified in the SLA. In a Web Service environment, services are usually subscribed to dynami-
cally and on demand. In this environment, automatic SLA monitoring and enforcement helps to fulfil the
requirements of both service providers and consumers. The WSLA provides a formal language based
on XML Schema to express SLAs and a runtime architecture which is able to interpret this language.
The runtime architecture comprises several SLA monitoring services, which may be outsourced to third
parties (supporting parties) to ensure a maximum of objectivity. The WSLA language allows service
customers and providers to define SLAs and their parameters and specify how they are measured.
2.7 Virtualisation
Virtualization has re-emerged in recent years as a compelling approach to increasing resource utiliza-
tion and reducing IT services costs. The common theme of all virtualization technologies is the hiding
of the underlying infrastructure through the introduction of a logical layer between the physical infras-
tructure and the computational processes. Virtualization takes many forms: ‘system virtualization’, also
commonly referred to as ‘server virtualization’, is the ability to run multiple heterogeneous operating
systems on the same physical server. With server virtualization a control program (commonly known
as ‘hypervisor’ or ‘virtual machine monitor’) is run on a given hardware platform and simulates one or
more other computer environments (virtual machines). Each of these virtual machines, in turn, runs its
respective ‘guest’ software, typically an operating system, which runs just as if it were installed on the
stand-alone hardware platform. Additional forms of virtualization include ‘storage virtualization’ and
‘network virtualization’, which provide the ability to present a logical view of the storage and network
resources, respectively, which is different than the underlying physical resources.
Xen (Barham et al., 2003b) and KVM (Kivity, 2007) are prime examples of hypervisors or virtual
machine monitors. Both Xen and KVM are used by the Berkeley NOW (Culler, 1997) and High Perfor-
mance Virtual Machines (HPVM) (Chien et al., 1997) to aggregate the computing power of commodity
machines (interconnected using high-performance communication techniques) and to create a virtual
high- performance supercomputer. This involves the partition of physical servers into multiple virtual
service nodes to host different services, each running on a guest OS. Another interesting use of virtual
machines (VMs) is In-VIGO (S. Adabala and Zhu. 2005). In-VIGO is a distributed environment sup-
porting multiple applications which share resource pools. When a job is submitted, a virtual workspace
is created for the job by assigning existing VMs to process it. VioCluster (Ruth, McGachey, and Xu,
2005) is also a similar computational resource-sharing platform that enables virtual domains to safely
exchange machines between them without infringing on the autonomy of either domain. It also allows
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a cluster to dynamically grow and shrink based on local resource demand. Under this system, the ad-
ministrative privileges of both the renting and lending clusters are maintained: cluster administrators are
able to configure rented machines as required, while not granting root privileges to others making use of
their nodes.
Advanced virtual networking facilities are also supported by PlanetLab (Peterson et al., 2006),
VIOLIN (Jiang and Xu, 2004), and VNET (Sundararaj and Dinda, 2004). With such facilities, virtual
machines can be allocated with real IP addresses from the host network. PlanetLab (Peterson et al., 2006)
uses a technique to share a single IP address among all virtual machines on a host by controlling access
to the ports. These techniques allow virtual machines to connect to a network to create a virtual network.
On the other hand, VIOLIN (Jiang and Xu, 2004) is capable of creating isolated virtual environments
including virtual switches, routers for the virtual machines (VMs). VNET (Sundararaj and Dinda, 2004)
also provides a mechanism to connect remote virtual machines from a local physical LAN with the same
network configuration, for example, the same IP address, routes, etc. It enables virtual network cards
to map onto another network, which also moves the network management problem from one network
to another. This allows a virtual machine to be migrated from site to site without manual network
reconfiguration.
2.8 Cloud Computing
More recently, Cloud Computing has become the latest buzzword for the new form of distributed com-
puting. Similar to Grid computing, Cloud computing provides computation, software, data access, and
storage services that do not require end-user knowledge of the physical location and configuration of the
system that delivers the services. Cloud computing is motivated by the advancement of virtualisation
and virtual networking technologies. Providers of compute cycles in the cloud, such as Amazon EC2
(Amazon, 2009) or the Science Clouds (Sullivan, 2009), enable users to acquire on-demand compute
resources by renting them.
Based on virtualization technologies such as Xen and KVM, several cloud management resource
management systems have been developed, presenting the user with the ability to deploy several VMs
over a cluster of physical machines, from a centralized management node, thus building what is com-
monly referred to as a ‘VM-based’ cloud system. Examples of such cloud resource management systems
include Eucalyptus (Nurmi et al., 2008), OpenNebula (Sotomayor et al., 2009) and Nimbus (Martinaitis,
Patten, and Wendelborn, 2009).
The self-service nature of cloud computing allows end users to create elastic environments that ex-
pand and contract based on the workload and target performance parameters. Resources can be rented
dynamically and renting provides support for on-demand allocation and de-allocation of computing re-
sources with minimal customer capital expenditure since the infrastructure is owned by the resource
owners and/or providers. Users can merely access or rent computing resources and deploy services on
them. Users need not have knowledge of, expertise in, or control over the technology infrastructure ‘in
the cloud’ that supports them. This is particularly suitable for customers who have workloads that have
tremendous spikes and valleys. For example, the workloads for a webserver, or mailserver can be highly
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demanding at times but often they do not need to run all the time. Cloud computing therefore can be a
feasible solution.
Cloud computing is specifically designed to cater for commercial applications. Recently, Amazon
EC2 (Amazon, 2009) provides resizable compute capacity in the cloud with the flexibility to choose
from a number of different virtual machine types to meet HPC user needs. However, among the most
challenging problems posed by the system are resource coordination and scheduling, that is, how to
manage cloud resources and schedule them for running distributed and parallel applications.
2.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have provided an overview of distributed computing, including supercomputing,
Cluster computing, Grid computing, distributed/parallel applications and job scheduling, and related
work on distributed systems which includes economic-based computing and service level agreements.
The background knowledge described in this chapter sets the stage for our work.
Current distributed computing was developed from the traditional supercomputing community.
Nowadays, it is still rooted firmly in 1970s supercomputer culture with its batch management. This
is reflected by the domination of queuing system-based DRMs, batch-type applications, and the static
non-adaptive job submission approach. Many limitations have been inherited from the batch computing
culture. The limitations make the computing model more suited to support traditional ‘batch comput-
ing’ or ‘high throughput computing’, where users are not sensitive to their application performance and
the response time sought. This model lacks the mechanism needed to support QoS requirements for
distributed large-scale adaptive and interactive applications.
Most importantly, it is observed that current distributed systems suffer heavily from low resource
utilization and scalability issues due to the high overhead of maintaining a global system under a large
number of users, applications and large pool of resources. Although recent work in economic-based
resource management and SLA-based resource management can offer partial solutions to these issues,
there is still lack of support for basic requirements such as autonomous decentralized control, rapid
provisioning and fast access to resources, and the scalability required without driving up the cost and
complexity. Therefore, we conclude that there is a strong motivation to resolve inadequate QoS support,
low resource utilization, and scalability issues in large-scale resource sharing environments.
In the next chapter, we will clarify the motivation and requirements for cost-effective resource
management and further develop the motivation for the adoption of the approaches presented in this
thesis.
Chapter 3
Motivation and Requirements
Distributed computing infrastructures are increasingly central to information infrastructure worldwide.
The underlying technologies and services that connect multiple resource providers (e.g., resources, clus-
ters, sites, organizations, etc.) worldwide have become fundamental tools for scientific research, indus-
trial production and both government and industry decision making. A fundamental characteristic of
such systems is that it is controlled by a single global scheduler (i.e., a meta-scheduler) or several lay-
ers of global schedulers in which scheduling decisions are integrated from many independent resource
providers, each of which desires to retain control over its own resource.
Considering a population on the scale of millions of end users and numerous resource providers,
it becomes a challenge in managing the complexity that derives from the quantity of end users, re-
sources, and numbers of concurrent and possibly conflicting actions. The result is that the scheduling
of high performance scientific applications across multiple providers can be poor from both user and
resource management perspectives. This chapter explores the issues and potential limitations associated
with current distributed computing infrastructures. Then, having explored these issues and limitations,
we present the fundamental requirements that the resource management system must meet in order to
address and resolve these issues and limitations.
3.1 Introduction
From the middle of the 20th century, unprecedented complex scientific research such as High Energy
Physics (HEP) has been looking for an extremely large amount of computing resources. Supercomputers
have traditionally been used to provide such immense processing capability, but in recent years, it has
been more feasible to build ‘supercomputers’ by connecting thousands of cheap workstations to form a
large, dedicated, high performance computing (HPC) system. The most well-known example is Beowulf
(Ridge et al., 1997) which was a supercomputerlike system created from a collection of a number of
desktop PCs connected by a high-speed network. The advent of high-speed networks has also enabled
the integration of resources which are geographically distributed and administered at different domains.
In the late 90’s, Foster and Kesselman (1997) proposed the plug in the wall approach known today as
Grid computing, which aimed to make global geographically dispersed computer power as easy to access
as an electric power grid.
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From this earlier effort, The Enabling Grids for E-science (EGEE) Grid, managed through the Eu-
ropean Grid Initiative, has built an e-science resource infrastructure accessible to scientists and engineers
from more than 260 institutions in 55 countries. The infrastructure executes an average 330,000 jobs per
day, consists of 150,000 processing cores, and offers close to 28 Pbytes of storage (Lingrand, Glatard,
and Montagnat, 2009). The system began with applications from only the high-energy physics and life
sciences, but it now integrates applications from nearly every scientific field.
In the last few years, cloud computing (Sullivan, 2009) has been emerging as a technology that
provides elastic and often virtualized distributed resources over the Internet. Cloud computing provides
a cost-effective and rapid way to increase capacity or add processing capabilities on demand without
investing in new infrastructure. While grid computing also offers a similar facility for computing power,
cloud computing is not restricted to HPC. A cloud can offer many different services, e.g., web hosting,
database transactions, etc.
3.2 Unresolved Issues with Current Resource Management Infras-
tructures
Cluster and Grid computing have been predominantly focused on the resource sharing infrastructure for
the provisioning of compute and data resources. On the other hand, the focus of Cloud computing is
to offer a cost-effective and rapid way to increase capacity or add processing capabilities on demand
without investing in new infrastructure. It is envisaged that these technologies can be integrated together
to meet the increasing requirements for solving complex HPC. However, although the technologies can
complement one another, there is still a lack of the necessary mechanisms to harness the power of ge-
ographically distributed resources for a wide range of distributed applications with quality-of-service
(QoS) requirements. In this section, we discuss the shortcomings of current resource management in-
frastructures in more detail.
3.2.1 Scalability Bottleneck
The scale and complexity of grid systems is constantly increasing. The largest current grid infrastruc-
tures, such as the EGEE Grid (Berlich et al., 2006), consist of hundreds of resource centres located
worldwide providing tens of thousands of CPUs. It is expected that future Grids will be on an even
greater scale. As the number of sites, nodes, and users in the Grid grows, efficient job scheduling be-
comes increasingly difficult and traditional approaches to job scheduling gradually become inadequate.
Centralized schedulers, often used in single clusters, do not scale and introduce policy problems
since they require a single authority to coordinate the resources of the entire Grid. Hierarchical sched-
ulers (Xavier, Lee, and Cai, 2003), more commonly used in larger Grids, only partially address the
challenge since they rely on meta-schedulers which also have scalability and reliability limits. In such a
centralized scheme, a central meta-scheduler collects all job requests and uses resource utilization infor-
mation to schedule computation and communication tasks efficiently (Foster and Kesselman, 1997; Field
and Schulz, 2008). In order to schedule efficiently, the meta-scheduler needs to keep track of information
on the resource availability from all participating sites.
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These approaches have several design limitations including: (i) single point of failure; (ii) lack
of scalability; (iii) high network communication cost for global scheduler (i.e., network bottleneck,
congestion); and (iv) computational power required to serve a large number of resource look-up and
update queries on the machine running the information services.
Each participating site in the Grid needs to send an update of its most recent resource information
to the meta-scheduler at constant periodic time intervals. Such frequent and massive information flow
incurs high network communication at the meta-scheduler level. A performance study (Zhang, Freschl,
and Schopf, 2003) has shown that existing information systems, which include MDS-2,3,4 (Czajkowski
et al., 2001), RGMA (Podhorszki and Kacsuk, 2003), and Hawkeye (Pan et al., 2007), fail to scale beyond
300 concurrent users (Ranjan et al., 2007). With a large number of users and resources, a centralized or
even a hierarchical scheduler that accommodates scheduling of a billion resource nodes for millions of
users is simply not feasible.
3.2.2 Scheduling and Resource Allocation Delay
The resource allocation delay represents the amount of delay from when a job is submitted to a resource
until it begins execution. Current resource selection approaches in a resource sharing environment (i.e.,
Grid environment) seek to reduce the total turnaround time (or more simply, some aspect of the total
turnaround time such as execution delay or communication cost) (Hauswirth and Schmidt, 2005). Recent
study has shown that the waiting times for resources under the EGEE environment can vary greatly, from
a minute to one hour (Lingrand, Glatard, and Montagnat, 2009). For a job that requests a large number
of nodes (e.g., more than 256 nodes), the waiting time is significantly longer, which can be up to a few
hours1. This variability is known to significantly impact application performances and thus can be lead
to major setbacks for time-critical applications that need rapid access to resources to meet their QoS (i.e.,
deadline) requirements.
Several scheduling algorithms have been proposed to resolve the unbounded waiting delay issue for
parallel job scheduling (Ramamritham, Stankovic, and Shiah, 1990; Smith, Foster, and Taylor, 2000; Is-
lam et al., 2003). The most frequently cited solution is advance reservation (AR) (Elmroth and Tordsson,
2009; Engelbrecht and Benkner, 2009). Advance reservation has been introduced in Grid environments
to provide time Quality of Service requirements (QoS) for time-critical applications. It is incorporated
as part of workflows (Cao et al., 2003) to provide the resource coordination in which the resource guar-
antee is achieved using a backfilling technique (Mu’alem and Feitelson, 2001). With advance reservation
approaches, a user submits a job as a set of tasks with dependencies. These tasks are then reserved on a
set of resource nodes prior to execution.
Although the advance reservation approach could ensure the QoS guarantee for the task execution,
the advance reservation and backfill scheme requires the user to provide a runtime estimate for all sub-
mitted jobs (Feitelson and Rudolph, 1995; Park and Humphrey, 2008). This requirement introduces two
problems. Firstly, observations have shown that the estimated-time provided by the user is not often
accurate (Zhang et al., 2001). Unfortunately, even a slight amount of inaccuracy could affect job perfor-
1We observed that latency varies greatly with the chosen site - a job submission with a request for 256 nodes from EGEE Asian
site can take up a few hours before the job is ready for actual execution.
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mance considerably (F.Heine et al., 2005). Secondly, it is not often possible to predict the job runtime
duration for some applications. For example, the runtimes for adaptive and interactive jobs are unpre-
dictable since they change frequently during execution due to feedback from user actions (Liu, Nazir,
and Sorenson, 2007).
3.2.3 Limited QoS Support
In a conventional Grid system, a meta-scheduler makes scheduling decisions based on the current state
of resource availability information from all participating sites, but the scheduling decisions do not take
into account a job’s QoS parameters. As a result, the conventional meta-scheduling approaches tend to
penalize large jobs that request a high number of resource nodes even if such jobs only run for short
durations. For example, small jobs that request a few resource nodes can be accommodated easily while
jobs that request a large amount of resource nodes are being forced to wait in the queue for a long
period of time. Even at the job scheduler level, distributed resource managers (DRMs) such as Legion
(Grimshaw, Wulf, and Team, 1997), Condor (Thain, Tannenbaum, and Livny, 2005), PBS (Henderson,
1995) and SGE (Gentzsch, 2001a) only provide limited support for the QoS-driven requirement. The
DRM either focuses on minimizing the response time (sum of queue time and actual execution time)
or maximizing overall resource utilization of the cluster pool. This limitation is a major setback for
distributed applications which have QoS requirements (i.e., time-critical/deadline-driven jobs) since such
jobs cannot afford to wait in a job queue for resources to become available. Therefore, without QoS-
based scheduling in place, a meta-scheduler or a DRM cannot differentiate the level of priorities required
for different applications because they assume that all job requests are equally important and thus neglect
the actual levels of service required by different users. As a result, the meta-scheduler or the DRM may
unnecessarily assign resource nodes to a best-effort job while an urgent job (i.e., one that is deadline-
driven) is forced to wait in the queue.
Several works on economic-based distributed resource management and scheduling have tried to
provide solutions to this problem (Chun and Culler, 2000; Islam et al., 2003; Irwin et al., 2005; Lee and
Snavely, 2007). They proposed the concept of a virtual currency as a mechanism to differentiate between
urgent and non-urgent jobs. While these studies provide a first step towards resolving the problem, there
are still outstanding issues that are yet to be explored but that are important to address in order to realize
a large-scale resource sharing system in practice. For example, at the moment, conventional resource
sharing systems (i.e., Grid systems) only support fairly simple job models of a sequential job processing
type (Yeo and Buyya, 2006). Advanced jobs that have QoS constraints (e.g., urgent (Beckman et al.,
2006) and interactive steering applications) are not supported. Such applications have unpredictable and
dynamic requirements during their execution because they need to meet peak demand or sudden surges
in processing demand at application runtime. Therefore, a mechanism is needed to support such QoS
requirements constantly during application execution.
3.2.4 Non-Cost Aware
The success of managing distributed resources on a national scale does not lie only in minimizing waiting
and response times. Regardless of the underlying platform (i.e., clusters, supercomputers, desktops),
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users want to be able to execute their applications without making a huge investment in new hardware.
Resource sharing is about leveraging the available resources and idle processor cycles to solve a problem
more quickly while at the same time maximizing efficiency and reducing the total cost of ownership.
To justify the total cost of operating resources, the resource management system needs to consider
the revenue that the system will gain by serving the applications’ QoS requirements against the cost to
operate resource nodes for satisfying such QoS requirements. However, adoption of distributed com-
puting platforms and services by the scientific community is in its infancy because the performance and
monetary cost-benefits for scientific applications are not perfectly clear. This is especially true for con-
ventional Cluster and Grid systems which have been widely deployed for the purposes for providing
data and compute resources. For example, the University of Oxford has invested in creating a campus-
wide Grid that connects all large-scale computational resources and provides a uniform access method
to ‘external’ resources such as the National Grid Service (NGS) and the Oxford Supercomputing Centre
(OSC) (Wallom and Trefethen, 2006). However, it can be argued that a truly volunteer-based model such
as the campus Grid system may not be sustainable without a cost-sharing scheme in which the hard-
ware and operating maintenance costs are shared among many users. Therefore, an economic model
(based on costing framework) similar to Cloud model (e.g., Amazon EC2 (Amazon, 2009)) is advocated
whereby there is a virtual economy and an underlying costing model. Although there already exists a
costing (economic) model in Cloud systems, further work is needed to bridge Cluster and Grid resources
because there is currently a very weak costing model that is being used to connect the two. Incorporating
a standard costing model is advocated because this would offer the possibility to integrate Cluster, Grid
and Cloud resources seamlessly.
In this respect, there is a strong need for the resource management system to quantitatively mea-
sure the cost-benefit from serving the jobs for the users and the resource cost involved from operating
the computing resources for running such jobs. In order to achieve this, a costing model needs to be
formulated to capture the following questions: (i) what are the performance trade-offs in operating com-
putational resources to serve jobs? (ii) What are the monetary costs of operating computational resources
specifically for serving application QoS requirements? (iii) In light of those monetary and performance
cost-benefits, how can the system ensure that jobs are served in the most cost-effective manner without
incurring unnecessary overheads?
An economic-based approach has been advocated (Buyya, 2002; Irwin, Grit, and Chase, 2004)
whereby applications are able to express the monetary value of their jobs as the price they will pay to
have them run. In essence, applications/users are charged appropriately for the job execution service
offered by the resource management system. Similarly, the system must also take into account the cost
related to operating the computing resources (i.e., the resource cost). These include administrative and
operating costs, such as purchasing servers, floor space, personnel, as well as the electricity cost to
operate resource machines and cool them. Moreover, the system must ensure that the resource-related
cost to run the jobs does not exceed the revenues earned from users/applications in order to justify the
performance and monetary cost-benefits.
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3.2.5 Lack of Service Level Agreements
More recently, a significant area of research has related to establishing agreements on the quality of a
service between a service provider and a service consumer (Liu, Squillante, and Wolf, 2001; Barmouta
and Buyya, 2002; John et al., 2003; Zhang and Ardagna, 2004; Yeo and Buyya, 2005). Service Level
Agreements can be based on general agreements, e.g., framework agreements, that govern the relation-
ship between parties and which also may include legal aspects and set boundaries for SLAs.
While there have been several recent research works on service level agreements (SLAs) in the
Grid environment (Buyya, Abramson, and Giddy, 2000; Barmouta and Buyya, 2002; Buyya, 2002), as
of today, there is no practical framework nor policies that support charging, scheduling and resource pro-
visioning for job execution under a controlled environment where both the users and resource owners are
operating on different cost models and options. Previous works (Liu, Squillante, and Wolf, 2001; Irwin,
Grit, and Chase, 2004; Zhang and Ardagna, 2004; Yeo and Buyya, 2007) have considered economic-
based scheduling, but only from the user’s perspective. These works have considered job budget or job
price as the main criteria to evaluate user performance. However, the job budget or price is assumed to
be fixed regardless of how long the job runs. This is not a valid assumption since the longer the job runs,
the higher the cost to serve the job.
Furthermore, prior works assume that the service level agreements between two parties are often
established at the initial stage of application execution, but there is a lack of an option for users to modify
the initial SLA agreements once they have been submitted. The lack of such an option prevents the sys-
tem from supporting adaptive and interactive applications with varying QoS requirements (i.e., varying
deadlines). Finally, prior works do not examine SLA-based policies that attempt to counterbalance the
cost of satisfying application QoS requirement against the real operational cost for renting and using
resource nodes.
Given the above limitations in prior works, a more comprehensive SLA framework is therefore
needed to support a wide range of applications with different QoS requirements. Moreover, such a SLA
framework should consider the different cost options offered by the resource providers, for example, the
resource cost variability from the selection of available resources.
3.3 Requirements
In the previous section, we have identified several major shortcomings of current resource management
infrastructures. Building on the strengths and weaknesses of previous works, we will now outline how
we intend to address these above mentioned issues. We present our approaches and the fundamental
requirements that we envisage a resource management system must meet in operating a large-scale dis-
tributed resource sharing system.
3.3.1 Resource Renting
In conventional distributed and Grid systems, a meta-scheduler or a broker is relied upon to control
all resources worldwide and make all decisions on resource allocation and scheduling of all received
jobs. Faced with a potential large number of sites, the central scheduling point represents a potential
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bottleneck for requests needing fast response. Therefore, there is a strong need for the removal of a
centralized meta-scheduler to avoid the creation of bottlenecks and reduce the fine-grained management
of requests and data transfers.
There is a need for a decentralized scheduling environment which deviates from the conventional
centralized meta-scheduler paradigm that is often adopted in conventional Grid systems. We consider a
solution whereby a limited number of ‘Virtual Authorities’ (VAs) are formed to their own customized
ideal set of resource machines. A VA is a collection of resources controlled, but not owned, by a group
of users or an authority representing a group of users. The owners of a resource recognize only the VA.
All permissions, charging and blame for security breaches are associated with the VA.
Resource planning is the responsibility of the VA. Resources are rented on short-term and long-term
bases to satisfy the application QoS requirements of their users. The VA acts like a retailer and trades
existing stock with users in response to their requirements. It also acts as a stock taker and constantly
monitors its stock of resources. If it feels it has too many in store, it will unload them and if there are too
few, it will negotiate with resource providers for more resources. The VA is able to change its resource
pool based on the goal of getting better deals. For example, during the daytime in England, a VA may find
it beneficial to unload popular and ‘expensive’ local resources and replace them with cheaper resources
from the night-time countries. The impact of the overhead of processing delays incurred should be
minimal as the system scales both upward and downward dynamically.
A VA defines a local resource service that controls and manages local scheduling policy. It provides
a localized exclusive environment for applications or job execution services using virtual resources cre-
ated from rented hardware, which is supported by a pool of resources that it may either purchase or
rent. The rental arrangement is possible because it makes agreements with other pool owners (resource
providers) to rent some of their resources in times of high demand in exchange for rental fees.
Resource nodes are rented based on their types and rental period. A node is supplied with a set-up
that enables the VA to select a specific operating system with the required software environment for
the application. The recent progress in Cloud computing (Sullivan, 2009) has also made it possible for
the resource provider to rent resource nodes using state-of-the-art virtual machine (VM) technology,
allowing the VA to install an operating system and customize the software environment as required on
a physical hardware machine. Since resource nodes can be added and removed dynamically from a
system, the VA can anticipate resources of different types with minimal infrastructure and administrative
cost and overhead. Such flexibility enables distributed and parallel applications to harness the combined
power of geographically distributed resources. Moreover, as far as scheduling is concerned, the VA is
independent from competitors and can instead concentrate on managing its own resources. This will
result in a much reduced problem, and consequently, simpler and faster scheduling.
3.3.2 Costing Model
A desirable resource management system must support QoS-based resource allocation to serve a wide
range of distributed applications which include parallel and interactive applications with varying QoS
requirements. However, current resource management systems are not suitable for running applications
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with QoS requirements for several reasons.
First, most systems only allow users to express a single QoS requirement of their application in a
job description. This is inadequate because an execution deadline is not normally static because it may
change dynamically at runtime in response to execution complexity and/or user actions. An application
may generate many tasks during execution with different execution sizes and each task may have a
different deadline value. Second, even if the system allows the inclusion of multiple deadline values, this
added feature can be misused by users. For example, users can deliberately specify very strict deadlines
for all their jobs. This will have an undesirable effect on the performance because the system will not
stop users from claiming that their applications need the highest quality of service.
To resolve these issues, the concept of virtual currency (Rappa, 2004) has been proposed: by provid-
ing a limited funding (i.e., monetary) capacity to users for running their jobs, users would be prevented
from assigning strict deadline values to every job. The basic idea is to incorporate economic mechanisms
into the resource allocation system. For example, the deadline value can also be expressed in terms of
virtual currency (Chun and Culler, 2002b), in terms of ‘monetary value’ rather than a cash currency (e.g.,
pounds, dollars etc.). The advantage of the conversion of deadline to virtual currency is that it discour-
ages free-riding and gaming by strategic users. Such an approach promotes fairness because applications
that claim a higher priority for a job will have to pay more.
It is also envisaged that the currency must have the property for self-recharging (Irwin et al., 2005)
whereby the spent monetary values are restored to the application’s fund after some delay. The key idea
is to recycle currency through the economy automatically while bounding the rate of spending by users.
Currency budgets may be distributed among users according to any global policy; consumers spend their
budgets to schedule their resource usage through time, but cannot hoard their currency or starve.
The monetary value assigned to each application is allocated based on its default priority (e.g.,
interactive steering applications generally will be allocated higher value when compared to best-effort
applications). This initial value is expressed in terms of the accumulated total monetary value (TMV)
which is to be recharged automatically, ensuring a stable fund for job execution but also preventing abuse
and misuse by the applications. However, the amount of TMV assigned must be capped at a maximum
of a certain value (i.e., maximum value), regardless of the level of application priority. This is to ensure
that the lowest priority application also gets a fair chance to be scheduled.
The advantage of the conversion of time to money is that it allows the mechanism for the appli-
cations to specify how important a job is in comparison to other jobs. For example, consider two jobs:
Job A and Job B. If job A is twice as important as Job B, then Job A may be assigned two times higher
monetary value in comparison to Job B. Such an approach promotes fairness because applications that
claim a higher priority will have to pay more. Most importantly, this gives incentive for the application
to specify the true deadline value for each job since the amount of TMV assigned to each application is
capped for the whole period of its execution.
Employing virtual currency would resolve the issue of differentiating high priority and low priority
jobs. A costing model provides the mechanism to capture revenues generated from applications and
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also expenses incurred from operating resources. From the user’s perspective, the management system
must aim to minimize the penalty cost. The penalty cost is incurred when the system fails to meet
the application’s QoS requirements (i.e., deadline). On the other hand, from the resource provider’s
perspective, the system’s objective is to minimize the rental cost. The rental cost derives from the
need to deploy resource nodes from external providers and the operational costs to operate them. For
example, the rental cost includes the administrative cost (i.e., deployment cost) and the operational cost
(i.e., electricity, personnel, floor space, etc.).
If the only objective is to minimize the rental cost, the system could rent the minimum amount
of nodes. However, it is also equally important to reduce the penalty cost. The costing model should
capture a performance metric that minimizes both the penalty cost and the rental cost. Drawing from
these observations, we can combine and capture the revenues, penalty, and expenses with a single profit
metric. The advantage of the profit metric is that it represents a single value that captures overall trade-
offs between satisfying the application QoS requirements versus the cost of renting resource nodes. It
addresses the trade-off between the cost of rental and the lost opportunity if customer demand is not met.
Therefore, it is envisaged that the profit metric offers a clear measure for the system to evaluate its rental
decision. In essence, this provides a valuable tool for capacity planning, and it provides the foundation
for improving productivity, managing costs, and return on investment for renting resources.
It is also important to consider resource cost from the perspective of resource providers. For ex-
ample, what should the resource provider charge for renting out its resource nodes? In particular, are
some cost models better in the sense of allowing lower rental fees for long-term rentals compared to
short-term rentals? Although both users and resource providers act independently, they do not operate
in a vacuum. Users will aim to maximize their quality of services, while resource providers will aim
to increase their machine utilizations as much as possible. With conflicting objectives of the users and
the resource providers, how can we ensure that both metrics can be satisfactorily met? A costing model
must therefore consider both sides of the issue in order to serve the interests of both users and resource
providers.
3.3.3 Service Level Agreements (SLA)
A job description defines the resource requirements that the meta-scheduler should refer to when de-
termining the resource nodes to allocate. The job description typically includes the minimum resource
requirements needed to run a job (e.g., number of CPUs, number of nodes, memory, software libraries,
etc.). Based on these requirements, the meta-scheduler delegates the job to the most appropriate and
suitable distributed resource manager. Hence, a job description only captures the job requirement prior
to application execution.
However, in practice, the resource requirements for jobs frequently change during execution be-
cause of the need to meet peak demand or sudden surges in processing demand at runtime. As a result,
a static job requirement alone does not often reveal sufficient information for the system’s scheduler to
successfully meet the QoS requirements of the application throughout its execution.
To resolve the issue, it is envisaged that the scheduling decision should not only take account of
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an individual job’s information, but the system’s scheduler should also consider the knowledge of the
anticipated future workload. Therefore, an additional control is needed so that the system has information
pertaining to the overall execution behaviour from the start of user submission until the end of user
submission.
It is anticipated that this control can be provided by means of service level agreements (SLAs),
or long-term contracts. Unlike an individual job description, such SLA contracts include additional in-
formation such as the total load that the application can impose, the application total offered monetary
value, and its total running time. Such contracts may also include penalties for poor performance: agree-
ment on how much the system should be penalized for not meeting specific QoS requirements e.g., if the
response time is too long for many jobs or if too many deadlines are missed.
Given such a control, the system can optimize rental decisions in the long term and plan ahead
accordingly. Short-term rentals can be employed to accommodate sudden demand from running appli-
cations, while the VA can also choose to rent long-term capacity for accommodating near-future demand
depending on the information provided by the SLA. For instance, if the application demand is predicted
to be at a stable rate over a period of time, the VA can plan to rent less expensive (cheaper) resource
nodes for a long period.
3.4 VA Framework
In this section, we give an overview of our solution and describe some of the components and the chal-
lenges of building such a resource management system. We envisage that our proposal for a cost-effective
resource management that can realize the vision of a national and large-scale resource sharing system
supporting millions of users with a wide of range of processing requirements and with potentially billions
of heterogeneous resources.
3.4.1 Multi-tier Framework
The VA introduces the possibility of managing geographically distributed resources in significantly
‘smaller’ computing units than those that are currently managed by a global Grid system. There is
no optimal size for such ‘smaller’ units as this is mainly guided by a complex symbiosis between usage
pattern and timing.
The most distinctive feature of a VA is that it decouples the fundamental rental mechanism from
scheduling and resource allocation policies. In order to achieve this, a VA has several distinctive features
that differ from the conventional meta-scheduler paradigm. Figure 3.1 illustrates the high-level relation-
ship between various components of the system. As observed, a VA consists of three main components:
Application Agent (AA), VA Scheduler and VA Negotiator.
The VA is built on a multi-tier paradigm that differentiates the roles of application management,
scheduling and resource provisioning. The application management is handled at the upper tier. The
main operation of the upper-tier is to translate the application processing requirement into explicit re-
source requirements. The upper-tier interacts directly with the middle tier via application programming
interface (API) calls.
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Figure 3.1: The interaction relationship between users, applications, application agents (AAs), VA
Scheduler, VA Negotiator, resource providers, and resource nodes.
The VA Scheduler is handled at the middle tier. Upon receiving a job request from the upper tier,
the VA Scheduler places the job in the waiting queue and schedules the job appropriately in accordance
with the QoS requirement to resource node(s).
The resource level is observed by the VA Negotiator at the lower tier. At a regular time interval
or when a specific event has occurred, the VA Negotiator reviews the current resource availability sta-
tus and/or the estimation of projected future workload, and then it rents the amount of resource nodes
required from resource providers from multiple resource providers based on the rental policy.
The multi-tier approach essentially differentiates the roles of application management, scheduling
and resource provisioning. Each tier is independent of another and therefore the AA, VA Scheduler and
VA Negotiator can perform their own tasks without any conflicting objectives.
3.4.2 Principle of Resource Renting
The provision of sophisticated rental policies is therefore essential for the economic viability of a VA.
The main purpose of renting is to acquire external/remote resources for local scheduling usage, in order
to complement supply demand of local resources. A rental policy must provide a set of rules to determine
the type and the amount of nodes to rent, and when to rent them. The responsibility of a VA is then to
offer a cost-competitive service in order to attract users.
The concept of resource renting is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.2. Renting in the VA in-
volves the exchange of resource nodes from the resource provider in return for a rental fee. Resource
renting is not necessarily a one-time activity that occurs at the start of application execution. In the stan-
dard job submission process, the resource nodes are assigned to users only when the job is first scheduled
prior to execution. The two drawbacks of such a standard job submission approach is the likelihood of
fragmentation and long waiting delay (Feitelson and Rudolph, 1995). Fragmentation occurs when the
available (free) nodes are left idle, but the allocation policy fails to allocate these nodes to the waiting
jobs. The waiting delay occurs when submitted jobs are forced to wait in the queue for a long time until
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Figure 3.2: Resource Renting vs. Meta-scheduling.
the requested nodes become available. The fragmentation and long waiting delay issues can be resolved
by allowing the application to interact with the VA Scheduler (middle tier) at runtime. The application
can request additional nodes in response to load changes in application. As a result, the VA Negotiator
rents the additional resource nodes necessary on demand from the resource providers worldwide. Conse-
quently, the resource pool within the VA is constantly changing as the system scales in size both upward
and downward.
In essence, the VA is made up from ready-use resources for applications to use. The ready-use
resource is monitored constantly by the VA Negotiator. Based on the anticipated demand, the VA Nego-
tiator may react on a reactionary basis in response to sudden demand for resources and/or it may choose
to evaluate its resource level periodically at regular intervals. For example, if the application workload
is predicted to be stable over a time period, the VA Negotiator may rent the minimum amount of nodes
in intervals until there is a sudden demand for further additional nodes. Alternatively, a combination of
long-term and short-term rentals may be advocated in a situation where the resource demand is stable
throughout application execution with only few sudden bursts. Therefore, the choices of rental options
(i.e., rental policies) can have considerable effects on the VA’s performance.
3.4.3 Application Management
The application management constitutes the upper tier of a VA system. We briefly identify the require-
ments for three core components within this tier: end users, application and application agent (AA). The
AA provides the mechanism for applications to request additional resources at runtime (e.g., urgent and
interactive steering applications).
3.4.3.1 End Users
End users are only interested in data output and the results of application executions. They do not care
about the physical location and configuration of the system that delivers the services as long the required
quality-of-service can be met. If a user wishes to execute an application, he/she should instead start the
agent for that application. The application agent (AA) will in turn negotiate with the VA for resources
on behalf of the application.
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3.4.3.2 Applications
Current resource sharing systems are known to operate on a best-effort basis, sharing the resource nodes
among its users with equal priority. Best-effort systems are characterized by a lack of service level
guarantees, and the quality of service they provide may vary over time due to workloads, resource level,
etc. Applications are also restricted to dumb resource management – the user has to manually specify the
number of requested nodes prior to job submission (Liu, Nazir, and Sørensen, 2009). There is no collabo-
ration with the underlying schedulers at runtime. However, for most distributed and parallel applications
with QoS requirements, there is a strong need to balance the computational load over resources in a
dynamic manner when the execution environment changes. This requires an active collaboration from
both the application and the VA during application execution (at runtime) for requesting additional nodes
and/or for releasing its current allocated resource nodes. In achieving this, the application must commu-
nicate with its agent by submitting multiple job requests at any point of its execution in order to meet
sudden surges in processing demand. This execution model differs from the conventional job submission
where there is only one job submission per application.
3.4.3.3 Application Agent – Upper Tier
The AA provides a layer between the user and the application. A user is typically unable to provide
the information required by the job scheduler. However, it is difficult to perform resource management
without at least some knowledge of the basic parameters involved and some understanding of what the
resource can deliver. The AA acts as a ‘semi-intelligent’ user in such situations. Each application is
associated with one AA.
The rules enforced by the AA are partly controlled by the application developers. The application
developers may embed some knowledge of processing demand. For example, they may embed prior
knowledge of the fraction of resources which are needed to perform specific job and tasks; this may in-
clude a priori knowledge of processing times for specific algorithms of computations etc. Using the rules
embedded by the developers, the AA constantly monitors application execution and reacts appropriately
according to these rules.
The AA provides the following important functionalities: (i) it acquires and releases resource nodes
on behalf of the application during execution; (ii) it translates the application processing requirement into
resource requirements such as the requested number of nodes and quality-of-service (QoS) parameters
(i.e., deadline value); and (iii) it deploys proxy services to enable transparent execution on remote nodes
irrespective of the physical location of the nodes and the location of the access points. In practice, the AA
is invoked by the application via an application-specific library with simple Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs). The application makes a direct request for resource nodes. Upon allocation, the AA
is given exclusive right to the nodes within the allocation period2.
For each job request, the AA should specify the following on behalf of its application: (i) the
maximum monetary value of a job (this represents the fraction of monetary value V out of TMV ( VTMV ) it
is willing to spend) and (ii) job execution deadlineDj . Both the monetary value and the request deadline
2If multiple virtual machines like XEN or KVM run on each physical node, then a node here implies a virtual machine.
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reflect the importance (priority) of a specific job to the application. Here, we assume a self-recharging
currency model (Irwin et al., 2005) that assigns initial funding (i.e., monetary values) and replenishes
the virtual currency at the end of the application completion. The application is issued a limited fund
(in terms of TMV) by a trusted bank service (Barmouta and Buyya, 2002) at the initial stage of job
execution. The initial monetary values are assigned by the bank service to the user upon the acceptance
of SLA agreement (after negotiation). Upon SLA acceptance, the application may freely assign high/low
values to its jobs within the limited funding capacity (i.e.,
∑N
j=1 Vj < TMV ). For example, within
its pre-allocated total monetary value, the application may freely assign a higher monetary value for
an urgent job request (e.g., real-time/interactive response). Similarly, it may assign a lower monetary
value for a non-urgent request (e.g., best-effort response). Such an approach enables the application to
submit multiple jobs at any point during execution while ensuring fairness among all other competing
applications. This approach also enables the scheduler to satisfy the application’s QoS requirements
more efficiently.
3.4.4 Resource Management
3.4.4.1 VA Scheduler – Middle Tier
The VA Scheduler component is responsible for dynamically assigning applications’ jobs/tasks to avail-
able rented resources. Rented nodes are shared within the VA to be used by several applications, and
these applications are charged for using resource nodes. The main objective of the VA Scheduler is to
efficiently schedule jobs so that waiting time and missed deadlines (penalty cost) can be minimized. In
achieving this, the VA Scheduler performs scheduling based on the job parameters such as number of
requested nodes, deadline, and monetary value. The VA Scheduler is invoked whenever a job arrives, a
job completes, or when there are changes in available resources.
The VA scheduler carries out resource allocation based on a resource permit concept. A resource
permit is simply a fine-grain permission that enables the AA to make direct contact with individual nodes
via secure communication links. When a job is allocated with resource nodes, the VA does not send the
job for execution but issues a resource permit instead. A resource permit contains information pertaining
to the location of the nodes (i.e., public IP addresses, hostnames etc.) including the public key certificate
for enabling direct access to individual resource nodes. As a general rule, only one permit is granted to
a node at any one time. The permit approach ensures that the activities of the AA are isolated from other
AAs that run within the same VA.
Unlike any other conventional scheduling systems, the VA Scheduler is responsible for managing
the earning revenue from job execution. At the end of job completion, the VA Scheduler updates the
revenue. The revenue is charged and gets updated once the job request has been assigned to resource
node(s). At the end of job completion, the VA Scheduler determines whether there have been any QoS
violations. If so, the AA is compensated with the penalty cost. Hence, it is important for the VA
Scheduler to monitor the execution of all running jobs for any QoS violations at runtime.
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3.4.4.2 VA Negotiator – Lower Tier
The VA Negotiator is responsible for renting nodes, releasing nodes, and managing rented nodes from
resource providers based on the rental policies enforced. To accommodate the demands of various users
and applications, the VA Negotiator reacts whenever a job arrives, a job completes, or at a regular time
interval. When any of these events occur, it may rent additional nodes, or decide not to take any action
at all. For example, the VA Negotiator may only choose to react when the resource level within the VA
has reached a specific threshold.
Resource nodes are rented over some period of time in accordance with SLA agreements made
between the VA Negotiator and resource providers. When the nodes are rented out, the resource provider
loses usage of these nodes and therefore, is paid a rental fee. A rental fee is charged based on node
capacity (i.e., processing speed) and rental duration. During the rental period, the VA Negotiator is in
control of how it would like to use the nodes. Each node is bound by a rental agreement that gives access
rights to the node for a certain duration.
The rental policies are categorized into two primary modes: reactionary mode (on demand) and
proactive (long term). The reactionary (on demand) rental mode reacts whenever there is a sudden
demand for additional nodes when a job arrives, when a job completes, or when the number of available
resources changes. Alternatively, the proactive mode reacts when a certain threshold of specific-defined
parameters has been reached e.g., load, resource level etc.
The rental policies specifically define a set of algorithms and rules to determine the type and amount
of nodes to rent, and when to rent them. Examples of such policies include the aggressive and conser-
vative rental policies which we will propose later in Chapter 6, which can be successfully applied in a
VA setting. Examples of such policies are constructed from rent() and release() operations. The
rent() operation rents additional nodes, whereas the release() operation releases nodes from the
system. Both rent() and release() operations are invoked when a specific event has occurred or
at periodic time intervals. Once the rent() operation is triggered, the system waits for nodes to arrive.
Similarly, nodes are held by the system until the release() operation is invoked.
Another key aspect of the VA is the ability to discover resource providers without relying on a
centralized global broker, and the ability to discover the most suitable resources at a reasonable cost in
the shortest time. To eliminate potential performance and reliability bottlenecks, we argue that there is
a need for decentralized resource discovery without global knowledge about the Grid condition. This is
because decentralized resource discovery would ensure fast responses to resource renting requests. With
this in mind, a number of research efforts have been undertaken that recognize the need for decentralized
resource discovery solutions. For instance, Das and Grosu (2005b) explore a decentralized combinatorial
auction that can assist the service provider to discover resources without relying on a global broker. Such
an auction system performs resource discovery by choosing the bidder with the lowest cost criterion.
More recently, Iordache et al. (2007a); Fiscato, Costa, and Pierre (2008); Costa et al. (2009) have
proposed peer-to-peer solutions that resolve the issues related to the discovery of available resources.
Such solutions could potentially enable large-scale resource discovery to be carried out with only very
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partial knowledge about the structure of resource providers as a whole. Their works are complementary
to our work, but it is beyond the scope of the thesis to delve deeper into the algorithms and solutions
that can be used as a means of effective resource discovery. Instead, our contribution in this thesis is to
propose cost-effective resource management, architectural designs and the necessary mechanisms that
need to be in place for the realization of a large-scale resource sharing system.
3.5 Chapter Summary
In large-scale distributed environments, there are a large number of available resources and a large num-
ber of users who would dearly love to use them. Both the resources and the users are generally distributed
across the globe and belong to a large number of institutions or resource providers. Some environments
may give a limited number of people free access and others may give a much larger community ac-
cess in return for financial recompense. The problem is how to manage these geographically distributed
resources more efficiently for a wide range of distributed and parallel applications with varying QoS
requirements.
In this chapter, we have identified a number of unresolved issues with current distributed comput-
ing infrastructures. In particular, we have focused on meta-scheduling issues in a distributed scheduling
environment; particularly on scalability issues with a global meta-scheduler, resource allocation delays
and other QoS aspects including the dynamic QoS requirements of running applications. We have also
stressed the difficulty in sharing resources among different resource providers and the inability to specify
user-level QoS fairly due to the lack of cost modelling and lack of SLAs in current distributed environ-
ments. To mitigate these shortcomings, we have argued that there is a strong need for a cost-based
interaction (seemingly similar to supply-demand interaction) between the different resource providers
and that this interaction should govern the scheduling process. This economic model comprises of rent-
ing resources from resource providers at a price and users being able to satisfy their QoS at a virtual
cost when multiple users compete for conflicting QoS. Furthermore, a mechanism is needed to enable
users to express and negotiate SLAs with resource providers so that trust relationships can be established
between them to promote long-term rentals.
We have presented the high-level requirements that will need to be adhered to in order to resolve
many of these issues. There are of course many areas that have not been specifically addressed in this
chapter. For example, one may wish to address issues of security, trust, market dynamics of supply and
demand, and resource discovery. However, for the most part, these issues are beyond the scope of our
work, but they have been explored extensively in previous studies (Wolski et al., 2001b; Basney et al.,
2005; Iordache et al., 2007a; Fiscato, Costa, and Pierre, 2008; Costa et al., 2009; Jabri and Matsuoka,
2010). For example, what should the provider charge for the resources in order to benefit from renting
out its resources? The pricing scheme is not inconsequential because resource providers may behave
strategically to keep their costs down and to maximize the return on their investment. Given those
circumstances, how would market equilibrium be achieved and how would certain rental policies affect
pricing?
Since our work focuses on the policy choices made by the VAs to keep their costs down and to max-
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imise their return on investment, the effect of bidding strategies, pricing schemes and market dynamics
imposed by resource providers are beyond the scope of this thesis. However, our work could provide
a useful starting point for examining the impact of uncertainty in demand, resource availability and re-
source costs, the findings of which could serve as basis to further explore and evaluate market concepts
such as user bidding strategies (Wolski et al., 2001c; Chun et al., 2005) and auction pricing mechanisms
(Waldspurger et al., 1992; Lai et al., 2004; Das and Grosu, 2005b).
The primary requirements for the construction of cost-effective resource management are threefold
and can be summarized as follows:
• Costing Model
– The costing model takes advantage of the fact that different resources in disparate locations
have varying usage levels. By creating smaller divisions of resources called ‘Virtual Authori-
ties’ (VAs), organizations would be given the opportunity to choose between a variety of cost
models, and each VA could rent resources from resource providers or potentially from other
VAs when necessary, or rent out its own resources when it is underloaded. Furthermore, the
responsibility of a VA is also to offer a cost-competitive service in order to attract users. The
success of a cost-effective service would largely depend on two factors: (i) user responsive-
ness (high QoS satisfaction and lower penalty cost) and (ii) lower resource-related cost (i.e.,
rental cost). It is envisaged that information on job execution deadlines, job monetary values,
and resource costs could be used effectively to maintain the economic viability of the VA.
A costing model should enable the VA to quantitatively evaluate its conflicting objectives in
order to minimize operating and rental-related costs subject to application satisfaction-level
constraints.
• Resource Renting
– Resource renting provides a mechanism for the VA to retain management authority and there-
fore there is no short-term dispute to resolve with the resource providers. Resource planning
and renting are the responsibility of the VA. Its rental policy should provide a set of rules to
decide what, when and how many nodes to rent from resource providers. The provision of a
cost-aware rental policy that makes use of a costing model is essential for effective resource
management.
• Service Level Agreements
– The provision of an SLA mechanism that takes account of long-term contract information
as well as the individual job is essential for effective rental decision making. Therefore, a
mechanism for enabling users to negotiate long-term application/job execution contracts is
advocated to increase the cost effectiveness of the VA.
The above requirements were motivated by our practical experience with and observations on the de-
ployment and use of current distributed computing infrastructures for distributed and high performance
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computing projects over the last few years. This experience has enabled us to identify the difficulties in
operating resources on a global scale and reconciling the interests of users, applications and the various
resource providers from different administrative organizations. As a result, this has led to the foundation
of the VA approach, which aims to address the unresolved issues related to resource management in
current distributed computing infrastructures.
Chapter 4
HASEX Resource Management
In Chapter 3, we have proposed a Virtual Authority (VA) system to simplify the scheduling and resource
management issues in distributed computing environments. A virtual authority acts as an intermediary
that aggregates dispersed heterogeneous resources to serve individuals and/or a group of users. All
permissions, billing and blame for security breaches are associated with the VA. A special characteristic
of a VA system is the ability to ‘rent’ resources temporarily from external resource providers worldwide
(e.g., clusters and Grid sites). Once rented, the nodes are reserved specifically to a requested VA for an
agreed rental period.
In this chapter, we present the design and implementation of HASEX – a prototype system that
partially realizes the ideas presented in chapter 3. HASEX is a rental-based resource management system
that offers the capability to rent groups of heterogeneous resources across multiple resource providers.
The key feature of HASEX is the ability to serve distributed applications with minimal infrastructure
and operating costs. It is controlled by a rental policy which is supported by a pool of resource nodes
that the system may rent from external resource providers. Unlike other resource management systems,
HASEX differentiates the roles of application management, job scheduling, and resource renting. This
approach significantly reduces the overhead of managing distributed resources.
This chapter is further organized as follows: we present the architectural design of the HASEX
resource management system, detailing its key features, its architecture, its components and services.
We then describe the implementation of HASEX. We present the results of our experimental evaluation
and describe the advantages of the approach. We next present a discussion of related work and a critical
appraisal of our approach, and finally we conclude the chapter.
4.1 HASEX Architecture Design
In this section, we present the architecture of HASEX. HASEX consists of a collection of higher level
services, and it provides a number of useful features that aim to provide scalable, rapid, dynamic and
flexible application execution. HASEX also provides a software framework which is composed of a
library of interface routines (APIs) that enables an exclusive execution environment for the individual
application.
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4.1.1 Key Features
In this subsection, two key features for the HASEX are described. The key features of HASEX are
that it provides (i) a resource management system with scalable renting capability over a selection of
nodes from multiple resource providers and (ii) a cost-effective system that offers better resource avail-
ability, high utilization, performance, and scalability at lower cost, and the opportunity for incremental
investment and immediate return.
Scalable Renting Capability. The main functionality of HASEX that differentiates it from other re-
source management systems is its ability to manage a set of heterogeneous resource nodes from multiple
external resource providers and control them as if they were a single scheduling environment. Further-
more, unlike conventional Grid systems, HASEX rents resource nodes at the resource-level instead of
at the job-level. To promote rapid deployment of nodes and scalability, HASEX decouples the schedul-
ing and rental aspects of the system. The scheduling aspect is managed by the VA Scheduler, whereas
the rental aspect is controlled by the VA Negotiator. The VA Scheduler makes decisions independently.
The separation of responsibilities between the VA Scheduler and VA Negotiator enables the system to be
more scalable because individual components can employ different policies to maximize their objectives.
Cost-Effective Resource Management. HASEX offers the capability to request resource nodes from
external resource providers. It forms a rental agreement and releases the nodes when their rental period
has expired. Once a resource provider has agreed to rent a node, HASEX takes control of the node during
the rental period, and the charging and billing process takes place. Based on this renting model, HA-
SEX offers cost-effective resource management that provides high application quality-of-service (QoS)
satisfaction with minimal infrastructure and operating cost.
4.2 HASEX Core Services
HASEX supports parallel and distributed applications by providing transparent remote execution, which
allows running jobs or tasks to be executed and controlled as if they were running locally. It also provides
the mechanism to manage multiple jobs for the whole period of application execution.
HASEX supports two main modes for job submission: conventional job submission and the Appli-
cation Agent (AA). First, users can submit jobs through a conventional batch system (e.g., SGE or PBS).
Second, HASEX also provides an application-specific library via the AA that allows adaptive recon-
figurable parallel/distributed applications to request additional nodes dynamically at runtime with very
minor modifications to the original application code. The AA interface was built on previous work (Liu,
Nazir, and Sørensen, 2009) that allows adaptive and reconfigurable applications to request additional
resource nodes at runtime and releases them when they are not needed. Adaptive and reconfigurable
applications (Islam et al., 2003; Agrawal et al., 2006; Park and Humphrey, 2008) refer to the distributed
or parallel applications that are able to adapt to the various dynamics of the underlying resources. This
implies the ability for the application to modify its structure and/or modify the mapping between comput-
ing resources and an application’s components while the application continues to operate with minimal
disruption to its execution.
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Each application is associated with an AA. The AA simply provides an API (Application Program-
ming Interface) that allows the application developers to insert request calls within the application code.
The idea is to allow the developer to specify the condition when the application should seek additional
nodes to accomplish a specific task. The AA makes use of this information to determine whether more
or less resources are needed throughout different periods of application execution. Therefore, no modi-
fications to the original application code are needed apart from a few API calls that need to be inserted
in the application code to link the communication between the application and HASEX. To the best of
our knowledge, this special ability is currently lacking in current resource management systems.
In this section, we present a high-level overview of the HASEX resource management system.
Figure 4.1 presents a layered view of its subcomponents. The framework is built upon a number of
services which we will describe in detail in the subsequent sections.
Figure 4.1: Core services of HASEX.
4.2.1 Services Interaction
The HASEX system has two core components: the VA Scheduler and the VA Negotiator. The VA
Scheduler performs job scheduling and resource allocation while VA Negotiator performs node discov-
ery, node negotiation, and manages rental aspects. The VA Scheduler and the VA Negotiator components
have their own respective services and these services interact and exchange information with one another
to accomplish a task.
In this section, we summarize the overall relationships of the services of the VA Scheduler and the
VA Negotiator components with the application, the AA, and resource providers. The service interaction
between the VA Scheduler and VA Negotiator are depicted in Figure 4.2. The interaction links between
services represent how services communicate with one another. These services are independent and
modular in that they can be enhanced or replaced without affecting other services.
Firstly, we can see that the AA component consists of three basic core services: Local Communi-
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Figure 4.2: Interaction between AA, VA Scheduler, and VA Negotiator components.
cation (LComm), Process Management Communication (PMWComm), and Resource Discoverer (RD). As
stated earlier, each AA is associated with a single application, although many end users can use the same
application simultaneously to submit jobs. A job request is normally triggered by the application when
there is a sudden demand for additional nodes due to an increase in the processing requirement resulting
from complex calculations or user actions. When a job request is triggered, the AA’s RD translates the
processing demand into an explicit job request. The job request includes resource requirement param-
eters such as the number of requested nodes and the job deadline value (i.e., deadlines by which users
want their jobs to be executed).
Based on the information regarding the job deadline value, the RD assigns a monetary value. The
monetary value is a fraction of the Total Monetary Value (TMV) which is obtained from a third party i.e.,
the trusted bank (Barmouta and Buyya, 2002). The trusted bank is an external part of the HASEX system
and we assume that it provides the mechanism for the application to purchase the amount of credits (i.e.,
monetary values) they need in order to execute their jobs/tasks on the VA. When the job request (i.e.,
resource requirement) has been prepared, the PMWComm then sends the job request to the VA Scheduler
and waits for a response.
Secondly, the VA scheduler consists of six major services: Admission, Pricer, Allocator,
Controller, Monitor, and Participator. The Admission service first authenticates the job
or the AA’s request. The Admission verifies whether the job contains the appropriate information
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(i.e., number of requested nodes, deadline etc.) before it is accepted for scheduling. If it is accepted,
the job is placed in the queue, and Allocator performs the appropriate scheduling and resource al-
location. When a job is allocated to a node, the Allocator also updates the resource availability to
the RESOURCE LEVEL repository. If the job request cannot be accommodated due to insufficient nodes,
the shortage of resource level is notified to the Controller. The VA Negotiator is then made aware
of this situation via the interaction between the Controller and the Planner services. If there are
available free nodes to serve the job, the Allocator issues a reservation request for resources from
the distributed resource manager (DRM). Reserved resources are then returned for job execution.
If the request was originally made by the AA, the Allocator issues a resource permit containing
the nodes’ information instead. Given this resource permit, the AA’s PMWComm spawns a LComm for
each allocated node. The PMWComm then establishes a one-to-one communication session with the indi-
vidual resource node. The PMWComm then performs the necessary data input/out transfer and monitors
its own respective node for each task execution.
At the end of each job completion, the Pricer is triggered to record the monetary value earned
from each job/task completion. In the case of a QoS violation, the Pricer updates the COST repository
to compensate the penalty cost. The LComm also sends a notification message to the PMWComm upon job
completion. Upon this notification, the PMWComm collects the execution results for the application.
We now describe the functionalities of the VA Negotiator services. The VA Negotiator consists of
five core services: Planner, Rental, Accounting, Discovery and Communicator services.
The Planner service implements the rental policy that reacts in accordance to certain rules. For ex-
ample, it may respond by renting additional nodes when a specific condition has been triggered (e.g.,
when the resource level within the VA has reached a specific number). The Rental service issues asyn-
chronous requests so that arrival of new nodes does not interfere with scheduling functionalities. This
decouples scheduling and rental activities.
Upon arrival of new nodes, nodes are registered to the RESOURCE LEVEL repository. The
Accounting service keeps track and monitors the resource cost that is associated in renting a node
(i.e., infrastructure and operating cost). The Accounting service then records the expense to the
COST repository.
In summary, a VA Scheduler performs all the related scheduling resource allocation and charging
activities, whereas the VA Negotiator is responsible for handling all renting activities and maintaining a
record of the expenses incurred from these renting activities.
The VA Scheduler accepts two modes of job submission: conventional job submission or the AA.
The conventional job submission allows the user to submit and monitor jobs sent to the DRM. Alterna-
tively, the AA submission approach makes it possible for the application to have direct and secure access
to resource nodes for supporting interactive sessions. Regardless of the mode of submissions, the VA
Negotiator handles all the infrastructure and operating costs (i.e., resource costs) associated with rental
activities1.
1The cost model will be described in more detail in Chapter 6.
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The separation of interests between the VA Scheduler and the VA Negotiator promotes scalability
and provides rapid access to resources. Although both the VA Scheduler and the VA Negotiator have
conflicting performance objectives, they do not operate in a vacuum. Each component has a number of
services that support them, and as we can see from the interaction between them (as shown in Figure
4.2), there is a clear case for collaborative relationships.
4.2.2 Job Submission
HASEX supports a wide range of high performance computing applications. In the subsequent subsec-
tions, we briefly describe how distributed and parallel applications are supported by HASEX through
two job submission models.
4.2.2.1 Standard Job Submission
Users submit batch jobs either through the portal, workflow manager or the application by starting the
application agent. Through the portal, the user will be given the option to submit a collection of batch
jobs, cancel a collection of batch jobs, and also obtain status information on running batch jobs.
4.2.2.2 Application Programming Interface
There is an emerging area in the scientific applications field, urgent and on-demand High Performance
Computing (urgent HPC), which requires a great capacity of computing resources at a given time (Islam
et al., 2003; Park and Humphrey, 2008; Cencerrado, Senar, and Cortés, 2009). Examples of such appli-
cations include fluid dynamics (Nivet, 2006), financial analysis (Hu, Zhong, and Shi, 2006), molecular
dynamics (Kobler et al., 2007), structural analysis (Alonso et al., 2007), to name a few. Such applications
are typically adaptive or interactive applications since they may spawn multiple jobs during execution
and the jobs may constantly pass parameters between themselves at runtime. In such a scenario, we
consider the application as adaptive because it allows significant changes to its internal dataset structures
during execution. Such applications are also interactive because of the need to support human inter-
action. Effectively, they are able to reconfigure themselves, self-optimize, and migrate to adapt to the
characteristics of the underlying execution environments. They have the following properties: they (1)
make use of new computing resources during execution; (2) perform internal load balancing; and (3) are
resilient to resource failures.
HASEX offers the application programming interface (API) that supports such applications via the
application agent (AA). The AA was originally built in our earlier work (Liu, Nazir, and Sørensen, 2009)
to support adaptive applications in distributed and parallel computing. The AA offers a set of core ser-
vices that allow reconfigurable applications to request nodes or to relinquish nodes during execution.
The AA is a software framework which is composed of a library of AA interface routines (API) that
replaces the need for user-provided execution information prior to job submission with a transparent
software-controlled process. In essence, it hides the complexity of selecting the right resources to en-
sure execution performance metrics. It also provides the flexibility for applications to request nodes on
demand at runtime in contrast to a traditional batch model.
In order to make use of the AA’s services, application developers must build the application based
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on the programming interface provided by AA. The application’s binary file has to be compiled with the
AA library. Developers can perform three basic operations through the APIs provided: request nodes,
release nodes, and replace nodes. These features allow an application to request additional nodes, and to
remove existing nodes, or to replace nodes at any time during the execution without knowing how they
are discovered and allocated. Since processing demands may change drastically during the lifetime of the
job depending on the results at the end of its completion, an important aspect of the AA’s functionality
is that the resource requirements (e.g., job execution time, requested number of resource nodes etc.) of
an executing job do not have to be anticipated in advance by developers.
The AA comprises several core services: LComm, PMWComm, and RD. The LComm, PMWComm, and
RD take charge of local communication, process management/wide-area communication, and resource
acquisition, respectively (Liu, Nazir, and Sørensen, 2009). For ease of use, the programming interface
presents the familiar interface of PVM (Beguelin et al., 1991), which is a common message passing in-
terface that has been used by many scientific applications. For example, the AA provides the application
programming interface (API) which allows the application developers to start a named process during
the execution by RequestProcessors(Requirements), which is a non-blocking function.
Each function call should be associated with specification.xml file, which specifies the resource re-
quirements to run this process. The requirements include the estimated job execution time, job memory
requirement, offered monetary value, and a deadline constraint. The AA translates the application re-
source request into an XML file consisting of the quality-of-service (QoS) parameters. An example XML
file is shown in Figure 4.3. From Figure 4.3, we can see that resource request in XML format contains
many of the job requirement parameters including the job estimated runtime, job memory requirement,
job offered monetary value, and job deadline. HASEX parses these parameters and uses them to perform
the appropriate scheduling and renting decisions. If resource node information (i.e., node architecture
and node speed factor) is not explicitly specified, HASEX will assume that a job can be started on any
(standard) resource nodes.
As soon as the AddRequest() function is invoked, HASEX will send a rental request and start
negotiating for a resource node from one or multiple distributed resource managers (DRMs). The
AddRequest() is a non-blocking request which does not interrupt any running application during
the resource negotiation process. The time it takes to be allocated with a node is not bound. Therefore,
application developers must embed the GetNotification() with NODE_ADDED tag in order to
receive notification when the new node addition has been allocated to the application. If a node is suc-
cessfully allocated to the application, the GetNotification() will return true. The Unique Node
ID (UNID) is generated and is used to identify the allocated node for communication purposes.
Finally, the TerminateNode( UNID ) call can be invoked to release a node before its alloca-
tion period ends. Upon this invocation, the rental contract of a given UNID is terminated and subse-
quently the resource node is returned to the resource owner (external provider).
A full description of the API can be found in (Liu, Nazir, and Sørensen, 2009). An example of API
usage is also shown in (Liu, Nazir, and Sorenson, 2007).
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<? xml v e r s i on =” 1 . 0 ”?>
<Request>
<Requirement name=”Runtime ” type =”<=” value =” 600 ” />
<Requirement name=”Memory ” type =”<=” value =” 8000 ” />
<Requirement name=”Value ” type =”<=” value =” 10 ” />
<Requirement name=”Deadline ” type =”<=” value =” 1200 ” />
</ Request>
Figure 4.3: Resource requirement of job embedded in XML file.
4.2.3 VA Scheduler
The core functionality of VA Scheduler is to keep track of all incoming jobs in the queue and to schedule
these jobs on ‘rented’ nodes. How the nodes are rented will be discussed later in the next section.
For now, the VA Scheduler is responsible for job scheduling and resource allocation policies. It keeps
track of and maintains jobs’ statuses and retrieves their output if required for use by standard batch and
workflow systems. The VA Scheduler is comprised of six services which are described in the following
subsections.
4.2.3.1 Allocator
The HASEX’s Allocator or HAllocator identifies suitable physical servers for job scheduling. It makes
resource allocation decisions by determining the nodes the jobs should be assigned to. Each time a
node is allocated to a job, a resource node permit is generated for the application. A permit is a proxy
credential that gives permission for the application to access, submit, execute, and control its jobs on its
allocated nodes. It provides information on the expiration period, i.e, the access period – the maximum
duration the application is given access to its allocated node. After the access period expires, the permit
is no longer valid and the application no longer has access to its allocated node. The HAllocator clears
the data and purges files from the execution node as soon as the permit expires.
When a permit is granted, HASEX formulates computation-specific allocation functions as a set of
application ‘tasks’. A generic RequestTask operation is invoked to generate an application request,
according to the supplied arguments. Each RequestTask call returns a handle that can subsequently
be used to monitor and control the task. Furthermore, the application agent also receives notifications
on specific actions or events, such as task creation, task termination, or QoS contract violations. Han-
dling each request as a task enables the system to provide rapid response to sudden change in application
processing requirements so as to maintain specific performance requirements, such as smooth time pro-
gression of execution (Liu, Nazir, and Sorenson, 2007).
The HAllocator also provides the option for the application developers to be notified
when allocated nodes are about to expire. This is carried out via the invocation of the AA’s
GetNotification(UNID). Although the GetNotification() function sends a notification
message to the AA before the period expires, it is the responsibility of the AA to vacate the execution
result and the output data on behalf of the application before the results are being cleared without any
further notice. In such way, the HAllocator can schedule, allocate and reuse the same node for multiple
applications and jobs without compromising security issues.
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4.2.3.2 Monitor
HASEX’s Monitor or HMonitor monitors the health and status of rented nodes once they are deployed. It
keeps monitoring the status of rented nodes for charging and billing purposes. HMonitor tracks resource
node faults and resource node consumption across all rented nodes that are inherently failure prone.
Unlike the AA , the HMonitor does not keep track of individual job performance, but monitors the total
execution of jobs to compute the level of utilization of each node.
4.2.3.3 Pricer
HASEX’s Pricer or HPricer records and keeps track of the monetary values received from applications
for executing their jobs. When a job is admitted to the system, the HPricer keeps track of this job and
waits until the job completes before it computes the total monetary value earned from the job.
4.2.3.4 Participator
Compute nodes in HASEX are dedicated blocks of CPU time used to run application jobs to completion.
The participator or HParticipator provides a secure execution environment for the applications using an
execution sandbox2 model. A resource node is fully dedicated to one application at any one time. When
the HAllocator grants a resource permit to an application, the HParticipator provides an exclusive envi-
ronment for the application to be guaranteed access to its allocated node without any interruption from
other running applications in the system. This is important to ensure performance isolation. Hence, in
practice, both the resource permit and the execution sandbox enable HASEX to provide a hard perfor-
mance guarantee for job execution since arbitrary sharing cannot occur.
The HParticipator is normally deployed when a newly rented node is first configured. When a
rented node is first configured as part of HASEX, a rental duration is specified by the HParticipator. The
HParticipator resides on a rented node until its rental duration has expired.
In rare situations, the communication between rented nodes may fail, even if the HParticipator
has been successfully configured. This may occur if the rented node becomes unavailable due to a
sudden change of resource states (e.g., network problem, node shutdown). However, this problem can be
resolved by enabling the HParticipator to send ‘ALIVE’ messages continuously at some periodic interval
in order to notify the system that a rented node is still available and active.
4.2.3.5 Controller
HASEX’s Controller or HController manages and synchronizes network and node information such as
Unique Node IDs (UNIDs), hostnames, and IP addresses of all rented nodes. The HController also
maintains each node’s network configuration files (e.g., Linux host file, PVM or MPI configuration
files).
The HController prepares a set of master configuration files for communication purposes to link
all rented nodes for the deployment of parallel applications. The same master configuration files are
initially copied, distributed and configured to each rented node. This enables resource nodes to recognize
2The execution sandbox model allows the description of a code execution model as well as a set of rules used to develop code
that will execute in a well-defined environment. A sandbox can be used to execute untrusted code on a machine, while having
access to a set of system functionality such as network connectivity, while protecting the executing machine as well as the data
attached to it from any security attack that could occur from malicious or deficient code loaded by the sandbox.
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RequestRent -lid < string > [-cores <n>] [-os < string>] [-memory < n >] -disks < string >
CancelRent -lid <n>
RequestTask -tid < string > [-permit < string > ]
CancelTask -tid <n>
RegisterEvent -eid [-event <n>]
ModifyRent -eid [precond < string > ] [postcond < string > ]
Figure 4.4: Listing of sample HASEX Rental API functions.
each other in order to support the execution of parallel applications. For future retrieval, the master
configuration files are stored in the resource repository.
Each time a new rented node arrives, the HController retrieves the master configuration files from
the resource repository and updates the master configuration files appropriately with the new node in-
formation. Then, the master configuration files are sent across the network to each rented node and
subsequently each of the relevant network files of a resource node are updated with the new updated
master configuration files.
4.2.3.6 Admission
HASEX’s Admission or HAdmission validates and verifies whether the job comes from registered and
authorized users. It also checks whether the job contains sufficient information (e.g., number of requested
nodes, deadline information, monetary value etc.) for the HAllocator service to perform scheduling.
4.2.4 VA Negotiator
In this section, we describe the core services of the VA Negotiator in more detail. The VA Negotiator
is a core component that takes charge of renting decisions, resource discovery, establishes wide-area
communication between rented nodes, and manages groups of rented resource nodes across multiple
clusters and sites.
4.2.4.1 Rental
The HASEX rental interface is an extensible interface that includes API calls to create and cancel rent
requests, and to query and to request notification of changes in the status of rental requests. A sample
listing of the HASEX Rental API is shown in Figure 4.4.
A RequestRent call takes as input a representation of the required nodes and returns a rental
request handle, while a RequestTask call takes as input a specification of the required task and a rental
handle representing the nodes with which the task is to be associated, and returns a task handle. Both
CancelRent and CancelTask allow cancellation of previously requested rentals or tasks, using
the appropriate handles. RegisterEvent allows an application to request notifications on selected
events, such as the failure of a rental request. ModifyRent allows an application to adapt if existing
rental requests cannot be honoured or when an application’s requirements change. Besides the API
function calls provided by HASEX, the system can use rent request and task specifications to control
various aspects of the rental behaviour (e.g., about what should happen to a node when its rental duration
expires).
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The HASEX rent interface provides the high-level functionality required for applications to submit,
control, and monitor jobs in local cluster DRM systems. HASEX services are deployed at the remote
resource DRMs, instead of using the interfaces commonly used in Grid systems (e.g., WMS, GRAM
etc.)3. It takes a rent request as input and authenticates the rent request. The authentication mechanism is
provided by the standard UNIX environment including SSH and RSH. If the authentication is successful,
HASEX interfaces with local DRMs to submit a ‘rent’ request, and returns a ‘rent handle’ as output. The
rent handle is used to monitor and control the state of a task computation and can request notifications
for specific events, e.g., rental cancellation, termination, etc.
The Rental service or HRental initiates the renting process when it receives the RequestRent()
call from the HPlanner. When receiving such a request, its role is to handle the rental request and manage
the rental of a rented node until the rental has expired. Each time a node is rented, the HRental stores
the information of the new rented node into the rental repository, i.e., its assigned UNID, hostname, IP
address and its rental duration. It then sends a request to HComm to configure the rented node. Moreover,
the HRental also sends a request for the HParticipator service to be deployed on a newly rented node.
HParticipator will continue to reside on the node until the node rental has expired.
A rental request is created by a generic RequestRent operation, which interacts with DRM
entities to ensure that the requested quantity and quality of the node will be available and will remain
available for the desired rental period. All RequestRent operations require a reservation in order
to proceed. This reservation is normally created with a guaranteed reservation policy, although the
‘“best effort’” reservation can also be supported. In HASEX, we are primarily interested in immediate
reservations, which are assumed to be follow oned immediately after a rental call or invocation, unlike
GARA (Foster et al., 1999a) which reserves resources for use in the future. Nonetheless, HASEX can
also be extended to support future reservation.
Most DRMs (e.g., SGE, LSF, MAUI PBS, etc.) guarantee that all accepted reservations are to
be committed. This implies that a rental request cannot be cancelled before its expiration period. On
the other hand, HRental may release a node earlier than the reservation time it was previously granted.
Furthermore, HRental will have the option to request for rental renewal, if directed by the HPlanner
service, before the expiration period. However, there is no guarantee that the renewal request will be
granted by the external resource provider for some reasons. For example, the resource provider may
reject the new reservation request due to resource unavailability.
When the rental duration has expired, the ReturnRental(unid) call is returned. The function
call results in the HParticipant with the given UNID being terminated and the expired node is returned
to the external resource provider immediately.
4.2.4.2 Discovery
HASEX’s Discovery service or HDiscoverer performs resource discovery and allocation activities by
contacting the external resource providers worldwide. HDiscoverer negotiates nodes with external re-
source DRMs (resource providers) via the HASEX Rental API. The HDiscoverer initiates prior agree-
3In Appendix C, we present IntelligentGrid, another prototype based on HASEX architecture that enables one to rent resources
in a Grid environment without the need to modify existing configuration of a Grid production system.
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ments with the external resource providers to rent their nodes in times of high demand.
The HASEX Rental API translates each rental request into a specific advance reservation query that
conforms to either MAUI PBS, SGE, or LSF. In doing so, the HDiscoverer configures set of accountable
credentials across multiple DRMs (resource providers) to support personal reservations on each DRM. A
personal reservation is needed because HASEX requires a permission account to access resources from
an external resource provider before it can start accessing the respective resource nodes of a resource
provider.
HASEX decouples fundamental rental mechanisms from scheduling and resource allocation poli-
cies. For the rental phase, a reservation is requested from an external resource node. Once a node is
rented, no task is created at this time, Instead, a rental handle is returned which is issued to the AA. The
rental handle is used by the AA to monitor and control the status of a rented node.
When a rental request is initiated, the HDiscoverer contacts multiple external resource providers in
parallel and sends them reservation requests. The RequestRent call hides the complexities of negoti-
ating with different resource providers that have different underlying resource management architectures
(e.g., SGE, LSF, PBS etc). Simply, the HDiscoverer provides a mechanism that translates a rental re-
quest into a set of reservation resource requests that conform to the specific reservation protocols of the
resource provider domains.
A resource reservation request typically contains information of its start time (start rental time) and
its end time (expiration time). It may also contain the resource description, and the QoS requirements.
From these reservation requests, the HDiscoverer simultaneously negotiates nodes with multiple resource
provider domains. However, for one rental request, only one reservation request is submitted to each
resource provider domain in order to avoid the potential traffic bottlenecks.
Figure 4.5: The discovery process of renting a node.
Current DRMs such as PBS, Torque, and SGE perform resource allocation along with job deploy-
ment, but they do not normally give total access permission to the third-party software (Liu, Nazir,
and Sørensen, 2009). Therefore, the HDiscoverer also provides the communication links for establish-
ing, maintaining and securing communication between rented nodes belonging to different resource
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providers. Figure 4.5 shows how the HASEX’s HDiscoverer communicates and obtains the nodes from
external resource providers, which are controlled and managed by individual DRMs such as SGE, Maui
PBS, and LSF. As shown in the figure, the HDiscoverer initiates specific commands based on the DRM
type when requesting resources.
4.2.4.3 Planner
HASEX’s Planner service or HPlanner obtains, periodically, the historical resource usage information,
or job execution historical information from the monitoring service (i.e., HMonitor), and uses this infor-
mation to construct predictions of future resource availability and future expected load. The HPlanner is
one of the most important services for the VA Negotiator because it is responsible for triggering rental
decisions: when exactly to initiate a rental request for additional nodes, and when to release rented nodes.
For example, it may trigger a rental request when there is a job waiting in the queue (i.e., queued job).
Similarly, it may trigger a release request when the number of idle rented nodes have reached a specific
resource level threshold.
4.2.4.4 Communicator
Nowadays, many computational clusters are configured with only one IP visible frontend that hides all
its internal nodes from the external world (Petrone and Zarrelli, 2006). In these network architectures,
it is difficult to exploit the nodes, since they are located in a different network domain that is geograph-
ically and administrative separated, usually shielded by firewalls. In addition, some of the clusters are
configured to use network address translation (NAT) and have private networks that are not accessible to
external nodes.
To resolve the issue of wide-area communication, the Communicator service or the HComm is
deployed on each rented resource node in order to establish a communication link between the main
HController and all rented nodes. The HDiscoverer must first initiate prior agreements with the external
providers to rent their nodes in times of high demand. When agreements have been made, the HComm
is deployed to each frontend node of the resource provider. Subsequently, the information of the fron-
tend node is stored into the rental repository for future retrieval by the HDiscoverer. Figure 4.6 shows
how HDiscoverer, HController, HComm, and HParticipator play their roles in establishing and maintain-
ing wide-area communication links between rented nodes and the resource provider. As observed, the
HComm needs to be deployed on the frontend node of a resource provider as the main proxy to route
messages and manage resource nodes over a wide-area network. Once the HComm has been deployed,
the HController routes the messages to the newly rented nodes and to all other rented nodes in order to
connect them as a single scheduling entity.
4.2.4.5 Accounting
After a new node joins the system, the HASEX’s accounting service or HAccount is activated and starts
to monitor and records the rental activities (node resource information). Such information includes a
fraction of jobs successfully executed on the node and the utilization of the node over different time
scales. The information is stored into the rental repository for future retrieval and HAccount continues
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Figure 4.6: The transparent remote execution is achieved by HDiscoverer, HController, HComm, and
HParticipator.
to monitor the node activities until its rental duration has expired.
4.3 Virtualization
To address the heterogeneity issues, HASEX is built on virtualization technology. Virtualization technol-
ogy provides distinct comparative advantages over the purely physical environment due to the increased
integrity, isolation and security it offers. It offers HASEX the solution for enabling resources to be
customized and delivered on demand.
The virtualization mechanism enables the resource provider to customize its hardware with the nec-
essary resource requirements requested by the service provider (e.g., memory capacity, storage capacity,
software execution environments). For example, a physical server without virtualization technology can
only deploy one operating system (OS) per physical node. It is not possible to replace different OS on a
physical node without manual administrative intervention. On the other hand, the virtualization feature
removes this restriction by allowing one to deploy multiple operating systems on a physical server in the
form of virtual machines (VMs). The VM can be customized with a specific operating system and the
applications and/or services required by the service provider.
Furthermore, in the purely physical environment, the scheduling application may fail due to non-
availability of software execution environment (e.g., non-availability of specific applications, libraries,
programs etc). With virtualization, the VM can be customized with the relevant software execution
environment for job execution. Therefore, the problem of the non-availability of the required execution
environment for an application can be resolved with virtualization.
Most importantly, virtualization makes it possible to get the isolation required to maintain the sep-
aration between multiple jobs because virtual machines are isolated from each other as if physically
separated. This enables each VM to be tailored specifically for each job execution environment. In
summary, virtualization makes it possible for HASEX to provide support for resource renting.
4.3.1 Resource Renting
In this section, we present the resource renting mechanism of HASEX. Effectively, there is a need for
a mechanism to deploy resource nodes on demand within a suitable environment for job execution.
HASEX offers this ability by using virtualization technology based on the XEN (Barham et al., 2003a)
hypervisor.
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Virtualization is handled by the HRental service that assigns virtual machine images to physical
server machines. The HRental service controls booting by opening a secure connection to the privileged
control domain using Libvirt (Bolte et al., 2010) on the XEN node, and issuing commands to initiate
and control XEN virtual machines. Libvirt provides a hypervisor-agnostic API to securely manage guest
operating systems running on a node.
The combination of support for both physical and virtual machines offers useful flexibility: it is
possible to rent out resource nodes via the conventional access to clusters and/or through direct access to
physical server machines by using virtual machines. The system can be deployed easily without needing
to reconfigure the DRM. The only requirement is that the XEN be installed on physical servers with the
appropriate virtual machine deployment permission. The rest of the configuration occurs dynamically,
through the interactions of various HASEX components. By simplifying configuration, HASEX makes
it possible to automatically and dynamically provide additional compute nodes without user intervention.
(a) Conventional Resource Management
(b) HASEX with virtualization.
Figure 4.7: HASEX uses XEN hypervisor to support virtualization.
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The HRental further consists of two core sub-services, namely, Rental Creator and Rental Termi-
nator. Figure 4.7a shows a conventional deployment scenario under a pure physical environment with
three physical server machines whereby two jobs are initially submitted to the HASEX pool with each
job requesting three nodes. Assuming that jobs are served in a FCFS manner, we can see that Job 1 is
executed immediately while Job 2 is queued due to insufficient nodes.
Figure 4.7b shows how the renting mechanism is provided by HASEX so that additional resource
nodes can be deployed. Similarly, it can be seen that the HASEX pool consists of three physical server
nodes with a HParticipator deployed on each resource node. However, with the same amount of physical
server machines, HASEX makes it possible to deploy three additional nodes on each of the physical
servers for the execution of Job 2 via virtualization support.
Figure 4.7b also shows a number of additional HASEX services that are introduced to support on-
demand provisioning of resource nodes. The HRental keeps track of all jobs, all virtual machines that
have been created and terminated by HASEX, and all virtual node specification information (i.e., number
of nodes, CPUs, memory, and storage for each VM). Initially, the creation of a new VM is triggered when
a resource request from the HPlanner is received. The Rental Creator acts when it receives an event from
the HPlanner. Subsequently, a number of VMs are created based on the number of requested nodes,
CPUs, amount of memory and storage capacity requested by the job.
The Rental Creator has a number of functionalities. First, the Rental Creator identifies a subset
of the most suitable physical server machines to deploy the additional VMs (i.e., three VMs in our
case). The physical server is selected in a round-robin fashion to balance the resource load on each
physical server. Second, it extracts the job requirements to identify the relevant VM image that fulfils
the job requirements for execution. The VM image is either retrieved from the image repository or it
may be accessible directly from the AA. Third, a new hostname and IP address are obtained from the
HDiscoverer for the configuration for each new VM. Upon successful creation of each VM, the newly
configured resource node information is updated.
To support parallel applications such MPI and PVM, the HComm prepares the network configura-
tion and the parallel communication configuration file necessary for the execution of parallel jobs. These
configurations files are copied across to each rented node (i.e., virtual machines and physical nodes)
through secure channel communications so that parallel communication between remote nodes can be
established. Identical network and parallel configuration files are used across all rented nodes so they
can recognize and communicate with each other. After the network and parallel communications files
have been configured, nodes are allocated to the job for the execution. Finally, when the rental period
has expired, the HRental notifies the Rental Terminator to remove the entry of the VM information from
the master network and parallel configuration files. Subsequently, the HComm synchronizes and updates
the network and configuration files to all other running virtual machines across the network via secure
channel communications.
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4.4 Implementation and Deployment
In this section, we describe how we implemented HASEX based on the core components introduced in
Section 4.1.
All HASEX services are currently implemented in Java for portability except for a few commu-
nication functions written in C for compatibility. The AA library is implemented in C++ for speed.
Communication security is based on SSH. File transfers are performed by SCP.
We used the Apache XML-RPC implementation for communications between various HASEX
services. XML-RPC is a Remote Procedure Calling protocol that uses XML to encode its calls and
HTTP as a transport mechanism. We chose XML-RPC instead of other protocols (e.g., CORBA, SOAP,
RMI) because of its ease of use, and it is a platform-independent remote procedure call (RPC) protocol.
Also, the HTTP-based protocol is more firewall-friendly, which enables HASEX to deploy proxies to
resources over the Internet without specific configurations. The common communication interface is
also implemented to provide flexible access to established communication methods such as PVM and
MPI. This makes it possible to connect a large number of geographically distributed and heterogeneous
resources.
For the HAllocator, we used the Sun Grid Engine (SGE) job scheduler and resource management
system. All incoming job requests are handled and managed by the SGE. However, the default SGE
scheduler can also be replaced with any other Distributed Resource Manager. Integrating HASEX with
SGE is straightforward and required no modifications to SGE itself to support a rich set of resource
management capabilities.
The HAdmission also resides on the same physical machine as the HAllocator. When a new job
arrives, the Job XML specification is parsed by HAdmission. Based on the offered job value and mini-
mum threshold, it determines whether to accept or reject the job. The AA is notified if the job is being
rejected. If the job is rejected, it will not be scheduled by the HAllocator.
In order to provide transparent and remote execution of nodes, the HParticipator must support in-
terfaces to different DRMs (e.g., LSF, SGE and PBS). At the moment, only interfaces for SGE and
Maui PBS are implemented and supported. However, HASEX can be extended further by developers to
support alternative DRMs for future extensions. Furthermore, disk images for SGE and PBS were also
configured and prepared in advance for the deployment of virtual machines. The virtual machines will
be deployed as resource nodes to support resource renting.
The HController is an XML-server that is triggered each time a new node is rented or when a
node has expired. The HController updates the host files, and the message passing libraries (i.e., PVM
and MPI) configuration files, which are necessary to support the exclusive environment for the parallel
execution environment between rented nodes. These files are updated as master configuration files. The
updated master configuration files are then sent across each rented node that belongs to the system.
An HComm service communicates to external services via XML-RPC communication, while each
HComm communicates to its internal HParticipators via alternative communications, which can be from
PVM or MPI. The remote invocation of HComm is performed through the SSH protocol.
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The external resource provider is built on SGE’s DRM via a common interface. This interface is
integrated with the HASEX Rental API. The rental aspects are managed by SGE. Furthermore, user
reservation and space-sharing features are enabled on the SGE for personal reservations. This allows
each application to create, modify, cancel, and query the reservations it owns. As with jobs, applications
may associate a personal reservation with any QoS or account to which they have access. This pro-
vides hard performance guarantees to job execution because arbitrary sharing is not permitted between
different applications.
The HDiscoverer service communicates with HParticipator services via the XML-RPC protocol.
Initially, the HDiscoverer contacts the DRMs through the HComm services. A HComm is then placed
on the frontend (head node) of each cluster DRM. The HComm implements the advance reservation ca-
pability by reserving time slots as queues on the external provider. Before the HComm can be deployed
on the frontend node of the resource provider, it needs to have a personal user account created on the
SGE’s frontend node machine. The created user account will give all the necessary permissions for the
application to deploy proxies on individual resource nodes. This is necessary to provide a parallel exe-
cution environment for interactive steering applications (RPC-, PVM-, and/or MPI-based applications).
When a resource reservation is made by the HDiscoverer, the HComm creates a personal reser-
vation account by using the command line interface provided by the SGE and returns the name of the
created reservation queue as the reservation application ID. Once a node has been allocated, the newly-
created reservation queue is tied to that specific allocated node. When the reservation period starts, the
reservation queue is activated for future job arrivals. At this stage, this reservation queue is attached
to the HComm service until the agreed rental period expires. When the rental period has expired, the
SGE scheduler terminates, deactivates and removes the personal reservation account and the reservation
queue.
4.5 Evaluation
We have constructed implementations of the HASEX core services described above, and have demon-
strated the ability of HASEX to perform rental requests across multiple resource providers with different
resource types. Here, we present experimental results that provide insights into the performance of our
HASEX system and its implementations. We compare the performance of the HASEX implementation
with that of the gLite Grid middleware (Codispoti et al., 2010) to examine how HASEX performs relative
to an existing Grid production system (a global scheduling approach). The gLite middleware is chosen
for comparison because it is currently the most widely used and reliable Grid middleware system. The
gLite middleware is used for the development of EGEE Grid production which is currently the world’s
largest production Grid.
We are interested in answering three questions: (1) How scalable is HASEX in providing support
for resource renting? In particular, what are the costs of our rental requests, i.e., deployment and config-
uration latency and resource (node) allocation mechanisms? (2) How effective is HASEX in providing
a mechanism for cost-aware rentals? In particular, how do these costs compare with the current global
resource sharing approach (Grid approach) if nodes are allocated and scheduled by the Grid scheduler?
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(3) What does a comparison of the rental request and task allocation costs tell us about the practical
aspect of the rental-based strategies employed by HASEX?
First, we assume a typical Grid environment where a meta-scheduler (Grid scheduler) is used to
coordinate heterogeneous and geographically distributed resources from multiple DRMs worldwide and
where these resources are integrated as one global scheduling entity. The main objective of such a Grid
Scheduler is to perform load balancing across multiple DRMs for the purpose of increasing performance,
resource utilization, or response time. The Grid Scheduler is also in charge of managing reservations for
workflow jobs.
As a main component of any Grid system, the Grid scheduler interacts with other components of the
Grid system: Grid information system, cluster DRMs, and network management systems. It should be
noted that in Grid environments, multiple DRMs coexist, and they could, in general, pursue conflicting
goals. Therefore, there is a need for information synchronization between the different DRMs in order
to perform scheduling and resource allocation efficiently.
The Grid scheduler follows a series of steps which can be classified into five actions (Xhafa and
Abraham, 2010): (1) preparation and information gathering on tasks, jobs or applications submitted; (2)
resource selection; (3) computation of the planning of tasks (jobs or applications) to selected resources;
(4) task (job or application) allocation according to planning (the mapping of tasks, jobs or applications
to selected resources); and (5) monitoring of task, job or application until its completion.
For the Grid middleware architecture, gLite (Codispoti et al., 2010) is chosen because it has been
used to develop the world’s largest Grid infrastructure which is currently adopted by more than 250
Computing Centres worldwide (Berlich et al., 2006). Furthermore, gLite provides a complete set of
services that simplifies our development for a Grid test-bed.
4.5.1 Test-bed Environment
Figure 4.8 shows an overview of the experimental test-bed. The test-bed comprises two geographically
disparate sites which are controlled and managed separately by different administrative domains. The
main site is located in London, UK and is managed by the Computer Science Department of University
College London (UCL CS). Another site is located in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and is managed by our
Southeast Asian partner, MIMOS Bhd.
For the purposes of our experiment, we have two different test-bed implementations: HASEX LAN
(Figure 4.8a) and HASEX WAN test-beds (Figure 4.8b). The HASEX LAN test-bed is set up to test the
performance of HASEX services between nodes belonging within the same local area network (LAN).
The HASEX WAN test-bed is set up to measure the overhead of wide-area network communication in the
test-bed, i.e., interaction of HASEX services from one site with resource nodes at another geographically
disparate site consisting of hundreds of resource nodes.
The HASEX experimental system is located at MIMOS Bhd and it is initially set to 4 resource
nodes only, each equipped with a Dual-Core AMD Opteron(tm) processor. The UCL CS site, however,
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(a) HASEX LAN Test-bed. (b) HASEX WAN test-bed.
Figure 4.8: Test-bed architecture.
has a much bigger resource capacity. It manages 57 nodes, each equipped with Dual Quad Core Intel(R)
Xeon(R) 2.66GHz or Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 2.80 GHz processors, RAM from 2 GB to 30 GB, running
Red Hat Enterprise Linux. The 57 nodes are managed by the SGE distributed resource management
system (DRM). The cluster is a sub-domain of the department. The SGE provides a frontend node that
interfaces the other resource nodes to the outside, and it is configured by network address translation
(NAT). Therefore, in our experiments, the SGE DRM at the UCL CS represents a potential resource
provider with which the HASEX system communicates and negotiates for resources.
With regards to the Grid test-bed, the Grid architecture contains a Resource Broker (RB), a virtual
organization management server (VOMS), a resource information harvesting and integration engine,
a number of resource information index servers for Linux- and Unix-based resources, and finally a
single sign-on authentication service through gLite’s MyProxy (Basney, Humphrey, and Welch, 2005)
service. The WMS (Workload Management System) provides sophisticated job-resource matchmaking
mechanisms, allowing the dynamic requirements-based job allocations to be performed (Figure 4.9). For
the experiment, the WMS points both to a small SGE cluster at MIMOS Bhd (4-node capacity) and also
to the SGE cluster at UCL CS (57-node capacity).
4.5.2 Basic Performance Test
The first experiment is a simple one, where we are primarily interested in measuring (1) the amount of
time it takes for a job to be served and (2) the amount of time it takes for a job to be allocated to a rented
node as soon as the rental request is initiated. Specifically, for this experiment, we are not interested in
measuring the network latency across geographically disparate sites. Therefore, our experimental set-up
only involves one site in London, UK, but the site is administered by two different domains: UCL CS
Domain A to UCL CS Domain B (Figure 4.8a).
The test assumes that the difference in latency caused by the network itself (bandwidth, distance,
and traffic) can be ignored. Using the workload generator, we submit a single job request that requests
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Figure 4.9: Grid test-bed.
one node only. Since we are not interested in measuring the job running time, each job submitted will
only sleep for approximately half a minute (30 seconds) and finish; it does not produce or require any
input and/or output data files.
Timings are measured from two points: (i) the time it takes for the HAllocator to identify a queued
job and initiate a rental decision as soon as the job is queued due to insufficient resources and (ii) the time
it takes for HDiscoverer, HComm, and HController services to configure a rented node so that it is ready
for allocation. We timed certain major HASEX operations, measuring the cost of individual operations,
as well as the time required to make rental requests. The HAllocator represents the time it takes to
allocate requests upon new node availability; the HDiscoverer represents the time it takes to discover
physical nodes from the resource provider (i.e., SGE DRM); the HComm represents the time it takes to
configure a virtual network between two different networks (i.e., rented nodes from UCL CS to MIMOS
Bhd); and the HController represents the time it takes to prepare the DRM and parallel configurations in
order for newly rented nodes to be remotely accessible to a local site at MIMOS Bhd.
We first measure the mean wait time for intra-domain communication (interaction between two
nodes of different DRMs but within the same gateway). The average wait time includes the time it takes
to trigger the rental requests for queued jobs, the time it takes to request external nodes, and also the
time it takes to configure and deploy new nodes. The wait time metric is chosen instead of the aver-
age response time because the former ignores the impact of heterogeneous resources when performing
scheduling.
The results are presented in Table 4.1. As observed, the overhead of renting can be considered min-
imal, and is primarily dependent on the time it takes for the DRM to process a reservation request. Once
the reservation request confirmation has been returned, the time it takes for HDiscoverer and HComm to
configure the reserved node is negligible, as can be witnessed by examining the configuration delay. The
configuration delay represents the amount of time elapsed between the process of HDiscoverer at UCL
CS Domain A and the process of HComm at UCL CS Domain B. This is primarily due to processing
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Basic Test (LAN) Stress Test (LAN) Stress Test (WAN)
Total Number of Requests 1 1000 1000
Inter-arrival (secs) 60 exp(60) LLNL Thunder Trace
Job Length (minutes) 0.5 normal(30,7.5) LLNL Thunder Trace
Allocation Overhead (secs)
HAllocator 5.2 6.1 8.4
Rental Overhead (secs)
HDiscoverer 4.2 4.7 71.4
HComm 29.6 124.9 143.5
HController 34.6 36.8 53.8
Total Overhead (sec) 73.6 172.5 277.1
Table 4.1: HASEX performance test.
Figure 4.10: Stress performance test (n=20).
delays of the DRM rather than the overheads incurred by the HASEX services.
4.5.3 Scalability
To demonstrate the incremental scalability of the system, we aim to investigate the performance of
HASEX under a sudden burst of job requests at peak times. To simulate this effect, instead of submitting
a single rental job, we submit n number of jobs at exponentially distributed intervals with a mean inter-
arrival time of one minute (60 seconds). In this way, we can stress the system under multiple job requests
and examine the impact of an increased number of job requests on the overall mean wait time. For the
experiment, HASEX is initially configured with 4 nodes from MIMOS Bhd, but it dynamically rents
additional compute nodes from the SGE DRM which comprises a resource pool of 57 nodes.
The results are shown in Figure 4.10 for repeated experiments under varying total numbers of
submitted requests. As can be observed, the mean wait times increase as the number of submitted
job requests increases. Interestingly, for 1000 simultaneous job requests, HASEX can serve all 1000 job
requests in under less than 1000 seconds. Our initial observation is that the mean wait time increase is
fairly high when the total number of requests is between 1 and 100. However, as the total number of
job requests rises above 100, increasing the total number of requests has only a very little effect on the
mean wait time. We can see that there are no significant performance differences under increasing total
number of job requests.
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Figure 4.10 also shows the performance difference between local area network communication and
wide-area network communication. We can observe that the difference in mean wait time between LAN
and WAN is fairly high within 52% range. The delay is attributed to the overhead of the HDiscoverer
in establishing communication with the cluster DRM over long distances from source to destination.
However, once communication has been established and a personal account has been created, the delay
is minimal for subsequent requests. This shows that the bottleneck of the system is primarily due to the
authentication and the interaction with the DRM (i.e., to request a personal account on external resource
nodes) rather than due to the renting process itself (i.e., the process of establishing communication links
between HASEX services on rented nodes). This is attributed to the complex protocol of message
exchanges between the HDiscoverer and the DRM.
The conclusion that can be made from the result is that the process for the deployment of a new
virtual machine on a Cluster DRM is more costly than the cost to establish wide-area communication
links between nodes. However, the overhead is still negligible since an additional latency of 5-10 min-
utes has very little impact for most long-running jobs that take several hours to complete. For jobs that
require many nodes at short bursts and run only for short durations, the overhead can be a problem.
However, this can be resolved by employing a more sophisticated rental policy that predicts the amount
of resource nodes to be rented in order to accommodate deadlines of current and future requests satis-
factorily. Nevertheless, we find these results encouraging in terms of what they reveal about HASEX’s
scalability.
The HASEX design supports the notion of a pool of overflow nodes that are not dedicated to the
system, but are recruited by the system only in the event of extreme bursts. These nodes can be machines
that are usually used for other purposes (such as workstations), or machines that the service can ‘rent’
on a pay-per-use basis from a resource provider. When the system runs out of dedicated machines to
handle the system load, it may rein in idle machines from the overflow pool and launch additional nodes
on those machines. As soon as the load on the system subsides, the overflow machines are released.
4.5.4 Cost-Effective Resource Management
One of the key features of HASEX is that it provides cost-effective resource management. Cost-effective
resource management implies the ability of HASEX to complete job requests with high QoS satisfaction
while lowering the infrastructure and operating cost. For evaluation, we compare the performance of
HASEX to that of a conventional Grid system. The Grid system serves as the baseline for comparison
since it is currently the standard mechanism employed to connect multiple, worldwide resource providers
that are owned by different authorities.
For a more realistic evaluation, we perform the experiments using real High Performance Comput-
ing (HPC) workload traces obtained from Feitelson’s Parallel Workload Archive (D.G.Feitelson, 2009).
The Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL) workload traces were primarily chosen because the
workload represents a wide range of applications with dynamic computing requirements (from large
numbers of smaller to medium jobs) and with varying QoS characteristics and processing requirements.
We selected a subset of the last 1,000 jobs from the LLNL Thunder workload traces from the period of
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January 2007 to June 2007.
For our workloads, we synthetically generate workloads with 80% urgent jobs and 20% non-urgent
jobs. Following previous work (Yeo and Buyya, 2007), we set the deadline for an urgent job to be 4
times stricter (shorter) than the deadline for a non-urgent job. For an urgent (a high-priority) job, a
deadline value is assigned using a normal distribution with a mean of 1 and standard deviation of 0.2
( 15 ). Alternatively, for a non-urgent (a low-priority) job, a deadline value is assigned using a normal
distribution with a mean of 4 and standard deviation of 0.8 ( 45 ). For simplicity, we also assume the
resource cost to be ucn = 0.1 per time unit, and set the rental duration to Ln = 1 per hour. A fixed
one-hour rental duration is chosen because each job from the chosen subset in the trace runs for less than
60 minutes. As described in Section 4.5.1, HASEX issues rental requests to the SGE DRM that manages
a cluster of 57 nodes.
For evaluation, we focus on the following three performance metrics: mean wait time, application
QoS satisfaction and resource cost to measure how well our HASEX rental-based system performs in
comparison to a conventional Grid system that interconnects multiple HPC cluster systems together. As
noted earlier, the mean wait time is the average time from job submission to job allocation for all job
submissions to the system. Many factors will affect the mean wait time such as scheduling activity, rental
decisions, and node arrivals latency. The application QoS satisfaction measures how well the system
can accommodate the application’s processing requirements (deadlines) throughout its execution. If
too many deadlines are missed, the application QoS satisfaction will be very low. Therefore, a high
application QoS denotes better performance. The application QoS is calculated as the proportion of js
jobs whose required QoS (deadline) is satisfied out of J jobs submitted:
qs =
js
J
(4.1)
We also monitor the resource cost that represents the cost involved in renting the required compute
nodes in order to serve the application jobs. Based on rental or resource cost, we can measure the benefits
and/or the overheads of renting extra nodes to satisfy the application QoS constraints. A lower resource
cost denotes better performance. The cost for each job request l is computed as cl = Rj(ucn∗Ln), where
Rj is the number of nodes to rent, ucn is the resource cost per time unit, and Ln is the rental duration
agreed by both the VA and the external Grid provider (SGE cluster). Hence, given total L number of
leases initiated by the HPlanner, the total resource cost is computed as:
rc =
L∑
l=1
cl (4.2)
For this experiment, the HAllocator schedules the incoming requests in accordance with a simple
FCFS (first-come first-served) priority scheduling scheme to arbitrate job requests. The HPlanner is also
plugged with a simple rental policy that reacts upon a new job arrival. Upon a new job arrival, the job
is placed in the queue in FCFS order. If the first job at the head of the job queue cannot be served due
to an insufficient number of resource nodes, HASEX issues a rent request for the additional number
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for resource renting.
1. Get the highest priority queued job J from the DRM.
2. Determine the number of additional nodes N that need to be deployed in order to serve job J.
3. Reserve job J.
4. Discover a resource provider to negotiate with (i.e., SGE DRM).
5. Issue rental request to SGE DRM.
6. Configure virtual network between local site and SGE DRM.
7. Configure new nodes with the DRM.
8. Allocate newly rented nodes to job J.
9. Track job state and if there are no other queued jobs, remove nodes after completion of job.
10. Repeat step 1 until all queued jobs have been processed.
HASEX Grid
Average job turn-around time [sec] 549.56 4235.67
Standard Deviation 2.924 3.123
Total Number of Job Requests 1000 1000
Inter-arrival (sec) LLNL Thunder Trace LLNL Thunder Trace
Average Job Length (minute) LLNL Thunder Trace LLNL Thunder Trace
Table 4.2: Experiment results for HASEX vs. Grid system under LLNL workload trace
of resource nodes required to serve the job. If there are no queued jobs, HASEX issues a termination
request to return idle resource nodes to the DRM if the number of all free resource nodes is greater than
the total number of nodes requested by all queued jobs. The pseudo code for the resource renting is
summarised in Algorithm 1.
We make several assumptions as to the nature of the environment and jobs. Firstly, data-related
issues, such as data safety, data transfer and network bandwidth are not taken into account. For example,
the cost of transfer of a disk image for a virtual machine is assumed to be negligible, as this process is
only performed once. Secondly, we also assume that all security-related issues are handled by third-party
tools and that the bandwidth required for data transfers is negligible, and that it is unnecessary to use
predicted bandwidth availability as a criterion for selection. In cases where high bandwidth requirements
are necessary for a job execution, HASEX can query the network capabilities like bandwidth and latency
between the various end points from each DRM. If network delay to the DRM is slow, then HPlanner
chooses an alternative DRM route, if available. In terms of scheduling policies, we assume that there is
no pre-emption and that the queue priority is based on a FCFS basis.
First, we compare the mean wait time, the application QoS, and the resource cost to demonstrate
the effectiveness of HASEX, in comparison to the Grid approach. The results for the performance
comparison of HASEX versus the Grid system are plotted in Figures 4.11,4.12, and 4.13. Clearly,
the results demonstrate that HASEX can minimize the average wait time substantially by reducing the
waiting time for queued jobs when compared to a Grid system. Without HASEX, we can observe
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Figure 4.11: Mean wait time for HASEX vs. Grid.
Figure 4.12: QoS satisfaction for HASEX vs. Grid.
from Table 4.2 that most large parallel jobs need to wait 15 times longer because they cannot be served
immediately. As observed, when there is competition for resources, the waiting times are even higher
under the Grid environment. In particular, it can be observed that the application QoS satisfaction for
HASEX is relatively higher than that for the Grid system. As we can see, the HASEX system, which
incorporates a rental policy, obtained an average of 87% in application QoS satisfaction in comparison
to a Grid system that only achieved an average of 13% in application QoS satisfaction. However, one
could doubt the effectiveness of HASEX, because of the increase in resource cost when more processors
are rented to accommodate the QoS demand of queued jobs. We want to make sure that the gain that can
be obtained by HASEX is significant to compensate the overhead.
Figure 4.13 shows the results of the resource cost incurred from renting additional nodes. As the
competition for resource increases, more jobs are accumulated in the queue, which eventually leads to
more nodes being rented by HASEX. We can observe that resource cost increases as more jobs arrive
into the system (as time passes), but the cost is significantly lower in comparison to that of the Grid
system. In particular, even at peak times, HASEX incurs significantly lower resource cost; it can be seen
that the accumulated resource cost is reduced by a significant 47%. In fact, starting with 4 nodes initially,
HASEX rents a total amount of 26 nodes at the end of experiment after all the rental negotiations. It
is anticipated that the amount of total nodes could potentially be reduced further by employing a more
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Figure 4.13: Resource cost for HASEX vs. Grid.
sophisticated rental policy.
We hypothesize that the main reason for the significant improvement observed is due to the effec-
tiveness of HASEX in making use of the additional nodes available from the SGE DRM to serve highly
urgent jobs at the most critical time. While the gLite Grid has access to a total amount of 61 nodes (i.e.,
57 nodes from SGE DRM and 4 nodes from MIMOS Bhd), it is still unable to serve all jobs simultane-
ously. In fact, we observe that on average, 45% of the total submitted jobs at gLite are pending in the
queue even though there are still many nodes available. In particular, an urgent (critical) job is forced to
wait at peak time when there are multiple urgent jobs competing for nodes in parallel. In such a situation,
only a few urgent jobs get access to nodes, while a significant number of jobs are being held in the queue.
When that happens, the QoS of some jobs has to be compromised. This has the effect of significantly
lowering the overall application QoS satisfaction. In contrast, HASEX can mitigate this issue by renting
additional nodes from the external provider during peak demand periods.
The main idea of HASEX is that it can rent additional nodes when needed, and rental is dynamically
adjusted against load variations. This mechanism has been shown to be effective. It can be observed that,
on average, HASEX rents less than 3 additional nodes during low peak times and it rents, on average, 14
nodes during peak times. HASEX can achieve significantly higher application QoS satisfaction because
more jobs are completed by their deadlines. Renting nodes significantly reduces the mean waiting times
of jobs and increases the QoS satisfaction, at lower resource cost. This advantage is especially evident
when jobs are highly parallel and when there is congestion in a competitive resource environment.
We obtained encouraging results that demonstrate the effectiveness of HASEX: it offers significant
improvements which cannot be obtained under a conventional Grid system. In particular, HASEX has
been shown to provide high performance and high QoS satisfaction for applications with significantly
lower resource cost.
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4.6 Discussion and Comparison to Related Work
4.6.1 On-demand Computing
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to support the on-demand provision of compu-
tational services (Graupner, Kotov, and Trinks, 2002; Benkner et al., 2004; Irwin et al., 2006; Beckman
et al., 2006; Cencerrado, Senar, and Cortés, 2009). Traditionally, these methods consist of overlaying a
custom software stack on top of an existing middleware layer, like, for example, the PlanetLab Project
(Peterson et al., 2006) or the VioCluster system (Ruth, McGachey, and Xu, 2005). These approaches
essentially shift the scalability issues from the application to the overlaid software layer, whereas the
proposed solution transparently scales both the application and the computational cluster.
The idea of a virtual cluster which dynamically adapts its size to the workload is not new. Chase
et al. (2003) describe a cluster management software called COD (Cluster On Demand), which dynam-
ically allocates servers from a common pool to multiple virtual clusters. Although the goal is similar,
the approach is completely different. Cluster On Demand does not differentiate the roles of managing
application processing requirements, scheduling resource requests and managing distributed resources.
On the other hand, our solution is based on a multi-tier approach that differentiates the roles of applica-
tion management, job/task scheduling, and resource provisioning. In our case, the solution can support a
hybrid solution whereby physical nodes and virtual machines (VMs) can co-exist in the same execution
environment, and the environment is built from a Grid perspective to support a wide range of parallel
and high performance computing applications.
The Virtual Authority (VA) approach aligns with the concept of a multi-tier paradigm with strong
reliance on dynamic provisioning via the resource renting approach. It simply constructs an environment
which can be constructed temporarily from rented resource nodes. This provides the flexibility and
option of storing resources ready for use under the control of a VA. As such, temporary and unexpected
spikes in demand for resources can be accommodated by flexible rental arrangements. This in turn
enables the applications to customize their execution with a set of distinct heterogeneous resource types
and processing amounts to form ideal node configurations based on their workload requirements. As a
result, a group of users and applications can share resources efficiently without the hassle of a global
Grid.
With regards to Cloud computing, Eucalyptus (Nurmi et al., 2008), OpenNebula (Sotomayor et
al., 2009), Tashi (Kozuch et al., 2009), and Globus Nimbus (Martinaitis, Patten, and Wendelborn, 2009)
make use of virtualisation to provide on-demand clusters which are launched on Cloud systems (Sullivan,
2009). However, these systems do not provide direct support for the execution of distributed applications
(Graupner, Kotov, and Trinks, 2002; Benkner et al., 2004; Irwin et al., 2006; Cencerrado, Senar, and
Cortés, 2009). Although these solutions simplify the management of VMs on a distributed pool of re-
sources, none of these initiatives for distributed VM management evaluate its extension to a grid-like
environment in which different infrastructure sites could collaborate to satisfy peak or fluctuating de-
mands.
On the other hand, HASEX provides the ability to integrate existing cluster DRM systems such as
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SGE and Maui for rapid and dynamic allocation and de-allocation of resource nodes. More recently,
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) (Amazon, 2009) has delivered cluster computing for HPC ap-
plications. Such a system provides a remote VM execution environment that allows users to execute
one or more ‘Amazon Machine Images’ on their systems, providing a simple web service interface to
manage them. Users are billed for the computing time, memory and bandwidth consumed. This service
greatly complements our HASEX, offering the possibility of potentially unlimited computing resources
for distributed applications. For example, HASEX can be incorporated to employ a Grid-enabled Ama-
zon Machine Image, and create as many virtual resource nodes as needed, getting on-demand resources
in cases where the physical hardware cannot satisfy a peak demand.
In summary, our approach is based on the concept of a dynamically adapting resource infrastructure
which is supported via the concept of resource renting. The approach provides the ability to support both
physical and virtual resource nodes – a hybrid system whereby another virtualization layer (e.g., virtual
or Cloud resources) can also potentially be integrated with HASEX services. This enables HASEX
to operate within cluster or Grid environments consisting of physical server nodes and/or in a Cloud
environment wherein physical resources are rented out as virtual machines. This effectively introduces
the possibility for parallel and HPC execution in Cluster, Grid and Cloud environments. Given this
capability, it is envisaged that HASEX can become a uniform interface to all computational resources
for high performance computing needs.
4.6.2 Economic-based Resource management system
Sutherland (1968) was a pioneer who proposed economic-based allocation on PDP-1 (Levy, 1984) com-
puters over forty years ago. Irwin, Grit, and Chase (2004) expanded this model to the Grid and pushed
the idea of a virtual currency, or ‘Grid credits’, allocated by an independent governing entity. Recent ex-
amples of such systems include Spawn (Waldspurger et al., 1992) and REXEC (Chun and Culler, 2000).
Spawn (Waldspurger et al., 1992) is an economic-based computational system that runs on a network
(mostly LAN) of idle heterogeneous high-performance workstations running Unix. Spawn employs a
Vickrey, sealed-bid, second price, auction mechanism. ‘Sealed’ refers to the notion that bidding agents
have no access to other agents’ bid information and ‘second-price’ means that the highest bidder will pay
the price offered by the second-highest bidder. In such a system, if there is a unique bid for a resource,
the bidder gets it for free, in the absence of competition. REXEC (Chun and Culler, 2000) is a batch job
scheduler for clusters of workstations. REXEC users assign tickets to their jobs. While executing, the
REXEC accounting system charges users proportionally to their job tickets over the sum of all executing
jobs tickets.
Developed at HP Labs, Tycoon (Lai et al., 2004) is also another economic-based distributed resource
allocation system based on proportional share allocation. Along with other economic-driven schedulers,
it allows users to differentiate the value of their jobs in order to differentiate urgent and non-urgent jobs.
Tycoon implements continuous bids where users express a bid for a resource on a given processor at
a given price point for a duration. On each processor, the auctioneer calculates each bid and allocates
resources in proportion to bids. While this continuous bidding scheme alleviates the user’s burden of
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posting bids for each job, it does not guarantee resource allocation prior to execution which is a major
impediment to most users with computational deadlines (Yeo and Buyya, 2007).
SHARP (Fu et al., 2003) is an architecture for secure resource peering and sharing across partici-
pants and trust domains. Its stands for Secure Highly Available Resource Peering and is based around
timed claims that expire after a specified period. SHARP implements tickets that are a form of soft claim
that does not guarantee resource availability for the specified timeframe. Tickets enforce probabilistic
resource allocation in a manner similar to an airplane ticket reservation that only becomes ‘real’ once
the boarding pass is printed. This allows SHARP system managers to overbook resources and to defer
hard claims or rental allocation until execution. SHARP also presents a very strong security model to
exchange claims between agents, either site agents, user agents or third party brokers, which achieves
identification, non-repudiation, and encryption.
Mirage (Chun et al., 2005) is based on a microeconomic resource allocation system based on re-
peated combinatorial auctions (a form of double auction expressing tradeoffs between various options)
for a test-bed of 148 nodes wireless sensors. Furthermore, one of the most interesting works investigat-
ing the realms of a true Grid Economy is the G-commerce project (Wolski et al., 2001b). The project
considers an unregulated economic system where consumers and providers act in their own interest for
the system to eventually reach an equilibrium.
Buyya (2002) and Sherwani et al. (2002) examine the use of supply and demand-based economic
models for the purpose of pricing and allocating resources to the consumers of Grid services. They as-
sume a supply and demand-based economy in which both software services and computational resources
are in demand. For example, Sherwani et al. (2002) proposed hard QoS support which guarantees that
accepted jobs are finished within their deadline QoS. Buyya (2002) also offers service level agreements
control whereby failure to deliver the agreed level of service can result in penalties that would reduce the
financial benefits of the resource providers.
While the above mentioned works employ economic mechanism in their systems, our work extends
beyond the scheduling level. The multi-tier paradigm proposed within the VA separates the scheduling
tier from the resource provisioning layer due to the core of our resource renting approach. The resource
provisioning tier is acted upon by the resource renting mechanism which is then enforced by the VA.
To the best of our knowledge, the work is the first attempt that examines the economic aspect of man-
aging distributed resources under a multi-tier controlled environment where both the users and resource
providers could potentially operate with different rental policies and varying cost options.
4.6.3 Decentralized Scheduling and Resource Discovery
A number of research efforts have recognized the need for decentralized Grid scheduling algorithms.
In Condor-G (Frey et al., 2002), ’flocking’ allows a Condor scheduler to submit allocation requests to
another cluster when no resources are available locally. However, it requires schedulers to have direct
connectivity with all the individual machines of every cluster it wishes to communicate with.
SmartGRID (Huang et al., 2008) propose a decentralized and interoperable Grid scheduling frame-
work that integrates the local infrastructure information provided by swarm intelligence technology to
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construct a consensual Grid community. Swarm intelligence (Eberhart, Shi, and Kennedy, 2001) is a
branch of artificial intelligence that focuses on distributed collaborative algorithms inspired by the be-
haviour of swarms of insects. Bioinspired solutions have already been successfully applied to several
network routing problems (Schoonderwoerd et al., 1996; Di Caro and Dorigo, 1998), as well as to re-
source discovery in unstructured networks (Michlmayr, 2006).
More recently, there have been several published algorithms (Drost, Nieuwpoort, and Bal, 2006; Ior-
dache et al., 2007a; Fiscato, Costa, and Pierre, 2008; Costa et al., 2009) that offer scalability properties
for large-scale resource discovery. For example, Drost, Nieuwpoort, and Bal (2006) propose dissemina-
tion algorithms to locate a number of idle machines upon a job request. The dissemination infrastructure
explores close-by nodes first so that the resulting set of machines exhibit some degree of geographical
locality.
Chakravarti, Baumgartner, and Lauria (2004) propose mechanisms that allow applications be in
control of the allocation of resources to them. Although this approach potentially allows fine tuning of
the resource selection to the precise needs of individual applications, it forces the application to perform
resource discovery rather than focusing on scheduling to maximize application-related performance.
Furthermore, Iordache et al. (2007b) propose peer-to-peer-based genetic algorithms to build efficient
schedules in an open environment. This approach has been shown to have very good performance in
small-scale environments, but it relies on a global knowledge about the condition of the large-scale envi-
ronment. More recently, Fiscato, Costa, and Pierre (2008) further extend similar genetic algorithms that
only require very partial knowledge about the large-scale environment as a whole. The above mentioned
works are undoubtedly interesting aspects that can be exploited to provide the rapid resource discovery
mechanism within HASEX.
4.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have described the HASEX system that provides the mechanisms whereby resource
nodes can be aggregated across sites in a dynamic and incremental fashion. In particular, we have
focused on the design and implementation of general, extensible abstractions for HASEX services.
A conventional Grid system typically performs resource allocation according to top-down policies
using a meta-scheduler (Grid scheduler) that optimizes the system-centric performance metrics from
the available clusters of participating sites (Yeo and Buyya, 2007). The HASEX system, on the other
hand, is based on a multi-tier approach that differentiates the roles of application management, job/task
scheduling, and resource provisioning. It significantly reduces the overhead of managing resources via
a renting approach. It allows one to build a virtual authority (VA) from whatever hardware configuration
best suits the application, while providing the option to rent additional resource nodes to cope with
future fluctuations in demand. Since HASEX decouples job scheduling and resource allocation policies
from resource provisioning (rental) policies, the system can accommodate application requirements with
varying resource needs at lower cost.
The observations and preliminary results provide early evidence supporting the viability of the
multi-tier VA approach via the HASEX prototype system. Despite this success, one of the key difficulties
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we had in performing these experiments was creating a meaningful workload. In particular, obtaining a
meaningful application workload that could drive the system to specific conditions was difficult. There
were simply too many factors that needed to be controlled and taken into account, such as bandwidth
variation and resource availability, etc. Moreover, software that implements the prototype and data
collections need to be tested rigorously for both stability and correctness in order to ensure the credibility
of the results. Therefore, performing a meaningful rental-based experiment on a significant scale is a
challenging task.
To further evaluate the system’s applicability and its potential, we turned to simulation. While it
is definitely worthwhile to perform empirical studies, simulations are also valuable, since they allow
systematic explorations of performance under a wide variety of workloads. Towards this end, the exper-
iments conducted for the remainder of this thesis will be based on the results from an extensive series of
simulations.
Chapter 5
Cost-Benefit Analysis of Resource
Management Infrastructures
5.1 Introduction
The success of managing distributed resources at a national scale does not lie only in minimizing waiting
and response times. Regardless of the underlying platform (i.e., clusters, supercomputers, desktops),
users want to be able to execute their applications without making a huge investment in new hardware.
Resource sharing is about leveraging the available resources and idle processor cycles to more quickly
solve a problem while at the same time maximizing efficiency and reducing the total cost of ownership.
To justify the total cost of operating resources, the resource management system needs to consider
the revenue that the system will gain by serving the applications’ QoS requirements against the cost to
operate resource nodes for satisfying such QoS requirements. However, adoption of distributed comput-
ing platforms and services by the scientific community is in its infancy as the performance and monetary
cost-benefits for scientific applications are not perfectly clear. This is especially true for conventional
Cluster and Grid systems which have been widely deployed for the purposes for provisioning data and
compute resources. Resource sharing of geographically distributed resources is normally controlled by
a global scheduler (also known as a meta-scheduler) that manages local schedulers (distributed resource
managers) across geographically disparate participating sites worldwide. The meta-scheduler dissem-
inates and manages resource information from potentially hundreds of thousands of local schedulers
worldwide. A single centralized approach seems very promising from an overall viewpoint.
Unfortunately, as noted in previous chapters, the efficiency and scalability problems make such a
solution appear too cumbersome for individual users. It may therefore be more efficient and cheaper for
an individual user to build a small private resource system to serve his/her high performance computing
(HPC) needs. However, a small private system may not be powerful enough to accommodate the high
requirements of scientific applications that have complex computation workloads with sudden surges in
demand. Alternatively, users may choose to purchase and maintain a large dedicated resource manage-
ment system, in order to meet the demand for high performance computing and to have sufficient control
over its use. This option, however, could be far more expensive.
To investigate this issue, we perform a cost-benefit analysis of a small private resource system
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consisting of 32 nodes for a total of 128 processors and a large dedicated HPC system with 1,024 nodes
(a total of 4,096 processors). Using real cost data collected from both the LUNAR project (Sumby, 2006)
and the Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL) (Feitelson and Rudolph, 1995) computing facility,
we carry out a cost comparison of the small private system with Grid system, which is currently the
standard approach for large-scale distributed resource sharing.
5.2 Computing Costs for a Small Private Resource System and a
Large Dedicated HPC System
Before we can make useful evaluations, it is important to estimate the cost of purchasing and main-
taining a private resource system and a large dedicated HPC system. A more correct and measurable
number should be based on a financial model, where the cost estimate includes all hidden costs, such as
infrastructure and maintenance costs. How much does it really cost to operate a private resource and a
dedicated HPC system to serve jobs from individual users and applications?
To help answer this question, we use financial expenses, collected from several small and large HPC
systems (Koomey, 2007; D.G.Feitelson, 2009) to perform TCO (total cost of ownership) analysis, with
an emphasis on systems that are constructed to support a wide range of HPC users and applications. With
this data, we use ‘back-of-the-envelope’ calculations, based on several factors, such as the number of
CPUs, the initial hardware cost (which includes the mainboard, storage and racks), the personnel/system
administrator costs (salaries for software and hardware maintenance), business premises, and electricity
costs (which includes the additional power requirements for cooling and power delivery inefficiencies).
A TCO analysis would help organizations evaluate what they actually pay to operate their systems in
terms of hard costs for hardware, software, services, as well as costs such as personnel time, downtime,
maintenance, upgrades and enhancements.
We detail the costs of maintaining a short HPC computing project. Table 5.1 summarizes the cost
breakdown for a relatively small project called LUNAR using approximately 128 processors (32 nodes).
LUNAR is an astrophysical project with an objective to map the temperature of the lunar surface over a
specified period in order to find the existence of ice on or underneath the moon’s surface. The project
runs only for a very short duration i.e., five months, but it requires significant resource requirements. The
project involves complicated calculations that need to be solved within real-time deadlines, in which the
processing requirements required to solve the calculations are highly dynamic, containing unpredictable
demand spikes.
As can be observed from Table 5.1, the principal cost is that of the system administra-
tors’/programmers’ salaries, constituting almost 32% of the TCO. The network connection has the
second highest share of the TCO; approximately e5,192 per month. The business premises (to accom-
modate floor space) component constitutes the third share of the TCO while the amortised cost of servers
constitutes the fourth share of the TCO. The cost of electricity for power and cooling infrastructure con-
tributes the lowest TCO. The total monthly costs are approximately e17,219 per month.
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Number of CPUs 128 (32 nodes)
Cost Factor Monthly (e) Total (e)
Equipment cost amortised 2,489 12,444
over the 3-year lifetime
Personnel Cost (Salaries) 5,667 28,333
Business Premises 2,667 13,333
Network Connection 5,192 25,958
Electricity (inc. cooling power) 1,205 6,027
Total Cost 86,096
Total Monthly Cost 17,219
Table 5.1: Estimated project cost (total cost of ownership) for a five-month period. The LUNAR project
runs are very short, (i.e., five months), but have significant resource requirements (with a total of 128
processors used during the project).
Likewise, we also compute the costs for the Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL)
(D.G.Feitelson, 2009) – a large institution that operates over the long term with five years of oper-
ation. Again, using back-of-the-envelope calculations, we derived the total cost for the construction
and maintenance of the LLNL system. Table 5.2 shows the full cost breakdown for construction and
maintenance of a dedicated HPC LLNL system with 1,024 nodes (4,096 CPUs). The equipment costs
are written off after the completion of three years of operation, and additional costs are also included
for upgrades and maintenance from vendors. The equipment cost is incurred when purchasing hardware
during the start-up phase. However, after hardware costs are amortized over a period of three years,
the amortized cost of servers comes to e58,287 per month. By amortising, we obtain a common cost
run rate metric that we can apply to both one time purchases (e.g., for nodes/processors) and ongoing
expenses (e.g., elecricity, floor space, staff etc.).
Number of CPUs 4,096 (1024 nodes)
Cost Factor Monthly (e) Total (e)
Total Equipment Cost, i.e., CPUs 58,287 3,497,200
over a 5-year lifetime (inc. upgrades)
Personnel cost (salaries) 79,333 4,760,000
Business Premises (floor space) 47,046 2,822,740
Network Connection 23,783 1,427,000
Electricity (inc. cooling power) 47,046 2,822,740
Total Cost 15,329,680
Total Monthly Cost 255,495
Table 5.2: Estimated total cost of ownership for LLNL with 4,096 processors for a 5-year period.
It can be seen that the highest cost component is attributed to personnel costs (staff salaries) which
make up 30 percent of the TCO. Personnel costs at LLNL include salaries for skilled staff members,
namely, six system administrators and eight system developers. The cost also includes additional costs
for hardware and software installation, maintenance, and upgrade services by vendors. A ratio of approx-
imately 130 nodes per personnel staff/system administrator is assumed (Server Support Staffing Ratios
2006). The expenses for full-time staff are also highly dependent on their respective countries, due to
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large differences in wage levels. We focus the situation within Europe1, where the average cost to em-
ploy a system administrator is approximately e68,000 per annum (which includes government taxes and
social insurance contributions) (Opitz, König, and Szamlewska, 2008). The business premises, including
floor space for the mount racks, and equipment cost e230 per month. The calculation is based on the
assumption of a 4 x 8 foot (32 square foot) area to support 6000 pounds of rack-mounted hardware. For a
smaller number of nodes, the network cost is lower since the LAN costs are neglected as LAN transports
typically cost 1000 times less than WAN transports (Opitz, König, and Szamlewska, 2008). Comparing
the total cost per month of both the LUNAR project and the LLNL HPC system, it can be observed
that a central processing centre for a large corporation (e.g., LLNL) is even more expensive to build and
maintain than a small private resource system such as that constructed for the LUNAR project.
This demonstrates that it is much cheaper to build a small private system in comparison to building a
large dedicated HPC system. Building and maintaining a large dedicated HPC system is simply not cost
effective, especially when users do not run jobs day and night continuously for the whole three-year pe-
riod. Rather, it is more cost effective to build and maintain a small private resource system that provides
continuous usage of equipment during a project’s lifetime, but such a system should also be equipped
with the ability to acquire extra resources when they are needed for sudden peaks in demand. This would
meet the high response-time requirements for users with very large computations and the sudden surges
in demand. It is anticipated that such additional resources could be obtained temporarily (at sudden peak
in demand) from under-utilized production Grid environments. In particular, Grid computing offers po-
tential access to parallel CPU capacity due to the high availability of worldwide resources, which also
provides a huge opportunity for exploiting under-utilized resources2.
5.3 Computing Costs for Grid Computing
Next, we estimate the real cost of building and maintaining production Grid systems. This is important
for us to evaluate whether there is any real cost-benefit in tapping the global pool of unused Grid re-
sources versus the cost of building a dedicated HPC system. For comparison, we chose the Enabling
Grids for E-SciencE (EGEE) as a benchmark to estimate the true cost of building and maintaining real
Grid systems. The EGEE was chosen because it is currently the largest production Grid system. Further-
more, the cost breakdown data on the Enabling Grids for the E-SciencE (EGEE) project is also available
online for reference (Opitz, König, and Szamlewska, 2008).
Table 5.3 summarizes the cost breakdown to build a Grid system. We can see that the total monthly
cost to run a production Grid is e18,870,000. Based on this, we can observe that the total monthly cost
to run EGEE production Grids is significantly higher in comparison to a private resource system or a
large dedicated HPC system. If we break down the cost even further, we obtain the cost of e0.26 per
Grid node per hour.
It is anticipated that if the real cost to acquire a Grid node is indeed e0.26 per node per hour, then
there is no reason why the nodes should not be available at this cost for use by a private resource system.
1The premises space costs, salaries and even equipment can vary greatly across different parts of the world.
2Most Grid production sites, such as; DAS-2, Grid500, NorduGrid, AuverGrid, SHarCNET, and LCG, have a system utilization
of less than 60%. In some cases, the system utilization is well below 40% (The Grid Workloads Archive).
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Number of CPUs 100,945
Cost Factor Total (e)
Annual Hardware 176,653,750
Annual Personnel Cost (salaries) 19,200,000
Annual Business Premises 25,236,250
Annual Network Connection 5,350,000
Annual Electricity (inc. cooling) 4,000,000
Total Yearly Cost 226,440,000
Total Monthly Cost 18,870,000
CPU Cost per Day 6.15
CPU Cost per Hour 0.26
Table 5.3: Estimated cost for EGEE (Enabling Grids for E-SciencE) with a total number of 100,945
CPUs across 319 international sites.
It is anticipated that if we can acquire a node at this cost from the EGEE Grid, we can effectively make
the best use of the current widely available Grid resources to serve users, without the need for them to
purchase or maintain a dedicated large HPC system. In particular, a hybrid approach is advocated where
the small size of a private resource system is retained, but the system has the flexibility to increase or
reduce its size in order to fit certain user demands.
5.4 Virtual Authority
Having established the real costs for a private resource system, for a large dedicated HPC system and for
Grid computing, the burning question is this: “How can the system be made profitable for both lender
and borrower?” The lender that we refer to here is the Grid resource provider that rents out some of its
resources (nodes) to borrowers i.e., resource consumers, which are referred to as users and applications.
As noted in previous chapters, a Virtual Authority (VA) is constructed from a customized set of resource
machines that fit certain user demands. A VA is a collection of resources controlled, but not owned,
by a group of users or an authority representing a group of users. When a resource is rented out, the
owner of a resource recognizes only the VA. All permissions, billing and blame for security breaches are
associated with the VA.
A VA system is simply a third party entity between users and resource providers: it receives user
demands and at the same time manages its own resources and rents further additional resources if current
resources are insufficient to meet the demands. Without a VA system, the only alternative for consumers
may be to purchase and maintain their own systems, which could be far more expensive. It is anticipated
that having the option to outsource workloads could in fact lower the cost for the consumers compared to
building and maintaining their own nodes. Since such a VA system can be tailored accordingly, runtime
negotiations for nodes are promoted. This gives users the opportunity to rent and release nodes based on
the fluctuations of load demands. Neither consumers nor users are obligated to pay for resources when
they are no longer required. This provides the possibility to utilize less attractive resources at specific
stages. From the perspective of a VA system, it must be able to handle a variable demand load and, at
the same time, justify the investment of acquiring external Grid resources. The question would then be:
“How much will it cost for the system to handle user and application demand satisfactorily?” In the
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remainder of this chapter, we will examine and answer this important question.
5.5 Evaluation Methodology
To capture the dynamic behaviour of the environment, our experiments use a workload that is drawn from
a characterization of a real supercomputing environment at Lawrence Livermore National Labs (LLNL)
from the Parallel Workloads Archive (D.G.Feitelson, 2009). Job arrival, execution time and size, number
of CPUs – hereinafter referred to as ‘tasks information’ – have been traced from the workload. We have
constructed a simulated environment to mimic the large LLNL HPC system using the available workload
traces and have used it to evaluate the cost and the performance against that of the VA approach.
We have chosen in this chapter to evaluate our architecture using a simulation framework designed
for this purpose. There are two reasons for doing so: firstly, the impact of policy changes will typically
become measurable over the course of several days rather than immediately, making experiments long
and difficult to repeat in real environments. For example, the average runtime for each job can be up to
one hour, implying that it would take several days to run 1,000 jobs before the impact of users’ submis-
sions become noticeable for evaluation. Secondly, whilst it is necessary to rely on diverse workloads to
evaluate the allocation process, it is also necessary to retain tight control over the parameters of the work-
load distributions, such as the overall mean and variance of job lengths, in order to verify fair-share-type
scenarios. The simulation framework will be documented in detail in Appendix A, but its capabilities
are briefly described in this section.
The high-level architecture of the simulation framework is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The framework
is based on CLOWN (Sorensen and Jones, 1992) , a discrete event-based simulation framework in C and
C++, designed to simulate queuing networks. CLOWN provides the necessary constructs to allow us
to model independent entities as parallel processes and handles the required synchronization and event
scheduling. The framework is highly flexible and allows us to simulate anything from job queues and
allocation mechanisms to task processing as well as providing statistical and reporting support.
Figure 5.1: Architecture for extension of the CLOWN simulation framework.
We have extended CLOWN to mirror the system architecture described in Chapter 3: the Applica-
tion Agent, the VA Scheduler tier, the VA Negotiator tier, the Resource Providers tier, and the underlying
resource nodes. We have also extended HASEX to model our performance metrics and the investigated
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policies. A wide range of models and policies can be simulated using CLOWN, by simply implementing
new algorithms and redefining the relationships between entities.
The extended CLOWN simulator consists of four core modules: Workload Generator, VA Sched-
uler, VA Negotiator and Resource Providers. The application agent is represented by the Workload
Generator module. We do not explicitly implement individual application agent behaviours. Instead, the
Workload Generator consists of a sequence of jobs that are submitted for execution by several users at
arbitrary times based on the chosen workload distribution. This scenario is often referred to as being ‘on-
line’, namely, that the submission times of jobs (also called their ‘arrival times’) are a-priori unknown
(Tsafrir, Etsion, and Feitelson, 2007). Each job is characterized first and foremost by its arrival time,
execution time and job size (number of CPUs).
The system components in CLOWN are represented using modules, e.g., the Workload Generator,
VA Scheduler, VA Negotiator, and Resource Providers modules. The modules interact with each other
primarily through two types of events flowing over module-to-module interconnections: job events and
feedback events. Job events model the flows of jobs from the Workload Generator which generates
them down to the nodes that execute them. The Workload Generator contains the Job/Task Generation
and Stochastic Manager sub-modules that are used to generate job events which are passed to the VA
Scheduler module. The VA Scheduler consists of the Queue Manager sub-module that represents the
first point of entry in which the job events are queued to be scheduled. The VA Scheduler also consists
of the Scheduling Engine sub-module that implements the scheduling policy for these jobs.
Further, the VA Negotiator consists of the Policy Engine module that performs the necessary rental
activities based on the states and events from the VA Scheduler. When a rent condition has been trig-
gered, it sends a rental event to the Resource Providers module, and the Resource Providers module then
sends a feedback event to pass resource information about the rented nodes. The rented nodes are then
attached under the control of VA Scheduler and VA Negotiator upon receipt of this notification. The
VA Negotiator also generates a suitable analysis of the simulation using the Statistical Tool sub-module
created for this purpose.
In summary, our simulations are driven by simulation modules which generate new events and
provide module-specific event handling code. The events are controlled by a simulation engine which
continuously processes the earliest event in virtual time across all modules until a stopping condition is
reached. From the point of view of the engine, the modules (Workload Generator, VA Scheduler, VA
Negotiator, Resource Providers, and Resource Nodes) are simply black boxes that contain event queues
and have associated event handling code.
5.6 Evaluation
The workload traces of the LLNL Thunder system contains over 100,000 jobs, which are based on the
trace period from 1 Feb to 30 June. We select a subset of the first 10,000 jobs3 from the trace as input
3The amount of jobs has been determined after several experimentations with different quantities of jobs, starting from 100
jobs to 100,000 jobs. As a result, 10,000 jobs was chosen as a suitably significant amount to use to evaluate the system. The choice
has also been corroborated by other related work. Irwin, Grit, and Chase (2004) uses a trace of 5,000 jobs to represent workload
characteristics. Alternatively, Popovici and Wilkes (2005) present different experiments using 200 jobs only.
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for the event-driven simulation, and the evaluation of the various rental policies is performed by using a
discrete-event simulator. From our analysis, the workload contains an average of 42 processors, average
inter arrival time of 107 seconds (1.8 minutes), and average runtime of 2186 seconds (36.4 minutes).
These LLNL workload traces were chosen because the system was used by a large number of users (283
users) with different HPC computing requirements (from large numbers of smaller to medium-sized
jobs). The LLNL workload is also currently the most recent production system workload available from
the Feitelson Parallel Workloads Archive (D.G.Feitelson, 2009). Hence, it captures and represents the
latest nature of a real workload and a real system for a HPC system.
Our rental policies consist of several important functions. The most important are the rent and
release functions, which determine whether to rent additional nodes or to release current rented nodes,
respectively. Our algorithm also responds to a number of events, which include job arrival (when a
new job request arrives to the system), task completion and job termination (when a task or a job has
completed its execution). The pseudo code of the scheduling and rental policies is presented in Figure 2.
When a new job arrives, the job is placed in the queue to be served on a first-come-first-served
(FCFS) basis (lines 4-7). The system looks in the queue to serve the next job until all jobs are completed
or when the nodes are insufficient to serve the job (lines 8-21). If there is a sufficient number of resource
nodes that can fulfil the specified resource requirements of the job, the rental event is increased by one
(lines 22-24). Subsequently, if the rental event has gone beyond the rental threshold, the system initiates
a rental request for the remaining number of additional nodes for the job (lines 25-40). For each task
completion, the node held by the task is freed and subsequently the release event is increased by one
(lines 41-43). If the number of release events has gone beyond its release threshold, the system will react
by initiating a request to relinquish idled rented node(s) (lines 44-47). Next, the system finds another
job to serve in the queue if there is any (lines 48-50). Finally, at the end of each job completion, the
performance statistics are updated (lines 52-54).
In this algorithm, both the rent and release policies are state dependent, whereby after specific
events have occurred, the VA Negotiator determines the number of additional nodes to rent based on
(i) the total number of queued job requests and (ii) the current number of rented nodes. Similarly, the
system also determines how many rented nodes to release based on the same parameters.
5.6.1 Performance Metrics
The current EGEE has over 100,945 CPUs at 319 international sites, which are constantly available to
users for use. Given the high availability of CPU resources, it can be safely assumed that the CPUs
can be reserved and rented out at any point in time. A node is rented based on its rental duration or
reservation. A lease is an agreement between the service provider and the Grid resource provider to
rent nodes within a specified duration. Leases are non-pre-emptable, which means that once a node is
rented, the Grid provider cannot request back the node until the lease expires. However, a VA may wish
to release the node it reserves before the lease expires. When a VA makes an order, the time it takes for
the nodes to arrive is exponentially distributed with an average of 10 minutes (Iosup et al., 2006). The
VA earns revenue based on the consumption charge ηn and the CPU usage for total N nodes in hours:
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Algorithm 2 Pseudo code for base rent and release policies.
1: Rent events: RE = 0
2: Release events: DE = 0
3: Rental Threshold events: Ω = {1, 10}
4: if Job’s arrival event is triggered then
5: Insert new arriving job into the FCFS job queue
6: Invoke the SCHEDULE function.
7: end if
8: if SCHEDULE function is invoked then
9: FCFS queue = Q
10: Number of jobs in Q = Q.size
11: if Q is empty then
12: return
13: end if
14: Head of Q = Job J
15: J.size = number of nodes required by J
16: F.size = the current system capacity
17: if J.size = C then
18: Update F.size = F.size - J.size
19: Remove J from Q
20: Start executing J
21: end if
22: if Q.size > 0 and F.size < J.size then
23: Increase RE by 1
24: end if
25: if RE ≥ Ω then
26: Reset RE to 0
27: Invoke the RENT function
28: end if
29: if Q.size > 0 and J.size > N.size then
30: Invoke the RENT function.
31: end if
32: end if
33: if RENT function is invoked then
33: TP = total number of nodes requested by J.size.
33: RN = number of nodes to rent.
34: if TP > F.size then
34: Rent RN=TP-F.size
34: Waits for RN nodes to arrive
35: end if
36: end if
37: if RELEASE function is invoked then
38: if F.size > TP then
38: Release RL=F.size - TP
39: end if
40: end if
41: if Task’s Completion event is triggered then
42: Increase the F.size capacity by 1
43: Increase DE by 1
44: if DE ≥ Ω then
45: Reset DE to 0
46: Invoke the RELEASE function.
47: end if
48: if J.size > 0 then
49: Invoke the SCHEDULE function.
50: end if
51: end if
52: if Job’s Completion event is triggered then
53: Update statistics on cost and performance
54: end if
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network =
N∑
n=1
ζn (5.1)
and
lease =
N∑
n=1
ηn(tr − tc) (5.2)
where ζn is a network fee and ηn is a consumption charge for node n, which is a fee paid per time
increment. Based on previous calculations in Section 5.2, the consumption charge ηn for acquiring a Grid
node is e0.26 per hour. The lease or resource fee is charged from the moment the system takes control of
the node (tc) until the node is returned to the Grid resource provider or its owner (tr). The consumption
ηn cost remains constant for the duration of the lease agreement, but the rental component ηn may well
be influenced by the utility making popular nodes more or less expensive. The administrative costs
represent the network costs for WAN interconnects for having to deploy and configure a Grid node
from an external site. Based on Opitz, König, and Szamlewska (2008), the network cost incurred for
deployment, communication etc. costs e0.09 per CPU4 and is charged only once for the entire lease
period, assuming that 1Gbit network links are used. We also assume that resources are always available
during times of high demand from Grid providers. We realize that this is a big assumption, but it is a
realistic one given the high availability of resources from today’s Grid systems.
Ideally, there must be a cost associated with job execution. The standard measure that we use is
response time. The response time is the difference between the arrival of the job and when the job has
completed its execution. The system’s goal in this case is to minimize response time, which can be
affected by two factors: (1) waiting time: how long a job has to wait before it can execute and (2) node
processing speed: how soon the job can be completed with the processing power of nodes allocated to
it. The mean response time (rpt) is the average response times for all jobs. The mean response time
(rpt) will be used as one of the performance metrics for evaluation. Furthermore, using our performance
metrics, we intend to capture both network and lease cost using a single aggregate cost metric to simplify
the cost-benefit comparisons of the different rental policies:
cost = network + lease (5.3)
The lower the cost attained by the VA system, the less the system can charge users for execut-
ing their jobs. Hence, the advantage of the cost metric is that it captures the overall effectiveness of the
investigated policies with just a single metric.
5.6.2 Baseline Performance
In this experiment we perform a baseline comparison between a dedicated HPC system and a VA. Does
the VA approach really improve system performance, i.e., the response time when compared with a
dedicated HPC system, and how does this affect cost? How much savings can one make to have a
4The cost for downloading large data files from remote sites is not considered in our evaluation.
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similar performance to that of a dedicated HPC system? We aim to show the ability of the VA approach
to automatically rent the optimal number of nodes to maintain system performance for the execution of
jobs. The resulting cost breakdown of a dedicated HPC system versus a VA approach is presented in
Figure 5.2.
(a) Mean response time. (b) Average cost.
(c) Cost breakdown.
Figure 5.2: Cost breakdown for a VA system and a dedicated HPC system. The rent and release policies
are presented in Algorithm 2.
Figure 5.2 shows the cost breakdown and how a VA performs, with respect to the dedicated HPC
system, for a changing workload. We model varying workloads through the arrival delay factor, which
sets the arrival delay of jobs based on the inter arrival time from the trace. Hence, a lower delay factor
represents a higher workload by shortening the inter arrival time of jobs. Interestingly, we observe that
the mean response time, the network, and lease costs do not change greatly as the load increases (when
the arrival delay factor decreases). This shows that the cost to operate a VA system is not greatly affected
by increasing loads. Moreover, the VA system operates at a lower cost compared to a dedicated HPC
system and it gives better overall performance. In contrast, the mean response time, the network, and
lease costs are fairly high for a dedicated HPC system. This is due to the fact that the number of nodes in
the dedicated HPC system is static, resulting in a fixed lease overhead. Therefore, at sudden increases in
demand for resources, the mean response time increases when the load is increased. On the other hand,
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a VA system is able to mitigate this effect by renting additional nodes as it adapts to load changes. As
a result, we observe that the mean response time, the network, and the lease cost differences for a VA
system are negligible as the load increases.
(a) Mean response time. (b) Cost.
Figure 5.3: Cost breakdown for VA under increasing rental threshold events.
Figure 5.3 shows the breakdown of mean response time and cost, as a function of rental threshold
events (Ω). We observe that the cost differences for the network and the lease costs are negligible, as the
rental threshold events increase. This indicates that both network and lease costs are not sensitive to the
rental threshold events. For mean response time, we see a slight increase as the rental threshold events
increase. This is due to the fact that higher rental threshold events force queued jobs to wait longer. This
results in slightly higher waiting times before the next leasing decision is triggered. This observation
shows the effectiveness of the VA to perform immediate rent and release actions by taking into account
of the mean response time at each scheduling period, before the mean response time gets too high.
5.6.3 Impact of Scheduling Schemes
So far, the scheduling scheme in use has been based on First Come First Served (FCFS). How does a
VA system perform under any other scheduling scheme? We aim to show the cost differences under
different scheduling schemes. Figure 5.4 compares the FCFS scheduling scheme with other well-known
scheduling policies, such as Shortest Job First (SJF), Longest Job First (LJF), and Shortest Task First
(STF). SJF schedules jobs in ascending size, from the smallest to the largest job. LJF schedules jobs in
descending order, from the largest to the smallest jobs. STF schedules jobs in ascending order of job
execution time, assuming that prior knowledge of task execution time is known. We observe that all
scheduling schemes display a comparable cost. Out of all schemes, STF incurs slightly lower aggregate
costs when compared to other scheduling schemes. FCFS gives the second best cost. Although STF is
a clear winner, the scheme assumes perfect knowledge of job execution time (CPU time), which is not
often realistic for interactive or dynamic jobs. Therefore, we restrict our discussion to a FCFS scheduling
scheme for the rest of the evaluation.
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Figure 5.4: Cost breakdown for alternative scheduling schemes under VA system.
5.6.4 Impact of Conservative Approach
In previous experiments, both rent and release policies were based on an aggressive strategy in which
the number of additional nodes to rent, or the number of rented nodes to release, is determined according
to the number of queued jobs. In this section, we aim to examine an alternative rent policy that is based
on a conservative strategy that only rents one node at any one time iteratively at each leasing decision.
We aim to examine whether the conservative approach would be more beneficial to reduce the lease cost
when compared to the aggressive policy, which we have proposed in the previous section.
(a) Cost breakdown for Ω = 1. (b) Cost breakdown for Ω = 10.
Figure 5.5: Cost breakdown for aggressive rent and conservative rent policies.
The description of the conservative rent policy is presented in Algorithm 3, which is a straight-
forward modification of our previous algorithm. The result of applying the conservative rent policy is
shown in Figure 5.5. It is interesting to note that the conservative rent policy incurs a slightly lower
aggregate cost compared to the aggressive rent policy at rental threshold Ω = 1. However, the aggregate
cost difference is so negligible as to not provide any significant benefit over the aggressive policy. In
fact, the aggressive rent policy gives a lower mean response time when compared to the conservative
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rent policy.
Algorithm 3 The conservative rent policy is slightly modified from that of the algorithm 2.
The implementation of the RENT function is as follows:
Let the TP be total number of nodes requested by J.size.
Let the RN be the number of nodes to rent.
If( TP > F.size ) then
1. Rent RN=1
2. Waits for RN nodes to arrive.
Quite interestingly, in contrast to the results in Figure 5.5a, Figure 5.5b shows that the aggressive
policy is marginally better than the conservative policy for Ω = 10. In particular, we observe that the
mean response time for the conservative rent policy is 11 times worse than the aggressive rent policy.
Moreover, the lease cost is 9 times lower for the aggressive rent policy when compared to the conservative
rent policy. Again, the only cost bottleneck for the aggressive policy is the high network cost. When
compared to the conservative rent policy, the network cost for the aggressive rent policy is 2.5 times
higher than the conservative rent policy. Nevertheless, the aggregate cost for the aggressive rent policy is
still significantly lower than that of the conservative rent policy by 7 times. This in itself is a compelling
reason to recommend the aggressive rent policy over the conservative rent policy.
5.6.5 Impact of Release Policies
We have so far investigated the impact of rent policies under varying loads and threshold rental events.
We have observed that the performance of such rent policies is heavily influenced by these rental thresh-
old events. Our next research question is: “What is the impact of releasing rented nodes (returning nodes
to owners) at the end of job completion or release threshold events?” Intuitively, we would expect some
significant lease cost savings by relinquishing idle nodes, but the effect of releasing too many nodes may
have a detrimental effect on cost due to (i) high response times when there are insufficient nodes to serve
queued jobs and (ii) high administrative costs if nodes are rented and released in quick succession.
Algorithm 4 The selective release policy is also a slight modification of the original algorithm 2.
Response Time target: f = 9984.93
The handling of a task’s completion is:
1. Increase the F.size capacity by 1,
2. If( rpt < f ) then
(a) Invoke the RELEASE function.
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(a) Response Time. (b) Cost breakdown.
Figure 5.6: The impact of release policy for Ω = 10 and f = 9984.93.
In order to examine the impact of release policies, we again make a slight modification to our
previous algorithm. Algorithm 4 shows a selective release policy that aims to optimize the lease cost
within a specific target on the response time. For the purpose of the next experiment, we set the response
time target to 9984.93 seconds while all other parameters are kept to their default values. The response
time target of 9984.93 seconds is derived from an average response time of a dedicated HPC system (see
Figure 5.2a). The aim is to show that the system is able to satisfy the mean response, within the response
time target, i.e., 9984.93 seconds at a possibly cheaper cost.
Figure 5.6a shows that the response time is tuned iteratively to stay below 9984.93 seconds. Initially,
we see that before the response time goes beyond 8000 seconds, it sharply decreases and then it steadily
remains around a response time of 3000 seconds. Similarly, upon release decisions, the response time
increases sharply until it gets to the approximate point of 5500 seconds. At later points, the response
time steadily increases, but it never reaches above the response time target of 9984.93 seconds. The
result indicates that the proposed release policy has successfully optimized the lease cost, in an iterative
fashion, and it does so within the response time target of 9984.93 seconds and at a lower aggregate
cost compared to our previous Algorithm 2. Figure 5.6b further shows a more detailed comparison of
the response time, the network, and lease costs for Algorithms 2, 3 and 4, respectively, which further
demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed release policy.
5.7 Related Work
In this chapter, we pursue two main goals: (1) to analyze the total of ownership and the different types
of costs involved in the construction and operation of current distributed resource infrastructures and (2)
to use this analysis to examine the cost-effectiveness of such approaches under different distributed and
high performance computing environments.
Despite the significant amount of research work on distributed and high performance computing,
only a few works have been published on the costs caused by high performance computing and dis-
tributed computing infrastructures. In Deelman et al. (2008), the authors determine the cost of running a
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scientific workflow over a Cloud. They find that the computational costs outweigh storage costs for their
Montage application. In Palankar et al. (2008), the authors consider the Amazon data storage service
S3 for scientific data-intensive applications. They conclude that monetary costs are high as the storage
service groups availability, durability, and access performance together. Furthermore, Greenberg et al.
(2008) examined the costs of Cloud service data centres. The cost breakdown reveals the importance
of optimizing work completed per dollar invested. Kondo et al. (2009) determined the cost-benefits of
Cloud computing versus volunteer computing applications. The authors calculate the volunteer com-
puting overheads for platform construction, application deployment, compute rates, and job completion
times. They concluded that volunteer computing can provide an alternative solution to Cloud systems.
In Opitz, König, and Szamlewska (2008), the authors conducted a general cost-benefit analysis of
Grid computing. The authors estimate the costs in two real-life Grids: the EGEE project and the Grid of
the pharmaceutical company Novartis. However, no specific type of scientific application is considered.
The costs only measure the total cost of ownership, but the application performance is not considered.
Furthermore, no cost evaluation is made on a private resource system or a large dedicated HPC cluster.
In contrast, and for comparison, we consider different types of distributed computing infrastructures
running from private systems to large dedicated HPC systems. To our knowledge, this work is one of
the earliest attempts to examine the cost-benefit of small and large dedicated distributed computing
systems over real-life Grid production systems. Furthermore, our work is the first to examine the cost
effectiveness of a private resource system that offers the possibility for continuous usage of equipment,
but with the ability to rent resources from real-life EGEE Grid production systems when more resources
are needed to accommodate user demands.
If Grid resources are to be rented out, an efficient decision support is needed for the planning
of resource usage. The works of Popovici and Wilkes (2005) and AuYoung et al. (2006) address the
question of under which conditions additional resources should be acquired from resource providers.
They address the area of resource commercialization in a service-oriented, utility-computing, and Grid-
like world. They explicitly consider resource costs as part of their evaluation and they identify the
necessity for rental decision support. The objective of such rental decision support is to maximize the
profit of a service provider. Further, Burge, Ranganathan, and Wiener (2007) present algorithms in
systems that make use of job revenues to maximize the service provider’s profit against that of resource
costs. In contrast, and for comparison with previous works, we carried out detailed cost analysis on a
small-scale private resource system and on large-scale maintenance systems such as a large dedicated
HPC system and a real-life production grid. We further carried out an evaluation that considered both the
application performance and total cost of ownership of building distributed computing infrastructures,
which, to the best of our knowledge are issues that have not been considered in previous work.
5.8 Chapter Summary
Our main focus in this work is on the evaluation of the cost effectiveness of renting Grid resources
from a real-life production Grid system over a dedicated HPC system. A cost-benefit analysis of small
and large HPC systems as well Grid computing was conducted in order to achieve this objective. We
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determined the cost-benefits of a dedicated HPC system versus a VA system. We detailed the specific
costs of a private resource system, a dedicated HPC system and the EGEE Grid project. Our work also
goes further as we make use of financial expense data from the EGEE Grid project and the workload
traces from a dedicated LLNL HPC system to examine the performance and cost effectiveness of our
VA approach, i.e., to what extent it improves cost and performance when compared to a dedicated HPC
system.
From our analysis, we found that there is a potential cost-benefit in making use of Grid computing
nodes for running computational jobs. With monetary cost-benefits in mind, we then presented a new
VA approach for the effective use the Grid computing resources in running computational jobs. We
then presented the results of our experiments, which were based on a simulation of real workload traces
collected from a LLNL HPC system. Our experimental results indicated overwhelmingly that the VA
system delivers substantial cost savings, while providing better performance in comparison to a dedicated
HPC system. Our results, derived from an analysis of LLNL workload data, also provide an insight into
the effectiveness of the VA approach:
• In a dedicated HPC system environment, the aggregate cost increases as the load increases due to
high response times. However, the cost to operate a VA is not greatly affected by increased loads.
This finding demonstrates the practicality of such a VA approach when there is both low and high
demand for resources.
• From the examination of both aggressive and conservative rent and release policies, our results
demonstrated that the aggressive rent policy consistently performs better than the conservative
policy. The conservative rent policy performs worst at high rental threshold events. Furthermore,
greater cost-benefits can be obtained with only minor modifications by applying the selective re-
lease policy.
We conclude that there is good evidence to show that the Grid resources can be effectively utilized for job
execution by the VA system. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of a VA system in that it can operate
at significantly lower costs and still provide high performance computing solutions for scientific users.
This illustrates that a VA system can be a viable alternative for consumers that do not have the spending
power for the construction and maintenance of a dedicated high performance computing system.
Chapter 6
Rental Policies
In the previous chapter, we demonstrated that there is a potential cost-benefit in adopting a small private
resource system with the ability to rent processing power based on workload demand. This finding
has led to the proposal of a Virtual Authority (VA) system that can provide new avenues for agility,
service improvement and cost control. We have briefly examined two simple rental policies, namely, the
aggressive policy and the conservative policy, that can be effectively used to guide rental decisions based
on the number of queued jobs and the number of rented resource nodes in the VA. The experiments have
shown that the provision of rental policies can have significant impact on the scheduling performance
and resource cost.
Although the preliminary results are encouraging, the examined rental policies are static in nature:
the threshold values used for rental decisions are fixed and they do not change dynamically in response to
fluctuating resource demands. As a result, the rental policies may not be efficient under changing system
conditions. To resolve this issue, this chapter presents extensions to the aggressive and conservative
rental policies to incorporate dynamic information of system load and job deadline information when
performing rental decisions. We then propose several cost-aware policies that take into account job
monetary value and resource cost to further improve rental decisions.
Furthermore, our performance metrics in the last chapter do not take into account deadline vio-
lations from potentially deadline-driven jobs. As a result, the preliminary results do not fully capture
the performance from the user’s perspective. Given this limitation, this chapter first presents a costing
model that takes into account the quality-of-service (QoS) as part of the performance metric. The costing
model simplifies the performance evaluation because it only uses a single performance metric to capture
the overall effectiveness of a rental policy based on its ability to increase application QoS requirements
and to reduce resource cost.
6.1 Costing Model
In the previous chapter, our performance metrics consider the trade-off between response time and the
cost to rent computational resources. However, it is very difficult to make cost-benefit comparisons of the
different rental policies without having a single cost metric. The response time metric cannot be simply
included in the administrative and rental costs since the response time does not have a direct relationship
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with the cost of resources. Therefore, we aim to extend our costing model to combine the performance
aspect (i.e., response time) with the resource costs. We intend to capture both performance and resource
costs factors with only a single cost metric.
In achieving this, the revised costing model makes use of an economics-based approach whereby
applications express the monetary value of their jobs as the price they will pay to have them run, and
the gap between this price and the cost to run the job is simply the job’s ‘profit’. The profit is used as
the main evaluation metric, which is the trade-off between earning monetary values, penalty for deadline
violation, and paying for the rental cost. The profit rigidly defines a single metric that measures the
overall cost-effectiveness of the resource management system. Given this single metric, the goal of the
VA is to increase its profit as much as possible.
We first assume the rental cost for resource n to be linear:
RLn = ζn + ηn(tr − tc) (6.1)
where ζn is an administration fee and ηn is a consumption charge which is a fee paid per time increment.
A rental fee is charged from the moment the scheduler takes control of the resource node (tc) until the
resource node is returned to the resource provider or its owner (tr).
The administration fee ζn is a one-time overhead renting cost. It can represent the setup overhead
cost to deploy, run or execute applications, operating systems or virtual machines. This may include the
initial data that need to be loaded or transferred from the appropriate data sources. For instance, the over-
head may come from the configuration and the deployment of new nodes from the resource providers,
and/or the associated cost from the deployment of process virtual machines like PVM (Beguelin et al.,
1991) or operating system-level virtual machines like XEN1 (Barham et al., 2003b), and/or the associated
cost from network bandwidth usage which can also potentially affect the system performance. Similarly,
the administrative cost may also represent a cancellation charge for releasing a node. Therefore, the
administrative cost ζn prevents the system from renting and releasing nodes in quick succession.
The consumption ηn unit cost is constant and it does not change during the duration of the rental
agreement. However, the rental component ηn may well be influenced by ’utility’, making popular
resources (nodes) more or less expensive during the day. The time it takes for each node to arrive is
either constant or is exponentially distributed.
We consider a resource sharing model whereby nodes are obtained from resource provider(s) with-
out a time constraint2. However, due to the operating costs incurred from maintaining such nodes (e.g.,
due to electricity and system administrator’ costs), it is to the benefit of the VA to release idled and
unwanted nodes if they are no longer needed. Therefore, effective planning is somewhat required to
ensure that the rental cost is not tied up unnecessarily. Following this, the revenue from the application
1There is no reason why a general operating system-level machines like KVM and XEN (see chapter 2) cannot co-exist with
process virtual machines like PVM in this system. The only difference is that nodes or machines are abstracted as a service and
given to customers. This is no different from taking machines out of service for maintenance or when machines are faulty. The
owner loses usage of the machines and therefore is paid a rental fee. The customers on the other hand have the flexibility as to how
they want to utilize the hardware.
2In Chapter 7, we will relax this assumption to consider a mutual agreement between the VA and the resource provider to
provide a service (node) for a fixed rental duration at an agreed cost.
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for request j is given as
RVj = qn + pn(tr − tu)− δj (6.2)
where qn is a fixed overhead charged for renting a node, pn is a usage fee on node n; a fee paid per
time increment from the moment request j is able to use the node (tu) until the node is returned upon
request completion (tr). The penalty δj is incurred if the system fails to deliver a deadline contract for
request j agreed with the customer application. Such a contract is an agreement for the VA to deliver the
resource and complete request j before a given deadline Dj . The VA is penalized with the penalty cost
for the failure of not meeting a given deadline. The penalty cost must be kept minimal to ensure that the
maximum revenue can be obtained.
A resource n is defined to the management system by its rental-cost vector [ζn, ηn] and to the
applications by the vector [qj , pj , δj ]. The system makes a loss if
∑J
j=1RVj −
∑N
n=1RLn < 0 where
J is the total number of jobs submitted in the system and N is the total number of rented nodes.
Most related studies measure the performance of systems using metrics such as wait time, response
times, utilization, and bounded slowdown, where the average is calculated over the jobs in the simulation.
In Chapter 5, we use the mean response time to compare the performance and cost-benefits of a rental
management system in contrast to those of a private resource system. Here, we revised our costing model
slightly for the same purpose: to capture all of these characteristics with a single profit metric to simplify
performance comparisons of the different renting policies. The advantage of the profit metric is that it
represents a single value that captures overall trade-offs between satisfying the customer applications
and the cost of renting external resources.
In summary, we compute the following for the performance metrics:
Revenue =
J∑
j=1
RVj , (6.3)
and
Rental cost =
N∑
n=1
RLn, (6.4)
and finally
profit =
J∑
j=1
RVj −
N∑
n=1
RLn (6.5)
6.2 Workloads
Using a discrete-event simulator, we evaluate the proposed policies using real workload traces collected
from the Parallel Workload Archive (D.G.Feitelson, 2009). In this section, we give details of the work-
load used to drive the simulator, the parameters that are varied in this exercise, and the descriptions
on how the performance metrics of interest are captured by our discrete-event simulator. The workload
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traces are constructed as input for the event-driven simulation. The simulation responds to different types
of events when updating the performance metrics. In this section, we describe the experimental setup we
used, and the default parameters used in our experiments.
For each experiment, we choose a subset of the first 10,000 jobs out of 100,000 jobs from the
original LLNL Thunder workload trace. A subset of 10,000 jobs from the LLNL trace is chosen from
the period of Feb 2007 until June 2007. From our analysis, the workload contains an average of 42
processors, average inter arrival time of 30 seconds (0.5 minutes), and average runtime of 2,186 seconds
(36.4 minutes). These LLNL workload traces were chosen because the workloads contain a large number
of smaller to medium-sized jobs that are used by a large number of HPC users (283 users) with different
and dynamic processing computing requirements (from large numbers of smaller to medium-sized jobs).
The default parameter settings are shown in Table 6.1.
Parameter Default Value
Number of Jobs 10,000
runs per data point 20
interarrival time 0.5
low:high job value ratio 20:80
urgent:non-urgent ratio 80:20
low:high job value factor 4
low:high job deadline factor 4
mean node arrival delay 1.0
penalty value -monetary value
resource cost per node (per hour) 0.26
Table 6.1: Default simulator parameter settings.
To our knowledge, none of the real workloads available contains information pertaining to job
urgency or the amount the application is willing to pay for it. We therefore follow a similar methodology
to that in Irwin, Grit, and Chase (2004); Islam et al. (2007); Yeo and Buyya (2007) to synthetically model
these parameters through two job classes: (i) high urgency and (ii) low urgency. Our workloads consist
of X% urgent tasks and 100-X% non-urgent tasks. Following Yeo and Buyya (2007), the deadline factor
between urgent and non-urgent job is stretched by a default value factor of 4. In the later experiments,
we evaluate the impact of cost under varying deadline factors.
Similarly, we also use the same methodology to model the monetary values. The monetary value
for each job is categorized based on their urgencies. For an urgent job, a high monetary value is assigned
using a normal distribution with mean 1.0 and standard deviation of 0.2 ( 15 ). On the other hand, a low
monetary value is assigned using a normal distribution with mean 0.25 and standard deviation of 0.05
( 0.255 ) for a non-urgent job.
The two values of the standard deviation parameter are chosen to ensure that the generated monetary
values fall within the positive number, i.e., they do not become negative. Using this model, we are able
to differentiate ‘expensive’ and ‘cheap’ jobs. For instance, in this case, the gap between expensive and
cheap jobs is stretched by a monetary factor of 4. Such an approach realistically reflects real application
scenarios whereby an application is more likely to pay a high value for an urgent job (e.g., strict deadline
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Notation Definition
Sj amount/number of nodes requested for job j (job size)
ϕaj arrival time of job j in the system
ϕsj the time when job j is allocated with requested nodes
ϕpj processing unit for job j
ϕej execution time for job j
ϕcj completion time for job j
ϕwj wait time for job j
ϕrj response time for job j
Vj monetary value for job j
Dj deadline for job j
δj penalty cost for job j
ηn consumption charge for node n
ζn administrative charge for node n
ψan arrival time of node n
ψtn termination time of node n
βn speed factor for resource node n
R number of nodes n to rent
A total amount of currently rented nodes of type n
F amount/number of free nodes in the VA
Table 6.2: Main notations used for the simulation model.
job or short running job). Likewise, it is also more likely to pay a low value for non-urgent job (e.g., best-
effort or long deadline job). Furthermore, each time a job fails to complete within its deadline Dj , the
penalty value imposed is equal to the total value of the monetary job (δj = Dj). We assume that the cost
to rent a resource node from the resource provider is 0.26 per hour. This rental cost value is obtained from
our cost-benefit analysis in Chapter 5. Finally, for statistical significance, each experiment is repeated 20
times. Therefore, the results shown in the experiments are the average values of measurements obtained
in 20 runs. Appendix B describes our workload generator in more detail.
For each experiment, the VA Scheduler is responsible for job scheduling, whereas the VA Negotiator
is responsible for rental decision making. The job requests arrive into the VA Scheduler and are served
in a simple FCFS fashion, unless stated otherwise. We also assume that the scheduling overhead is
negligible. This is a reasonable assumption, given the simplicity of algorithms that are considered.
Moreover, the effects of the memory requirements and the communication latencies are not considered
explicitly. Instead, they appear implicitly in the form of job execution time functions.
6.2.1 Simulation Model
In this subsection, we formally present our simulation model that captures the performance metrics of the
VA Scheduler, VA Negotiator, and Resource Nodes. The simulation model consists of a set of rules that
govern measurements between the VA Scheduler, the VA Negotiator and Resource Nodes components.
The main notations used to describe the simulation model are shown in Table 6.2.
VA Scheduler. For each new incoming job request, we record the following: Vj : monetary value for
job request j, Sj : number of nodes requested by job request j, arrival time ϕaj for job request j, serve
time ϕsj for job request j, completion time ϕ
c
j for job request j, and F : free resource nodes currently
available in the system. If number of requested nodes Sj is greater than F , the VA Scheduler triggers a
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rental event to evaluate the rental decision. Otherwise, the request is served with its requested number of
nodes Sj .
Each time a job request is assigned to its number of requested Rj nodes, the wait time ϕwj for
request job j is computed (ϕwj = ϕ
s
j − ϕaj ). Furthermore, each time a request has finished its execution,
the job completion time ϕcj is recorded and the job execution time is computed as ϕ
e
j = ϕ
s
j − ϕaj . From
the wait time and the execution time, the response time is calculated as ϕrj = ϕ
w
j + ϕ
e
j . Alternatively,
from the recorded completion time, the response time can also be calculated as ϕrj = ϕ
c
j − ϕaj . Finally,
if a job request’s response time is longer than than a request’s deadline (ϕrj > Dj), the penalty cost δj
for request j is imposed.
VA Negotiator. Each time a VA Negotiator rents a node, we record the following: start rental time
Rn for each node n and the amount (number) of nodes Rn to rent from the resource provider. Each time
a node arrives into the system, we record the arrival time ψan for node n in the VA. Alternatively, each
time a rental termination for node n has been issued, we record the termination time ψtn for node n in
the VA (the time when the node is released). Further, we record any additional charge ζn that is incurred
due to fixed charges from overhead cost, administrative usage cost, and/or rental cancellation fee for the
node n. Consequently, the total rental cost for the node n is ζn+ηn([ψtn−ψan]), which is computed each
time the node n is returned to the resource provider.
Resource Node. A node consists of two parameters: processing speed and speed factor. A node can
only be allocated to one job request at any one time. For the sake of brevity, it is assumed that each node
consists of a single processor only. With such an assumption, the job execution time can be calculated
from the node’s processing speed. The speed factor βn for resource node n can be used to assess the
capacity of all resource nodes against a standard node by defining a standard node and a standard job.
For example, consider a job j with processing units of 10 (ϕpj = 10). If the speed factor βn is set to two,
the time it takes to complete job j is ϕej = ϕ
p
j/βn (i.e. 5 = 10/2).
In summary, the total revenue from the applications for total J jobs submitted is:
RV =
J∑
j=1
[Vj .ϕ
e
j ]− δj (6.6)
The total rental cost for all rented resource nodes N is:
RL =
N∑
n=1
ζn + ηn([ψ
t
n − ψan]) (6.7)
Finally, the profit or the net revenue is calculated as:
Profit = RV −RL (6.8)
6.3 Baseline Performance
We begin with a set of exploratory runs that are designed to set out the behaviour of the system under
relatively straightforward conditions, before proceeding to more challenging situations. This first set
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of experiments establishes a baseline operating environment under a VA system that dynamically rents
resources on demand to meet the changing QoS requirements of applications.
In Chapter 5, we have already investigated several variants of rental policies based on aggressive
and conservative strategies. Such policies keep track of the number of requested nodes for each job
arrival in order to determine the number of nodes to be rented. However, these policies face a serious
limitation since the threshold value has to be statically defined. Therefore, they may not be efficient
when the load fluctuates at runtime. We therefore propose an extension to the previous aggressive and
conservative policies to allow the threshold value to be changed dynamically in response to changing
resource demand.
We now describe our extensions to these policies in detail. Each rental policy has a combination of
rent() and release() operations. The rent() operation rents additional nodes, whereas the release() strategy
releases nodes from the system. The rent() operation is invoked when a specific event has occurred or at
periodic time intervals. Once the rent() operation is triggered, the system waits for nodes to arrive. The
subsequent nodes are then rented by the system until the release() operation is invoked.
The rental threshold value changes dynamically based on the estimation of a single parameter at
time T as the average of the last m observations, where m is the weighted moving average interval and it
decreases by 1 with each previous observation. Further, the value of m represents the average number of
requested nodes (job size) from each queued (waiting) job. The weighted moving average will provide
an estimate of the mean of the observations if the mean is constant or slowly changing. In the case of
a constant mean, the largest value of m will give the best estimates of the underlying mean. A longer
observation period will average out the effects of noise and variability. The idea is to use the average
requested number of nodes by all queued jobs as the representative guideline to determine the appropriate
rental threshold in order to prevent the system from over-reacting to transient load fluctuations.
The aggressive and conservative schemes can be incorporated with the rent() and release()
operations to form four different rental policies: aggressive rent()+aggressive release(), ag-
gressive rent()+conservative release(), conservative rent()+aggressive release(), and conservative
rent()+conservative release(). The aggressive rent() scheme rents nodes based on the number of nodes
requested by jobs in the pending or waiting queue (queued jobs). The aim is to serve more jobs in the
queue but this could come at the expense of rental cost. Conversely, the conservative rent() scheme only
performs renting when the total amount of rented nodes reaches a certain low level. The scheme aims to
reduce the amount of nodes rented in order to reduce the rental cost but this could come at the expense
of the penalty cost if there are insufficient nodes to handle newly arriving jobs.
Figure 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 show the pseudo-code for the aggressive and conservative policies. Initially,
the aggressive rent() or the conservative rent() operation is invoked at the end of job scheduling (line 11
at SCHEDULE() operation). For aggressive rent(), the weighted moving average is computed. Then,
each waiting job is checked in the queue to determine the total number of requested nodes for all queued
jobs (line 2-4 at AGGRESSIVERENT() operation). Subsequently, the total number of requested nodes is
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Variables
• K : a set of information pertaining to the total number of requested nodes for all queued jobs.
• A : the total amount of currently rented nodes.
• F : the amount of free (available) nodes ready to be used.
• Sj : job size or the amount of nodes requested for job j.
• R : the amount of nodes to rent.
Functions
• getLastMA(): obtain the previously calculated moving average value. Returns null if there is
no calculated moving average value is found.
• computeMA(param): calculate the weighted moving average from a series of param values.
Invoked when a new job arrives.
ReceiveJob()
1: Insert new arriving job into the FCFS job queue
2: Determine the total number of requested nodes for all queued jobs (
∑
Sj) and includes in K
3: Calculate the new moving average value based on past jobs and the new job arrival.
4: Invoke the SCHEDULE() function.
Invoked periodically or when a new job arrives.
SCHEDULE()
1: if JQ is empty then
2: return;
3: end if
4: for j ← 0 to JQ do
5: if HQ.size ≥ Sj then
6: F ← F − Sj ;
7: remove j from JQ;
8: Start executing j;
9: end if
10: end for
11: invoke aggressive rent() or conservative rent();
Figure 6.1: Pseudo-code of the Aggressive and Conservative policies - Part 1.
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Invoked when a task of a job has completed its execution.
TASKCOMPLETION()
1: Fn ← Fn + 1
Invoked when a job (all its tasks) has completed its (their) execution.
JOBCOMPLETION()
1: Update cost statistic and performance
Determine the condition when to rent and the number of nodes to rent.
AGGRESSIVERENT()
1: MA =computeMA(Vj);
2: for j ← 0 to JQ do
3: TS ← TS + Sj ;
4: end for
5: if MA > TS then
6: R←MA− TS;
7: if R > 0 then
8: hasOrdered← true;
9: start to rent R amount of nodes;
10: waits for R nodes to arrive;
11: end if
12: end if
Determine the condition when to rent and the number of nodes to rent.
CONSERVATIVERENT()
1: for j ← 0 to JQ do
2: if HQ.size < Sj then
3: TS ← TS + Sj ;
4: end if
5: end for
6: if TS > 0 then
7: R← TS − F ;
8: start to rent R amount of nodes;
9: waits for R nodes to arrive;
10: else if A < TS then
11: start to rent TS amount of nodes;
12: waits for TS nodes to arrive;
13: end if
Figure 6.2: Pseudo-code of the Aggressive and Conservative policies - Part 2.
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Invoked at the end of job completion and determine the number of nodes to release.
AGGRESSIVERELEASE()
1: for j ← 0 to JQ do
2: TS ← TS + Sj ;
3: end for
4: if A > TS then
5: R← A− TS;
6: start to release R amount of nodes;
7: update A← A−R;
8: update F ← F −R;
9: end if
Invoked at the end of job completion and determine the number of nodes to release.
CONSERVATIVERELEASE()
1: MAprev ← getLastMA()
2: if A > MAprev then
3: R← A−MAprev
4: start to release R amount of nodes;
5: update A← A−R;
6: update F ← F −R;
7: end if
Figure 6.3: Pseudo-code of the Aggressive and Conservative policies - Part 3.
then checked against the computed weighted moving average value (line 5). If the moving average value
is greater than the total number of requested nodes, the system initiates to rent additional nodes based on
the moving average value and the total number of requested nodes (lines 5-11).
Unlike the aggressive rent() operation, the conservative rent() operation is only invoked where there
are insufficient nodes to serve a job (lines 1-4 at CONSERVATIVERENT() operation). The number of free
nodes is compared against the number of requested nodes for each job. Based on the additional number
of requested nodes, the policy initiates the system to rent the resource nodes (lines 6-9). Furthermore,
the policy also initiates renting of additional nodes if the current total number of rented nodes is fewer
than the total number of requested nodes from all queued jobs (lines 10-12).
The aggressive release() scheme relinquishes all excess nodes based on the total number of currently
rented nodes and the total number of nodes requested by all jobs (lines 4-9 at AGGRESSIVERELEASE()
operation). The scheme aims to release all excess nodes in order to reduce the rental cost. On the other
hand, the conservative release() scheme relinquishes nodes based on the last computed weighted mov-
ing average value. If the total number of rented nodes is higher than the last computed weighted moving
average, the policy initiates renting of additional nodes (lines 2-7 at CONSERVATIVERELEASE() oper-
ation). The aim is to reserve slightly more nodes in the system than an average resource demand in order
to allow more future jobs (especially urgent jobs) to be served.
We make an important assumption that the system may hold the resource node once rented for as
long as desired at the expense of operating cost. Therefore, a release() call is required to release a node
when it is no longer needed. The deployment cost prevents the system from rapidly renting and then
releasing a node in quick succession. Furthermore, a simple FCFS scheduling scheme is employed to
schedule job requests in the order of their arrival, unless stated otherwise.
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(a) The cost breakdown for the static approach versus dynamic VA
approach.
(b) Comparison of profits among the static and the rental policies
under increasing interarrival times.
Figure 6.4: Comparison of rental policies under workload containing high percentage of urgent requests.
Figure 6.4a shows the comparison of the four different combinations of aggressive and conservative
rental policies under a high ratio of urgent jobs for the following metrics: revenue, rental cost, penalty
cost, and profit. The static policy approach (i.e., fixed resource pool) is also shown to set a baseline
for comparison of the proposed rental policies under a dynamic VA approach. As can be observed, the
aggressive rent+conservative release earns the highest profit, while the conservative rent+conservative
release earns the second highest profit. The static policy earns the worst profit, while the conservative
rent+aggressive release incurs the second worst profit, which is followed by aggressive rent+ aggressive
release.
Figure 6.4b further shows the profits for the different rental policies as a function of increasing
interarrival times (decreasing load). Our observation is that while the profit for the static system drops
as the interarrival decreases (load increases), the profits for all four rental policies display an opposite
trend. Interestingly, we can observe that the profits for all four rental policies increase as the interarrival
time decreases (system load increases). This is attributed to the dynamic VA approach which offers
the ability to rent and release resources at runtime. In a static policy where the number of nodes is
fixed, a decrease in interarrival time (an increase in load) would result in lower profit due to higher
penalty cost. Similarly, we can see that the aggressive rent+conservative release policy still earns the
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highest profit, while the conservative rent+conservative release policy earns the second highest. Also,
as expected, the static system has the worst profit under all interarrival conditions, while the conservative
rent+aggressive release and aggressive rent+ aggressive release policies have the second and third worst
profits, respectively.
(a) Comparison of rental policies for workloads with lower percent-
age of urgent jobs
(b) Comparison of rental policies as a function of the interarrival
time for workloads with relatively low percentage of urgent jobs.
Figure 6.5: Comparison of rental policies under workload containing low percentage of urgent requests.
To cross-validate our results, Figure 6.5a shows the cost breakdown and the profits for the differ-
ent rental policies under workloads with a small percentage (20%) of urgent requests. Surprisingly, we
observe a different performance trend that is not consistent with our earlier observation from previous
experiments that were performed under a relatively high urgent requests workload. Interestingly, under
workloads with a small ratio of urgent requests, we can see that the static policy no longer has the worst
profit: the static policy earns better profit than both aggressive rent+aggressive release and conserva-
tive rent+aggressive release policies. The reason for the worst performance for the two policies may
be attributed to the excessive release operations: the system is simply forced to rent additional nodes
because it releases too many nodes in quick succession resulting in high administrative and rental costs.
Renting and releasing too many nodes has the effect of high administrative cost (due to high set-up and
cancellation costs) and we observe that the system finds itself renting more nodes on a frequent basis due
to the effect from the aggressive release operation.
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The results show that the aggressive release operation has quite a significant impact on the system
performance under a lower percentage of urgent requests. On the other hand, we see that the performance
of aggressive rent+conservative release and conservative rent+conservative release policies remains
unchanged. We can still observe that the aggressive rent+conservative release policy earns the highest
profit, while the conservative rent+conservative release policy earns the second highest profit.
Figure 6.5b further shows the results as a function of interarrival time. We can observe that all the
four policies generally incur high profits as the interarrival decreases (load increases). From these results,
our main conclusion is that both aggressive rent+aggressive release and conservative rent+aggressive
release policies are not greatly affected by the decrease in the interarrival times (increasing load) but are
more susceptible to variability in the percentage of urgent and non-urgent requests.
6.3.1 Incorporating Load
A high percentage of urgent requests is more likely to increase system load. Therefore, it is envisaged
that profits can be improved further if the system load is taken into account when making rental decisions.
Rather than just blindly renting nodes for each queued job when a rental threshold has occurred, we could
restrict the system to rent extra nodes only when the system has a sufficiently high utilization. Similarly,
nodes should only be released when system utilization goes below a certain threshold.
However, the system utilization cannot be evaluated too frequently so as to avoid overreaction to
minor system and workload changes. Therefore, rental and release conditions should only be triggered
when the utilization rate varies greatly3. Hence, we propose a policy that takes into account newly
arriving jobs and issues rent operations when a specific utilization threshold has been reached.
The policy is described as follows: when the rent() operation is triggered, the system checks whether
the current utilization has gone above the predefined threshold. For example, if the current system uti-
lization exceeds the overdemand β utilization threshold value, additional nodes should be rented in
accordance with the aggressive or conservative rent() scheme. Similarly, each time the release() opera-
tion is triggered, the system checks whether the current system utilization has gone below the predefined
underdemand α threshold. Consequently, nodes can be released based on either the aggressive or con-
servative release() scheme. The utilization is defined as
util =
∑
jJQ Sj .ϕ
e
j∑N
n=1RLn
where the numerator represents the total execution time for running all jobs on their allocated nodes and
the denominator represents the total rental cost for all rented nodes.
Figure 6.6 shows the results for all rental policies at increasing urgent requests for β = 0.7 and
α = 0.3. Under the lower percentage of urgent requests condition, we can observe that all rental policies
display comparable profits apart from the static policy that earns the lowest profit.
Interestingly, we also observe that the aggressive rent()+conservative release() policy no longer
gains the highest profit. Instead, the conservative rent()+conservative release() policy earns the high-
3The reason is to provide quick response to workload changes while not overreacting to utilisation noise.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of static and all rental policies for β = 0.7 and α = 0.3 under increasing
percentage of urgent requests.
est profit, which is slightly higher than the aggressive rent()+conservative release() policy. A similar
performance trend as that from the previous result is observed for both the aggressive rent+aggressive
release and conservative rent+aggressive release policies: they both have better profits compared to the
static policy.
From these observations, we conclude that the performance trend is similar except for the conser-
vative rent()+conservative release() policy which has significant performance gains over other policies
when the system load is incorporated as part of the rental decision-making process.
6.3.2 Incorporating Job Deadline
The previous policy accounts for the utilization threshold to determine when to rent additional nodes and
when to release nodes. However, it does not consider the importance of individual job execution because
job requests are not prioritized by their deadlines. We therefore attempt to enhance the performance by
considering a policy that takes into account individual job deadlines.
Instead of employing the utilization threshold alone, the job deadline information can be incorpo-
rated into the policy system to reduce penalty cost, which in turn can improve the system profit. Given
any two jobs, a job with a long deadline denotes more flexibility with respect to delays than a job with
strict deadline. Therefore, non-urgent jobs with long deadlines can tolerate longer waiting time at the
expense of more urgent jobs with strict deadlines. The aim is therefore to give greater priority to jobs
with critical deadlines.
Algorithm 5 shows the pseudo-code for the rental mechanism that incorporates job deadline to
determine the number of additional nodes to rent. The negotiator reacts when each job arrives with a
corresponding completion time deadline requirement. When each job arrives, it attempts to schedule
the new job. If the job cannot be served due to insufficient nodes, the negotiator determines whether
there will be a violation of deadline if the job is going to be delayed in the queue (lines 3-5). If the
job cannot tolerate further delay due to deadline violation, this job is marked as an urgent job and is
pushed to the head of the queue (lines 5-9). This altering of job order within the queue is allowed until
the violation threshold has been reached. When the violation threshold has been reached, the negotiator
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rents additional nodes as required for the job (lines 10-13). Similarly, if the job cannot tolerate further
delay without violating its deadline, the job is immediately reserved while the system rents additional
number of nodes to serve the reserved job.
Algorithm 5 The pseudocode for incorporating job deadline.
1: for j ← 0 to JQ do
2: Set Penalty Γj = 0;
3: if ϕej + ϕwj > Dj then
4: R← Sj ;
5: end if
6: if Γj > Ω then
7: Γj = Γj + 1;
8: R← Sj ;
9: end if
10: if R > 0 or Γj > 0 then
11: start to rent R amount of nodes;
12: reserve job j with the allocated R amount of nodes;
13: end if
14: end for
Figure 6.7 shows the performance for the different strategies of rental policies with increasing per-
centage of urgent requests. From Figure 6.7a, we can see a similar trend to that in the previous results
with some additional observations. We can make the observation that at a low percentage of urgent re-
quests, the profit generally increases when the deadline threshold increases. This is because the system
is able to serve the jobs within their deadlines by renting a few nodes only, thus resulting in lower rental
cost.
At a high percentage of urgent requests, we can see that the profit starts to fall significantly when
the deadline threshold increases (Figure 6.7b). The result is attributed to the increase in rental cost. As
can be observed, as the deadline threshold decreases, the rental cost increases.
We can conclude that at a low percentage of urgent requests, the impact of increasing deadline
threshold generates high profits. However, at a higher percentage of urgent requests, we observe an
opposite trend: the profit falls significantly as the deadline threshold increases. This is attributed to the
high penalty cost incurred. As the deadline threshold increases, the probability of the system renting
sufficient nodes to serve queued jobs become very low. As a consequence, the penalty costs increase
significantly which results in lower profits.
6.3.3 Summary
From the experimental results we have obtained so far, we can make the following observations:
• The profit for the static approach is always the worst and from the poor performance of both the
aggressive rent+aggressive release and the conservative rent+aggressive release policies, we are
able to conclude that the aggressive release scheme is not suitable for all workload conditions. On
the other hand, the conservative release policy is highly recommended for workloads having either
a small or large percentage of urgent requests.
• The aggressive rent+conservative release policy generally performs better than the other rent and
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(a) 20% urgent requests.
(b) 80% urgent requests.
Figure 6.7: Impact of deadline threshold. The profits increase as the threshold increases for workloads
having a small percentage of urgent requests. However, for workloads having a large percentage of
urgent requests, high deadline threshold incurs lower profits.
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release policies because it optimistically rents more nodes to serve queued jobs and at the same
time it does not incur high rental cost.
• Although the aggressive rent+conservative release policy generally performs better, the conser-
vative rent+conservative release policy generates higher profit for workloads having a higher per-
centage of urgent requests.
• Using both system load and job deadline information to guide rental decisions can significantly
improve the profits, but this could also potentially lead to substantially lower profit if the deadline
threshold is set too high under a high percentage of urgent jobs.
6.4 Cost-Aware Rental Policies
The aggressive and conservative rental policies investigated in the previous section do not make use of
job monetary value or resource cost information when making a scheduling or rental decision.
It is envisaged that for a sustainable resource management system infrastructure, an economic-
based or a cost-based scheduling framework reflecting operational costs, even using a virtual currency,
is worth considering. Therefore, we present cost-aware rental policies that employ an economic-based
approach when determining what jobs to schedule and when to rent resources. With cost-aware resource
management systems, resource allocation is carried out based on an individual job’s monetary value as
opposed to conventional scheduling policies that optimize for system-centric performance metrics. Such
policies may also take into account resource cost when performing rental decisions. We aim to examine
the benefits of incorporating cost information when performing scheduling and rental decisions.
We first introduce the ValueFirst policy that makes use of simple job monetary value information
when making rental decisions. We then introduce ProfitFirst and ConservativeProfit policies, respec-
tively. Both ProfitFirst and ConservativeProfit policies take into account job monetary value and resource
cost information to arrive at a renting decision. We compare them with the Greedy and DeadlineFirst
policies which are described earlier in Section 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.
The Greedy policy is based on the aggressive rent and conservative release policies described in
Section 6.3.1. Recall that with the Greedy policy, the system rents sufficient nodes for each queued job
as soon as a rental threshold occurs. The aim is to fulfil as many job requests as possible. However, the
Greedy policy does not make use of application QoS parameters such as job deadline and job monetary
value information, which is certainly a disadvantage.
The DeadlineFirst policy also represents the rental policy previously investigated in Section 6.3.2.
Such a policy considers the job deadline information to determine whether it is necessary to rent addi-
tional nodes. Upon a new job arrival, the system will rent additional nodes for queued jobs when a rental
violation threshold has occurred, regardless of the rental cost. Both Greedy and DeadlineFirst policies
will serve as the baseline for comparison with the other proposed cost-aware policies which we describe
in more detail below.
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6.4.1 ValueFirst
The ValueFirst policy aims to maximize the system revenue by renting nodes for all high-value requests.
The policy classifies the job requests into two categories: urgent and non-urgent. A job that has the
highest value is considered the most urgent request. To differentiate between high- and low-priority
jobs, the negotiator differentiates job priorities in accordance with the job monetary value. A job with
high value is considered an urgent job, whereas job with low value is regarded as a non-urgent job. To
differentiate between low- and high-value jobs, the scheduler first determines the threshold value which
is calculated based on an average monetary value from all submitted jobs. Upon each new job arrival,
the scheduler determines whether the job value exceeds the calculated threshold value. If so, additional
nodes are rented for the job. Otherwise, if the new job value is below the calculated threshold value, the
job is marked as non-urgent and it is placed in the queue until a new job arrives. Algorithm 6 shows a
sample implementation of the ValueFirst policy.
Algorithm 6 Implementation of the ValueFirst policy.
1: MA =computeMA(Vj);
2: for j ← 0 to JQ do
3: if Vj > MA then
4: R← Sj − F ;
5: start to rent R amount of nodes;
6: reserve job j with the allocated amount of R nodes;
7: end if
8: end for
6.4.2 ProfitFirst
In all the proposed policies, the resource cost to rent nodes for executing the jobs is ignored. We now
consider ProfitFirst policy that takes into account the cost of executing a request against the cost of
renting additional nodes to serve that specific request. The basic idea is to rent additional nodes only
when the total revenue can outweigh the cost of renting additional resource nodes to serve queued jobs.
For each queued job, the system calculates the estimated total revenue based on the job size and the
estimated job runtime. Using the estimated total revenue as our base guideline, we can estimate the least
amount of resource nodes that can be rented without incurring excessive resource cost. Algorithm 7
shows a sample implementation of the ProfitFirst policy.
Algorithm 7 Implementation of the ProfitFirst policy.
1: for j ← 0 to JQ do
2: if RVj > RLn then
3: R← Sj − F ;
4: start to rent R amount of nodes;
5: reserve job j with the allocated amount of R nodes;
6: end if
7: end for
6.4.3 ConservativeProfit
The ConservativeFirst policy is a variant of the ProfitPolicy that rents nodes as long the total resource
cost does not exceed the total revenue. Similar to the ProfitFirst policy, it evaluates the cost of renting
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Figure 6.8: Impact of load.
extra nodes for each queued job request. However, unlike ProfitFirst, the ConservativeProfit also takes
account of the total net profit when determining whether or not to rent additional nodes. Initially, all
queued jobs are sorted in descending order according to their monetary values. For each sorted queued
job, the system determines whether the total value from the system net profit including the estimated
resource cost is lower than the estimated total revenue from the execution of the queued job. If the job
passes this test, the system proceeds by renting additional nodes for that specific job. Algorithm 8 shows
a sample implementation of the ConservativeProfit policy.
Algorithm 8 Implementation of the ConservativeProfit scheme.
1: sort queue in descending order of monetary values.
2: for j ← 0 to JQ do
3: Compute RVj ;
4: Compute RLn;
5: if RVj > RLn && profit−RLn ≤ 0 then
6: R← Sj − F ;
7: start to rent R amount of nodes;
8: reserve job j with the allocated amount of R nodes;
9: end if
10: end for
6.4.4 Comparison of Cost-aware Rental Policies
In Section 6.3, we established our baseline results and demonstrate the feasibility of the aggressive and
conservative rental policies. In the next experiments, we further examine the proposed five rental policies
described in 6.4 that make use of cost information when making rental decisions. We evaluate the three
cost-aware rental policies and compare them against the baseline performance of the Greedy and the
DeadlineFirst policies. We evaluate all five rental schemes under different system configurations and
workload conditions. Based on our previous findings that recommend the conservative release scheme,
the conservative release operation is used for the subsequent experiments.
6.4.4.1 Impact of Load
Figure 6.8 shows the results for the different rental policies as the interarrival (load) changes. As the
interarrival decreases, the system load also increases.
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Figure 6.9: The effect of job value factor
For cost-aware policies, the effect of increasing the load results in an increasing profit as the sys-
tem raises additional revenue from the increased load. We have also made several observations as fol-
lows: when the load is relatively low (interarrival ≥ 0.5), both DeadlineFirst and ValueFirst are able to
achieve slightly higher profit than ProfitFirst and ConservativeProfit. This shows that higher profit can
be achieved when both deadline and monetary value are taken into account when the load is relatively
low. This is due to the fact that DeadlineFirst and ValueFirst exhibit lower penalty costs compared to
ConservativeProfit and ProfitFirst under light load conditions. Furthermore, this also can be attributed
to the nature of both DeadlineFirst and ValueFirst that aggressively rent additional nodes to satisfy the
deadlines of urgent jobs. However, as the offered load increases, the profits for DeadlineFirst and Value-
First drop significantly. It can be observed that, at high load (interarrival≤ 0.5), both ConservativeProfit
and ProfitFirst start to aggressively outperform DeadlineFirst and ValueFirst. In particular, we can see
that the profit for DeadlineFirst falls substantially. The trend continues as the interarrival time decreases
(load increases).
6.4.4.2 Impact of Monetary Values
We examine the sensitivity of improvements in profit to variations in the job monetary values. The
variation in monetary values is examined because the monetary values have direct impact on the system’s
revenue and its profit. If there were no variation in value, the cost-aware policies may not show any
difference in profits since all jobs would be equally important and consequently providing differential
resource allocations would not matter. We investigate the impact on profits when varying monetary
values. For the experiment, we vary the job value mean factor from 1 to 8 while all other parameters are
kept constant. The mean interarrival time of the jobs is also kept fixed to 0.5 hours.
Figure 6.9 presents the results. We observe that the cost-aware policies (ConservativeProfit, Profit-
First, and ValueFirst) outperform Greedy and DeadlineFirst by a wide margin as the mean value factor
increases. This confirms our hypothesis that higher gaps in value variations can lead to a significant in-
crease in profits. However, the profits for Greedy and DeadlineFirst remain constant at varying monetary
values – they are are not affected at all by the increase of mean value factor. This is due to the fact that
they do not take into account the job monetary values when performing rental decisions.
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6.4.4.3 Impact of Job Deadline
We examine profit sensitivity to variations in the job deadline factor. We vary the deadline factor from 1
to 16 and the job mean value is set to 10 while all other parameters are kept constant. As the deadline
factor increases, the job becomes less urgent. The mean interarrival time of the jobs is also kept fixed to
0.5 hours.
Figure 6.10 shows the system profit as a function of the job deadline factor. The job deadline
factor represents the increase in the length of the job deadline. We can observe that the increase in the
job deadline factor does not lead to a significant improvement in system profit. Only a slight increase
in profit is achieved. Nevertheless, we can observe that even when jobs are moderately insensitive to
deadline, the cost-aware rental policies still deliver higher profits compared to the non-cost-aware (i.e.,
Greedy vs. DeadlineFirst).
We observe that ConservativeProfit and ProfitFirst still deliver significantly higher profits compared
to Greedy and DeadlineFirst. For example, even under a strict deadline, we can still observe that Conser-
vativeProfit and ProfitFirst cost-aware policies earn approximately a 60% increase in profits compared to
the non-cost-aware DeadlineFirst policy. On the other hand, the ValueFirst policy earns a slight increase
of approximately 30% increase when compared to the DeadlineFirst. As expected, the Greedy policy
incurs the worst profit.
The difference in profits between ProfitFirst and ConservativeProfit can be directly attributed to the
deadline and monetary value information that the cost-aware policies are able to use to guide renting
decisions whenever resource competition occurs. It can be observed that the ConservativeProfit policy
earns slightly higher profit than the other cost-aware policies, ProfitFirst and ValueFirst, because it is
able to rent the right amount of nodes to serve queued jobs within their deadline constraints without
incurring unnecessary rental cost.
Figure 6.10: Impact of job deadline factor.
6.4.4.4 Impact of Node Heterogeneity
We evaluate the effect of the variation of the node capacity on the rental performance. A node consists of
two parameters: processing speed and speed factor. A node can only be used by one job request at any
one time. We assume that each node consists of a single processor only. The processing time or duration
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Figure 6.11: Impact of node heterogeneity.
would depend on the node’s processing speed. Therefore, the speed factor β that represents the mean
service rate of each processor can be used to assess the capacity of all nodes against a standard node by
defining a standard node and a standard request.
We vary a node capacity between 2 and a speed factor of β. For example, consider a job request j
with processing units of 10 (e.g., Sj = 10). If the mean speed factor β is set to 1, the time it takes to
complete request j is approximately τj = Sj/βN (i.e., 10 = 101 ).
Figure 6.11 illustrates the cost breakdown for the five examined rental policies under different vari-
ations of processor capacity. As observed, when the node capacities increase, we can see that the profit
deteriorates for all policies. In all cases, the profits for ConservativeProfit and ProfitFirst are comparable
under low speed factor. The ConservativeProfit generally obtains higher profit than the ProfitFirst and, as
the speed factor increases, the gap in the profits between ConservativeProfit and ProfitFirst also widens.
This is due to the effectiveness of ConservativeProfit in reducing rental cost while minimizing penalty
cost. We can see that this is more evident in case of high capacity nodes (from β = 8 to β = 10). As
expected, the Greedy policy earns the lowest profit, while the DeadlineFirst policy incurs the second
highest profit.
6.4.4.5 Impact of Node Arrival Delay
We examine the impact of the node arrival delay or the node arrival time on our rental policies. The node
arrival delay is the average delay (in minutes) that the system must tolerate before the node is ready once
the rent operation is initiated. It is the time it takes for a rented node to be available for job scheduling
and resource allocation upon rental request (i.e., duration of the period between rental request and rental
completion).
Figure 6.12 shows the effect of increasing node arrival delay. The first observation is that a long
arrival delay has severe effects on all rental policies; we can see that the profits for all policies diminish
significantly as the node arrival delay increases. The ConservativeProfit and ProfitFirst earn the highest
profits among all other policies when the range of node arrival delay is low (i.e., between 1 and 14
minutes). Interestingly, when there is a longer delay (above 16 minutes), we can see that the ValueFirst
rental policy starts to outperform the ConservativeProfit and ProfitFirst policies. At this point, the profits
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Figure 6.12: Impact of node arrival delay.
Figure 6.13: Impact of job burst size.
for all rental policies are fairly comparable. We therefore conclude that the cost-aware policies are
somewhat ineffective in that they do not give additional benefit over other policies when the node arrival
delay is too long. This reflects the importance of the rapid delivery of rented nodes from resource
providers for more effective rental decisions.
6.4.4.6 Impact of Job Burst Size
We examine the profit sensitivity to burstiness in the workload. Most applications often generate and
submits job in bursts as opposed to submitting individual jobs separated by a shorter period of idle
time. In this experiment, we quantify the impact of profit sensitivity to burstiness as a function of
job burst sizes. Larger burst sizes lead to more competition and subsequently more opportunity for
ConservativeProfit, ProfitFirst, and ValueFirst to take advantage of cost information. In the experiments,
the system load is fixed for different burst sizes.
The number of n jobs per burst is normally distributed with mean n = (1 + M)/2 where M is the
upper bound of the number of requested nodes and the standard deviation σ = n/4. Each job has an
exponential interarrival and an exponential task length. Further, the workloads are taken from a high
ratio of urgent job distributions with a value factor of 4 and all jobs are also assigned with the same
deadline factor of 4.
Figure 6.13 presents the results for all the rental policies under increasing job burst sizes. It can
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be observed that as the job burst size increases, the profits all fall substantially. This is due to a rapid
increase in queue lengths when the job burst size increases. At smaller job burst sizes, high profits
are attained since newly arriving jobs do not need to wait long in the queue because sufficient nodes
are available to serve all queued jobs within their deadlines. However, as the burstiness increases, the
number of queued jobs begins to increase and we can start to observe a widening variation in profits
between rental policies. The ConservativeProfit gains the highest profit, while the ProfitFirst gains the
second highest profit, which is followed by the ValueFirst. As expected, the Greedy policy earns the
lowest profit with DeadlineFirst being the second lowest.
6.4.4.7 Impact of Job Sizes
We examine the impact of job sizes on rental performance under different distribution job sizes. In
the uniform distribution case, the number of requested nodes per job is uniformly distributed in the
range of [1...P ] and the mean number of nodes per job is n = (1 + P )/2. Hence, the job size is
uniformly distributed in the range of [1...P ] and the average number of requested nodes is n = (1 +
P )/2. Alternatively, in the normal distribution case, we assume a ‘‘bounded’’ normal distribution for
the number of requested nodes per job in the range of [1...P ] with mean n = (1 + P )/2 and standard
deviation σ = n/4. Jobs in the uniform distribution case present larger variability in their degree of
parallelism than jobs in the normal distribution case. In the normal distribution case, most of the jobs
have a moderate degree of parallelism (close to the mean n). Since the distribution of job parallelism
changes with time, for some time intervals, jobs have a highly variable degree of parallelism, while over
other time intervals, the majority of the arriving jobs have moderate parallelism in comparison to the
number of processors.
Figure 6.14 shows the profit as a function of increasing burst sizes for uniform and normal dis-
tribution cases. We can observe that profits decrease significantly as the number of requested n nodes
increases under both uniform and normal distributions. In particular, the system profit falls significantly
when job sizes are large. The decrease in profits can be attributed to the increased degree of competition
that competing jobs face.
We can also observe that for uniform distribution, the fall in profits is even higher when compared
to normal distribution. This shows the choice of policies not only depends on the overall system load,
but also on the relative size of jobs in the system. When the variability of job size is high, we observe a
significant reduction in profits for all policies due to higher variability of node demand. The system is
unable to cope with the urgent demand of requests due to the high variability of job sizes. As a result,
there are many jobs held in the queue waiting for nodes to become available.
6.4.4.8 Impact of Rental Cost
We examine the effect of increasing rental cost on profits. Figure 6.15 shows the impact on profitability
when the rental cost per processor hour is varied. As the rental cost increases, our main observation
is that the profits also decrease. As expected, the ConservativeProfit and ProfitFirst policies are shown
to be susceptible under increasing rental cost because they both take into account profit and resource
cost when making rental decisions. The ValueFirst policy also delivers higher profit than the Greedy
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(a) Uniformly distributed job size.
(b) Normally distributed job size.
Figure 6.14: Impact of increasing job size.
and DeadlineFirst policies. As observed, the ConservativeProfit gains the highest profit, with ProfitFirst
having the second highest. ValueFirst gains the third highest profit with only a slight difference in profit
compared to the ProfitFirst. Finally, the Greedy policy incurs the lowest profit due to very high rental
cost, and the DeadlineFirst policy incurs the next lowest profit.
6.5 Discussion and Comparison to Related Work
Despite the significant amount of research work on job scheduling in distributed systems (Feitelson et
al., 1997; Zhang et al., 2000; Ernemann et al., 2002; Srinivasan et al., 2002), there appear to be very
few research works that address algorithms and cost-aware rental policies under a dynamic resource
environment.
Only a few computing centres reportedly (Gentzsch, 2001a; Beckman et al., 2006; Islam, Khanna,
and Sadayappan, 2008) provide mechanisms that allow a user to be charged using a virtual currency
for running his/her job on a resource infrastructure. In most cases, multiple queues for different levels
of services are provided to determine the charges based on the resource used and quality of services
sought. In such a model, the charge is generally proportional to the number of processors used and the
job execution time. While such an approach may work well in a basic system, the resource management
system that aims to offer QoS (i.e., deadline) guarantees cannot use such model (Islam et al., 2007).
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Figure 6.15: Impact of increasing rental cost.
There have also been some research studies (Chun and Culler, 2000; Chun and Culler, 2002a; Irwin,
Grit, and Chase, 2004; Lee and Snavely, 2007) that provide similar approaches to our rental policies.
Similar to our rental approach, they also propose economic-based scheduling approaches where a user
can express his or her desire for a service through a virtual currency in order to differentiate users with
different goals and preferences. For example, all the above mentioned studies recommend an ‘aggregate
utility’ to measure the satisfaction of users with the resource allocation process. For job selection, the
proposed scheme implements a heuristic approach where the job with a high value per unit running
time gets preference. While their works are relevant, none of their studies have addressed the concept
in the QoS-aware system where services like deadline guarantees and service differentiation are very
important. Furthermore, their solutions do not consider a resource environment where nodes can be
dynamically rented in response to changing resource demand. Therefore, their proposed algorithms do
not explicitly consider resource cost as an important metric for the resource-provisioning process.
Similar to our work, Popovici and Wilkes (2005) consider a service provider that rents resources at
a price. Developing this work, Burge, Ranganathan, and Wiener (2007) further propose several charg-
ing algorithms that consider both job revenues and resource cost when performing renting decisions.
However, their approaches are slightly different because their algorithms focus on providing effective
admission control in the event when resource availability is uncertain. On the other hand, we rightly
assume that resource availability can often be guaranteed by the resource provider. Therefore, the fo-
cus of our rental policies is not on admission policies, rather we specifically provide a set of resource
provisioning rules and strategies that can be employed by the system to meet the increasing demands of
the applications’ QoS requirements while keeping the resource cost at an acceptable level. Furthermore,
previous work deal only with resource pools of fixed size whereby that the upper bound of rented nodes
is fixed. For example, Popovici and Wilkes (2005) assume an environment where the resource pool size
is limited to 20 nodes only. On the other hand, our rental policies relax this assumption so that additional
resource nodes can be added dynamically in response to fluctuating resource demands.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no comprehensive costing model and framework for the
evaluation of rental-based policies. Our work fills this gap by presenting a comprehensive costing model
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framework for the evaluation of rental-based policies. Based on the proposed costing model, we are able
to introduce the ProfitFirst and ConservativeProfit policies that incorporate profit and net system revenue
at runtime to guide rental decision making in a dynamic environment where the number of nodes are
constantly changing. Our work also considers rental policies that take into account excessive rental cost:
the ConservativeProfit considers the loss of profit from excessive rental cost when performing rental
decisions. It aims to provide an adequate level of application satisfaction and keep the cost of renting to
an acceptable level.
The economic-based approach also introduces many aspects that we need to consider, such as mar-
ket dynamics, customer and resource bidding strategies etc. However, these aspects are beyond the scope
of our current considerations. We deliberately assume that applications always provide true valuations
of their jobs and that the VA is capable of charging users fairly. There is already a substantial body of
research on overcoming the problems of charging and pricing resources accurately (Wolski et al., 2001b;
Chunlin and Layuan, 2005; Buyya, Abramson, and Venugopal, 2005). For example, Libra (Sherwani
et al., 2002) and Libra+$ (Yeo and Buyya, 2007) are common algorithms which have been proposed
to make use of both monetary values and current system load condition to charge users for resource
consumption. Chun and Culler (2002b) also build a resource management prototype that provides a
market for time-shared CPU usage for various jobs. The most common economic-based model follows
the auction-based resource allocation mechanism (Wolski et al., 2001a; Lai et al., 2004; Das and Grosu,
2005a) that has three major entities: users or buyers, resource providers or sellers and the resources to
be sold. In this model, the user allocates the nodes for a specific duration and is willing to pay a certain
value for the execution of the job. The resource provider sells the nodes to the user with an intention to
maximize its overall profit. The auction process, which is generally proposed by the resource provider,
considers the value or bid of all competing users and ultimately awards the resource to the highest
bidder. Several auction-based mechanisms and policies have been proposed in distributed computing.
Waldspurger et al. (1992) introduce the market-based microeconomic approach for batch scheduling.
They utilize the auction process to choose the winner from the bids placed by different users. More
recent work includes that of Chun et al. (2005) who propose an auction-based microeconomic approach
for parallel job scheduling. In their scheme, test-bed resources are allocated using a repeated combi-
natorial auction within a closed virtual currency environment. Users compete for test-bed resources by
submitting bids which specify resource combinations of interest in space/time along with a maximum
value amount the user is willing to pay. A combinatorial auction is then periodically run to determine
the winning bids based on supply and demand while maximizing the aggregate utility value delivered
to users. Their work has shown that the support of a computational economy can lead to self-regulated
accountability in distributed computing.
Finally, our work assumes that resources are always available in times of high demand from external
resource providers. We realize that this is a strong assumption, but this assumption is realistic given the
high availability of resources from todays Cluster, Grid, and Cloud systems.
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6.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we explored the effects of different policies that take into account job monetary values,
job deadlines, system revenue and system profitability, and we examined how load, job mix, job values,
job deadlines, node heterogeneity, node arrival delay, job sizes, and rental cost influenced the system’s
profit. We proposed several cost-aware policies that make use of individual job information to increase
application satisfaction and to maximize the system’s profitability under varying workloads. All these
policies have been extensively evaluated to compare their advantages and disadvantages across different
application and the deployment of new nodes from the resource providers, and/or on parameters and
system parameters using simulations. Our experimental results provide an insight into the effectiveness
of the proposed rental policies:
1. The aggressive rent+conservative release policy generally performs better than the other rent
and release policies because it optimistically rents more nodes to serve queued jobs and at the
same time it does not incur a high rental cost. From the poor performance of both the aggres-
sive rent+aggressive release and the conservative rent+aggressive release policies, we are able to
conclude that the aggressive release policy is not suitable for all workload conditions. The con-
servative release policy is recommended instead for all workload situations (at any percentage of
urgent requests).
2. Both ProfitFirst and ConservativeProfit policies consistently produce the highest profits with lower
penalty costs than other policies. They both consistently adapt to varying load, job mix, job values,
job deadlines, node heterogeneities, arrival time, and rental cost better than any other policies.
This is because they both take into account system profitability each time resource allocations and
rental decisions are carried out. We have also observed that the ConservativeProfit policy performs
slightly better than the ProfitFirst policy in all cases. This is because it is less aggressive when
renting additional nodes. This has the positive effect of lowering the rental cost while not incurring
too much penalty for queued jobs. On the other hand, the ProfitFirst policy rents additional nodes
as long as the jobs are profitable, but this has the somewhat perverse effect of incurring a very high
rental cost.
We conclude that (i) the proposed rental-based policies were shown to provide significant benefits over a
static policy; (ii) there is encouraging initial evidence that by combining the information on job monetary
value, job deadline and system net profit on the fly (at runtime) when making rental decisions leads
to higher overall profit increase; and (iii) there is good evidence to recommend the use of either the
cost-aware ProfitFirst or the ConservativeProfit policy to increase system profitability and maximize
application satisfactions for varying workloads and system parameters.
This chapter has developed and presented policies that can be used as the foundation for improving
productivity, managing costs, and improving return on investment for renting resources on Cluster or
Grid systems. The proposed policies also attempt to provide the mechanism for the VA to balance the
cost of acquiring computational resources and the cost of satisfying application QoS requirements. Our
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contributions include extensive evaluation of a new family of cost-aware rental policies under varying
workload characteristics using real workload traces collected from the Lawrence Livermore National
Lab (LLNL) Thunder workload log.
With our experiments, we demonstrated that the cost-aware rental policies provide significant per-
formance and cost gains over a static policy. However, in several observations, we have discovered
that profits obtained from our rental policies are severely affected by several factors which include the
node arrival delay, job burst sizes (interarrival rates), job sizes (degree of parallelism), and resource cost.
Such factors could have an adverse effect on the execution of adaptive and interactive distributed/parallel
applications that are very dynamic in nature whereby their computations can vary significantly during
runtime. Therefore, rental policies that only react to current workload conditions alone may not be effec-
tive because the system does not have information on the overall application workload characteristics.
Considering this issue, it is envisaged that an additional control is needed to address this limitation, and
this is the subject of the next chapter.
Chapter 7
Service Level Agreements
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6, we have proposed and evaluated several rental policies by extensive simulation with the aim
of increasing application quality-of-service (QoS) requirements and reducing resource cost. However,
employing rental policies alone may not be efficient to satisfy the QoS requirements (i.e., deadlines) of
applications which have highly variable and chaotic workload. This is because the information provided
by an individual job does not capture the overall application workload characteristics.
Instead, it would be beneficial for the system to obtain information concerning the overall appli-
cation workload characteristics so that violation cost (penalty cost) and resource cost can be further
optimized. We need mechanisms to enable the system to plan for the future, by determining the amount
of nodes to rent to accommodate near future demand. In order to achieve this, there must be some
form of knowledge available to the VA system in predicting future demand. It is envisaged that Service
Level Agreements (SLAs) can provide the effective means to do so. An SLA provides a powerful instru-
ment for describing all expectations and obligations in the business/commitment relationship between
two or more separate entities (Leff, Rayfield, and Dias, 2003). The process of SLA negotiation differs
significantly from the regular job submission interface to the resource management system.
Table 7.1 summarizes the most significant differences between standard job scheduling and SLA-
aware scheduling. Conventionally, a user submits a job description along with the tasks, and it is sched-
uled in accordance to its job description at the point of time when the job arrives to the system. Since a
job is scheduled individually, there is a possibility that a job might be rejected by the system when there
are insufficient resources to run the job (Yeo and Buyya, 2007; Burge, Ranganathan, and Wiener, 2007).
Furthermore, even if a job is accepted by the system, there is no guarantee that the quality-of-service
of the job can be met under very high load and very low node availability (Popovici and Wilkes, 2005).
However, with SLAs, these issues can be prevented by allowing users to specify resource requirements
for their present and future computational needs (Sakellariou and Yarmolenko, 2008). This would also
give the opportunity for the system to plan resource allocation more effectively.
SLAs can also minimize the overhead of having to negotiate resources each time when there is a job
request. With a SLA, once a SLA request has been accepted, the both VAs and resource providers must
adhere to the contractual agreements. Therefore, additional nodes can be requested without negotiation
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Job Descriptions Service Level Agreements
Scheduling time frame Present. Present and future.
Admission policy Jobs can be rejected All jobs can be accepted
due to load variability. to maximize revenue.
Quality-of-service Unlikely to meet under very high Rent sufficient nodes for each
load and very low node availability. to meet all current and future QoS.
Negotiations Tedious because both user and system Additional resource nodes can be
must agree on the monetary value for each requested without negotiation overhead
newly arrived job. during application execution.
Rental policy Rents resource nodes based on Rents resource nodes based on
present load and node availability. all accepted SLAs.
Table 7.1: Comparison of standard job scheduling that uses job description information and SLAs that
make use of high-level application information.
overhead during application execution (Pichot et al., 2009).
Unlike individual job descriptions, SLAs may include include high-level information such as the
total overall load that the application can impose, the total application running time, and the total offered
monetary value for serving the application (AuYoung et al., 2006). Therefore, rental decisions can be
made based on all current accepted SLAs. SLAs also include a penalty agreement for poor performance
or for when there is an agreement violation: how much the system should be penalized for not meeting
specific QoS requirements, e.g., if the response time is too long for many jobs or if too many deadlines
are missed (Islam et al., 2007). Given many of the advantages, it is advocated that SLAs can be effectively
used to provide a high guarantee of job completion (i.e., high QoS satisfaction).
7.1.1 Incorporating SLA into Resource Allocation
The vision of SLA based scheduling assumes that the SLAs themselves are machine readable and un-
derstandable (Hudert, Ludwig, and Wirtz, 2009). This implies that any agreements, between the parties
concerned, for a particular level of service need to be expressed in a commonly understood (and legally
binding) language. There has been early work on generic languages for SLA description (Jennings et al.,
2001; Czajkowski et al., 2002), but none related to the particular problem of the requirements associated
with job submission and execution on high performance computing resources.
In essence, some commonly agreed protocol needs to be followed during the negotiation process.
This protocol needs to take into account negotiation over geographically distributed resources and net-
works (e.g., what if the system is unable to serve job requests due to high rental cost?), and how the
system abides with appropriate legal requirements (e.g., what is the process of paying out compensation
to the user due to SLA violation?). Furthermore, during negotiation, a virtual authority (VA) should be
able to reason about whether a contract is acceptable in relation to its offer and possibly it should be
able to make counter-offers (Green et al., 2007). There has been a significant amount of work on these
topics. However, current research on SLA negotiation is very much related to SLA web service specifi-
cation (Stuer, Sunderam, and Broeckhove, 2005; Green et al., 2007; Litke et al., 2008) and networking
(Czajkowski et al., 2002; Duan, Zhang, and Hou, 2003) rather than the problem of using SLAs for job
scheduling.
Furthermore, the current approach for the scheduling of jobs on high-performance computer re-
sources is based on advance reservations (Foster et al., 1999a; Smith, Foster, and Taylor, 2000) (with the
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possible addition of backfilling techniques (Mu’alem and Feitelson, 2001; Zhang et al., 2001)). As we
have stated many times in the previous chapters, such an advance reservation approach is very ineffec-
tive due to job execution uncertainty and the lack of control. Therefore, the use of SLAs would be of
paramount importance to promote long-term planning, and to enable the system to plan renting decisions
more effectively. However, this would require the development of a new set of SLA-based algorithms
and policies for effective scheduling and rental decision-making. In this chapter, we propose an SLA
management (SLAM) framework that offers such a capability and we then propose and evaluate several
SLA-aware policies that can be employed within the framework.
7.2 Framework
In this section, we present the design framework of the SLA Management (SLAM) system. The SLAM
architecture is shown in Figure 7.1, which is an extended framework originally proposed in Chapter 4.
Figure 7.1: Service Level Agreement Management framework (SLAM).
The core components of the SLAM framework are the SLA Scheduler and SLA Negotiator. The
SLA Scheduler is effectively in charge of serving applications’ job requests. It decides whether to accept
or to reject a SLA contract based on the QoS parameters provided by the user or by current state of the
system. If it accepts the SLA contract, it stores the contract in the SLA Contract Repository for future
retrieval and reference. The SLA Contract Repository stores all the accepted contracts from users so that
when a new job arrives, the system can effectively use the updated information, e.g., remaining jobs,
total value etc. using the information from the stored contracts in order to guide renting decisions.
Hence, when a new job arrives, the SLA Scheduler retrieves the information from the SLA contract
repository and uses the information provided by the SLA contract and the individual job to determine
how many resource nodes to rent and when exactly to rent them. The main objective is to maximize
the revenue accrued from charging the users: by maintaining high application QoS satisfaction and by
lowering the cost of resource consumption. High application QoS satisfaction is measured by how well
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the system completes users’ jobs within users’ deadlines. The low cost of resource consumption is
measured by the ability of the system to reduce the associated cost of renting nodes when serving users’
jobs.
Without a SLA mechanism, the system cannot perform long-term planning because it can only
rely on an individual job’s information to differentiate the priority execution of the different jobs. For
illustration, consider a case where there are two jobs and one processor in the system: a job ja is assigned
a monetary value of 10, whereas a job jb is assigned a monetary value of 20.
In the standard mechanism, job jb should be given a higher priority for execution because its value
is higher. However, if the SLA contract of jb indicates that its remaining load (runtime) is less than
10 seconds while the remaining load (runtime) of job ja is approximately one minute (~60 seconds),
it may then be more appropriate to execute job ja first and execute job jb after ja has completed its
execution. Higher revenue can be gained this way because there is high utilization of resources (since
max(10 ∗ 60, 20 ∗ 10)).
However, if job jb has a very strict deadline of 30 seconds while a job ja has a deadline of 60
seconds, it is not possible to serve job ja with a deadline of 60 seconds without violating the deadline
of job jb since there is only one available processor. Therefore, in such a situation, the system must use
this knowledge to rent additional resources from external resource providers so that both jobs can be
accommodated within their QoS requirements.
As noted earlier, the SLA Negotiator is responsible for the negotiation of rentals from the external
resource providers. The SLA Negotiator negotiates resource nodes from external resource providers in
response to the resource demand. Based on the information from the SLA contract, the SLA Negotiator
rents nodes in response to dynamic variations in load balance and unpredictable job arrivals. It would
have the ability to observe the occurrence of jobs in the system in order to recognize patterns among
such jobs, and rent extra nodes accordingly. This ensures sufficient nodes are always maintained to
accommodate present jobs and future jobs that are expected to arrive in the near future.
7.2.1 SLA Parameters
As discussed above, individual job information alone is not sufficient for the VA to perform long-term
planning. The system needs to retrieve additional information on the overall behavioural characteristic
of the application in order to maintain high QoS satisfaction and to improve overall application perfor-
mance. The basic idea of the SLA approach is to use the SLA contract information to predict resource
demand more accurately. However, what kind of information should be incorporated within a SLA con-
tract?
In our framework, it is proposed that a SLA contract contain and include the following information
and parameters:
• Duration of contract: the total duration (timeframe) which the user wishes to complete all jobs;
• Total number of jobs: estimated total (aggregated) number of jobs which are going to be submitted.
• Total estimated number of required nodes: estimated total number of nodes required for the whole
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application execution.
• Estimated average number of requested nodes: degree of parallelism (average number of nodes
requested for each job) and the standard deviation σS of job size S;
• Estimated average job deadline: estimated average job deadline D and its standard deviation σD;
• Estimated average penalty for non-compliance: zero penalty implies best-effort jobs (jobs with no
specific deadline requirements) while penalty δj > 0 indicates jobs with deadline requirements.
• Total monetary value (TMV) for the contract: the accumulated total offered value of all jobs from
the start of job submission until the end of job submission.
The user should specify a SLA contract with the above parameters, but not the precise timings of when
jobs will arrive, or their job individual sizes. This is because we cannot always realistically anticipate
that individual job parameters are available in advance due to the unpredictable nature of job execution.
Therefore, users are given the flexibility to specify standard deviations for both job size and average
job deadlines. However, for simplicity, we will assume a somewhat simplified model in specifying a
distribution.
The TMV for the contract is the total offered value by the user for all jobs from the submission of
first job until the submission of last job (
∑J
j=1 Vj) where J is the total number of jobs in the system.
Based on the TMV, the user may appropriately assign a monetary value to each job as long as the
accumulated monetary value for all assigned jobs do not exceed the TMV. This approach prevents users
from assigning high monetary values to non-urgent jobs. Most importantly, this approach encourages
users to provide an accurate monetary value for each job. As noted in the previous chapter, we make
the assumption that users are capable of differentiating the priorities of different jobs. Without such a
capability, the applicability of the SLA-aware policies would be limited.
In future work, users may be offered financial compensation in return for the additional information
provided. For example, users may also specify and include additional information such as the expected
arrival rates (how often tasks arrive in the future) and the expected deadline ratio of job arrivals (ratio
of urgent and non-urgent jobs). When users are financially rewarded for such information, this will
encourage them to provide more information about its workload. Consequently, this would also increase
the ability of the system to enhance renting decisions. As the end result, this reduces the chance of users
being dissatisfied and disappointed.
7.2.2 Submission and Charging Model
Figure 7.2 illustrates the SLA submission model in SLAM. First, when a user submits a SLA contract,
the request is forwarded to the HAdmission service to determine whether or not to accept the SLA
contract. The decision will be made based on (i) TMV of the contract and (ii) current and future resource
availability1. For the purposes of our evaluation, we assume that the contract will be accepted regardless
of the contract’s TMV value (we assume that no price feedback or admission control is considered). We
1HRental anticipates whether sufficient resources are available within the contract duration.
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Figure 7.2: Job submission model in SLAM.
also assume that the resource availability at future times is guaranteed due to the high availability of
resources worldwide. Once a contract has been accepted, it is recorded and stored in the SLA Contract
Repository. The user is given a unique key for identification upon the acceptance of the contract.
After successful acceptance of a SLA contract, the user can start submitting the first job. The user
submits a job along with the job description and its given identification key. Based on the identification
key, the HAdmission verifies whether the submitted job matches any of the SLA contracts from the SLA
Contract Repository. If verification fails, the job is rejected and a rejection notification is sent to the
user. If verification succeeds, the system traverses the repository to identify and locate a matching SLA
record. If a record is found, the system obtains the necessary information regarding the contract such as
its remaining load, the remaining number of jobs, the estimated average deadline, the estimated average
penalty cost, and the remaining TMV.
Figure 7.3 further illustrates the charging model of the SLAM framework. Upon job arrival, the
HAdmission verifies the job to check whether the SLA contract which corresponds to the job exists in
the SLA Contract Repository. Based on the information provided from the corresponding contract as
well as the individual job information, the HAllocator performs the appropriate scheduling and renting
decisions.
The SLA Contract Repository stores both the revenue and expenses information. The revenue
contains information on deployment overhead cost and resource node usage fee including penalty cost.
When a job j is being served with its requested number of nodes, the user is charged immediately and the
revenue is recorded in the SLA Contract Repository. The HPricer service is responsible for recording
the earning revenue Vj of job j information in the SLA Contract Repository. Further, if there is any
penalty cost δj incurred during application execution, the revenue Vj is also updated once again in the
SLA Contract Repository at the end of each job completion.
The expenses information represents the rental cost which includes the total cost that the system has
already spent on rented nodes. The HRental service takes care of the rental action. Each time the HRental
service rents a resource node, the HAccount service is triggered to update the expenses information (i.e.,
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rental cost) to the Repository. Similarly, at rental termination, the HAccount service is also triggered to
update any additional overhead and usage fees that have been incurred during job execution.
Figure 7.3: Charging framework in SLAM.
7.2.3 Penalty
The SLA may include penalty clauses that penalize the VA if it fails to execute the jobs within the
QoS constraints or requirements. The existence of SLA penalty clauses enables the system to maintain
certain standards of services expected by users. In the event that the VA fails to meet a job’s deadline, a
compensation (penalty) is paid out to mitigate the losses incurred by the user.
A penalty will reduce system earnings. In such cases, the earnings must be adjusted due to the lost
revenue from compensation. Figure 7.4 illustrates how the SLAM system adjusts the level of revenue
from the SLA Contract Repository when there is an SLA violation. Initially, when nodes are being
allocated to a job request, the HPricer service transfers the job monetary value from the TMV Repository
and records the increase in profit in the SLA Contract Repository. Optionally, the AA may also deploy the
HMonitor service to periodically monitor and record the usage time between the start of job execution
until job completion. This log record can be useful later for accounting purposes in the event of a
dispute between the user and the VA system. In the event that a job’s deadline has been violated, the
HAccount service deducts the profit from the SLA Contract Repository based on the agreed penalty cost
as specified in the SLA. Finally, the HPricer service transfers the compensation fee (penalty cost) to the
TMV Repository.
7.3 Experimental Methodology
A set of experiments have been carried out according to the SLAM framework. The aim of the exper-
iments is twofold: first to validate that the SLAM framework enables effective renting decisions and
second to compare the efficiency of the proposed SLA-aware policy options.
This section describes the experimental setup and the default parameters used in the experiments.
The default parameter settings are shown in Table 7.2. For the experiment, each AA generates a job
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Figure 7.4: Penalty handling in SLAM.
request based on the workload traces of the LLNL Thunder cluster used in Chapter 6. As noted in the
previous chapter, the LLNL workload traces were chosen because the workloads contain a large number
of smaller to medium jobs which represent the highly variable and chaotic job submissions of distributed
and parallel applications.
None of the workloads available contains any information pertaining to how SLA contracts are
generated. Therefore, the SLA parameters must be chosen judiciously. For the experiment, the sys-
tem initially consists of U users and each user generates a contract and sends it to the system with an
exponentially-distributed interarrival time. Upon the submission of a contract, the user waits until they
receive a notification from the system that the contract has been accepted. Upon contract acceptance,
the user’s application starts submitting batches of sequential and/or parallel jobs based on the workload
traces.
Since the traces do not contain information pertaining to job urgency or the monetary amount the
application is willing to pay for job execution, we follow a similar methodology as in the previous chapter
to model these parameters through two job classes: (i) high urgency and (ii) low urgency. The workloads
consist of X% urgent jobs and 100-X% non urgent jobs.
For the sake of brevity, the deadline factor between urgent and non-urgent jobs is stretched by a
deadline factor df. To examine the impact of SLA-aware policies under strict and flexible requirements,
we evaluate the impact of cost under various deadline factors. The monetary value for each job is
categorized based on the urgency. For a non-urgent job, a low monetary value is assigned using a normal
distribution with mean 10 and standard deviation of 2. On the other hand, a high monetary value is
assigned using a normal distribution with mean 40 and standard deviation of 8. In this example, the
difference between low and high monetary value is a factor of 4. A mean monetary value factor of 4 is
chosen based on previous related work (Chun and Culler, 2002b; Yeo and Buyya, 2007). This model is
realistic since an application that submits a more urgent job with a strict deadline is more likely to offer
a higher monetary value for the job.
The TMV for each SLA contract is calculated from the total number of generated jobs and their
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urgency. For each contract, the total number of K jobs is generated and each job is assigned as urgent
or non-urgent according to the fraction of urgent and non-urgent requests in the workload. Further, the
TMV is computed by summing up all jobs’ monetary values of the contract (
∑J
j=1 Vj).
For each experiment, we assume that the SLA Scheduler periodically schedules jobs in the queue
every 0.1 hours. We also assume that the SLA Negotiator periodically reviews the amount of additional
nodes to rent every 0.5 hour. The periodic interval for renting decisions (periodic rental interval) is set
higher than the periodic interval for scheduling decisions (periodic scheduling interval) in order to avoid
over-optimistic renting. The SLA contract duration follows a gamma distribution with mean 10 hours
and standard deviation of 2 hours. Gamma distributions are chosen because they behave roughly like
normal distributions, but have the attractive property that they do not generate negative values. Using
a normal distribution and suppressing such values would result in a new, not-quite-normal distribution
with a slightly different mean than intended.
Parameter Default Value
Simulation length 100 hours
Runs per data point 20
Contract inter-arrival time exponential(1.0) hour
SLA contract duration gamma(10.0,2.0) hours
Periodic scheduling period 0.1 hour
Job interarrival time 0.15 hour
Periodic rental period 0.5 hour
Rental duration 1.0 hour
Slack and load threshold 0.5
Urgent:non-urgent ratio 80:20
Penalty value -job monetary value
Low:high job value factor 4
Urgent:non-urgent factor 4
Rental cost factor 4
Cost of a node per hour 0.26
Table 7.2: Default simulator parameter-settings. The notation distribution(x,y) means a distribution of
the given type with a mean of x and a standard deviation of y.
7.4 Non SLA-aware Policy
Before we evaluate how SLA contracts can be effectively used to guide scheduling and renting decisions,
we first present simulation results for the non SLA-aware policy so that meaningful comparisons can be
made with SLA-aware policies.
7.4.1 Non SLA Heuristic
We first examine a simple non SLA-aware Greedy policy that evaluates renting decisions based on the
current load of the system. The Greedy policy is based on the aggressive rent and conservative release
policy which has been described in detail earlier in Section 6.3.1. Recall that with the Greedy policy, the
system rents sufficient nodes for each queued job as soon a rental threshold occurs. The aim is to fullfil
as many job requests as possible. The Greedy policy does not make use of application QoS parameters
such as job deadline and job monetary value information.
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(a) strict df =4.
(b) flexible df =8.
Figure 7.5: Greedy Heuristic scheme under varying fraction of urgent requests for df =4 and df =8.
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Figure 7.5 shows the cost breakdown the Greedy heuristic scheme under strict and flexible deadline
conditions. The cost includes profit, revenue, penalty cost and rental cost. Our first observation is that
the penalty cost is significantly high. Although we can see that the revenue increases steadily as more
jobs arrive in the system, interestingly, the rate of increase in penalty cost is almost comparable to the
rate of increase of the revenue. We can also observe that the rental cost increases as the fraction of urgent
requests increases. This shows that even when the system continues renting additional nodes in order to
satisfy the incoming job requests, it is still unable to increase its overall profit – the profit is substantially
low. This observation illustrates that the non SLA-aware Greedy policy is somewhat ineffective because
it has to rent quite a significant amount of nodes in order to fulfil the QoS of the incoming job requests.
Moreover, we can observe that the increase in the number of rented nodes does not have a positive
effect at all in reducing the penalty cost. As observed, while the rental cost steadily increases, the system
fails to reduce the penalty cost. It is clear that the Greedy heuristic excessively rents too many nodes
without providing any cost benefits to the system.
Recognizing that not every best-effort and urgent request requires equal responsiveness, the system
should adjust its scheduling and renting decisions based on job priorities (e.g., urgent and non-urgent
jobs). However, it is often very difficult to make optimal (or suboptimal) scheduling and renting decisions
without any knowledge of future application behaviour. Even in conventional Cluster or Grid systems, it
is compulsory for the users to specify estimated job runtime when submitting hard deadline (urgent) jobs
(Islam et al., 2003). Such systems support advance reservation to provide QoS support. However, if the
actual job runtime exceeds user runtime estimates, the job has to be terminated immediately and needs
to be resubmitted again (F.Heine et al., 2005). Therefore, users are forced to provide exact estimates of
job runtimes. This is often not feasible because users cannot anticipate the job runtimes in advance due
to the unpredictable processing demands of distributed/parallel applications.
It is envisaged that if the system could effectively predict application future load reasonably well,
resource nodes could be rented periodically within pre-specified intervals in order to maintain sufficient
nodes for serving current jobs and future arrival jobs. If the system could somehow enforce applications
to quantify some information about their future behaviours, it could then make use of the information
provided to anticipate future demand. This prompts the development of SLA contract-based scheduling
and renting policies, that we evaluate next.
7.5 SLA-aware Policies
The previous Greedy policy performs renting decisions based on information provided from the current
information in the system queue. The policy assumes that no information on the overall application
execution characteristics is available. In the next section, we present and evaluate several SLA-aware
rental policies that utilize information of future application execution characteristics which are expressed
using SLAs.
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(a) df=4.
(b) df=8.
Figure 7.6: Rigid heuristic scheme under varying fraction of urgent requests for df=4 and df=8.
7.5.1 SLA Rigid
We examine a simple rental policy that evaluates renting decisions based on exact estimates of demand.
The basic idea of the policy is to rent exactly N nodes for the period covered in each SLA contract. For
example, if the user specifies D as a contract duration and M as the total estimated number of required
nodes, the system then issues a single rental request to rent M nodes for D rental duration.
Figure 7.6 shows the cost breakdown for the rigid heuristic scheme. Comparing Figure 7.5 and
Figure 7.6, we can observe the improvement in profit and penalty cost for all fractions of urgent re-
quests. This result is attributed to the priority queue employed that always rents nodes exactly based
on information provided in the SLA contract. This improvement is especially significant because we
can observe that the penalty cost is now lower than the rental cost. Furthermore, when comparing the
Greedy heuristic scheme with the rigid heuristic scheme, the rigid heuristic scheme improves the overall
profit for the system at any fraction of urgent requests. As observed, when the fraction of urgent requests
increases, we can also see that the profit improvement increases.
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However, one interesting observation is in respect of the increased rate of the rental cost for SLA
Rigid Policy. As observed, as the fraction of urgent requests increases, the rental cost also increases
significantly. This result is attributed to the rigid strategy that serves all queued job requests without
optimizing rental cost. It is anticipated that if the system could effectively predict future load reason-
ably well for the next rental period, less nodes need to be rented to accommodate QoS (i.e., deadlines)
requirements of current and future jobs.
7.5.2 SLA Load-aware
We consider a SLA-aware load policy that makes use of the estimated load information provided by the
application in the form of SLA contracts to guide scheduling and renting decisions.
The basic idea of the scheme is to rent nodes for queued jobs based on the application’s anticipated
load over a specific time interval. If the system is able to predict future system load with reasonable
accuracy, it will be able to rent the least amount of nodes required to accommodate the job requests.
This avoids excessive rental cost that could be incurred due to over-optimistic renting.
Using a SLA contract, the user provides information regarding the application workload such as
the total load (processing units) of its overall execution and/or an estimated number of jobs that will be
generated throughout the lifetime of application execution. In this subsection, we shall consider a case
where a SLA contract is submitted to the system during job submission with the following information:
(i) the application total load and (ii) the estimated total number of jobs. We aim to examine how such
information can be effectively used by the system to predict the future demand of the application.
As noted earlier, the SLA contract must be accepted before the application can start sending any of
its job requests. Upon accepting a SLA contract, the system identifies the amount of processing loads
and the estimated number of jobs specified within the contract. Whenever a job j of a contract sla is
scheduled by the system, the system computes the remaining load reml for all queued jobs that belong
to contract sla and remaining number of jobs remj of a contract sla as follows:
remlsla =
remlsla −
∑sla
j=1 lj
otl
(7.1)
remjsla = remjsla − 1 (7.2)
where lj is the job’s j estimated load and otl is the original total load of the contract when it is first
initially defined within the SLA contract. Effectively, the remaining load and remaining number of jobs
for a contract sla is computed using information from both the SLA contract and the individual job’s
information. When the threshold has been triggered, the system traverses each queued job that belongs
to the contract sla and checks whether the remaining sla has fallen below the specific load threshold. If
the remaining load remlsla has fallen below the threshold, the system immediately rents the required Sj
nodes for each queued job that belongs to the contract sla.
The strategy is to rent extra nodes only for queued job j that belong to the sla contract with lower
remaining load remlsla. The idea is to recognize the benefits of renting extra nodes in accommodating
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(a) SLA Rigid vs. SLA Load-aware.
(b) SLA Load-aware heuristic.
Figure 7.7: Cost Comparison of SLA Load-aware policy versus SLA Rigid scheme.
a job with substantial load. The benefits derive from potential future revenue which is expected to be
generated from executing job j of that specific sla contract.
In Figure 7.7a, we compare the cost breakdown of the SLA Load-aware policy with the SLA Rigid
policy. The remaining load threshold is set to 0.5. Our first observation is that the profits for both policies
are comparable when the system is loaded with a few urgent jobs. At a lower fraction of urgent requests,
both policies are able to maintain a high level of profit. However, as the fraction of urgent requests
increases (up to 60% of urgent requests), we start seeing the effectiveness of the SLA Load-aware policy
in generating higher profit compared to the SLA Rigid policy. We can also observe that the profit for the
SLA Rigid policy starts to decline. The result is attributed to the incompetent decision-making of the
SLA Rigid policy in renting too many nodes due to sudden arrivals of urgent jobs in the system.
Figure 7.7b further shows the rental cost for both SLA Load-aware and SLA Rigid policies under
varying percentage of urgent requests. We can see the rental cost for the SLA Rigid policy increases
substantially as the fraction of urgent requests increases. As a result, this significantly reduces the overall
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profit. However, the same does not apply to the SLA Load-aware policy because the rental cost can be
maintained steadily when the fraction of urgent requests increases. This explains why the profit for the
SLA Load-aware policy continues to improve as the fraction of urgent jobs increases. In particular,
from Figure 7.7a, we can see that at high load (above 60% urgent requests), the SLA Load-aware policy
generates approximately 40% higher profit when compared to the SLA Rigid policy. The profit continues
to increase as the fraction of urgent requests increases.
Unlike the SLA Load-aware policy, the SLA Rigid policy is unable to maintain the system’s rental
cost because there is no mechanism to evaluate the remaining load and remaining number of jobs for
individual applications. This shows that predicting future demand based on the remaining load informa-
tion provided by the SLA contract and the load information concerning individual jobs can be effectively
used to improve the overall user satisfaction and increase the profit margin of the system. Since the sys-
tem is able to anticipate future workload in advance, jobs can be scheduled more efficiently and nodes
can be rented with minimal unused capacity. We can also observe that the benefits of enforcing SLA
information are most pronounced when the workload consists of a higher fraction of urgent requests.
7.5.3 SLA Value-aware
In the previous policy, no attempt has been made to ensure that urgent jobs can be satisfied within
deadline constraints. Although the policy works well under a higher fraction of urgent requests, there is
no QoS support for urgent jobs that require their deadlines to be satisfied.
In this subsection, we propose the SLA Value-aware policy that attempts to enhance the profit by
incorporating knowledge of job monetary values. In such a policy, the user specifies exactly the total
amount they are willing to pay for executing their jobs within the SLA contract. The information on the
total (aggregated) monetary values provided by the user within the SLA contract will be used effectively
to guide scheduling and renting decisions.
The basic strategy is to maximize the revenue by differentiating high-value and low-value jobs. By
default, high-value jobs should be given higher execution priority than low-value jobs. Similar to the
SLA Load-aware policy, the SLA Value-aware policy evaluates each accepted contract each time a new
job arrives in the system. When a new job arrives in the system, the remaining monetary values of the
contract are computed against the job. If the remaining values of the contract are sufficiently high, the
system issues a rental request to rent additional nodes immediately in order to accommodate the job and
future jobs that belong to the contract. In essence, a job that belongs to a contract with high remaining
monetary values will be given higher priority for execution. The strategy is to rent additional nodes if
the system anticipates that there is potentially a large revenue stream which may be generated by serving
jobs from high-value contracts.
More formally, the remaining monetary values of contract sla for job j are computed as follows:
remvsla = remvsla − Vj (7.3)
where remvsla is the remaining monetary values to be earned from contract sla. The remaining monetary
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values remvsla are computed each time a job j has been selected to be scheduled. From the remvsla,
we can determine the maximum revenue for each queued job j as follows:
maxofferj = (
remvsla
remdsla
) (7.4)
where remdslais the remaining contract duration for contract sla. Instead of prioritizing the queue
according to a FCFS (First-Come-First-Served) scheduling scheme (as in the previous SLA Load-
aware policy), the scheduler prioritizes queued jobs in descending maxoffer for scheduling. If the
maxofferj of job j cannot be accommodated due to insufficient nodes, it may rent kj additional nodes
for job j according to the following rule:
kj =
F − Sj remvsla > Sj(rtd ∗ uc)0 otherwise (7.5)
According to the rule above, the system rents kj additional nodes only if the total rental cost for renting
kj does not exceed the remvsla. The rtd is the minimum rental duration for each rented node, Sj is the
amount of requested nodes, F is the amount of currently free nodes, and uc is the rental fee paid per
hour for renting a node.
Figure 7.8 shows the profit improvement in percentage terms of the SLA Value-aware scheme com-
pared to the previous SLA Load-aware policy. From Figure 7.8a, we can observe that the improvement
in profit increases as the deadline factor increases. In particular, it can be seen that the profit increases
exponentially when the percentage of urgent requests increases up to 60%. We can see that improve-
ment of the SLA Value-aware policy substantially increases when the percentage of urgent requests is
above 60-70%. This highlights the significant impact of ratio of urgent and non-urgent job requests in
the workload.
It can also be observed that, when compared to the SLA Load-aware scheme, the SLA Value-aware
policy earns additional revenues of up to 20% for a low deadline factor of 4. When the deadline factor
increases to 16, the improvement increases up to 120%. This is an encouraging result suggesting that
the policy is able to optimize renting decisions very well to accommodate sudden arrivals of incoming
urgent job requests without high rental cost. The success is attributed to the effectiveness of the policy
in not reacting over-excessively to the sudden arrivals of jobs – only jobs that belong to contracts with
high remaining monetary values get special treatment.
Interestingly enough, Figure 7.8b shows that the penalty cost is fairly high for the SLA Value-aware
policy when compared to the SLA Load-aware policy at a higher fraction of urgent requests. The result
could possibly be attributed to resource competition; low-value jobs are consistently being delayed by
the high fraction of urgent jobs. This has a negative effect of violating deadlines for some less valued
urgent jobs.
From these observations, it can be seen that there is a fundamental trade-off between the SLA Load-
aware and SLA Value-aware policies. We can resolve this by employing a strategy that gives an option
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(a) Improvement of SLA Value-aware heuristic.
(b) Penalty cost.
Figure 7.8: Cost Comparison of SLA Load-aware policy versus SLA Value-aware schemes for varying
deadline factors.
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for the system to switch the priority between high-value and low-value jobs depending on the situation.
For example, if a job’s deadline is about to expire, the system should execute the job immediately even if
it generates less revenue. Moreover, in a situation when it is crucial for the system to ensure no deadline
violation for all queued jobs, it may postpone scheduling jobs that belong to the high remaining monetary
values contract when it encounters ‘riskier’ less valued jobs (jobs deadlines which are nearly violated).
This prompts the development of a more sophisticated cost-aware strategy that takes into account both
the jobs’ QoS requirements and the system’s profit when making scheduling and renting decisions.
7.5.4 SLA Profit-aware
In the previous subsection, the shortcomings of the SLA Value-aware policy lead us to the conclusion
that there is a need for a slight modification to the policy. A desirable rental scheme would inherently
take into account job deadline and job monetary value as well as the current system’s revenue. In this
section, we propose a SLA Profit-aware policy that does so.
The SLA Profit-aware policy priorities riskier jobs which need to be served immediately before
their deadlines are about to expire. If there is no such riskier jobs, the queued jobs will be served in
descending order of their monetary values. If a risky job cannot be accommodated with current available
nodes and if waiting for the next periodic scheduling interval is likely to violate the job’s deadline, the
system rents kj nodes for job j as long as the current profit level plus the remaining monetary values
remvsla of the contract sla does not exceed the cost of renting Sj − F nodes:
kj =
Sj − F if(profit+ remvsla) ≥ Sj(rtd) ∗ uc)0 otherwise (7.6)
Figure 7.9a shows the profit improvement of the SLA Profit-aware scheme compared to the previous
SLA Value-aware policy. As observed, under a low fraction of urgent requests, the SLA Profit-aware
policy generates less profit (performs worst) compared to the SLA Value-aware policy. We can see that
the profits fall between 5 and 11 percent. However, as the fraction of urgent requests increases, the
performance of the SLA Profit-aware policy starts to increase substantially and we can observe that SLA
Profit-aware scheme outperforms the SLA Value-aware policy.
The SLA Value-aware policy performs well under a low fraction of urgent requests because there
are only a few urgent jobs in the system and there are sufficient nodes to satisfy all the incoming jobs
within their QoS requirements. However, as the fraction of urgent requests increases, the SLA Value-
aware policy is no longer able to compete with the SLA Profit-aware policy. We can see that at a high
fraction of urgent requests, the SLA Profit-aware policy performs better under a high deadline factor. For
example, we can see that the SLA Profit-aware policy improves up to 7% under a high deadline factor
(deadline factor = 8) over the SLA Value-aware policy.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to see from Figure 7.8b that the SLA Profit-aware policy is able to
reduce the penalty cost to zero under a low fraction of urgent requests, whereas the SLA Value-aware
policy is unable to keep its penalty cost lower than 1000 even at a low fraction of urgent requests. The
positive result of the SLA Profit-aware policy is attributed to its strategy of investing in extra nodes to
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(a) Profit improvement.
(b) Penalty cost.
Figure 7.9: Comparison of SLA Value-aware policy versus SLA Profit-aware policy for various deadline
factors.
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Algorithms Fraction of Urgent Jobs
Small (20%) Large (80%)
Greedy 16,075 8,226
SLA Rigid 15,454 64,133
SLA Load-aware 16,450 84,162
SLA Value-aware 17,272 117,826
SLA Profit-aware 15,890 121,361
Figure 7.10: Comparisons of Non-SLA-aware and SLA-aware policies by Profit.
accommodate riskier jobs. Although it may not perform as well when compared to the SLA Value-aware
policy at a low fraction of urgent requests, it is still able to generate high profits at higher fractions of
urgent requests for a different range of deadline factors. It is therefore more effective than the SLA Value-
aware policy when it is necessary for the system to guarantee zero deadline violations for applications.
7.5.5 Summary
Table 7.10 summarizes the difference in profits between all of the proposed non-SLA-aware and SLA-
aware policies under both a small fraction and a large fraction of urgent requests. We summarize our
results as follows:
• All SLA-aware policies outperform the non SLA Greedy policy. Even with a very basic SLA Rigid
policy, a slight increase in profit of 2.51% is still observed under workloads with small fraction of
urgent requests. The improvement is even higher at 11.8% increase in profit under workloads of a
large fraction of urgent requests.
• The SLA Value-aware policy gives the best profit (with a slight 10.7% increase in profit over the
SLA Profit-aware policy) for workloads with a small fraction of urgent requests. This demonstrates
that the SLA Value-aware policy is the best policy when the SLA consists of many non-urgent job
requests.
• The SLA Profit-aware policy gives the best profit (with a slight 8.9% increase in profit over the
SLA Value-aware policy) for workloads with a large fraction of urgent requests. This shows that,
overall, the SLA Profit- aware policy is the most suitable when the SLA contract consists of a large
fraction of urgent job requests over non-urgent job requests.
We make the following conclusion: (i) both SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies are
very effective as they significantly outperform all other policies across a wide range of conditions and
parameters and (ii) the idea of investing and recycling system profit at runtime (as employed by the
Profit-aware policy) to accommodate future jobs can actually mitigate the risks of urgent jobs from
being dissatisfied and it is a powerful technique for ensuring zero penalty cost in extreme situations of
sudden burst of demand for resources.
7.6 Rental Cost Options
In the previous section, several SLA-aware policies have been proposed to guide the resource selection
decisions in an attempt to balance the cost of acquiring computational resources and the cost of sat-
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isfying application quality-of-service (QoS) requirements. Such SLA-aware policies provide option to
rent resources based on short-term and/or long-term planning and to manage these resources according
to the needs of its users. However, there is another side to the problem that seems largely untouched.
This relates to the symbiosis between users and resource provider: users and resource providers do not
operate in a vacuum. There is a clear case for collaborative relationships between them.
In this section, we answer the following question: “What is the impact of various SLA-aware poli-
cies under different cost options? In particular, are some business models better in the sense of allow-
ing lower rental costs (and therefore cheaper services) for long-term rentals compared to short-term
rentals?” In the context of a global distributed environment, a resource provider may be reluctant to rent
out resource nodes for short durations. There are many reasons for this: to promote long-term commit-
ment by users to resource usage, to avoid lower resource utilization, to reduce unnecessary negotiations
(communication overhead) with potentially multiple VAs around the world, and to lower administrative
costs that can be incurred due to cost overheads from resource deployment. Resource providers may
therefore prefer to rent out their resources for long rental durations and they may do so by charging
lower rental fees for long rental durations.
The system may offer an option to allow the user to rent on a short-term or long-term basis, or
both. Renting on a short-term basis is cheaper for the VA because it can get immediate access to re-
sources when needed without tying up funds in unnecessary rental cost. However, short-term rental is
considered expensive from the resource provider’s perspective because of the needs to constantly finds
its customers. Hence, renting on a long-term basis is cheaper for the resource provider, but it may unnec-
essarily tie up and thus increase the rental cost for the VA. To examine these various issues, we examine
the effectiveness of various SLA-aware policies under different rental and cost conditions in this section.
7.6.1 Impact Rental Duration
We first evaluate the impact of renting under increasing rental duration, where each rental duration is
fixed for each experiment. We conducted several experiments under various durations: 10 minutes (600
seconds), 1 hour (3,600 seconds), 10 hours (36,000 seconds), 20 hours (72,000 seconds), and 50 hours
(180,000 seconds).
Figure 7.11 plots the results for the SLA Rigid policy under both the LLNL Thunder and LLNL
Atlas workloads, in which each experiment is repeated for various rental durations. As the rental dura-
tion is from 10 minutes to 10 hours, our initial observation is the policy earns higher profit as the rental
duration increases. Interestingly, however, as the rental duration continues to increase beyond 20 hours
(36,000 secs), the policy no longer delivers higher profit. As observed, the profit falls when the rental
duration is over 20 hours. Looking more closely at Figure 7.11, we can see that the rental cost substan-
tially increases as it goes beyond 70,000 seconds (approximately 10 hours). This causes a significant
reduction in profit due to a significant increase in rental cost when the rental duration goes above 20
hours.
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(a) LLNL Thunder at Fixed Duration.
(b) LLNL Atlas at Fixed Duration.
Figure 7.11: Cost breakdown for SLA Rigid policy under increasing rental durations.
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At the initial stage, the trend in our results is that the long-term rental option offers a better profit
when compared to short-term rentals. However, it reaches a point where long rental duration no longer
delivers a higher profit. In our case, for both LLNL Thunder and LNNL Atlas workloads, the optimal
rental duration is found to be approximately 10 hours. After this point, the profit starts to degrade
substantially.
(a) LLNL Thunder.
(b) LLNL Atlas.
Figure 7.12: Comparison of all SLA-aware policies for both the LLNL Thunder and LLNL Atlas work-
load traces.
Figure 7.12 shows a comparison of the profits of different SLA-aware policies (i.e., SLA Rigid,
SLA Load-aware, SLA Value-aware, and SLA Profit-aware) for the LLNL Thunder workload and for
the LLNL Atlas workload as well under an increasing fraction of urgent jobs. When comparing the
policies, we can see that the SLA Rigid and SLA Load-aware policies earn lower profits compared to
the SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies. This is due to the SLA Rigid and SLA Load-aware
policies not reacting quickly enough to accommodate sudden changes in workload demands, whilst SLA
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Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies have better profits especially at a higher fraction of urgent
requests because they take into account of execution and rental cost when performing renting decisions.
7.6.2 Impact of a Combination of Short-Term and Long-Term Rentals
As seen earlier, the cost-aware SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies deliver better profit com-
pared to SLA Rigid and SLA-Load aware policies. In the next experiment, we take into consideration
the renting of nodes based on a combination of short and long rental durations. In such a case, the system
can choose to rent nodes on a short-term or on a long-term basis. Hence, we introduce the possibility for
a mixed arrangement of short-term and long-term rentals. The aim is to determine whether there is any
cost-benefit in having a combination of short-term and long-term rentals when making rental decisions
over the long term to sustain overall profit.
We first evaluate the combination of short-term rentals and long-term rentals, where the cost of
short-term rental (short rental) is two times (2x) higher than that the cost of the long-term rental (long
rental) option. For the purposes of this experiment, a long rental duration is charged at a standard price
of 0.26 per hour, and the charge for a short rental duration is 0.52 (two times higher than long rentals).
Furthermore, the short-term rental duration is set to be 10 minutes, whereas the long rental duration is
set to be 10 hours. The 10 hours duration is chosen as it was found to be the optimal range, as observed
from our previous experiment.
The choice of short-term and long-term rentals is determined accordingly for each experiment.
Initially, long-term rentals are initiated prior to the first job execution. Subsequently, the short-term
rentals are initiated upon a new job arrival or when a specific threshold condition has been triggered. In
such a situation, the number of nodes to rent on a short-term rental basis is determined according to the
number of queued jobs, as described in Section 7.5.
The SLA Rigid policy is based on 100% long-term rental with no short-term rental option pro-
vided. On the other hand, the SLA Load-aware, SLA Value-aware, and SLA Profit-aware policies have
the flexibility to rent nodes based on a combination of both short- and long-rental options. Initially, X%
of estimated total nodes (specified from the contract) are rented on a long-term basis prior to job execu-
tion. Subsequently, the remaining 100-X% nodes are rented on a short-term basis at different points of
application execution to accommodate sudden spikes in demand.
Figure 7.13 plots the results as we vary the mix of long-term and short-term rentals for LLNL
Thunder and LLNL Atlas workloads. Initially, all policies earn comparable profits when the percentage
of long-term rentals is between 1% and 20%. However, as the percentage of long-term rentals increases
beyond this point, we start to see a wide difference in profits between all the different policies. It can
be observed that both SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies still continue to deliver higher
profits beyond 20% of long-term rentals, whereas the profits for the SLA Rigid and SLA Load-aware
policies change very little as the percentage of long-term rentals increases. Interestingly, we can also
observe that the profits for the SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies fall substantially when
the percentage of long-term rentals goes above 60%. This shows that too high a percentage of long-term
rentals can result in poor performance although the SLA Rigid and SLA Load-aware policies are not
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(a) LLNL Thunder.
(b) LLNL Atlas.
Figure 7.13: A combination of both short-term and long-term rental options.
affected much by the percentage of long-term rentals.
We can see that there is not much variation in profit across increasing percentage of long rentals for
both SLA Rigid and SLA Load-aware policies. This may be attributed to the additional cost overhead
incurred from nodes being tied up unnecessarily as well as the penalty cost incurred from the burst-
arrival of new jobs. On the other hand, both the SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware polices are able
to continue delivering significantly higher profits as the percentage of long-term rentals increases. This
is attributed to the cost-aware approach employed by both policies to rent only an optimal number of
nodes when reacting to changes in demand. We observe a similar trend for the LLNL Atlas workload as
well. In fact, we can observe that both the SLA Value-aware SLA Profit-aware policies earn significantly
higher profits compared to the other policies at all percentages of long-term rentals. This shows that they
both perform very well under small or medium short duration jobs and for many parallel jobs that run
for longer duration.
Figure 7.14 further shows a cost breakdown for the SLA Profit-aware policy under a fixed rental
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Figure 7.14: Fixed rentals vs. mixed rental arrangements for the SLA Profit-aware policy.
duration, where all rented nodes are rented on fixed rental durations each with 10 hours versus a mix
of rental arrangements at 50% long-term rentals. We can observe that a higher profit can be achieved
under a mixed rental arrangement compared to a fixed rental duration. Overall, these results suggest that
renting a combination of short-term and long-term rentals is more effective in comparison to a rental
arrangement policy where each node is rented on a fixed duration basis.
7.6.3 Impact of Short-term and Long-term Rental Options under Varying
Rental Durations
So far, we have examined a mixed rental arrangement of short-term and long-term options. Previously,
a short-term rental was defined a rental duration of 10 minutes and a long-term rental option has a rental
duration of 10 hours. What would be the impact of having different durations for each short-term and
long-term rental option?
Next, we investigate the impact of profit for a combination of short-term and long term-rentals
under different rental durations. Figure 7.15 shows the comparison of profits for the SLA Profit-aware
policy under the following rental durations: (1) short-term rental of 10 minutes and long-term rental of 1
hour [10 mins, 1 hour]; (2) short-term rental of 10 minutes and long-term rental duration of 10 hours [10
mins, 10 hours]; (3) short-term rental of 1 hour and long-term rental of 10 hours [1 hour, 10 hours] and
finally (4) short-term rental of 1 hour and long-term rental of 50 hours [1 hour, 50 hours]. We restrict
our discussion here to the SLA Profit-aware policy because we have already observed earlier that all
SLA-aware policies follow similar trends and the SLA Profit-aware policy is the best performer. For the
same reason, we also restrict our experiments to the LLNL Thunder workload traces only.
Figure 7.15 plots the results under an increasing percentage of long-term rentals. As can be ob-
served, the [1 hour, 10 hours] rental arrangement delivers the highest profit compared to the rest of rental
options. In contrast, the [10 mins, 10 hours] and [1 hour, 50 hours] rental options earn the worst profit.
These results show that the rental duration assigned for short-term and long-term rentals can have dif-
ferent outcomes in relation to profit. From this observation, we can conclude that a combination of too
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Figure 7.15: Varying durations for short-term and long-term rentals.
short a duration for the short-term rental option and too long a duration for the long-term option can
have a detrimental effect on the overall profit. For example, we can see that the short-term rental option
should not be too short (10 minutes) and the rental duration for long-term rental option should not be too
long (50 hours). In our case (as observed for the LLNL Thunder workload), the highest profit is obtained
when the short-term rental duration is set to 1 hour and the long-term rental duration is set to 10 hours.
7.6.4 Impact of Rental Cost
In the previous experiments, we assume that the cost for short-term rental is two times (2x) higher than
that of the long-term rental. The question is: what would happen if the cost for short-term rentals
increases at a rate greater than 2x?
In practice, a resource provider is more likely to charge a very high rental fee for short-term rentals
compared to long-term rentals. There are many reasons for this: to promote long-term commitment to
renting resources, to ensure an increase in resource utilization, and to lower administrative costs that can
be incurred in the negotiation and deployment phases when there are potentially multiple VAs competing
for resources.
Figure 7.16 plots the impact of profits for different rental policies under increasing rental factor. In
the simulations, increasing the rental factor to x value leads to increasing the cost of renting a resource
node by x times. For example, a factor of 4x implies that the cost to rent a resource nodes is 4 times
higher. Generally, large rental factor leads to an increase in rental cost for short-term rental which results
in lower profit. Therefore, the policy must aim to reduce the number of short-term rentals by accurately
renting acceptable nodes to accomodate new arrival jobs (burst) in near future.
As can be seen, the SLA Rigid policy’s profit drops off rapidly as the rental factor increases and its
profit drops nearly to zero when the rental factor is greater than 10. This is attributed to the policy’s static
approach in renting exactly N nodes upon contract arrival. Therefore, there is no room for improvement
in renting additional nodes since this would incur significantly high rental cost due to idle nodes. The
SLA Load-aware policy also delivers similar poor performance, although it offers slightly higher profit
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(a) Increasing rental factor with static rental duration.
(b) Increasing rental factor with 50% long-term rentals.
Figure 7.16: Impact on profit of increasing rental cost.
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than the SLA Rigid policy. In contrast, the increase in rental factor does not stop either the SLA Value-
aware or SLA Profit-aware policy from delivering a high profit, although we can see that the profit falls
slowly with increasing rental cost. For example, when the rental cost factor increases beyond 10, we can
see a reduction trend in profits. We can also observe that the SLA Profit-aware policy earns substantially
higher profit than the SLA Value-aware policy. The SLA Profit-aware policy earns more profit because it
takes into account the cost of renting additional nodes, whereas the SLA Value-aware policy only takes
into account job monetary values from queued jobs.
Figure 7.16b shows the same experiment repeated for 50% long-term rentals. We can see that
similar trends are observed. However, for both SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies, we can
observe that the profits do not fall significantly as the rental cost factor increases. This is in contrast with
our previous experiment that was carried out with static rental durations. This result indicates that both
SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies are less sensitive under an increasing rental cost factor
when a combination of mixed rental durations is used.
7.6.5 Impact of Monetary Values
We now examine profit sensitivity to variations in monetary values to examine their impact across all
SLA-aware policies. We aim to determine whether there are any benefits in making use of monetary
values information specifically for the cost-aware approaches: SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware
policies that take into account monetary values information when performing renting decisions. In the
simulations, increasing the value factor to x value leads to increasing the monetary value by x times. For
example, a factor of 4x implies that the monetary value assigned is 4 times higher.
Figure 7.17a plots the profits across all SLA-aware policies with static rental duration under an
increasing value factor. We can observe several interesting trends from the results. For static rental
duraction, it can be observed that the SLA Profit-aware policy substantially outperforms all other poli-
cies by delivering a significant increase in profit as the value factor increases. As expected, the SLA
Value-aware policy also delivers slightly higher profit compared to the SLA Load-aware and SLA Rigid
policies. Figure 7.17b further shows the profits for all SLA-aware policies with 50% long-term rentals
as a function of increasing value factor. Again, we see a similar trend, but with the exception that the
increase in profit for all SLA-aware policies is much more significant. In particular, we can see a linear
increase for the SLA Profit-aware as the value factor increases.
7.6.6 Impact of Sudden Spikes in Demand
A highly variable and chaotic workload occurs because users often submit jobs in bursts as opposed
to submitting individual jobs separated by shorter periods of idle time. How efficient are the various
SLA-aware policies in adapting to sudden spikes in demand?
We therefore aim to examine the performance sensitivity to burstiness in the workload. In order to
this, we make some changes to our workload model in order to examine the sensitivity of the various
SLA-aware policies under different levels of burstiness as a function of job burst sizes. To simulate the
job burst sizes, the jobs from the LLNL Thunder workload traces are grouped into a number of sets.
Each set is assigned a job burst size where a fixed number j of jobs is assigned per burst. The greater the
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(a) Increasing value factor with static rental duration.
(b) Increasing value factor with 50% long-term rentals.
Figure 7.17: Profit sensitivity to increasing monetary value.
burst size, the higher the number j of jobs are submitted. At any one job submission, a fixed j of jobs is
submitted to the system. Since this will have some effect on utilization, the job interarrival time is fixed
with an exponentially distributed service time with a mean of 0.15 hours in order to highlight relative
comparisons of the different SLA-aware policies.
Figure 7.18 plots the results for all the SLA policies under increasing burst size. For all policies,
the general trend is that as the burst size increases, all policies suffer some profit degradation due to
cases where bursts include multiple high-value jobs (i.e., a large number of urgent jobs) which compete
directly against each other. We can see that as the workload becomes chaotic (burst size increases), the
profits for both the SLA Rigid and SLA Load-aware policies suffer rapidly as burst size increases. In
particular, the profit for the SLA Rigid policy becomes almost zero when the burst size approaches 8. In
contrast, the SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies demonstrate significantly less degradation
in profit with larger burst sizes. However, both the SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies
still suffer from profit reduction at high burst sizes. Nonetheless, the SLA Profit-aware policy is able to
greatly minimize profit degradation due to its cost-aware approach because it is able to determine the
optimal number of nodes to rent based on the information provided from the remaining total monetary
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Figure 7.18: Impact of burst size.
values (TMV) of the contract in addition to the monetary value information provided by new job arrivals.
7.6.7 Impact of Node Heterogeneity
In the previous experiment, we can see that, in all cases, overall profit is superior when applying the SLA
Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies. In most cases, the SLA Profit-aware policy delivers higher
profits compared to the rest of the policies. The question now is: “would we have similar observations
under rentals of heterogeneous nodes with different processing speed capacity?”
We therefore aim to examine the effect of the variation of node capacity under an increasing per-
centage of long-term rentals. A node consists of two parameters: processing speed and speed factor.
Here, the completion time of a task j on node n is calculated based on the node’s processing speed.
Therefore, the speed factor β is used to assess the capacity of each node against a standard node. For
instance, a node with 2x speed factor would incur two times extra rental fee cost compared to a node with
standard processing power. We carry out simulations for various capacity nodes under a symmetric case
(almost all processors follow the same capacity) and an asymmetric case (high deviation in the processor
capacity).
Figure 7.19a shows the profits for all SLA-aware policies a symmetric case where we assume that
the capacity of each node follows a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 1 percent of the
respective mean capacity value β where β is defined to as (β = 10). We can see two different trends.
Initially, for both the SLA Rigid and SLA Load-aware policies, we can see an immediate reduction in
profit as the speed factor increases. We attribute the reduction in profit to the high rental cost incurred
in renting fast nodes. However, both the SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-Aware policies display the
opposite trend: we can observe that the profits for both the SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware
policies increase at a significant rate until the speed factor goes above 10 when the rate of increase starts
to slow down. This shows that the cost-aware approach is very effective in optimally renting the amount
of resource nodes while lowering the penalty cost by accommodating the job QoS requirements. As a
result, high profit can be obtained even under increasing processing capacity. On the other hand, the SLA
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(a) Increasing Speed Factor β. (b) Increasing long-term rentals for β = 10.
(c) asymmetric biased low case (20% high capacity nodes). (d) asymmetric biased high case (80% high capacity nodes).
Figure 7.19: The impact of node heterogeneity.
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Rigid and SLA Load-aware policies are unable to maintain their profits with increasing mean processing
capacity.
Figure 7.19b further shows the effect of increasing long-term rentals under a high-capacity node
condition, where the mean processing speed factor is set to 10 (β = 10) with a high standard deviation
of 20 percent of the respective mean speed factor value. As expected, we can observe that both the SLA
Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies are able to maintain a high profit as the percentage of long-
term rentals increases up to its optimal level which is 60 percent. On the other hand, the SLA Rigid and
SLA Load-aware policies struggle to earn high profits as the percentage of long-term rentals increases.
Next, we consider the asymmetric case where each node is either assigned a low-capacity or a
high-capacity node. Each node follows a normal distribution in terms of processor capacity with a high
standard deviation of 20 percent of the respective mean speed factor value. The mean speed factor of
the low-capacity node is set to β = 1, while the mean speed factor of the high-capacity node is set to
β = 10. Figure 7.19c presents an asymmetric-biased low-capacity case where the majority of the nodes
are of low capacity (80% slow and 20% fast nodes), while while Figure 7.19d presents an asymmetric-
biased high-capacity case where the majority of the nodes are of high capacity (80% fast and 20% slow
nodes).
For these two cases, we can observe that the existence of the different node groups with extreme
processing capacity leads to significant deterioration of profit for both the SLA Rigid and SLA Load-
aware policies. In contrast, both the SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies are able to earn
high profits for both the asymmetric-biased low case and the asymmetric-biased high case. This is due
to the cost-aware approach adopted by both the SLA Value-aware and the SLA Profit-aware policies
which means that they are able to optimize the rental decision based on the monetary values information
provided about the SLA contract and individual job monetary value.
Interestingly, for these two cases, we can observe that the SLA Value-aware policy does not perform
very well under the asymmetric-biased high case compared to under the asymmetric-biased low case. We
can see a huge difference in profit between the asymmetric-biased low case and asymmetric-biased high
case, although it is still comparably better than the profit of the SLA Rigid and SLA Load-aware policies.
On the other hand, the SLA Profit-aware policy delivers high profits for both asymmetric cases.
7.7 Summary
We have presented a SLAM framework that is a scalable and dynamic approach for creating and man-
aging SLAs. Based on this framework, we performed an evaluation of various SLA-aware policies and
presented a comparative analysis of their performance under a wide range of cost options imposed by
resource providers. Our results provide interesting key insights into the applicability and effectiveness
of the SLA-aware approaches in the VA environment:
• The combination of short-term and long-term rentals delivers higher profit compared to rental
arrangements that are based on static and fixed rental durations.
• Higher allocated monetary values do not have significant effects on the SLA Rigid and SLA Load-
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aware policies under the mixed rental arrangement consisting of short-term and long-term rentals.
However, the profits for both the SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies are significantly
higher compared to those of the other policies under a mixed rental arrangement of between 40%
and 80% long-term rentals.
• Increasing the rental cost has the effect of decreasing profitability for all policies. However, both
the SLA Rigid and SLA Load-aware policies suffer significantly when the rental cost factor goes
above 10; in which their profits turn to losses. Both the SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware
policies are able to adapt to higher rental cost scenarios because they are able to optimize the
number of rented nodes from the information derived from the SLA contract.
• The SLA Value-aware policy does not operate well under asymmetric node heterogeneity where
there is a high deviation between high- and low-capacity nodes. On the other hand, the SLA
Profit- aware policy is able to adapt to both asymmetric-biased low and asymmetric-biased high
cases because it takes into account current earning profit when determining the number of nodes
to rent. This shows that the SLA Profit-aware policy is more efficient when compared to the
other SLA-aware policies, especially when the workloads are bursty and when there is a large
heterogeneity and high deviation in the node capacity.
The above insights and findings indicate that SLA cost-aware approaches are very encouraging for the
scheduling of applications and jobs which have highly variable and chaotic workloads. In particular,
both the SLA Value-aware and SLA Profit-aware policies are very promising since they are adaptable to
a wide range of rental options and parameters. In contrast, the SLA Rigid and SLA Load-aware policies
fail to deliver high profits in many instances due to the lack of knowledge and information needed to rent
the optimal number of nodes in order to serve jobs’ QoS requirements.
7.8 Discussion and Comparison to Related Work
Service level agreements (SLAs) have been proposed to differentiate the importance or priority of jobs
since they define service conditions that both the user and the system must agree upon before the appli-
cation is accepted for execution (Yeo and Buyya, 2005). Much research has been undertaken to identify
SLA standards to define and manage such services in a distributed resource environment. Proposed ar-
chitectures, such as the Open Grid Services Architecture (Foster, (eds.) And U, 2003), have attempted to
take advantage of XML-based Web Service standards such as the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
(Chester, 2001) and the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) (Christensen et al., 2001) to facili-
tate the definition of quality of service (QoS) and service level agreements (SLA) in computational Grid
settings.
In recent years, there has been a significant amount of research on various topics related to SLAs.
Issues related to their overall incorporation into resource management system architectures have been
discussed in (Fakhouri et al., 2001; Keller and Ludwig, 2003; Stuer, Sunderam, and Broeckhove, 2005;
Eickermann et al., 2007; Hudert, Ludwig, and Wirtz, 2009). Issues related to the specification of SLAs
have been considered in (Keller and Ludwig, 2003; Stuer, Sunderam, and Broeckhove, 2005; Green
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et al., 2007; Litke et al., 2008). Issues specifically related to and motivated by the usage of SLAs for
resource management in distributed systems have been considered in (Liu, Squillante, and Wolf, 2001;
Czajkowski et al., 2002; John et al., 2003; Zhang and Ardagna, 2004). Several works have examined
issues related to trust and security (Xiong and Perros, 2006; Tiwari, Dwivedi, and Karlapalem, 2007;
Clark et al., 2010). Later works have also drawn upon relevant research carried out particularly in the
context of agents (Chhetri et al., 2006; Qiang He, 2006; He et al., 2009), where several techniques have
been used to model negotiation, ranging from heuristics to game theoretic and argumentation-based
approaches (Jennings et al., 2001; Siddiqui, Villazón, and Fahringer, 2006; Rubach and Sobolewski,
2009). More recently, a significant area of research has focused on the economic aspects associated with
the usage of SLAs for service provision (e.g., charges for successful service provision, penalties for
failure, etc.) (Liu, Squillante, and Wolf, 2001; Barmouta and Buyya, 2002; John et al., 2003; Zhang
and Ardagna, 2004; Yeo and Buyya, 2005). However, relatively little research has been undertaken on
SLA-based job scheduling.
The lack of support functionality such as SLA management and the difficulty in providing QoS
management in a distributed environment means that many of today’s resource management systems
operate on a best-effort basis. Best-effort systems are characterized by a lack of service level guarantees,
and the quality of service they provide may vary over time due to workloads, resource availability, etc.
Even today, well-known resource management systems such as Condor (Thain, Tannenbaum, and Livny,
2005), Load Sharing Facility (LSF) (Grimshaw, Wulf, and Team, 1997; Xu, 2001), Portable Batch Sys-
tem (PBS) (Henderson, 1995), and Sun Grid Engine (SGE) (Gentzsch, 2001a) still adopt system-centric
approaches that only optimize overall cluster performance such as processor throughput, utilization, av-
erage waiting time and response time for jobs. These systems neglect and ignore user-centric required
services that truly determine applications’ needs and quality of service requirements. There are no or
minimal means for users to define QoS requirements such as their job deadlines and their valuations
during job submission so that the system can improve cost and performance. Resource reservation has
always been the standard approach in securing access to resources in distributed environments. However,
this approach is not effective because it comes at too high a cost. For example, if reservations are made
but jobs complete their execution earlier, resources cannot be made freely available to other applications
(F.Heine et al., 2005). Scheduling a particular reservation also require strict planning immediately prior
to application execution and the user must provide information on exactly how long they plan to run their
application (Park and Humphrey, 2008), and users must abide by this constraint. All of these situations
result in resource utilization that is far less than the overall capacity.
With regards to SLAs that make use of monetary values, there are already several resource man-
agement systems that make use of application monetary valuations to steer scheduling decisions. For
example, REXEC (Chun and Culler, 2000) is a remote execution environment for a group of work-
stations that adopts an auction-based resource allocation strategy. The strategy is to assign resources
proportionally to each job based on the user’s bid (valuation) for that job. Tycoon (Lai et al., 2004)
also adopts the same bid-based proportional share technique as REXEC, but extends it with continuous
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bids for allocating resources in a distributed environment. Our SLAs also make use of monetary values
information to guide scheduling and renting decisions, but we do not employ auctions as part of the
decision-making process.
Instead, our work focuses on making effective scheduling and renting decisions by employing a
cost-aware approach. We tackle the renting issues in the context of a VA that rents resources rather
than owns them, and the VA is responsible for managing these resources in the most effective manner to
increase the profit of the system by maximizing the system’s revenue. In this regard, Popovici and Wilkes
(2005) proposed a similar system model to our work in which a VA rents resources instead of owning
them. However, the work does not explore the advantages of making use of SLAs to satisfy the job QoS
requirement and to minimize rental cost. More recent work includes AuYoung et al. (2006) who propose
a higher-level contract similar to our SLA model that captures the overall and the aggregate application
QoS requirements. This is perhaps the closest to our work, but the work still does not explore SLA-
aware policies that take into account important parameters such as job deadlines, remaining total load,
total monetary value, and penalty cost. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt that
investigates SLA-aware policies under a controlled environment where both users and resource providers
are operating on various rental cost options and rental arrangements.
7.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented a SLA management framework where explicit service level agreements
(SLAs) are used to increase the overall application satisfaction while minimizing associated rental cost.
Key issues are: (i) how to deal with the case where the job parameters (e.g., job execution time) provided
by the users are not accurate and (ii) how to guide renting decisions under demand uncertainty.
We have presented a SLAM framework that is a scalable and dynamic approach for creating and
managing SLAs. Based on this framework, we introduced several SLA-aware policies that aim to min-
imize the cost of renting resources by making use of application QoS (i.e., deadline) requirements and
system parameters such as the estimated total load, contract duration, contract TMV, and estimated num-
ber of generated jobs, in addition to individual job information.
We performed an evaluation of various SLA-aware policies and presented a comparative analysis of
their performance under a wide range of cost options imposed by resource providers. Our results provide
interesting insights into the applicability and effectiveness of the SLA-aware approaches under the VA
environment. In particular, we found that the SLA Profit-aware policy is very effective, outperforming
all other policies across a wide spectrum of rental arrangements and rental options.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
The experience gathered from our practical experience with and observations on the deployment and use
of current distributed computing infrastructures for distributed and high performance computing projects
over the last few years has enabled us to recognize the difficulties in operating distributed resources on a
global scale and reconciling the interests of users, applications and the various resource providers from
different administrative organizations.
In large-scale distributed computing environments, there is a large number of available resources
and a large base of users who would like to make efficient use of the distributed resources to perform
computationally intensive jobs and tasks. Both the users and the resources are generally distributed
across the globe and they belong to a large number of institutions and/or resource providers. The nature
of the problem we are trying to solve in this thesis is very straightforward: how can we effectively and
efficiently utilize such geographically distributed resources while still delivering quality of service for
users?
The management of distributed resources in a large-scale distributed environment is one of today’s
most complex challenges and the problem is very difficult to solve. The current solution is Grid comput-
ing which emerged in the late 1990s; it provides the infrastructure for dependable, consistent, pervasive,
and inexpensive access to high-end computational capabilities. Grid computing provides a platform for
co-ordinated resource sharing and problem solving in multi-institutional virtual organizations (Foster et
al., 2002). The meta-scheduling framework is the core principle of the resource sharing concept in cur-
rent Grid infrastructures. In such a meta-scheduling approach, a single global scheduler collects all job
requests and collects information on resource availability and resource utilization information across all
resource providers so that computation and communication tasks can be scheduled more efficiently. This
thesis has discussed the various meta-scheduling issues in a distributed scheduling environment; partic-
ularly the scalability issues encountered with a global meta scheduler, the resource allocation delays and
other QoS aspects including the dynamic QoS of running applications.
Scalability of management becomes an issue because Grids become physically distributed and have
thousands of concurrent users. A single global scheduler will soon become overloaded and inefficient
when trying to allocate distributed resources for multiple simultaneous requests. We have also stressed
the difficulty encountered when sharing resources among different providers and the inability to specify
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user-level QoS fairly due to the lack of cost modelling and lack of SLAs in such environments. The QoS
support also becomes an issue because some users have jobs with strict deadlines, while others are less
restricted, and some may have different QoS requirements during the execution of a job. A framework for
scheduling urgent jobs sooner that does not rely on simply trusting user input is needed. In this thesis,
we have proposed a cost-aware scheduler to take into account the actual operating costs of machines,
performance trade-offs in operating computational resources to serve jobs, and how to perform jobs in
the most cost effective manner.
Our attempts to resolve these issues have led to the contributions presented in this thesis. A virtual
authority (VA) has been introduced in the thesis as a collection of resources controlled, but not necessar-
ily owned, by a group of users or an authority representing a group of users. The VA leverages the fact
that different resources in disparate locations will have varying usage levels. By creating smaller divi-
sions of resources called ‘Virtual Authorities’, users would be given the opportunity to choose between
a variety of cost models, and each VA could rent resources from resource providers when necessary, or
rent out its own resources when underloaded. The resource management is simplified since the user and
owner of a resource recognize only the VA because all permissions and charges are associated directly
to the VA. Furthermore, the VA establishes a trust relationship with the resource provider through SLA
agreements and therefore individual jobs/tasks which are associated with individual users are controlled
by the VA and not the resource provider. Effectively, building upon on a multi-tier design and frame-
work, the VA is independent from competitors and can manage its own resources. The VA concept is
the cornerstone of our approach in the thesis because it is based on the notion that all participants are
driven by their own self-interests when collaborating in the context of a large-scale resource sharing
environment.
Although both users and resource providers have their own self-interests and act independently, the
collaborative co-ordination between them is very important to ensure full co-operation in delivering on
the QoS requirements of users while at the same time taking into account the self-interests of resource
providers. There is a need for effective resource provisioning and service level agreements mechanisms
(as investigated by the means of effective rental policies and SLA-aware policies in this thesis) in order
to optimize the job scheduling process while reducing the resource management overheads. Focusing
specifically on distributed and high performance computing (HPC) applications, we have proposed in
this thesis a cost-effective framework that aims to improve the overall performance, scalability and cost
manageability of a resource management system. In summary, this is achieved by the following innova-
tive approaches:
• Virtual Authority Framework: We have introduced the VA, which is based on a multi-tier paradigm
that separates the concerns of application management, job scheduling, and resource renting. The
VA is composed of an Application Agent (AA), a VA Scheduler, and a VA Negotiator. It is the role
of the AA to translate the processing needs of the job into actual specific resources. Because users
generally might not be aware of the resource requirements of their job, the AA may depend on
rules embedded in the application by developers. It is also the role of the AA to enable transparent
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execution on remote nodes irrespective of the physical location of the nodes. The VA Scheduler
assigns jobs to resources and attempts to observe QoS requirements. The VA Scheduler schedules
jobs based on an amount of virtual currency which could be submitted along with a job depending
upon how urgent that job is; a limited amount of this currency would prevent users from trying to
make all of their jobs seem urgent. Based on the urgency and resources needed for a job, the VA
Scheduler attempts to make the most efficient possible use of the resources at hand to complete a
job within the necessary time frame. Finally, the VA Negotiator contacts and negotiates with other
resource providers to rent out resources when necessary. It is controlled by a ’rental’ policy which
is supported by a pool of resources that the system may rent from external resource providers.
The main objective of the multi-tier VA framework is to offer a scalable and cost-competitive
platform that can attract users to run their distributed and parallel high performance computing
(HPC) applications. In Chapter 4, we have demonstrated the feasibility of the VA framework
through the design and implementation of the HASEX proof-of-concept prototype.
• Cost Framework and Analysis: The VA framework relies on the market dynamics of supply and
demand (penalty cost vs. rental cost) to provide the optimal QoS for the price users are willing to
pay. A cost-benefit analysis of current distributed infrastructures and resource management infras-
tructures such as a private cluster system, a large dedicated HPC facility and a Grid infrastructure
was expected to enable us to gain a better understanding of how to derive these costs. Therefore,
in Chapter 5, we performed a comprehensive analysis of the cost-benefit of the LUNAR project
(Sumby, 2006), the Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL) (Feitelson and Rudolph, 1995)
computing facility, and EGEE Grid (Berlich et al., 2006). From our analysis, we were able to
measure the economic viability of the various resource management system set-ups and formulate
a novel costing framework that considers a wide range of parameters such as job/task execution
deadlines, job monetary values, and resource cost. Our proposed costing model effectively pro-
vides a mechanism for the VA to quantitatively evaluate its conflicting objectives of lowering
rental-related costs subject to meeting application-level QoS constraints.
• Rental Policies: It is helpful to understand how the VA determines the number of nodes to rent and
when to rent them. In Chapter 6, we presented a set of rental policies that guides the VA to rent
external resources from resource providers. Based on the costing framework we have proposed,
a rental policy was designed to provided a set of basic rules to determine the amount of nodes to
rent and when to rent them. The rental policies explicitly make use of job execution deadlines
and virtual currency (i.e., monetary values) parameters to guide rental decisions. By using real
workload traces data from the LLNL computing facility, we evaluated our proposed cost-aware
scheduler and rental approaches under varying rental options and system parameters. Our results
provide insight into the benefits of cost-aware rental policies for achieving high QoS satisfaction
with minimal resource costs to deliver high profits. Our exploration of and evaluation on vari-
ous rental policies serve as a foundation for improving productivity and return on investment by
satisfying demand without a heavy upfront investment and without the cost of maintaining idle
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resources.
• Service Level Agreements: A renting mechanism will only be efficient when there is a trust rela-
tionship between the VA and resource providers. SLAs offer an attractive platform for describing
all expectations and obligations in the service commitment relationship between the VA and re-
source providers to promote long-term rentals. In Chapter 7, to promote long-term rentals, we
have proposed an SLA management (SLAM) framework with several SLA-aware policies that
make use of additional system parameters such as the estimated total load, contract duration, con-
tract TMV (total monetary value), and estimated number of generated jobs. We then performed an
evaluation of the SLA-aware policies and presented a comparative analysis of their performance
under a wide range of cost options imposed by resource providers. Our results provide interest-
ing insights into the applicability and effectiveness of the SLA-aware approaches under the VA
environment.
The primary focus of the thesis has been on the proposal of effective mechanisms that can largely self-
manage, and that provide better resource availability, performance and scalability at lower cost. We in-
troduced a VA system that can be constructed from rented resources and proposed a set of rental policies
and SLA-aware policies that can make such a system a viable alternative to the current resource-sharing
computing paradigm. We have demonstrated through our contributions in this thesis, that our innovative
approaches can provide improved QoS for applications while lowering resource cost effectively. How-
ever, there are many potential issues that may be associated with the approaches that are not specifically
addressed by the contributions of the thesis, such as resource discovery, the market dynamics of supply
and demand and security. These domains are worthy of further exploration in future work.
8.1 Contributions of the Thesis
We will now examine in more detail the contributions of this thesis.
8.1.1 Virtual Authority
In Chapter 3, the Virtual Authority (VA) is introduced as a means to provide a cost-effective framework
for supporting distributed and parallel high performance computing applications (HPC) with minimal
infrastructure and resource costs. The VA concept is based on a multi-tier model that resolves the limi-
tations associated with current distributed computing and resource management by separating the roles
of application management, job scheduling, and resource provisioning. The VA framework has three
distinct tiers. The upper tier offers the ability for the end users to submit jobs using conventional batch
job submission interfaces. Alternatively, adaptive and interactive steering applications may request re-
sources directly using simple API calls. The calls are handled by the application agent (AA) which
resides between the application and the middle tier to provide a flexible execution environment where
the compute capacity can be adapted to fit the needs of applications as they change during execution.
The middle tier makes use of the QoS information provided via the AA and appropriately schedules
application jobs based on job requirements. The lower tier consists of a VA Negotiator that issues rental
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requests for additional resources to external resource providers in accordance with rental policies and
SLA agreements.
Based on the VA framework, we presented the design and implementation of the HASEX proof-of-
concept prototype in Chapter 4. HASEX partially realizes some of the core features of the VA system,
which provides (i) a resource management system with scalable renting capability over a selection of
nodes from multiple resource providers and (ii) a cost-effective system that offers high resource avail-
ability, high utilization, performance, and scalability at lower cost, and the opportunity for incremental
investment and immediate return. Through replicated experiments, we showed how the HASEX proto-
type supported by our VA framework performed comparatively better than the conventional gLite Grid
middleware (Codispoti et al., 2010) in terms of delivering high QoS satisfaction and low resource cost.
8.1.2 Costing Framework
8.1.2.1 Cost-benefit-Analysis of Distributed Computing Infrastructures.
The Grid computing vision promises to provide global access to computing resources for demanding
distributed and parallel high performance computing (HPC) applications. However, as we have discussed
often in the thesis, the performance (i.e., the response times) achievable when using the Grid systems has
not been very satisfactory. It may therefore be easier and cheaper for an individual user to build a private
resource system consisting of smaller amount of nodes to serve their high performance computing needs.
However, such a system may not be powerful enough to accommodate the high requirements of adaptive
and interactive applications that have complex computation workloads with sudden surges in demand.
Alternatively, a user may choose to purchase and maintain a large dedicated HPC system (e.g., up to
1000 nodes), in order to meet the demand for high performance computing and to have sufficient control
over its use. However, this option could be far more expensive.
In Chapter 5, we have carried out a cost-benefit analysis of a small private resource computing
facility consisting of 32 nodes and a large dedicated HPC computing facility with 1024 nodes. Using
real cost data collected from both the LUNAR project and the LLNL computing facility, we carried
out total cost of ownership (TCO) analysis of the two systems. First, we used the financial expense
data obtained from other researchers and we detailed the specific costs of targeted distributed computing
infrastructures: a private resource system for the LUNAR project (32 nodes, 128-processor system) and
a dedicated HPC system for the Lawrence Livermore National Lab, USA (1024 nodes, 4096-processor
system). Second, we used the financial data from the EGEE Grid project (a global Grid infrastructure
with an approximate total of 100,945 processors) to determine the real cost of renting resource nodes
from a large-scale Grid production system.
Based on our estimated calculated cost and using real workload traces collected from a LLNL
HPC system, we explored the performance and cost effectiveness of a VA system that has the ability to
rent processing power based on workload demand from existing Cluster and Grid systems. From our
analysis, we demonstrated that there is a potential cost-benefit in adopting a small VA system compared
to building and maintaining a small private system or a large dedicated HPC system. The VA approach
can achieve higher QoS satisfaction compared to a small private resource system, while at the same it
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incurs significantly lower resource cost when compared to a large dedicated HPC system. This important
finding has validated the feasibility of our VA approach to provide a new avenue for agility, service
improvement and cost control in comparison to a conventional resource management approach where
there is no rental mechanism.
8.1.2.2 Costing Model
A cost-effective framework implies that the resource management system must aim to improve the over-
all performance, scalability and cost manageability of the large-scale resource sharing infrastructure.
Therefore, there is a strong need for the mechanism to satisfy applications’ QoS requirements while low-
ering the cost associated with renting computing resources. Based on the performance model in Chapter
5, we further introduced a costing model in Chapter 6 that provides a more comprehensive model that the
VA can use to quantitatively measure the effectiveness to deliver satisfaction of users’ QoS requirements
while keeping the rental associated cost to the minimum. The costing model is formulated based on an
economic approach. It captures revenues generated from users and also expenses incurred from renting
resources. The rental expenses derive from the need to deploy rented nodes from external providers, and
the operational costs to maintain them. These include the administrative cost (i.e., deployment overhead
and network cost) and other operational costs (i.e., electricity, personal staff, floor spaces etc). Applica-
tions express the monetary value of their jobs as the price they will pay to have them run, and the gap
between this monetary value (revenue), the penalty for quality of service (i.e., deadline) violation and the
resource expenses to run the job is simply the job’s profit. The profit provides a useful single evaluation
metric that captures the trade-off between earning monetary values, penalty for deadline violation, and
paying for the resource cost.
8.1.3 Rental Policies
The provision of effective rental policies is essential for the economic viability of the VA system. In
Chapter 6, we have proposed several aggressive and conservative policies that operate in a reactionary
mode, where a VA initiates rental requests for additional nodes when there is a sudden increase in demand
or when the nodes are running low. Taking into account the additional parameters of execution deadlines
and virtual currency (i.e., monetary values), we further presented cost-aware rental policies that can sig-
nificantly enhance the rental decision-making process. Based on real experimental workloads collected
from the LLNL HPC system, we explored the impact of the cost-aware policies on various job dead-
lines, monetary values, system revenue and system profitability. We also examined how load, job mix,
job values, job deadlines, node heterogeneity, rental duration, node lead time, job sizes, and rental price
influence the system’s profit. We further examined the impact of uncertainty of demand, uncertainty of
resource availability and uncertainty of charges made by resource providers. Our work is the first step
towards the evaluation of the impact of a rental-based system on various rental options and under various
workload conditions.
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8.1.4 Service Level Agreements
The lack of support functionality such as the lack of SLA management and the difficulty in provid-
ing QoS management in a distributed environment means that many of today’s resource management
systems operate on a best-effort basis. Best-effort systems are characterized by a lack of service level
guarantees, and the quality of service they provide may vary over time due to workloads, resource avail-
ability, etc. In Chapter 7, we have proposed an SLA management (SLAM) framework which is built
upon an extension of our VA framework to promote long-term rentals using service level agreements
(SLAs), or long-term contracts. Such an extension promotes long-term capacity planning, and enables
the VA to plan rental decisions in a proactive mode, rather than on a reactionary basis (i.e., unlike the
conventional rental policies which we have proposed in chapter 6.
The extended SLA framework offers the facility for users to specify additional resource information
such as the total load, the estimated average number of requested nodes, the estimated average job
deadline, the estimated average penalty for non-compliance and the total monetary values (TMV) for
the whole period of application execution. Hence, rental decisions can be effectively improved because
long-term capacity planning can be anticipated in advance by using the additional information provided
in the long-term SLA contract. Based on the SLAM framework, we presented SLA-aware policies that
make use of both individual job information and the SLA contract information to perform more effective
scheduling and rental decisions. The policies were extensively evaluated using real workload traces from
the LLNL computing facility to demonstrate their applicability and effectiveness in improving the VA’s
ability to meet QOS requirements and lower resource cost (i.e., to improve overall profit).
8.2 On-going and Future Work
8.2.1 Scheduling and Rental Policies
In this thesis, we have proposed a number of complementary approaches, which we have brought to-
gether to form a cost-effective resource management framework for distributed computing. All of these
are worthy of further exploration either independently or as an integrated set. In many ways, this thesis
has only scratched the surface with regards to rental policies and SLA-aware mechanisms that can be
exploited under a VA-like environment.
Beginning with the rental mechanism, we are exploring the means of refining the rental algorithms
and policies to improve the overall profits. Although we have obtained extremely good results, we intend
to explore the use of stochastic approaches to further improve the rental decisions under various workload
conditions and rental options. The stochastic approaches will take into account random events such as
realistic random demands, resource breakdowns, and resource uncertainty. It is envisaged that this will
allow us to identify resource request patterns that repeat over time, which can be helpful to optimise
rental decisions.
In addition, we intend to conduct an exploration of how advance reservation and backfilling tech-
niques can be incorporated within the VA environment. So far, we have only investigated simple queuing
policies such FCFS, SJF (Shortest Job First), EDF (Earliest Deadline First) etc., but it is also important to
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investigate the impact of more sophisticated scheduling algorithms such as backfilling and sophisticated
advance reservation techniques on the VA. We also intend to examine the impact of other factors that
we have not investigated in detail in this thesis. For example, the other factors may include storage and
bandwidth availability and constraints, which must be considered when dealing with the transfer of large
data files.
8.2.2 HASEX Resource Management
The design and the implementation of the HASEX proof-of-concept prototype only partially solves some
the key features of a VA framework. There is much further development work that needs to be carried
out. For example, the pricing service has not been fully implemented in the current HASEX prototype
system.
In the context of HASEX, further development work is needed to implement standard interfaces
and protocols that would enable the required interoperability between Grid and Cloud environments.
HASEX will need to overcome the interoperability challenges often inherent in traditional Grids and
Clouds by implementing a very strict separation of concern and minimalistic interfaces, and reducing
cross-site concerns to a minimum. HASEX also needs to incorporate pricing schemes (Caracas and
Altmann, 2007) and increase flexibility to support different billing schemes and accounting for services
with indefinite lifetimes as opposed to finite jobs, with support to account for utilization metrics relevant
for virtual machines. Moreover, HASEX needs to be compliant with the Web Services Resource Frame-
work (WSRF) (Foster et al., 2005) specification, which is the specification language for Web Services
that support rapid deployment of heterogeneous resources from both Grids and Clouds. A specified
WSRF resource requirement should be converted by the HASEX into submission languages that are
recognized by various Distributed Resource Managers (DRMs). Currently, the HASEX system only
provides a simple requirement definition method based on XML for the HASEX Rental API.
There are many other areas of future work that are related to HASEX. For example, extensions
to other Cloud systems such as Amazon EC2 (Inc, 2008), Eucalyptus (Nurmi et al., 2008) and Globus
Nimbus (Martinaitis, Patten, and Wendelborn, 2009) are advocated and therefore standard APIs need to
be implemented to abstract the interaction with Cloud systems. Furthermore, HASEX should be hyper-
visor neutral; the current implementation only supports Xen hypervisor, but it needs to support KVM
(Kivity, 2007) and VMWare (Sugerman, Venkitachalam, and Lim, 2001) hypervisors as well. Moreover,
HASEX will need to offer support for various distributed file systems in order to serve data-intensive
applications. Currently, future work is planned to support both centralized (e.g., NFS (Zhao, Zhang,
and Figueiredo, 2006)) and decentralized (e.g., PVFS (Yang et al., 2005) and (Bockelman, 2009)). With
respect to security, we also aim to explore in future work how secure Virtual Private Network (VPN)
(Wolinsky, Liu, and Figueiredo, 2009) gateways can be implemented on the HASEX system to allow
the VA to communicate and negotiate confidentially with resource providers for SLA agreements over a
public network via authenticated and trusted communication links.
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8.2.3 Service Level Agreement
More research work on the design of a sophisticated admission control is also required. Currently, the
thesis makes the assumption that the admission control always accepts a new SLA contract. However, a
more sophisticated admission control could be developed so that it takes account of resource availability
when determining whether or not to accept a new SLA contract. For the charging model, we have made
a simple assumption that the monetary value is normally distributed within the ratio of the means for
each parameter’s high-value and low-value. The difference of the means between the low-and high-
value jobs are stretched by a monetary value factor. However, this simple model of assigning monetary
values may not be appropriate in some situations. For example, the monetary value to be assigned can
vary depending on the VA operating condition. Furthermore, the charging function can be adaptive
in accordance to the supply and demand of resources. For instance, if demand for a resource node is
high, the job can be charged at a higher cost so as to prevent users from overloading the system at that
particular time, and this would also maintain the equilibrium of supply and demand of resources. We
intend to further explore the pricing issues to derive suitable algorithms for determining the optimal
monetary value to assign for each job.
8.2.4 Market Dynamics of Supply and Demand
The costing model relies on the market dynamics of supply and demand (penalty cost vs. rental cost) to
provide the optimal QoS for the price users are willing to pay in terms of monetary values. However, we
have not explored how a market equilibrium may be achieved and how setting certain rental rules and
policies would affect pricing. A simulation of such demands from a distributed system like EGEE could
provide a better understanding of how these convoluted aspects interact with each other. We therefore
aim to explore how resource price can reach equilibrium using market modelling techniques such as
Game theory (Wei et al., 2009; Shang et al., 2010; Teng and Magoulès, 2010; Pal and Hui, 2011) for
future work. Furthermore, it is useful to know the effects of monetary values on an application’s ability
to run jobs. For example, what stops two applications (appa and appb), which have the same amount
of monetary values and the same urgency to use resource R, from outbidding each other until they use
all their own credit and thus driving the price for Resource R artificially high for some time? Further
investigations are required to investigate such behaviours.
8.2.5 Resource Discovery
Another key aspect of the VA is the ability to discover resource providers without relying on a centralized
global meta-scheduler, and the ability to discover the most suitable resources at a reasonable cost in the
shortest time. Resource discovery activities involve searching for the appropriate resource types that
match the user’s job requirements. To accomplish this goal, a resource discovery system that supports the
desired look-up operation is mandatory. Various kinds of solutions to this problem have been suggested,
including the centralized and hierarchical information server approach (Czajkowski et al., 2001; Zhang,
Freschl, and Schopf, 2003; Podhorszki and Kacsuk, 2003; Pan et al., 2007).
Traditionally, resource management systems such as gLite (Codispoti et al., 2010), Condor-G (Frey
et al., 2002), and Nimrod-G (Buyya, Abramson, and Giddy, 2000) use the services of centralized in-
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formation services such as (Podhorszki and Kacsuk, 2003), Hawkeye (Pan et al., 2007), MDS-1 (Cza-
jkowski et al., 2001) to index resource information. Under centralized organization, the meta-scheduler
sends resource queries to a centralized resource indexing service. Similarly, the resource providers up-
date the resource status at periodic intervals using resource update messages. This approach has several
design issues: (i) it is highly prone to a single point of failure; (ii) it lacks scalability; (iii) it has high
network communication cost at links leading to the information server (i.e., network bottleneck, con-
gestion); and (iv) the machine running the information services might lack the required computational
power required to serve a large number of resource queries and updates (Ranjan et al., 2007). A hierar-
chical organization of information services has also been proposed in systems such as MDS-3 (Zhang
and Schopf, 2004) and Ganglia (Massie, Chun, and Culler, 2004). MDS-3 organizes Virtual Organiza-
tion (VO) (Alfieri et al., 2005) specific information directories in a hierarchy. A VO includes a set of
organizations that agree on common resource sharing policies. Every VO in the Grid designates a ma-
chine that hosts the information services. However, this approach also has similar problems to those of
the centralized approach such as one-point of failure, and it does not scale well for a large number of
users/providers.
To eliminate potential performance and reliability bottlenecks, there is a strong need for decentral-
ized resource discovery without the overhead of a global knowledge about the Grid condition; decentral-
ized resource discovery would ensure fast responses to resource renting requests. Some research efforts
have been made that recognize the need for decentralized resource discovery solutions. For instance,
Das and Grosu (2005b) explore a decentralized combinatorial auction that can assist the service provider
to discover resources without relying on a global broker. Such an auction system performs resource
discovery by choosing the bidder with the lowest cost criterion. More recently, Iordache et al. (2007a);
Fiscato, Costa, and Pierre (2008); Costa et al. (2009); Ranjan and Buyya (2010) have proposed peer-to-
peer solutions that resolve the issues associated with discovery of available resources. Such solutions
could potentially allow resource discovery to be carried out with only very partial knowledge about the
Grid as a whole. Their works are complementary to our work and they are worthy of further exploration
in future work.
8.2.6 Virtualisation and Cloud Computing
As a final note, it is important to mention the emergence of the Cloud Computing paradigm (Sullivan,
2009). The concept borrows many principles and concepts established by the Grid community to provide
a generic framework for the dynamic provision of services over the Internet. With Cloud computing,
organizations can lease infrastructure resources in the form of virtual machines, removing away concerns
regarding the technology infrastructure that provides them, and allocating and de-allocating physical
resources at will to meet the overall demand. For this to be possible there are numerous challenges that
must be met in the domain of resource management, accounting, security, etc., many of which are being
actively explored by the research community.
An important concept in Cloud computing is that of elasticity: the dynamic scaling of allocated ca-
pacity based on application state. An example of this is the ability to allocate additional resources as the
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Figure 8.1: A conceptual diagram on the incorporation of HASEX with Cloud computing.
application workload increases (Napper and Bientinesi, 2009). The use of rental and SLA mechanisms
as explored in this thesis can complement the monitoring of application-level workloads in order to an-
ticipate future resource requirements and minimize over-provisioning. Cloud computing can promote
the use of open standards and platforms with the ultimate goal of enabling a federation of Clouds across
multiple providers. The notion of Cloud computing has numerous interesting similarities and properties
in common with our VA framework such as the ability to rent resources from resource providers and the
ability to adapt to resource infrastructure dynamically.
Figure 8.1 illustrates the hierarchical layers of Cloud Computing. The lower level of Cloud comput-
ing is Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), which describes platforms that offer computing infrastructure
typically provided as a virtualization environment. The IaaS platform would provide the ability for con-
sumers to scale their infrastructure up or down according to demand and pay for the resources consumed.
This is where pre-configured hardware is provided via a virtualized interface or hypervisor. At this layer,
there is no high-level infrastructure software provided such as an operating system, and users are re-
quired to embed their own virtual applications. Above the IaaS layer, the Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
provides the ability for building and deploying custom applications on Cloud resources. Furthermore,
the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) layer resides on top of the PaaS layer and offers fully functional ap-
plications on demand to provide specific services such as email management, web conferencing and an
increasingly extensive range of other commercial applications.
In future work, we aim to build a communication bridge between the hardware/network layer in
HASEX and the IaaS layer in Cloud (as shown in Figure 8.1). The idea is to integrate HASEX with
the IaaS Cloud infrastructure so that a trust relationship can be established via SLA agreements between
both parties. The SLA agreements would enable HASEX to rent resources from Cloud providers in
times of high demand. Ultimately, this provides the ability for HASEX to offer computational or pro-
cessing capacity to users using Cloud resources and HASEX could become a uniform interface to all
computational resources.
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8.2.7 Chapter Summary
The scale and operation of the resource infrastructure across organizational boundaries requires novel
solutions to effectively exploit collections of independent computational resources because current re-
source management infrastructures suffer from a wide variety of problems, which include scalability
bottleneck, resource allocation delay, limited quality-of-service (QoS) support, and lack of cost-aware
and service level agreement (SLA) mechanisms. What we have achieved in the context of this thesis is
the design and implementation of a cost-effective framework which enables organizations to construct
their own VA systems which are independent from competitors. Resources are rented based on the
workload demand and they are negotiated independently from multiple resource providers. As far as
scheduling is concerned, the VA is independent from competitors and can instead concentrate on manag-
ing its own resources. As a result, the VA offers a scalable resource management solution with minimal
infrastructure and operating costs.
In an environment where resource providers may have very different interests and objectives for
contributing resources, the cost-effective framework ensures that resource autonomy is preserved through
fully decentralized operation and is adaptive in nature, relying on rental and SLA mechanisms to max-
imize the quality of service for the end users and also to protect resource provider interests. Compu-
tational resources can now be aggregated in a regular and ad-hoc manner to form federated resource
infrastructures that reflect the needs of both providers and users. The VA framework works alongside
current distributed systems (such as Cluster and Grid systems) to ensure a seamless integration. The
end-result proves to be both cost-effective and scalable and the approaches have been evaluated through
a proof-of-concept implementation and through extensive simulations.
Appendix A
Simulation Framework
Evaluating the efficiency of rental mechanisms and resource allocation strategies is not always possible
in a production-level resource management environment: developers may lack administrative control
over the systems in use or there may be policies that cannot be modified without affecting existing users.
Setting up an independent test-bed can be costly and, in addition, the effects of policy changes are often
only observable over long periods of time. It is for these reasons that relying on simulation frameworks is
often preferable or even a necessity. The evaluation of rental mechanisms requires the ability to perform
controllable and repeatable experiments with tight control over workloads, which is difficult to achieve
in highly dynamic environments. The need to replicate experiments in a systematic manner also means
that we must be able to reproduce these workloads on demand. It is not always the case that we have
access to the applications and data on which users may rely.
Simulation tools offer a flexible and scalable approach to create reasonably detailed resource man-
agement models, and to repeat and control target experiment conditions. They also provide an easy way
to test and evaluate a variety of different rental- and SLA-based policies and algorithms, and offer a con-
venient approach for varying system and workload parameters to better understand performance under a
wider variety of conditions than may be possible in real systems with real implementations. Therefore,
in the context of the work described in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, we have used and extended
the Concatenated LOcal and Wide Area Network (CLOWN) (Sorensen and Jones, 1992) discrete-event
simulator for experimental purposes. In this appendix, we describe the CLOWN system architecture
and the process by which our Virtual Authority (VA) system is designed and extended in CLOWN for
experimental purposes.
A.1 CLOWN Simulator
The Concatenated LOcal and Wide Area Network (CLOWN) (Sorensen and Jones, 1992) is an object-
oriented simulation environment written in C and C++. This section discusses the system architecture of
CLOWN (shown in Figure A.1) in relation to the process of developing a resource management model.
The CLOWN simulation model creation has two parts. The first involves the creation of user-defined
modules or modifying built-in network object libraries.
A CLOWN module defines how a module executes events through function calls. It would follow
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Figure A.1: CLOWN system architecture.
that each simulation event type has a corresponding handler function in the module. Once defined, all
these modules are then loaded into the Model Database. Next, CLOWN accepts an input file describing
how the network model is built up from the modules in the Model Database. CLOWN parses the file and
creates the model in memory through the Model Builder. The Simulation Engine then checks the file
for validity using the entries in the Model Database. Once this has been verified, simulation can begin.
Every simulation model is a specification of a physical system in terms of a set of states and events.
CLOWN employs an Event List which chronologically stores states. Simulation progresses when the
element at the front of the list is triggered, causing states to change and/or add new events to the event
list. These are handled by the Event Handler subsystem.
The subsystems of CLOWN are as follows:
• Message Handler – facilitates information exchange between network modules;
• Queue Manager – a library of different queue types (FIFO, Shortest Job First, Earliest Deadline
First etc.) for use by network modules;
• Stochastic Manager – a library of different random number generators that return numbers accord-
ing to a particular distribution. Clown provides a library for exponential, Weibull, uniform, and
normal distribution.
A.2 Simulation Engine
As noted earlier, CLOWN modules and events are controlled by the simulation engine. The simulation
engine controls simulations by continuously processing events in virtual time order from a collection
of inter-connected modules. Figure A.3 shows how the simulation engine drives simulations by gen-
erating new events and providing module-specific event handling code. They use encapsulation to hide
details of their implementations. State information is exposed solely through the posting of relevant state
information on the associated event table. External access to module functionality is similarly limited.
We have extended CLOWN with user-defined modules for our resource management system: Work-
load Generator, VA Scheduler, VA Negotiator and Resource Providers. From the point of view of the
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void CLOWN : : ExecuteEvent ( CLevent* ev ) {
switch ( GetCodeFromDescription ( ev−>GetDescription ( ) ) ) {
case GENERATEWORKLOAD : / / Call the functions dealing with this event . ←↩
GenerateWorkload ( ev ) ; / / simply place some instructions here .
b r e a k ;
case GENERATECONTRACT : / / Call the functions dealing with this event . ←↩
GenerateContract ( ev ) ;
b r e a k ;
case TASKCOMPLETION : / / Call the functions dealing with this event . ←↩
TaskCompletion ( ev ) ;
b r e a k ;
case JOBCOMPLETION : / / Call the functions dealing with this event . ←↩
JobCompletion ( ev ) ;
b r e a k ;
case SCHEDULERPERIOD : / / Call the functions dealing with this event . ←↩
scheduler_period ( ev ) ;
b r e a k ;
case LEASEXPIRED : / / Call the functions dealing with this event . ←↩
LeaseExpired ( ev ) ;
b r e a k ;
case LOCALSCHEDULER : / / Call the functions dealing with this event . ←↩
scheduler ( ev ) ;
b r e a k ;
case SERVE : / / Call the functions dealing with this event . ←↩
serve ( ev ) ;
b r e a k ;
case ALLOCATE : / / Call the functions dealing with this event . ←↩
allocate ( ev ) ;
b r e a k ;
case RENTAL : / / Call the functions dealing with this event . ←↩
rental ( ev ) ;
b r e a k ;
case RENTARRIVAL : / / Call the functions dealing with this event . ←↩
update_inventory ( ev ) ;
b r e a k ;
case STATISTIC : / / Call the functions dealing with this event . ←↩
report_statistic ( ev ) ;
b r e a k ;
default : f p r i n t f ( stdout , "CLOWN : Unknown event : %s \ n " , Ge tCodeFromDesc r ip t i on ( ev−>←↩
G e t D e s c r i p t i o n ( ) ) ) ; e x i t ( −1 ) ;
}
} / / END void MasterObject : : ExecuteEvent ( CLevent* )
Figure A.2: Sample listing of main events used in the simulator.
engine, modules (Workload Generator, VA Scheduler, VA Negotiator, Resource Providers) are simply
black boxes that contain event queues and have associated event handling code. The details of how
they handle those events is entirely dependent upon the specifics of those particular instances. Similarly,
details on when and which events to generate are also dependent upon the specifics of module imple-
mentations. Figure A.2 sshows a sample listing of events used in the simulator. For each event listed
(e.g., GENERATEWORKLOAD, GENERATECONTRACT etc.), its corresponding function will be invoked
when the simulation engine triggers it. The descriptions for these events are also listed in Table A.1.
At each step of the simulation, the task of the simulation engine is to dequeue the event with
the lowest virtual time from some module’s event queue, invoke module-specific event handler code
for that event (which may create and enqueue new events on other module event queues), and op-
tionally route that event to a destination module and enqueue it on its event queue (e.g., routing a
GENERATEWORKLOAD event from the Workload Generator module to the VA Scheduler module). The
simulation ends when a stopping condition is reached. This could occur when there are no events left or
when the simulation has reached its defined end time, or when all jobs have executed to completion.
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Events Descriptions
GENERATEWORKLOAD Generates and submit new Jobs to the VA Scheduler.
GENERATECONTRACT Generates and submit new SLA contracts to the VA Scheduler.
TASKCOMPLETION Removes task from its resource node and updates the
resource availability information.
JOBCOMPLETION Removes job from the Queing system and update statistic.
SCHEDULERPERIOD Triggers the system to traverse all queued jobs from
the Queing system.
LEASEXPIRED Removes rented node from the system and computes
the total rental cost.
LOCALSCHEDULER Inserts new job arrival into the Queing system.
SERVE Serve and removes the job from the Queuing system if there are sufficient nodes.
ALLOCATE Allocate scheduled job to resource nodes.
RENTAL Rents additional nodes upon new arrival job or when a rental condition event has been triggerred.
RENTARRIVAL Updates resource availability with newly rented nodes information.
STATISTIC Updates performance metrics when a job has completed its execution or when a rental lease has expired.
Table A.1: Descriptions of the main events used in the simulator.
Figure A.3: Event-driven simulation in CLOWN.
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Figure A.4: Levels of relationship of jobs.
A.3 Workload Generator
The Workload Generator generates the jobs and the resource requirements to be submitted to the VA
Scheduler. It generates information about jobs, their structure, resource requirements, relationships be-
tween modules, time intervals etc. The simulator is a model in which each job consists of one or more
tasks. A job may also contain preceding constraints between tasks. The relationship between a set of
tasks is described through a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) or a workflow using the task graph builder.
The workload consists of job parameters such as job ID, number of tasks (job size), processing unit of
each task, and tasks value. In some cases (for advance reservation scheduling), task estimated time is
specified as an additional parameter. These parameters are used by the scheduling policies when per-
forming scheduling. Figure A.4 illustrates the level of relationship of jobs.
To summarize, for each job, the following parameters are specified:
1. Job ID;
2. Number of nodes requested per job (job size);
3. Processing unit for each task within a job;
4. Total job runtime (the job runtime is calculated based on the load and the processing node);
5. Completion deadline;
6. Job value.
For instance, suppose a distributed application that follows the process task farming model (all indepen-
dent tasks). This is modelled with the following parameters:
1. number of jobs ≥ 1
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2. n = 1 task per job or job size= 1.
If a distributed application consists of parallel jobs and multiple dependent tasks, the parameters are
defined as follows:
1. number of jobs ≥ 1
2. n ≥ 1 tasks per job or job size≥ 1,
Figure A.4 shows the level of jobs and tasks in more detail. Job 1 consists of three tasks, Job 2 consists of
four tasks, and Job 3 has three tasks. However, notice that Job 2 cannot execute until Job 1 has finished
its execution (i.e., all tasks for Job 1 must have finished execution before Job 2 can start). Similarly, Job
3 cannot execute until all tasks of Job 2 have finished their execution.
There are primarily two different types of applications of interest:
1. Best Effort (non-urgent) and
2. Interactive (urgent).
A Best Effort (BE) application does not need immediate access to resources because the time it takes to
complete the job is not crucial. This type of application is not interactive because users do not expect
instantaneous feedback of the execution results. Therefore, they normally have flexible deadlines as part
of their job specifications. The typical information that is made available to the scheduler for BE-type
applications is the number of node(s) required and the user’s estimated completion time.
Conversely, interactive applications are more demanding because they need instantaneous feedback
of the job execution results because users expect to view them on an interactive basis. The requirement
for this type of application is to be able to serve a job within certain time units (termed the deadline).
The job execution result can be useless if the job is not completed within its deadline. However, some
applications of this type are not particularly strict in this regard. The deadline can either be hard or soft;
a hard deadline needs to be accommodated within the time deadline given because if it is not met, the job
execution result becomes useless. Alternatively, a soft deadline provides an indicator to the scheduler
about when the job is expected to be completed. Failing to meet this deadline does not mean that the job
execution results become useless, but the failure to meet such deadline diminishes user satisfaction.
The simulator consists of different types of information parameters: workload parameter, scheduler
parameter and system parameters. The workload characteristics include arrival process, size distribution,
and runtime distribution which are generated randomly. These workload characteristics are normally
obtained from workload traces and models which are based on workload logs collected from large-scale
parallel systems in production use (e.g., the Lawrence Livermore National Lab log).
A set of parameters is also used by the simulator to calculate statistics. These parameters include
job count, arrival rate, load factor, task count, task service time (runtime), and simulation time etc. The
complexity and accuracy of these distributions range from simple Poisson processes, uniform, exponen-
tial, and gamma distributions to more complex distributions based on actual workload trace data. For
each generated parameter, the following probabilistic attributes and constraints can be specified:
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• Mean value
• Standard deviation (stdev)
• Minimal and Maximal Value (min, max)
• Seed for random process (seed)
• Distribution e.g. uniform, normal, poisson, exponential, gamma (probabilistic distribution)
• Time period (current time, start time and end time)
Experimental performance evaluation studies require representative workloads to produce dependable
results. The most important aspect of our study is to examine how the deadline parameters could influ-
ence the system performance. Unfortunately, previous studies give no guidance on how applications or
users prioritize their tasks, since no traces from deployed user-centric parallel scheduling systems are
available. This is unfortunate because the distribution of the maximum task values and penalties has a
significant impact on the results. Therefore, a synthetic workload is used to create a set of combinations
for the deadline parameters to cover several possibilities. We adopt a similar methodology in Irwin, Grit,
and Chase (2004) to model the urgency and completion deadlines parameters through two classes: (1)
high urgency and (2) low urgency (Yeo and Buyya, 2007).
Both the urgency and completion deadlines are normally distributed within high and low classes:
unless otherwise specified. For example, to represent a higher fraction of urgent requests, 20% of re-
quests can be assigned with a low deadline deadlinefactor*runtime and 80% of the requests can be
assigned with a high deadline deadlinefactor*runtime. This model is realistic since the AA that submits
a more urgent task expects to finish earlier compared to a non-urgent task. Similarly, the same also ap-
plies to the urgency deadline as a more urgent request will expect to receive nodes earlier compared to a
non-urgent request (which could tolerate longer delays).
The level of urgency between jobs can also be varied using the urgency factor to differentiate be-
tween urgent and non-urgent jobs. For example, with a deadline distribution factor 10, urgent jobs are
defined as those with deadlines of average 10T (time units), while non-urgent jobs have deadlines of
average 100T.
The same also applies for job execution time and job size parameters. For instance, the average
running time of long and short jobs can also be varied by a distribution factor. For example, with a
distribution factor of 10, long running jobs are defined as those with average running time of 100 time
units, while short running jobs have average running time of 10 time units.
The job size can also be differentiated. For example, a large job size can be defined as a job with
greater than 16 nodes, while a short job size can be defined as a job with less than 16. Similarly, the job
computation complexity of short and long execution can also be described using a ratio based on their
task lengths (task processing units).
Using a variation of the parameters above, we can create a wide range of parameters for our syn-
thetic workloads under different simulated environments. A set of sample workloads is given below.
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Workload Urgency Level (%) Job Size (%) Computation (%)
Urgent : Non Urgent Small : Large Long : Short
W1 0 : 100 80 : 20 80 : 20
W2 20 : 80 20 : 80 80 : 20
W3 80 : 20 20 : 80 20 : 80
Table A.2: Sample simulator parameter-settings.
Workload 1 (W1): Environment where the majority of jobs are smaller by job size, but where jobs
with large job size constitute most of the computation time in the system.
Workload 2 (W2): Environment where the majority of jobs are long-running independent jobs and
there are fewer short-running interactive jobs.
Workload 3 (W3): Environment where the majority of jobs are interactive and there are a few best
effort jobs with a large job size.
A.4 Application Agent
The Application Agent (AA) module can replace the Workload Generator if developers intend to simulate
models of the internal structure of a parallel application, in order to be able to investigate the connections
between application behaviour and scheduling. In all our experiments, all jobs are based on the workload
traces we have chosen. However, the simulator also supports the application agent module if simulating
application execution characteristics is necessary.
The application agent (AA) module comprises a number of sub-modules such as the task preparer,
task distributor, task controller, and task manager. A job is submitted by the application agent with a set
of parameters that describes the job specification/requirement. The AA translates the job request into a
resource request and establishes communication with the scheduler. The scheduler receives the request,
places it in the queue and the scheduler determines either to serve the current request or any other request
currently held in the queue. This decision will be based on the scheduling scheme employed. If one of the
request is served from the queue, the scheduler determines which node the request is to be allocated to.
The request is scheduled immediately if sufficient node(s) are available. Otherwise, the task controller
requests additional nodes from the Resource Providers via the VA Negotiator.
If additional nodes are requested, a non-blocking (i.e., asynchronous) event is triggered to detect the
arrival of new nodes. Subsequently, the execution node is stored in the cluster node database upon node
arrival. Upon allocation, a control process called the task controller is spawned to monitor the individual
task(s) of a job independently. At the allocated node, the global session is established between the task
controller and the node through the task manager. The task manager is spawned on the node to monitor
task execution. The job executes and, upon its completion, its execution result is returned to the task
controller. The task controller of the AA triggers a notification event to the application to notify that the
execution result is ready to be accessed. Finally, the task controller triggers an event to indicate that the
results are ready to be retrieved by the user. Figure A.5 illustrates the flow of information between the
AA modules and the rest of the system modules. A more detailed description of the AA modules can be
found in Liu, Nazir, and Sørensen (2009).
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Figure A.5: The flow of information between the AA modules and the other modules.
A.5 VA Scheduler
The scheduling policies are implemented by the scheduler module. The core functionality is to schedule
and assign arriving requests to computational nodes in the system. The aim of the scheduling policies is
to determine the most efficient way to schedule jobs so that job waiting time and missed deadlines can
be minimized. The scheduler makes use of the scheduling parameters such as deadline, job processing
length, job estimated time, and job communication characteristics to make an efficient schedule. All
incoming resource requests submitted by the AA will be sent to the scheduler module before they reach
the other modules.
A queuing system is adopted for new arriving jobs. Jobs may have to wait before they can be
scheduled, especially under a high load. Upon arrival of a job, the scheduler module first inserts the job
into the queue. Different queue service disciplines are provided which include FCFS, shortest job size,
shortest job first, and earliest deadline first.
Jobs may also have various levels of complexity depending on the application types. This could
range from workflows, through large-scale parallel applications, to single tasks that require single re-
sources. Depending on the types of jobs, scheduling strategies may require different parameters. For
example, an advance reservation scheduling scheme would require an estimation of job execution time
in order to perform reservation.
A scheduler is exposed to some information about incoming jobs. The information may include job
requirements such as job size and job task length. However, the simulator can restrict the scheduler from
having access to particular parameters, e.g., user runtime estimates, number of tasks etc. to suit specific
scheduling strategies. How the scheduler makes use of the information would depend on the scheduling
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Figure A.6: A Virtual Authority consists of heterogeneous nodes with high-speed network interconnects
which are rented from a group of Resource Providers.
strategy chosen.
A.6 VA Negotiator
The VA Negotiator implements the rental policies. Its role is to rent additional nodes if there is an
insufficient amount of nodes to satisfy the current demand of arriving jobs. The rental policies can be
categorized into two primary modes:
1. immediate mode and
2. periodic mode.
The immediate rental policy reacts whenever a job arrives, a job completes, or the number of available
resources changes; it may chose to rent additional node(s), or it may decide not to rent. It may also
choose to react when certain thresholds of specific-defined parameters have been reached, e.g., load,
profits etc. Alternatively, the periodic rental policy reviews the resource level in the system on a periodic
interval and determines whether to rent/release resources or do nothing. The main objective of both
policies is to ensure that the system is kept to a suitable amount of nodes at the minimum cost to satisfy
current and future demands.
A.7 Resource Providers
Resource Providers provide a group of homogeneous or heterogeneous resource nodes that are connected
by high-speed interconnect. Figure A.6 shows how each resource node is represented by only one pro-
cessor. A standard node is defined as the time it takes to process a standard task. On each node, the
space-sharing (Feitelson and Rudolph, 1995) scheduling scheme is assumed whereby only one job/task
is allowed to execute and run at any time. Any other queued jobs/tasks must wait until the currently
scheduled job/task has finished execution.
Resource Nodes are negotiated and rented by the VA Scheduler. Once rented, they become part
of the Virtual Authority (VA) (Figure A.6). All nodes that become part of the VA are available for job
scheduling by the VA Scheduler.
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A resource node consists of two parameters: processing speed and speed factor. A node can only
be accessed by one task at a time. The completion time of a running task would depend on the node’s
processing speed. Therefore, we use the speed factor β to assess the capacity of all nodes against a
standard node by defining a standard node and a standard task. Let t be the time it takes the standard
node to process the standard task, e.g., 10T (time units). If speed factor β is set to one, the time it takes
a computing node of type N to process a standard task is: τ = t/βN e.g., 10=10/1.
A.8 Summary
The overview of the simulation framework in this appendix serves primarily to demonstrate that a suit-
able environment was created for the evaluation of rental- and SLA-based policies. We have extended
the CLOWN simulator framework to perform the experiments in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7
when it was not feasible to carry out the experiments on test-beds of real systems.
In order to obtain realistic simulation results with confidence we need to be able to do so in the
presence of workloads that represent actual use. The need to replicate experiments in a systematic
manner also means that we must be able to reproduce these workloads on demand. It is not always the
case that we have access to the applications and data on which users may rely. Furthermore the scientific
processes required by users may involve a number of different applications, the execution of which may
have been automated by various workflow tools. Much of the information required to reproduce the loads
imposed by these processes for the purpose of evaluating scheduling mechanisms can be extrapolated
from the logs of real parallel workloads from production systems. Information about job submission
times, running time, and job sizes will have been logged and made available to researchers interested in
the evaluation of parallel systems, and specifically schedulers for such systems. By using the logs, jobs
may be recreated with similar characteristics.
In this thesis, the Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL) workload logs from the Workload
Parallel Archive have been relied upon for the experiments presented in Chapter 5, 6 and 7.
Appendix B
The LLNL Workload Logs
The LLNL workload logs contain several months’ worth of accounting records from a large Linux cluster
called Thunder installed at the Lawrence Livermore National Lab. This specific cluster has 1,024 nodes,
each node with four processors, which makes up a total of 4,096 processors. Each node boasts four
Intel IA-64 Itanium processors clocked at 1.4 GHz and 8 GB of memory. The nodes are connected
by a Quadrics (Petrini et al., 2002) network. When it was installed in 2004, LLNL was the second
high-capacity supercomputing centre on the Top 500 list.
There are two versions of the LLNL workload logs: LLNL Atlas and LLNL Thunder. The LLNL
Thunder log is considered a ‘"capacity’" computing resource, meaning that it was intended for running
large numbers of smaller to medium jobs. In contrast, the LLNL Atlas log is considered a ‘"capability’"
computing resource, meaning that it is intended for running large parallel jobs that cannot execute on
lesser machines. The logs were graciously provided by Dr. Moe Jette from the Lawrence Livermore
National Lab, who also helped with background information and interpretation.
B.0.1 Log Format
The original log is available as LLNL-Thunder-2007. However, the original log contains several flurries
of very high activity by individual users, which may not be representative of normal usage. These were
removed in the cleaned version. We therefore used the cleaned log for our experimental purposes and this
log is available as a LLNL-Thunder-2007-1.1-cln standard workload format (swf) log from the Workload
Parallel Archive.
This swf log file contains one line per completed job in the following format:
1. Job Number – a counter field, starting from 1.
2. Submit Time – in seconds. The earliest time the log refers to is zero, and this is the submittal time
of the first job. The lines in the log are sorted by ascending submittal times. It makes sense for
jobs to also be numbered in this order.
3. Wait Time – in seconds. The difference between the job’s submit time and the time at which it
actually began to run. Of course, this is only relevant to real logs, not to models.
4. Runtime – in seconds. The wall clock time the job was running (end time minus start time).
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5. Number of Allocated Processors – an integer. In most cases this is also the number of processors
the job uses; if the job does not use all of them, no information is provided.
6. Average CPU Time Used – both user and system, in seconds. This is the average over all proces-
sors of the CPU time used, and may therefore be smaller than the runtime. If a log contains the
total CPU time used by all the processors, it is divided by the number of allocated processors to
derive the average.
7. Job Size – an integer. The number of processors requested by the user to run the job.
Additional information such as User ID, Queue number, Used memory etc. are also available from the
log, but we did not use them because they are irrelevant for our experimental purposes.
B.1 Data Analysis
After obtaining the simulation results, we carry out further statistical analysis on performance metrics
(such as QoS satisfaction and resource cost). Statistical results based on multiple simulation runs im-
prove the accuracy of the results. Each simulation experiment comprises a number of independent trials.
In a statistical data analysis, it is essential to determine the number of required independent runs.
The Central Limit Theorem can determine the number of simulation runs required. Each simulation of
this study is started by performing a small number of independent runs. Then we calculate the mean
and standard deviation of the results that are used to determine the number of simulation runs necessary.
An initial study found that a sample size of 10 should be sufficient. However, in order to provide better
estimation, the number of simulation runs was set to be 20.
B.2 Summary
A realistic workload model is necessary for a realistic evaluation of our rental and SLA-aware mech-
anisms. We achieve this by using the LLNL workload logs which present full and realistic workload
traces of distributed and parallel systems that capture many important characteristics of real workloads
including job arrivals, job sizes, job runtime, and correlation between runtime and parallelism. These are
all essential factors to consider in the studies of the performance of the rental and SLA-aware policies in
this thesis.
Appendix C
IntelligentGrid Prototype
In Chapter 4, we presented the design, implementation, and performance of HASEX as an infrastructure
for implementing Virtual Authority (VA) system. Using HASEX as the base infrastructure, this appendix
presents IntelligentGrid, a prototype Grid system that enables a rapid provisioning of computational
resources for immediate execution of high priority jobs in production Grid environments. Similar to
HASEX, the basic idea of IntelligentGrid is to leverage the virtual machine (VM) technology to deploy
additional Grid worker nodes (Codispoti et al., 2010) for the execution of serial and parallel jobs. The
IntelligentGrid is based on the gLite Grid (Andreetto et al., 2008) middleware and the Xen (Barham
et al., 2003b) hypervisor. Our preliminary experiments confirm the feasibility of the approach.
C.1 Introduction
A computational Grid enables the aggregation of multiple clusters for dynamic sharing, selection, and
management of resources. Examples of Grid mid-dleware such as gLite (EGEE Project, 2007), Globus
(Foster and Kesselman, 1997) and Unicore (Erwin, 2001) provide protocols and functionalities to en-
able these dynamic of sharing resources. Generally, they combine existing cluster management systems
such as Condor (Thain, Tannenbaum, and Livny, 2005), SGE (Gentzsch, 2001a), LSF (Xu, 2001), and
PBS (Henderson, 1995) job management systems to manage the computational needs of sequential and
parallel applications.
Although much work has been done to improve the various aspects of Grid software, the current
Grid and resource management systems have several shortcomings. First, it is often difficult to obtain
as many resources as a job may need. In such situation, the user job is forced to wait in the queue
until suitable resources are released by other running jobs that have completed their execution. In the
worst case, the user job may not even run at all if the job requirements cannot be met by all accessible
physical servers. Second, it is difficult to obtain the resources when one needs them at sudden spikes
in demand. In particular, at high load, it is often difficult to find physical resources that exactly match
the number of processors as well as software specification requested by the user. As a result, the job
cannot be executed. Third, the number of resources that can be deployed at any given time is restricted
to the number of physical machines; only one job can be executed on a single physical server node at any
one time regardless of the number of processors available. Therefore, given the above limitations, there
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is a need to design a mechanism for on-demand deployment of resources when they are needed most;
specifically, this implies that resources have to be made available immediately with very little advance
notice. This requirement is especially crucial for high priority jobs.
We describe the IntelligentGrid, a system for rapid privisioning of Grid worker nodes for pending,
urgent jobs. IntelligentGrid uses virtual machine (VM) technology to dynamically provision Grid worker
nodes. The virtual machine technology is based on the Xen hypervisor (Barham et al., 2003b) and the
Grid infrastructure is based on the well-known gLite middleware (EGEE Project, 2007). The gLite mid-
dleware is used by the Enabling Grids for the E-Science (EGEE) Grid (Berlich et al., 2006), which is
currently the world’s largest production Grid with collaborative efforts across 319 sites with a total num-
ber of 100,945 CPUs. Similarly, Xen (Barham et al., 2003b) is a popular open-source high performance
virtualisation technology originally developed at the University of Cambridge. With the combination of
both technologies and our proposed resource management, IntelligentGrid was developed to realize the
need for the creation of customized Grid environment for the efficient management of users’ tasks.
C.2 Related Work
Several efforts have been made towards applying virtualization concepts within Grid environment. First,
Virtual Workspace (Keahey et al., 2005) represents an approach for the integration of Grid and virtual-
ization. The approach allows users to define a virtual environment on top of a Grid environment. The
basic idea is to allow Globus middleware to run on top of the Xen hypervisor. From this work, Moore
et al. (2002) and Foster et al. (2006) proposed a virtual cluster that could be formed for the manage-
ment of an execution environment using virtual machines. This approach also extends virtual workspace
and investigates the performance issues related to the execution of applications on a virtual cluster. A
middleware system, Violin (Jiang and Xu, 2004) proposed a virtual internetworking infrastructure which
manages virtual machines and, virtual network technologies to create virtual distributed environments.
This also enables the execution of distributed applications which require customized execution, network
environments and security. The In-Vigo project (S. Adabala and Zhu. 2005) was built using components
that allow for the virtualization of Grid resources and user interfaces. Additionally, the In-Vigo has a
distributed virtual file system to facilitate data transfer across Grid resources; virtual machines provide
isolation, resource integrity, legacy software support, environment encapsulation and customization.
Another effort has been made to incorporate virtual machine technology in the Globus Grid in-
frastructure (Herrera et al., 2005). This architecture deploys virtual machines across the Grid site and
manages jobs using the Gridway scheduler. A solution for controlling and managing a Grid infrastruc-
ture is also described in (Montes et al., 2005) where the elements of a gLite Grid middleware can be
incorporated into virtual machines, which then can be deployed throughout the Grid infrastructure as
needed, reducing significantly the cost of system maintenance and management. The CARE resource
broker (Somasundaram et al., 2010) also uses virtualization technology to deploy virtual machines across
the Globus Grid site. The CARE broker deploys the required number of virtual machines in the Globus
Grid infrastructure to meet the application requirements. CARE can create virtual clusters dynamically
where each virtual machine is configured with the required software execution environment for facilitat-
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ing application execution on-demand.
All these research efforts address the benefits of virtualization in a Grid environment. Our work
is similar in that we also, in effect, make use of virtualization technology to provide the execution
environment for running Grid jobs. However, our work differs in that:
1. We propose a novel system architecture which manages the jobs across a Grid infrastructure with-
out the need to define additional interfaces;
2. In our implementation, there is no need to modify the existing configuration of Grid systems; and
3. Most importantly, unlike prior works, our architecture makes it possible to automatically and dy-
namically deploy additional Grid worker nodes using virtualization technology based on workload
demands without user intervention.
C.3 Architectural Overview
This section presents an architectural overview of our system. The system relies on virtualization tech-
nology to dynamically provision additional worker nodes for pending jobs. At the high level, users may
submit their jobs either to the meta-scheduler (MS) level or directly to the Local Resource Manager
(LRM).
Figure C.1: High Level Architectural Overview of IntelligentGrid in relation to Grid Infrastructure.
Figure C.1 shows the architectural overview of how the IntelligentGrid is integrated with the overall
Grid infrastructure. At the high level, the meta-scheduler or broker performs the necessary resource
matching process for the allocation of each job to the most appropriate Resource Manager. As can be
seen from the figure, the IntelligentGrid component resides between the LRM and hardware levels. All
pending jobs that cannot be allocated by the MS (either due to an insufficient amount of nodes or software
unavailability) are redirected to the LRM, which is supported by the IntelligentGrid, for execution.
The IntelligentGrid further comprises a number of core components as depicted in Figure C.2. The
LRMS Queue Monitor is responsible for discovering any newly arrivedl jobs from the Workload Man-
agement System (WMS). The WMS has a list of all available Local Resource Managers which are known
as Computing Element (CEs). Based on the job requirements, the WMS determines the most appropriate
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Figure C.2: Core components of IntelligentGrid and their interactions with one another.
CE to submit the job to. Subsequently, the LRMS Queue Monitor picks the highest priority job in the
queue and notifies the LRM to reserve resources for this particular job. It then determines the amount
of additional resource nodes needed to execute this job and submits this information to the VM Creator.
Based on the amount of additional nodes required, the VM Creator communicates with the Resource
Identifier to identify suitable physical servers for the creation of the required number of virtual machines
(VMs). The Resource Identifier communicates with the Virtual Resource Information Collector (VRIC)
to obtain hardware information such as hard disk capacity, free Random Access Memory (RAM) and
storage capacity, and most importantly, the number of CPUs of all accessible physical servers that are
available from the LRM. The VRIC is very similar to the LRMS Queue Monitor, but instead it periodi-
cally extracts the most recent machine information such as number of free CPUs, free RAM and storage
capacity.
The Resource Identifier further consults the IP / Hostname constructor to obtain a list of suitable IP
addresses and hostnames for the deployment of new VMs. Next, it requests the IP / Hostname construc-
tor to generate a hostname and an IP address for each new VM. Subsequently, the Resource Identifier
reserves the RAM and storage capacity for the Resource Identifier, and then the Resource Identifier
returns the information of available physical servers to the VM Creator.
Based on the information provided, the VM Creator starts to perform the configuration necessary
to deploy new Grid worker nodes on its reserved physical server(s). The configuration involves getting
the appropriate VM image from the image repository and the VM image is configured to support serial
and/or parallel execution of jobs. Once the VM image has been configured, the hostname and IP address
of the newly configured Grid worker node is submitted to the LRM for registration. The LRM registers
the newly added worker nodes to the resource pool and it schedules the reserved job with the newly
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configured Grid worker node(s). The LRMS Queue Monitor monitors the execution of the job and
upon its completion, it notifies the VM Terminator. The VM Terminator subsequently notifies the LRM
to deregister the worker nodes from the resource pool and then removes the VMs from the physical
server(s) immediately.
C.4 Implementation
The IntelligentGrid prototype uses gLite middleware to construct the Grid infrastructure and Xen hyper-
visor for the virtualization technology. The Local Resource Manager (LRM) is based on the Open PBS
batch scheduler.
The gLite Grid architecture consists of the following major components: User Interface (UI), Work-
load Management System (WMS), Computing Element (CE) and Worker node (WN). The User Interface
(UI) resides at the top level and enables users to submit jobs. Jobs which are submitted from the UI are
sent to the Workload Management System (WMS). The WMS has a list of all available Local Resource
Managers which are known as Computing Element (CEs). Based on the job requirements, the WMS
determines the most appropriate CE to submit the job to. If there are sufficient and suitable worker
nodes (WNs) to run the job, the job is executed immediately; otherwise, the job is held in the queue until
sufficient worker nodes are available.
The IntelligentGrid prototype is implemented using Java and UNIX shell scripts. The LRMS Queue
Monitor periodically pulls information on queued status jobs at the CE by using the ‘qstat –a’ command
and extracts the node requirement such as the required number of CPUs, number of nodes, and mem-
ory for each queued job. It then sends the extracted node requirement information to the VM Creator
component that resides at the LRM level. Specifically, the VM Creator component extracts the follow-
ing information: (1) Job ID as defined by the LRM; (2) number of requested nodes and CPUs; and (3)
minimum RAM capacity. Similarly, the VM Creator queries the Resource Identifier for IP addresses and
hostnames to be used for virtual machine deployment.
When all the relevant parameters are obtained, the VM Creator starts to prepare and configure the
required number of virtual machines from a VM image file. A VM image file is a pre-configured image
file that is comprised of the Scientific Linux version 4 OS with gLite’s Worker Node service. It is
also configured with the relevant MPICH library for supporting the execution of parallel jobs in Grid
environments. To ensure that cross-communication can be established between existing worker nodes
and newly deployed nodes, the VM Creator appends the IP addresses of newly created VMs to both
the CE and the MPICH configuration files. Similarly, each time a worker node is removed upon job
completion, the VM Terminator removes the corresponding IP addresses from the CE and the MPICH
configuration files as appropriate. The pseudo code for VM resource provisioning is shown in 9.
C.5 Performance
Performance evaluation was conducted to answer the following questions: a) How long would it take to
deploy Grid worker nodes with IntelligentGrid, i.e., taking into consideration deployment and configu-
ration latency? Specifically, we are interested in finding out how the delays in our approach compare to
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Algorithm 9 Pseudo code for VM resource provisioning.
1. Get high-priority, queued job J from LRM queue.
2. Process K jobs on available physical worker nodes.
3. Calculate the number of virtual machines N which can be created using the information about
physical machines.
4. Get the number of jobs J-K which can be processed by the creation of M (M<=N) virtual ma-
chines.
5. Put P jobs on ‘“held’” state and invoke the deployment process of virtual machines.
6. Monitor the VM creation process and after deployment, configure necessary settings and submit
job.
7. Track job state and after successful execution remove virtual machines after completion of job.
8. Repeat steps from (1) until all jobs have been processed.
Figure C.3: Experimental testbed.
those of current Grid approaches; b) What is the impact of deployment request and task allocation costs
on the practical aspect of resource provisioning strategies employed by IntelligentGrid?
First, we assume a typical gLite Grid environment where a Grid broker (meta-scheduler) is used
to co-ordinate heterogeneous and geographically distributed resources from multiple LRMs. Figure C.3
shows an overview of our experimental test-bed. The test-bed comprises three physical servers namely,
vmhx1, vmhx2, and vmhx3, each equipped with four processors with Intel(R) Xeon(R) 2.66 GHz or
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 2.80 GHz processors, RAM from 2 GB to 30 GB, and running OpenSUSE 11.1
with Xen hypervisor.
The first experiment is to measure (1) the amount of time it takes for a job to be served and (2)
the amount of time it takes for a node to be allocated with a rented node as soon as the rental request
is initiated. Timings are measured from two points: the time it takes for the LRMS Queue Monitor to
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IntelligentGrid Components Time in minutes
LRMS Queue Monitor 2.4 (0.4)
VM Creator 12.2 (0.7)
Resource Identifier 1.8 (0.3)
Total time 16.4 (1.6)
Table C.2: Breakdown of the total overhead time for IntelligentGrid with job size of 4. Small figures in
parentheses are standard deviations.
identify a queued job and to initiate a resource provisioning decision as soon as the job is queued due
to insufficient resources, and the time it takes for the Resource Identifier to discover physical servers for
VM deployment and the VM Creator to configure a new worker node so that it is ready for allocation. We
timed certain major IntelligentGrid operations, measuring the cost of individual operations, as well as
the total overhead time required to make provisioning requests. In particular, we measure the invocation
costs of the LRMS Queue Monitor, the Resource Identifier, and the VM Creator, as well as the VM
Terminator invocation operations.
Table C.1 presents the total overhead time taken by the IntelligentGrid to deploy worker nodes with
increasing job size, i.e., number of requested nodes for each job. For each experiment, we submit a
dummy parallel job that runs for exactly 5 minutes. Each experiment is repeated with the same job but
for different job sizes. We then measure the total time it takes for the worker nodes to be deployed for
each job. As indicated in Table C.1, it would take an average of 7.4 minutes to deploy a Grid worker
node, and the time it takes to provision new worker nodes increases linearly as the job size increases.
For instance, it would take approximately 16.4 minutes to deploy a parallel job with a job size of 4.
Job Size Total Overhead in minutes
1 7.4 (1.2)
2 11.3 (1.4)
3 14.5 (1.7)
4 16.4 (1.9)
8 21.8 (1.8)
Table C.1: Breakdown of the total overhead time for IntelligentGrid with job size of 4. Small figures in
parentheses are standard deviations.
Table C.2 further shows the breakdown of the total overhead time for a job with size of 4. We can
observe that the time overheads for queuing time and allocation time by the LRMS Queue Monitor are
negligible, but the VM Creator takes a considerable time to deploy virtual machines on physical servers.
However, we would argue that long-running jobs without IntelligentGrid may be queued for several
hours (which is currently quite common for batch jobs). Hence, an additional delay of 7~20 minutes for
scheduling is insignificant. Nonetheless, we feel that the deployment time can be improved by further
optimizing the VM deployment policy, which is necessary for supporting execution of interactive jobs.
We conclude that even though the VM deployment process still needs to be refined further, Intelligent-
Grid is fairly scalable in terms of provisioning more than one VM simultaneously when compared to a
conventional Grid setting with no deployment mechanism.
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Figure C.4: Experimental performance of Intelligent vs. conventional gLite Grid system.
Next, we carried out a set of experiments to compare the performance of the IntelligentGrid in com-
parison to a standard Grid system. Again, the same test-bed configurations are used, which comprises
three physical servers. Figure C.4 presents our results in terms of throughput. Throughput is computed
as the number of completed job per minute over time, as more jobs get completed. For each experiment,
the bench-marking measurements consist of the execution of 30 jobs whereby each job runs a compu-
tation for 10 minutes on average on a worker node. The results show that the IntelligentGrid system
outperforms the standard Grid system. As can be seen, the IntelligentGrid achieves significantly higher
throughput, an increase of up to 50% more than the standard gLite Grid system. This high throughput
is due to the efficiency of the IntelligentGrid in reducing the number of pending jobs in the queue by
deploying additional worker nodes. As more jobs are being served at any one time, the system is able to
complete more jobs.
It is interesting to note that 17 additional worker nodes are being deployed on the three physical
nodes at the end of our experiments for all 30 jobs. This has a significant impact on performance because
up to 8 jobs can be executed simultaneously. Additionally, these results show that high throughput can
be achieved without the need to use an additional physical server. Nonetheless, it is envisaged that we
can obtain a much higher improvement in throughput by adding an increasing number of physical nodes
to the LRM.
C.6 Conclusion
We have presented the IntelligentGrid system that provides the mechanisms whereby resource nodes can
be automatically provisioned in a dynamic and incremental fashion based on user workloads. In partic-
ular, we have focused on the design and implementation of general, extensible abstractions of Intelli-
gentGrid components. IntelligentGrid leverages virtual machine (VM) technology to deploy additional
Grid worker nodes for the execution of serial and parallel jobs. Virtualization technology offers effective
resource management mechanisms such as isolated, secure job scheduling and utilization of computing
resources. Our experiment results showed the feasibility of IntelligentGrid as well as a higher throughput
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as compared to a typical Grid environment.
To the best of our knowledge, IntelligentGrid is the first system that presents a full-fledged dy-
namic resource provisioning system without the need for additional interfaces or configuration changes
to existing gLite Grid systems. The system can be deployed easily without the need to reconfigure the
local resource manager (LRM). The only requirement is to have the hypervisors installed on physical
servers. The rest of the configuration occurs dynamically, through the interactions of various Intelligent-
Grid components. By simplifying configuration, IntelligentGrid makes it possible to automatically and
dynamically provision additional Grid worker nodes based on workload demands without user interven-
tion. Our future work includes improving image creation and deploying IntelligentGrid to a production
environment.
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